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Abstract 

An extensive review of the fiterature suggests that as students with 
iearning disabilities age, the effects of their leamhg disabïilities persîst into 
adulthood. Despite the fact that more students with leamhg disabilities are now 
reaching higher levek of formal educationdue to increased awareness and 
s e ~ c e  provision in childhood and adolescenc+relatively little is known about 
the ways in -ch to approach and assist this population. Relùninary studies 
indicate that though legaiiy mandated to do so, an insufncient number of 
coIleges and universities are prepared to offer appropriate guidance and 
support to students with learning disabilities, partkdarIy as they enter post- 
graduate or professional programs of study. Authors suggest that more snidy is 
needed into the ways in Which adults with Ieaming disabilities succeed and into 
the special needs which they have as students in the higher end of educational 
programs. It is suggested that qualitative methods are b a t  suited for this type of 
inquUy, as they are able to capture the experientiai nature of the phenomenon 
and more likely to generate models of common growth and need. 

This study examines the leaming iÏves of six students, aii of d o m  
reached various levels of study at the graduate level and who were at some 
point, identined as 1e-g disabled. Using Life History Methodology as the 
primaxy means of inquiry, participants were asked to recail their learning 
experiences, the role of signincant others in their learning and the means by 
which they overcame the effects of their leamhg roadblocks. Advice to teachers 
and died professionals, parents, educational institutions and future students 
with leaming disabilities were offered by participants in light of their experiences 
and perceived needs. Special attention was focused on the graduate studies 



expenence, since Iittie is known of the reiationship between this and the target 
population, 

From these interviews, a panoramic view of the phenomenon and a 
trajectory of cornmon experience and insight emerged. Similarities in the 
cognitive and affective domains were noted, as were reactiom to institutionai 
structures and outside support systems. A set of evaluatke comments emerged 
on the nature of key piayers in the üves of students with leaming disabiiîties and 
how they affécted the leamllig qerience. These experiences are compared and 
contrasted with literature relevant to the popdation and to those coveriog 
leaming and psychological experience in a wider domain. Recommendations to 
funve learners, educational systems and pmfessionals, parents and graduate 
pro- are incuded. 
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Mandala Art-A Road M ~ D  

The Colour plates in this dissertation consist of two types of artwork, 
both known generaiiy as "MandaIaI'or circle art. For a full explanation of these 
d r a .  and tkir use in the composition of this dissertation, please refer to 
page 28 (in Chapter 2) of the text 

The fïrst type of Man* art that the reader WU encoumer are a series of 
pieces which I have composed These represent a visual account of my personal 
joumey as a first-time qualitatke researcher and organizer of the enormous 
project that has becorne known as my dissertation. Using Merent media, 1 have 
endeavored to express my feelings at M o u s  stages of this process such that 
m e n  complete, a sense of movement and growth can hopefuIty be seen in both 
the Wntten and visual cornponents. M y  goal was to include in this project the 
important hahres of myself as artist and writer, thinker and feeler. 

To this end, 1 have phced the amvork throughout the project, more or 
l e s  at the point in the process where they were completed Included with copies 
of the originai artwork are d t t e n  explanations highlighting the ideas and 
feeiings behind the art. 

Addition*, the reader will note the inclusion of Mandalas fkom the six 
Co-researchers of this study. 1 invited my f ie colleagues to join m e  in 
representing our leaming Me-histories in a non-verbal manner, as an altemate 
means of communication. in some cases the pieces that emerged were seIf- 
created, whüe others were CO-created, or produced by me. Written 
explanations, dong with copies of the original artwork precede each 
biographical sketch. 



"Pulled in An Directions" 
COLOUR PLATE #I  

In the begmning there was... chaos! As 1 worked to complete my review of 
the ïiterature, the i n t e ~ e w  process and began to organize my thoughts for the 
work of finding thematic significance, 1 was confuseci. Here was a mass of 
Monnation forming 0 hoped) both the fore and background of my work But 
what did it mean? Howwould it ail corne together? Was there signincance, 
unity or even cohesion to these divergent lives and experiences? 

I represented this confusion in sweral ways. The choice of 2 elements- 
earth and water-seemed to me to indicate a lack of interaction that might 
some day work to form a bond that would lead to growth. Srnaii circles outside 
these streams represent the seeds, also outside the mix of potentiai growth and - 

Beyond this, represented by the patterns in shades of p-le and pink, 
was the sunset of the previous stage, the preparation of the background 
material-the dissertation proposal, the method of study, the literanire review 
and the i n t e ~ e w s  themselves. Al1 of this was neat, orderly and in place. Yet, it 
too was separate, unmixed with the newness of the data and seemingly apart 
h m  it 

Did 1 really have the necessary tools to rnix these ideas, this information, 
these feelings? Where was the insight that would lïnd the patterns, the cohesion, 
the flow h m  wtiich the meat could be placed on the bones of the already 
constructed frame? Despite the months of acadernic preparation and the work 1 
had already achieved, I was ptagued by doubt and question. 

It was up to me to engage in ail of this material,-to, as it were, dirty my 
han& with the process of steeping, mulling and intermingiing the disparate 
elements of the work Did 1 have what was necessary on inteiiectual, emotional 
and creative levek to make the most of the gifts 1 was given by previous 
researchers and my Co-researchers? Only tirne d d  te li... 





Learnine - Disabled Graduate Students: 
A Life Historv of Leamers and Their Learning 

CHAPTER 1 

Canvas: An Introduction To The Study 

Prolo- 

Excemt From Personal .journal. A ~ r f i  6. 1995: 

As I sot in our farewell session, emotions began to overtake rny abiliiy to 
concentrate and logically put an end to this most exciting of intelledual punuits. 
Here I was, at the last class of the final course that 1 was to take for my 
Doctorate-an end to an almost continuous string of courses taken over a 
per-iod of what has amounted to three quarters of rny life-ond I was not able to 
give it the intelledual focus if deserved. Despite the fact that this was a course of 
immense value and meaning to me (probably more so than almost any other I 
have taken previously), I realized that it was not the termination of this coune 
alone t h ~ t  was the source of my emotional ground swell. 

Aber the class was over and the room had emptied, I sot alone amid the quiet 
space, in order to sort out and undentand the feelings that had corne so 
powerfully to me. 1 began by examining the surroundings of the classroom, so 
familiar to me as a primary residence for almost twenty-seven of my thirty yean. 
These rooms, with their bore, whitewashed walls, hanh fluorescent lig htc and 
dusty chalk-boards, had been the theatre in which the drama of so much of my 
personal story had unfolded. This room-and so many like it-bristled with 
memories of tnumphs and failures, pride and shame. 

Leaving the safety and the danger of this room forever as a student was, of 
course, monumental. For better or for worse, it was a place that I had become 
most familiar with-l knew its overt rules and reg ulations and its covert games 
and manipulations. 1 was a seasoned professional at navigating thorough its 
doily activities. It had gone from being a safe and fun place to be as a 
preschooler, to one of extreme embarrassment, shame and anger for me as an 
older child to a place of triumph, growth and stimulation as an adult. What went 
on in the classroom was mirrored in my personal life as well, such that the two 

had become almost indistinguishable. 



It was then that I realized the source of my emotional surge, for I began to sense 
that though I was by myself, I was not alone in this, my final classroom. Suddenly, 
I becume aware of the others, former incarnations of myself, present in the room, 
only now coming into view. I knew instantly that they had been with me al1 along 
as I went f o m  classroom to classroom, guiding my every move and influencing 
many of my thoughts, feelings and reactions. Immediately, the roorn, though still, 
silent and empty, became absoluteiy full and charged with memory and emotion. 

On  the floor, sot the littlest reverberation of myself, happy and comfortable in 
this place of wonder, with its many secrets and discoveries yet untapped. I have 
olways known that my quest to regain that playful self in the classroom has never 
left me and that through it all, it has influenced me and given me the sense of awe 
and ioy that permeated every leaming experience I have had since. I think thut it 
is this special set of memories with their never-ending positive feelings, that have 
sustained me and have allowed me to seek out the solutions necessary for me to 
deal with the many problems brought on by my leaming disability. 

Nearby, though, huddled in a little wooden desk with its obsolete inkwell and 
cold steel undenide, sot the student 1 had been in my later childhood and youth. 
Here was a presence full of fear, anxieiy and rage. Here was the child desperately 
trying to remember which direction the words were written in, echoing in his 
head the voice of his teacher who told him that he was too durnb to even write 
his nome the nght way. Here was the sad child, unable to reconcile the need to 
learn and explore with an inability to achieve and succeed. Here was the child 
violently afraid of being asked to stand and read, lest he again stumble and see 
words thar simply did not corne together to form meaningful units, as his teacher 
and fellow students looked on in amazement and ridicule at such simple concepts 
ignored and overlooked. 

This child too has remained with me, along with his fean and self-doubt. No 
motter how much I have been able to succeed as a student and work to negate 
my learning difficulties, I have never been able to overcome the nogging 
negativity that has grown out of that student experience. 

Not far from him, stands a young man in univenity now, finally discovering the 
truth that one could be intelligent and incapable of the most basic of skills, but 
that this could be reconciled and overcome. Here was the man finding his 
strengths, working to subveri his weaknesses and finally enioying the process of 
learning and of expressing his ideas. Though he was still fearful that it might ail 
end and retum to the horrible days of his past, he persevered and progressed 
and put away the pain in order to fully focus and achieve that which had alluded 
him for so long. 



It was no wonder then, that I had been so emotionally charged in those final 
classroom moments. These V O ~ O U S  incarnations of myself were olso completing 
a cycle and each screamed out to me to feel its ernotions and recall its 
mernories. It has been these three competing themes-the desire to leorn and its 
associated ioy; the fear of ineptitude and its overwhelming, almost parolping 
anxiety; and, the sheer determinotion to succeed and overcome with its power 
and strength-that have been the hallmark of my existence within the walls of 
these many classrooms. 

It was now time for al1 of us to leave this incubator and face the new challenges 
that lie ahead. I knew then, that these incarnations would follow me forever and 
that in order for me to be at peace with them, I had to meet them head-on and 
confront fully their many memones and competing emotions. 

Introduction to the Stuüv 

The above described -rience is, 1 feel, the best place to begin the 
joumey that is this project. It was an intense and powem moment for me, and 
though it was certaîdy not the fkt, it was the most animated of its kind and 
sewed to uystalik for me many of the feelings 1 have encountered in the past 1 
have often known, in one way or another, that 1 &ed with me the memones 
of past leaming experiences, dong with the bigering emotions that permeate 
my present functioning and push me in so manyways. 

It was the conscious realization of this, I thllik, that had lead me, in that 
final classroom par ,  to corne to the decision to conikont my leaming disability 
in a maMer that 1 had not done before and make of it my final student project. 
For me, learning disabüity is central to my make-up, it was a reality for me even 
before it had definition or titie and it continues to affect me in many ways. It is a 
part of my life that has fueied the tires of my leaming and has, in manyw-ays, 
innuenced my decision to become an acadernic and a psychologist. Though it 
has often been relegated to a secondaxy consideration, it has nonetheless lurked 
mystenoudy in the background of my mind and has sawated many of my 
thoughts and resuiting actions. In that last moment, done in the ciassroom- 
having already set myself on the path toward clarity and discovery in 
connection with my leaming past-1 was visited with the most vkid 
manifestation of its existence yet and it gave me new purpose and strength. 



The decision to explore the phenomenon of leaming disabilities and its 
effect on graduate students, was of course, emotionally based. 1 wanted to give 
form and shape to my experience and derive meaning h m  my peregrinations. 
However, it &O came h m  a genuine interest in the experiences of a group of 
students d o s e  patterns and lessons had not yet, I believed, been adequately 
highiïghted 1 knew that if1 had no guide h m  which to learn and no forum in 
which to express my understanding of this phenomenon, that there were others 
who were also unable to do so. This meant that 1, and many others, were 
deprived of an opportunity to share a common stoly and leam h m  the lessons 
of an important collective. 

Thus, I chose to look at perhaps the most obscure group of students with 
learning disabilities, in order to discover more about myselfand to give uisight 
and voice to the experiences of an entire population. WhiIe the hes and needs 
of younger snidents with leaming disabilities have been explored and chatted in 
some detail over the past thirty years (Serebreni, 199 1), studies involving the 
phenomenon of simüarly challenged adults are stiU rare (Gerber, Re= U 
Giiberg, 1988). Of those studies available, none have exclusively examined a 
population that strives to leam at the highest levels of the fornial educational 
process. My own experiences, dong with many discussions that 1 have had with 
other graduate students with learning disabilities, convinced me that this was a 
fascinating and important vein of knowiedge to be tapped and mined. 

Riroose of the S n t d y  

The purpose of this study, then, was to explore the experiences of 
graduate students with leaming disabilities so as to draw conclusions based on 
thek educational Me-histories. 1 was interested in hding those challengeci 
indMduals wfio have succeeded academicaity and wfio have reached the 
pinnacle of formai leaming. This success has corne despite (or possibly as a 
d t  of) learning diilicuities *ch can often severeiy impair an individuai's 
ability to accomplish the most basic of academidy related tasks. 

As such, I in te~ewed  graduate shidents with learning disabilities and 
explored with them their lives and leaming, in order to paht as complete and 
coloumil a pomait of their experiences and thoughts as was possible. 1 wished 



to understand this population and the cornmon themes that emerged h m  their 
collective narrative. 1 presented stories of individual students, so that each could 
give Ïnsight and inspiration, 1 exp10red the findings generated h m  this inquiry in 
the context of previous research into the experiences and personalities of 
leaming disabled ad&, as weil as relevant literature in the areas of resilience 
theory and existenthi meaning-making. in addition, 1 made statements based 
on this information as to the ways in which younger students might ben& h m  
the lessons leamed hem. 

als of the Study 

Thus, the goals of the studywere twofo1ck As a writer and an academic, I 
wanted to ten a story and highlight individuais who have new insight and 
information to share. As a psychologist and educator however, 1 also wanted to 
learn and be able to share insight with those who may benefït fimm the 
experiences of predecessors who have already succeeded, despite the dÏfiïculties 

brought on by a Iearning disability. 

In presenting the individuai stories of participants, the goal was to 
highlight examples of unigue lives in the context of leaming. As indhiduais with 
leaming disabilities, participants faced great challenges and met with adversity 
as they attempted to acquire skills and knowledge *ch, for the average 
student, are obtained more naturally and with Iess effort. The information 
generated fiom this contexhial presentation of data, complete with the 
personai@ and personal history of the individuai, does, 1 feel, serve as a 
powerful example of courage, determination and ability to rise above difEcuIt 
conditions. It has also, I believe, highiïghted the place of educators and 
institutions wfio have served in assistive or advers& roles within the H e  of the 
individual. 

Along with this, the storïes coIIected act as vehicles for the extrapolation 
of collective information. The goal here was to seek out common themes and 
experiences, so as to broaden their scope and begin to form a group portrait of 
persons with learning disabilities at various Ieveis within the educatiod 
process. As such, themes emerging h m  the narratives were aplored, looking 
for the cornmon ways in which individuals with leaming disabilities experienced 



and coped with th& disôbility and kced the chdenges of education. The 
question of how and why such individrratc persevered with the various 
formaüzed educational programs is central. Such information will hopefully 
provide those who work within these institutions, as weli as those students who 
wiIi later enter into them, an undexstanding of how to best assist and facilitate 
success among the population. 

in assessing the matenal derivai h m  the study, 1 attempted to place it 
within the context of the exïsting fiterature on the nature and needs of ad& 
with learning disabilities. SpecifiCany, 1 uutilized the work of Gerber and Rein 
(1992), wbich describes a model for success among the population. This was 
primarily used as a hmework h m  which to organiire and evaluate the 
material gathered. 

The work of the present study may serve, in one sense, as a means of 
highüghting or strengthening Gerber and ReBs model, insofar as it ilïustrated a 
group of successful leamhg disabled adults who have achieved a high degree of 
success within the world of fomzalized education Using this model as a 
fiamework has, hopefulhl, lent support and given new depth and dimension to a 
theoretical model, which I believe, has great strength and relevance to the 
population. 

Similarly, 1 I e d  the material derived h m  the in te~ews  in the 
context of the theones of Went ia l  Psychology, as posited by V i o r  Frankl 
(1984). F r W s  work in highlighting the power of the individual to overcome 
adversity in many extrema and to derive meaning and strength h m  it, was, 1 
felt, an important lem through which to understand the experiences of graduate 
students with leaming disabilities. 

Along the path of this journey, 1 encountered another theoretical 
constnict, d o s e  relevance and value in the context of this study, appeared to 
warrant some e1ucidation. This was the work of several authors whose theories 
have become commody known as "Emotional Intelligence" (Goleman, 1995). 
Here too, I felt that there was exciting learning to be gained h m  exploring the 
experiences of this stuws population through an important understanding of 
the human rnind 



However, my objective was not necessady to replicate the work of 
Gerber and Reiff, Frank1 or Goleman, nor to add, in a traditional sense, a fiil in 
the gap of th& theoretid cofl~tfucts (though, is some respects this did occu). 
The present snidy is unique and makes use of prior materiai only as a means of 
aaming new insight and material and not merely as a force for substantiation of 
exïstbg work I ts  main focus on the educational context (with other personai 
Me-events se* as a backdrop), distinguishes this work h m  more 
generalized studies. The fact that its ongins lie in the personal experiences of the 
author and make use of a iimited, homogeneous population, make this a h@& 
specinc and ïndividuaiized enterprise. The use of He histoxy methodology and 
Mandala drawings, are also features which make thïs project unique and 
therefore untenable as a replicative study. 

Another facet of this project was to assess the educational systems 
through which participants have passed, as a means of highlighting areas of 
support and opposition. In this way, 1 feel 1 have made a statement on their 
ability to properly prepare and sustain individu& with learning disabilities. 
Specid attention was focused on the graduate studies educational process and 
its relationship with the leamhg disabled. My goai here was to use the 
theoretical constructs whïch emerged h m  the narratives in order to make 
statements on the previoudy unexamined relationship between graduate 
education and its learning disabled participants. 

The method chosen for the exploration of this population falls under the 
generai nibric of Qualitative Research (Smith, 1983) and the more specific 
research technique of Me Histov Methodology (Cole U Knowies, 1993). As 
detailed further in Chapter 2, this method of inquiry, ïs, 1 kei, most aptiy suited 
to me as an individual and as a mearcher. It is the best format that I am aware 
of b m  -ch to seek knowiedge that is both acadernicaiiy ngorous and 
emotionaüy honest It allows for the development of research that is replete with 
insight, information, learning and affect (Huberman, 1984; Gajar, 1992; Gerber 
B Reiff, 1991,1994). It was also, 1 believe, the most thorough and complete 
method of exploring this unique group of students. It is my feeling that this 



paradigm helped yield much acumen and understanding into the phenornenon 
of the lives of the chosen population in a way that no other d d  have been 
able to. 

The Me history methodology used in this study, ailowed me to present my 
own story as a member of the target population. This was done for two rasons: 
Firstly, the clear presentation of my expenences, dowed for my personal bias 
and beliefk to emerge, such that the- were taken into account and considered. 
This, ho- ptevented me h m  becoming overwhelmed by my own 
experiences and left me open to fïnding new insïght and information h m  the fidl 
spectmm of data collected Secondiy, 1 feel that like my cofleges in thÏs venture, 
my stoq is of value. It was presented, examineci on its own and placed in the 
context of other gathered data. In this way, it became equal to aU other 
accounts coilected, amiyzed and re-told 

Presentation of the Study 

The research described above is presented as foilows: Fitiy, 1 have 
presented a detailed outline of the research methodology employed. This 
indudes an o v e ~ e w  of qualitative inquiry and a statement of personal 
methodological preferences and beliefk. It is foilowed by an outline of the project 
itself, the coîiection of data, dong with the method of analysis and presentation 

Foilo~ing this, the existing literature on adults with leaming disabilities is 
examined. This provides a backdrop to the study and a context in which to 
placeits findings. 

Finalfy, the research resuits are presented in their two formats-the 
stories of indkidual participants and an anaiysis of common themes and 
lessons. The project concludes with a statement on the place of uiis research in 
the context of existing materials and the lessons learned for adults as weU as 
younger students with leaming disabilities. The limitations of this study and 
suggestions for M e r  research are &O included 



nie materiai derived h m  this stuciy, seeks to answer the following 
questions: 

What does it mean to be a Ieaming dwbled addt and what are the 
fimctional, educational and emotional consequences of this? 

What was it like to grow up with a leaming disability and what were 
the fiuictional, educational and emotional consequences of this? 

What is it IÏke to be a leaming disabled student in a graduate snidies 
program? 

What were the Wors  which have dowed for success within the 
educationai context? 

What were or are the obstacles created by the learning disability which 
stood or stand as irnpediments to normative educational hctioning? 

What has dowed the individual (iitemally and extemaily) to 
overcome these obstades and succeed as a student? - Who played a role in supporting or opposing the individual in theïr 
quest to succeed in the educational context? 

What are the features of graduate studies pr0gram.c which act as 
helping or hindering mechanisms for the success of students with leaming 
disabilities? 

What statements wuid  those who have succeeded in formalized 
educational programs Iike to make to educators and students with learning 
disabfities, as to the best means by which to properiy support and encourage 
those with leaming disabilities and those who work with them? 

In so doing, this study has hop- provided several pieces of important 
insight and information. Fitiy, it highiights the nature of learning disabilities as 
they are experienced by a spedic group of successful individuais. It focuses on 
the various educational institutions, programs and providers, who did or did not 
meet the needs of students with leaming disabilities and who have left indelible 
marks on them as individuals. It specîiically examines the nature of graduate 
studies programs and thek ability to accommodate and support students with a 
leaming disabïiity. It examines current theories and understandings of leaming 



disabïlities and their r e l e ~ n c e  to a population that has not had its natwe or 
needs previously exposecl. 

F i ,  it has allowed individuais who possess signifiant experience and 
insïght to make statements airned at assisring those younger students grappling 
with leaming disabilities as well as those who seek to provide them with 
professional and personai support. WhiIe professionais and parents have access 
to theoretical material percainuig to the nature and matment of leaming 
disabilities, there seems to be little avaiIab1e insight into the acperientiai nature 
of the condition. By reading the stories and themes of a population that has 
succeeded and persevered, parents, educators and students wili be given a view 
of learning disabilities that wiii fill in the emotional, social and personal 
information which is often lacking in discussions pertauiing to the nature and 
needs of those with leamuig disabilities. 

In this way, the study becomes twofold in scope and importance. Fiïtiy, 
it examiraes and exposes a specinc population that has held iide previous 
research attention. Additionai@, it aliows this information to be nItered down to 
those who work with or live with a leamhg disability. Xn so doing, it pecfnits the 
-riences and lessons of the population to have relevance that is both 
Ilifonnative as well as trdomiative in nature. 



"Undercurrents" 
COLOIJR PLATE #Z 

After sitting with the material and with the anxiety of the previous stage, 1 
began to niminate. Without yet theorking or even organizing the interview 
material, 1 began to ailow it to intemiingle in my mind 1 looked over the broad 
expanse of the inte~ews and the moments that seemed to stand out for me- 
the stories and theb power to communicate so ri* the expenences of the Co- 
researchers. To do so was an act of faith, an expression of my belief in the 
power of the material, of the qualitative process and most especially of my 
creative and intelIectual skilis. 

1 represented this phase through the theme of chuming. S m d  spring-like 
cogs tum, moving, as it were, the materiai in new directions. Slowly, a sense of 
order and direction emerges as exemplidied by the snake-iike strand with its 
repetitive colour pattem. In the corner are bits of insight and idormation-are 
they the stùrings of insight, an eariy byproduct of the process, or are they the 
last of the unmixed ingredients yet to enter the h y ?  1 am not certain. 

What 1 do know is that for the h t  time shce 1 completed the i n t e ~ e w  
process, 1 feel a sense of hope that it wiil all work itseif out in the end. 





Palette: Method of Study 

For Myself, earth-bound and feitered to the scene of my aciivities, I confess that I 
do feel the differences of monkind . . . I am, in plainer words, a bundle of 
prejudices-made up of l ikings and dislikings-the veriest th roll to sympathies, 
apathies, antipithies. 

- Charles Lamb 

E~istemoloeicai Assum~tions and Personal Research Phiioso~h~ 

Introduction 

It seems obvious that the design of a hurnan behavior stuciy such as this 
one, shouid relevantiy follow the subject matter chosen as the focus of 
investigation. Beyond this statement however, lies a deeper core issue, where 
the philosophicai and epistemologicai assumptions of the investigator come to 
iight as the sources h m  whîch the selection of particular phenomena are 
drawn (Moustakas, 1990). The choice of topic which win ultimateIy lead to a 
choice of parti& methodology, will itself be Muenced by the beliefk which 
Iead the expIorer on the joumey to begin with, 

In my joumey, 1 have come to see myselfas one who believes in the 
Limited and multi-faceted nature of truth, in the power of mth as derived h m  
both the individual and collective narratives and in the constructMst ontology 
which leads one to seek these truths. This thinking is consistent with the generd 
school of thought known as Quaiitative Research, a form of human behavior 
investigation wfiich is distinguished h m  the traditional '"positivist'" paradigrn 
which has lead to the more fafniliar form of inquiry known as Quantitative 
Methodology (Smith, 1983). W~thin this broad ikamework, iie many choices for 
partîcular qualitative paths, with a wide range of methods and beiiefh 
underiying their purpose and structure (Poikinghome, 1989). For the purposes 
of this study, 1 have decided to utilize methods -ch reflect my epistemo10gicaI 
assumptions and which have informed my choice of phenomena to be studied. 



nie history of human behavior inqujr, particularly in the disciplines of 
psychoIogy and education, has been one of dose cooperation with the 
mathematical and biological sciences. Human behavior was thought to be 
whoiiy quanWle ,  neatly categorized and uitimately predictable. It  was 
assurned that these behaviorai patterns could be charted through the use of 
scientinc p ~ a p l e s  and methods. Cextaïnly, t he  was precedence for the use of 
such methods, which had lead to great progress in the areas biolow, physiology 
and anatomy. Thus, the early pioneers of human behavior inquiry set about the 
task of testing, cataloguing and predicting human behavior in a manner that 
was considered to be thomugh, objective and methodicaily scientific (Howe, 
1992). 

For over a c e n t q ,  psychology and education research has been almost 
inextricably linked with this fomi of exploration. This association has lead (and 
in some cases continues to lead) to many important discoveries about the 
nature of human behavior and its mot causes. However, it is becorning 
increasingly clear to many scholars and practitioners, that this type of inquiry is 
no longer meeting the needs of those who seive and are beiig seived by 
research. Traditional quantitative methods are seen to be too murb and 
shaliow in their examination of human nature and action. Able to capture only 
the d a c e  meaning of the human experience, mearchers feel that they are left 
without a deep and clear understanding of many phenornena, with no means to 
begin the delicate and important process of examinhg t h e  complex issues 
(Cole & Knowles, 1993). 

As a student of psychology and education and as an emerging 
practitioner in the fields of research and psychotherapy, 1 too found traditional 
research methods lacking. There seerned to be a tangible absence of the 
peisonal, the face of the individual, as it were, had k e n  erased. Information 
emerging h m  many studies which appeared Morxned and impressive, seemed 
sirnuItaneous1y dwoid of personal meaning and c o n t a  for me. I felt that my 
understanding of and contribution to the exploration of hurnan behavior and 
experience had to delve deeper into the human condition. For me, me& had 



to indude, in some way, the faces and stones of those d o s e  l k s  were king 
sîudied. 

in an attempt to fïli this gap in knowiedge, many human behavior 
scientists have tumed their attention to altemate means of inquiry. Based on 
precedents set by sociologists, this research seeks to examine human behavior 
outside the sterile and clinid walls of the laboratory and meet humanity on its 
own terms and in its own natural environment (Glane B Peshkin, 1992). The 
basic tooïs of this in- preclude the guantdkhle, the mathematical and the 
redactic. These are, instead, replaced with the tïme honoured tradition of 
deriving meaning fimm observation, i n t e ~ e w  and discussion. No longer is the 
cornplex, often confbsing and seemingly contradictoryworld of natudistic 
human obsemtion to be feared and therefore declared unreliable and 
untenable as a legitimate pursuit. Instead, this complexity is embraced and 
explored for its richness, its depth and its ability to i11uIILinate the personal and 
collective undentanding of humanity and its existentid experience (Van Manen, 
1990). 

Qualitative research is, at its hem, as much of a philosophy as it is a set 
of data collection took and techniques. For it is the assumptions made about 
tmth and human complexity, as well as the methods used for its inference and 
interpretation, that distinguish it h m  its quantitative cousin (Howe, 1992). This 
ontologid ciifference wïIl ultimately influence the epistemological divergence 
that characterizes these two distinct sets of research tacts. Morgan and Simirich 
(1980) characterize the differences between qualitative and quantitative 
research as falling dong a continuum of the subjective and objective. The basic 
ontologicai difference, or the conception of human nature, creates Merences in 
the ways in which human behavior is studied and the ways in wnich theones 
regarding this behavior are posited 

ObjectMst theory (the home of quantitative inqujr), on the one end, sees 
a hi- structured order to human social behavior, one that can be understood 
through a methodical analysis of the laws and relationships that govem 
behavior in this structure. Exploration of these laws and relationships can be 
obseived by the investigator in a detached and objective manner. It is ody by 
studying large nwnbers of subjects d o s e  personal identities are obscured, that 



research can be sure to have a sample that purports to represent reaiity for the 
entire population. Known as a '"positivistl' paradigm, this fonn of investigation 
M e s  with it the assumption that human behavior is universaUy ked,  
measurabIe and fa- (Smith, 1983). Humans are subject to laws of behavior 
and relationship, much as they are to the laws of pvity  and physics (Howe, 
1992). 

On the other end of the continuum, is the so-cded 'fsubjeCtNiSf" 
paradigm, h m  which emerges qualitative research. Its deep-seeded belief is in 
the cof l~t~cted  nature of knowledge, human behavior and reaiity. The 

subj ectMst believes that human understanding and relationships are 
indbiduaiiy relevant phenornena which give meaning and purpose to behavior. 
Such a belief rejects the notion that human behavior and relationships are 
universal@ ordered and precludes the possibiüty that humans are subject to an 
ail-encompassing fiamework or truth mowe, 1992). Whde this paradigm does 
wish to explore the commonalities of human reaiity and behavior, it may &O 

attempt to undentand that which is ind~duaUy relevant (Pîummer, 1983). 

In keeping with this ontology, there is an understanding that the 
researcher-a being who has consaucted personal world views and carries 
with them inexorable belieik and prejudic-ot objectively examine 
human behavior. Whatever form it takes, qualitative inquiry operates with the 
understanding that exploration is W t e d  to the subjective reality constructeci by 
those being studied and the by subjective reality of the one who undertakes the 
act of study. Thus, the subjectivisr, seeks mith that it relative, flexible and to a 
certain extent, individu* created. 

For the positMSt, the world is comprised of a pre-ordered set of hm. The 
researcher can obtain a series of partial views of this, leading to the discovery of 
one great universal euth. The examiner of these various perspectives should 
remain as clinically detached as possible h m  that which is beïng stwiied, so as 
to allow for the maximum vantage of unobsmicted view. As such, positMsts 
objectifv to whatever extent possible, those whom they are s~dying. This is 
done in an attempt to remove the cloud of the personal bias, which wül impinge 
upon the continued discovery of the universal truth. 



A metaphorical allegory that can best describe this process, is found in 
the foilowing ancient Asian aiiegory Seven b h d  men stumbIed across an 
elephant, not knowing what it was. Each man grabbed a section of the elephant 
and began to describe it as if it were a separate being, a tree, a snake, a flap of 
leather (Adler Q Towne, 1987). If the men had suspended thek personal bias 
and had worked together, each could have contributed their own piece of 
undisputed and objective& gathered evidence. This would have ultimately lead 
them to coïiectively conclude the unavoidable tnith , that they had aU found one 
single object 

In opposition to this, the subjectiMsr rejects the existence ofa single 
objective truth and the indisputable parts which create the whole. Each person 
creates m e r  own being and relates this to othexs in their own unique way. 
The only blind one in the subjectRist paradigm, is the one wfio searches in Min 
for that nonecistent king which is universal and d-encompassing. While 
positivists search for the one large elephant, subjectnnsts seek to hear and 
experience the menagerie of creatures created by the infinite min& of humanity. 
To be sure, subjectivists believe that there are common elements to these the 
creatures, but each is ultimately different and reflective of its creator. 

Subjectivist ontology is, to a large extent, a research offshwt of 
J3xïstentiaiist philosophy. hktentialism, bom at the height of civilizations 
seemingly orgiastic fascination with science, technology and bureaucracy, caiied 
out to humanity as a voice of opposition and frustration. At its core, is the belief 
that humanity is not pre-ordered, pre-destined and in the care of a benevolent 
scientist who has created a perfect world. Its darker thinkers, such as Camus 
(1991) and Kafka (1952, 1994, declare human existence to be desperate, a 
useless smiggle against the void of chance and chaos. More hopefid 
Existentiaiists, such as Buber (1974,1988) and Frank1 (1984) see that meaning 
and fulfiIlment can be obtained, if indMdually and coflectively searched for and 
guarded by humanity. Human-kind is seen as infiniteiy powemù in its ability to 
fmd meanhg and create personal and coilective levels of truth and beauty. It is 
by discoverhg personal meaning and sharing this with others, that humanity 
answers its calling and leaves the world a better and more complete plane of 
existence. 



The beiîef in an individUany subjective, conse~cted reaiity, does not nile 
out the existence of a communal or collective reality. The comtmctivist reakes 
that humans are social animais, that their language, art and music are meam 
by wnich this collective construction permeates. There are, howwer, limits to 
collectbe mths as they are fiitered through the lem of the individual eye. The 
word " r d  for example, is a soQany constructed concept that once iinguÛticaUy 

deciphered, has meaning for a large coIIective. However, there is no possible 
way to account for individuai variance in the personal and subjective 
understanding of the word "redl' beyond the very basic and superficial meaning 
of the collective txuth. An indntidrrallc' concept of the hue, shade, feeluig, memory 
and association with the word "red" is so personal as to be ultimateïy unique. 

For the cotl~tlllctivist then, truth exists in paraile1 harmony for the 
individual and for the coïlective. To look only for the coiiective muth is to miss 
out on the beauty and intncacy of the personal construct. Seeking both the 
collective and the personal truth, giva the researcher, the researched and the 
research consumer, a sîmultaneous feeling of belonging and a sense of 
uniqueness. Ihis creates comfort on many levels and informs, educates, gives 
insight and otherwise enhances the cxperience of ail invohred in research. 

For the PositMst, the oniy worthwhzle truth to fhd is that &ch unites 

and illuminates the conceived meta-truth. Individual narrative is a means of 
coilecting data which v d l  lead to that meta-tnith. For the constructivist, the 
indMdual is not on& part of a greater whole, but is signifïcant as a unique unit of 
meaning making. For them, the individuai is extrernely important, as there is 
value in that which is personal as weU as collective. 

In keeping with this, there is great emphasîs and Mhie placed within 
qualitative methods on the relationship between the researcher and the 
researched Those being studied are not calIed "subjects" and are not objectined, 
distanced or subse~ent  to the needs of the researcher. ïnstead, those who 
participate in the information coilection process are termed as either 
'participants" or "CO-researchers" (Moustakas, 1994; Seidman, 199 1). This 
signifies the great respect @en to the individuai and to the information and 
meaning that they are pmviding. Wherever possible, great effort is made to 
maintah a high degree of respect for the CO-researchers and their consent is of 



utmost importance. Building a relatiomhip based on trust and negotiation is the 
hahark of qualitative research. Its aim is to preserve the dignity and 
uniqueness of the individual so that the humanity of the resear& is as 
mistworthy as the information gathered. 

T m ,  ifit is to emerge, can oniy do so within a mu- constructed 
gathering process. The personal meaning of those interactùig, is supplemented 
by the meaning created out of the interactive experience. It is h m  this speciai 
moment, where human meas human, on a respectFul and munially agreed 
upon plane, that real truth can be f o d  Qualitative methods are not mereiy 
bound by th& respect for the collaborative process, they are emancipated by i t  
For more than simpiy gathering information-where one party gives and the 
other takes-the qualitative process seeks to create a place where knowiedge is 
shared and therefore enhanced. This dance, with its rhythm of give and take, 
a ï ï m  (at its best) for both parties to emerge with a clear understanding of the 
self, the other and the rnutually created tmth that is the resdt of this delicate, 
shared, risk-taking process. 

The positivist seeks to coilect voices so as to hear the hamony of 
universality. Qhe erases the face of the personal in order to paint a wider 
portrait of the collective. The constnrctivist, in contrast, seeks to give voice to the 
individual, reaüzhg that the beauty of hamony is but one beauty, embellished 
equally by the depth and tone of the soloist. S/he iiiustrates the indivîdual in 
order to highlight colour and light, whiIe sirnultaneous~ gMng shade and 
shadow to a collective montage. The positivist sees in the individuaï a ïimit to 
real objective understanding and meaningrnaking. The comtructiskt sees in the 
individual an opportunity to reach subjective understanding and meaning- 
making. 

Personal Research miiloso~hv 

Searchllig for a personal place and voice within the broad context of 
qualitative inqujr, has been for me, a chdenging and ultimately rewarding 
process of self-discovery. It was clear to me h m  the o u w t  that 1 was 
philosophically in league with the ontology of qualitative research. However, 
what was less obvious to me was how this would ultimateiy express itselfin my 



research. What are the epistemolopical assumptions which guide my thinking 
and what do 1 ulthately want to get fiom the research process? 

It seerns to me that the various qualitative methods are separated 
ep i s tomolog i~  on a continuum with regard to their use of context in 
research. Context, for me, irnplies the importance given in research, to the 
individuai stoq and extent to which the collective mith takes precedenœ over 
personal meaning. While there is considerable ciifference in the level of emphasis 
placed on these truths, the uniting force *ch d o w  each method to lay claim 
to the overarching title of "qualitative1', 'fconstructivist" or "subjectivist" research, 
is the commîtment to the interpersonal and to the understanding that truth is 
limited and at some l a d ,  indÏviduaUy conseucted 

As such, it was important for me to conceive for myseif, the type of 
research that best rdected my Mi& and the level at which the i n d ~ d u d  wice 
was to play a role. A further element to be considered, was the role of the 
researcheis personal voice in the research. AU qualitative research 
acknovdedges the fact that personai subjectivity wiil, at some point, emerge as 
part of the research process (and should be clearly articulated so as to either set 
it aside or make use of it within the context of research). The inclusion of 
personai expenence or the selection of a research subject based on personal 
-rience with that subject, is a matter of choice and serious epistemologid 
consideration when formulating a project and a method. 

So, wtiile immersing myself in the general constructs of qualitative 
inquiry, 1 was simultaneousiy exploring its various research options and paths, 
in order to find the ones which most closely resonated with my personal world 
view. This pmess lead to me to consider the place of the collective, the 
individual and the personal tmth and story and to conclude that ail, must at 
some level be articuiated. 

1 have concluded that my personai research philosophy requVes me to 
seek truth on a mdtipiicity of levels. 1 am simultaneously interested in seeking 
knowledge that is personal, individuai and coiiective. 1 believe that each can 
inform the other and that together, can create a picture that is as complete as it 
possïbiy can be, @en the limits of tmth and knowiedge. 



By this, I mean that 1 am hterested in looking at a phenomenon from as 
many angies as possible. F i ,  1 feel that my own persona1 undemanding of 
and relationship to the phenomenon must emerge. Why did 1 choose this 
phenomenon, why is it of great interest to me? Do 1 have any personal 
experïence relating to this phenomenon and how wiii that influence the 
direction of my research and the information 1 seek h m  others? 

Next, 1 seek out the story of the other, the individual narrative that 
informs with great power and personal relevarice. Detailing the aperience of 
otliers whose hes constitute a component of the sought &er phenomenon, wiii, 

by necessity, gÏve great insight to it Allowing the phenomena to emerge as part 
of the He history of the CO-researcher, @es it as much depth and breadth as is 
possible. What lead a person to a particuiar expenence and what was that 
experience like for them? What were the factors that contributed to the 
indMduais personal manner of coping with or making meaning fkom a 
phenomenon? What is the meaning of this phenomena for an individual and 
what is it that can be learned h m  their most personal of understandings? 

F i ?  there is the search for the cokctive, that which is comrnon to 

both the self and the other, as ones who share eqerience with the studied 
phenomena. What are the themes that emerge h m  the stories gathered h m  
the self and other? What are the common words, phrases and expressions 
which were articulated? What feelings , thoughts, insights and emotions were 
most prevdent? What were the shared triumphs and torments of the chosen 
collective? What are the lessons to be Iearned fimm these commonalities- 
lessons that can be shared with those reading the gathered information? 

For me, this combination of voices is the most honest and exciting forum 
of human experience and behavior research possible. It is a means of 
constructing a multidimensiond, uiteiiectuaf portrait of a phenomenon, 
complete with the sights, sounds, feehgs and thoughts that make for mue 
nchness and depth. It is in keeping with m y  beliefk as a Humanist and 
lkistentialist, and with my tradition as a Jew who leams great lessons fiom 
biblical narrative and the storied bes of ancestors. It is &O the way in which 1 



have come to see the world as an artist, performer, teacher, therapist and story- 
teller. 

Most importantly, though, it is h m  I have come to see my real path to 
the acquisition of knowledge. This research is for me, the truest and the most 
effective way in which to shed light on the human condition and to contribute to 
its advancement. For me, there is no greater pursuit than this and it is one that 1 
feel 1 wiII undertake in some form, for the rest of my We. 

The Research Pmcess 

HaWig articulated in broad and generd temis, the ideas and 
assumptions that wjli inform my research and gke shape to it, 1 tum my 
attention to the chosen phenornenon. 1 have been fascinated by the experiences 
of students with Iearning disabilities for some time. This is maidy due to the fact 
that 1 am myseifsuch a student and am aware of the unique perspective and 
experience that such a condition creates. 1 know that m y  leaming disability 
colours almost weryehuig 1 do and see around me in generai and that it shapes 
my process of learning in particular. 

In addition to my own experiences, 1 have discussed and observed those 
of other students and professionals similary chalienged by leaming disabilities. 
It became clear to me that there is a story to be told here-a personal, 
individual and collective tale of learning and coping with a set of clifferences that 
have become known as 'learning disabilitie~'~. Though the term is widely used 
and in some cases abused, it does sewe to highüght the existence of an 
impediment, a deviation h m  what is seen as the standard means of acquving 
knowledge. 

Embarking on this journey, 1 wished to iïnd the stories of those who have 
remained a part of the fomialhd leaming system through to its highest and 
most demanding level, despite their non-standard skills and abilities. There is 
much in the way of study and research on children and adolescents within 
lower IeveIs of the educationai hierarchy. Yet, little, if no, light has been shed on 
the leaming disabled in the pst-graduate sector and they remain a hidden 
minority. 1 wanted to know what it was about this level and type of education 



that was considered so rewarding, despite the ill-matched nature of the leaming 
and the learnexs? I wanted to give voice to my stoxy within this conta ,  to hear 
the stories of others and to create a better undexstanding of leaming disabiiïties, 
graduate education and the process of training and teaching. 

Most irnportantly though, 1 sought to highlight an example of human 
suniival and meanhg-making that emerges b m  a set of conditions that are 
chaüenging, discouraging, uplifting and trïumphant. 1 wanted to use the stories 
as a means of M e r i n g  an understanding of the human condition and the ski& 
which d o w  for success. 1 attempted to present them as examples of the 
"exeraordinaxy ordinary", in a manner that ody this type of research can do. 

Of The Proiea 

The goal of this research project was twofold Fmtiy, 1 wished to highlight 
the personal experiences of graduate students with leaming disabilities as 
conveyed to me in the te- of their own stories. My aim was to hear these 
stories as the life histories of leamers, of those who at times tnumphed over 
adversity in the learning process and were at other times defeated by it. 1 
wanted to kmw why each chose, despite ali of the obstacles created by learning 
disabilities, to remain a student and take the* acadernic pursuits to its furthest 
end 

In addition to this, I sought to highiïght the communal themes &ch 
emerge from these stories. What were the hstrations, salvations and skias 
common to this group? What are the lessons to be leamed from these 

individuah and can this information assist those younger students with leaming 
dkabilities? What do these experiences say about the various educational 
systems constructed for higher Ievels of learning and graduate study? How do 
the themes which emerge compare with existing literature on learning disability, 
EjSistential Psychology and theories of resiiïence? 

In order to achieve this, 1 employed a process of in-depth interviews with 
participants, so as to draw h m  them their individual stories and collective 
themes. Additionaï materials such as photos, journals, and related institutional 
documents, offered a means of supplementing interview material. To further 



hïgh&ht theSe i n t e~ews  and give voie to a non-verbal means of expression 
(often important to those challenged by learning disabfities), 1 asked myseif and 
my Co-researchers to produce a Jungian styie "Mandala" drawïngs, artistic 
retiections of feeiings, thoughts and emotions related to the subject. A discussion 
of each participants Mandala was transcribed and included in the data. 

As 1 am a graduate student with a leaming disability, 1 chose to include in 
this voyage, an exploration of myself as a leamer. A biographical narrative of 
myexperiences served to highlight the ~~UectNe and iïluminate the individuaL 
Obviously, my own experiences coloured my perception of the phenomenon 
and Muenced the way in which 1 appmached my coïieagues. Therefore, it 
seemed important for me to clearIy articulate my experience and give it room to 
exist dongside the stories of others. My goal was to add my voice to the chorus 
of students who participated in the research. 1 undertook to clearly aaalyze and 
comprehend my feelings and thoughts, such that m y  voice did not drown out 
those of others. In this way, 1 feel 1 have leamed as much as is possible h m  us 
a 

A total of six individuais participated in this study, including myselt There 
was q u a i  gender representation The ages of Co-mearchers ranged fkom mid- 
menties to mid-Bties, with a majority falling somewhere in their thirties. 

Those asked to partiapate in this research were students at the graduate 
level who have been identified as learning disabled. The label of 'leaming 
disabled'' is a broad one and indudes such syndromes such as Dyslexia and 
Attention Deficit Disorder. It was impossible to h d  suflicient numbers of Co- 
researchers whose specinc learning disabrlities were identical in nature. As such, 
1 did not focus on one sp&c syndrome, but rather on the general category. 1 
fed that this wider specmun of aperience added, rather than detracted, h m  
the magnitude and power of this project. By looking at a broad base of leaming 
diiiiculties, 1 feel that 1 was able to see the phenomenon with greater scope. 

SimïIarly, though it was my intention to focus soleiy on students currentiy 
working at the highest level of graduate studies (namely, Doctoral candidates), 1 



was unable to do so. As such, 1 inte~ewed candidates for Doctoral and 
Masters degrees, as well as those who had already graduated h m  the5 
Doctoral programs and were willing to recount their experiences. This too 
added to the richness and texture of the study, since the= were varying vantage 
points to consider. The diversity in specinc 1eami.g disabiiity and enrobent in 
program of snidy, did not in any way detract fiom my abXty to discover 
thematic meanhg h m  the inte~ews. As can be seen in Chapters 5 and 6, 
much valuable insight was d&d fiam th& coliective= 

Life Historv Research 

The chosen method of data collection for this project is commonly 
known as Me-Histoxy Research Bertau, 1981; Cole, 199 1, 1994; Cole U 
Knowies, 1995; Measor B S M ,  1992). This fonn of inquhy, asks respondents 
to recount their üves ni the context of the studied phenornena It makes the 
assumption that a person's present functioning and perspectbe come about as a 
result of past experiences. in this sense, a person is seen as a product of the 
experiences that have brought them to the contemporary point Thus, the 
present-day experiences of a leaming disabled graduate student will necessariïy 
be a resuit of a Me-long process of education and dealing with a diçability in the 
leamhg conteid By going over the life history of a leaming disabIed learner, one 
gains Ilisight into the ski&, abiiïties, failures and successes that have worked to 
mate  the unique perspective of the CO-researcher. 

Life History research also assumes that fûnctioning in one area of a 
person's life wül be influenced by the total üfe experience and should, therefore, 
be exploreci in the broadest possible sense. Thus, it is important to see an 
individuai as one d o s e  educational, social, spirituai, and inteilectuai 
aperiences have all contributed signiscantly to present day fiinctioning (Cole B 
Knodes, 1995). While the focus of the research was on the educational world 
of the graduate students with leaming dwbilities, it was assumed that an 
understanding of the student could ody emerge if the whole peson and 
acpenence was brought into view. As such, it was important for the co- 
researcher to be given the opportmity to discuss the impact of the leaming 
disability on their famüial, social and other lives that span beyond the 



classrnom. ReciproCany, it was &O important to understand how these 
experiences contributed to the Co-researcher's fiinctioning as a leamer. 

Biography, a a ï i  established literary and scholarly form, has long been 
used as a means of human behavior inquiry (Glesne U Peshkui, 1992). It has 
though, normal& k e n  conhed to the study of the famous and infamous, 
ignoring the ordinary H e  for the exûa-ordinary. 'Inis is done under the 
assumption that lessons leamed h m  accomplished lives will yield insight into 
the human condition and its advancement 

Life History Research tums the lens of biography ont0 the hes of those 
d o s e  accomplishments may be much l e s  known, but d o s e  He-e~ching 
lessons, achievements and insights are of great value. By focllsing in on speafic 
areas of study and mrefully documenting the everyday triumphs and 
tribulations of or- individu&, these lives corne uito focus as unique, 
exciting and informative. Every person has a story to tell, has a He Iesson to be 
learned h m  and is an example to others in some way. By carefuuy 
inte~ewing, observing and recording the lives of everyday people, M e  History 
Research not only makes the mundane sacred, but contributes in a signincant 
aaaaer to the deepening of human understanding and insight. 

The Interview Process 

Within the Famework of M e  History Research, the procedure for this 
snidy was as follows: After a preluninary interview designed to test the 
suitability of the research partnemhip, Co-researchers were asked to participate 
in three fornial interview sessions, lasting approximately ninety minutes each. 
Seidman (1991) States that this combination of number and duration of 
inteMews is an effective means of estabiishing and rnaintaining a positive, 
r e c i p r d  and mutuaUy satisfactory relationship with the Co-researcher. 
Multiple interviews, dowed for the dedopment of a continued, tnisting and 
open dialogue and served to alleviate as many feelings of exploitation was is 
possible within a research context. Similarly, the length of session was designed 
to facilitate a cornfortable amount of discussion t h e ,  so that feeiings of too 
much or too Little tune were eased to the degree possible. 



The interviews were unstrt~ctured, to the extent that they consisted of 
opportunities for the research parmers to examine and explore various avenues 
of dialogue within the desired phenomena. Though there was great thought put 
into the questions asked and 1, as inte~ewer, sought to keep the dialogue 
focused on the phenomena, there was great flaibility in the use of questions and 
the routes taken toward the emerging knowiedge on the subject This meant 
that as interviewer, 1 followed the lead of my interviewes within the broad 
context of our discussion of their experiences as a leaming disabled i.dMduai.1 
remained open to the possiblity of surprise, to the emergent nature of the 
research and to the limitations and needs of Co-researchers. At no point, did 1 
abandon the goai of the interview, but rather, sought to wander with my 
i n t e ~ e w  parnier dom whatever road was deemed necessary in order to 
arrive there. 

The interviews were structured, in the sense that they were thematic and 
sequential, Interviewees were asked to discuss their hes within the context of 
their 1eaming disability and q r i e n c e s  as students (within a broad hoiistic 
understanding of this term). The first interview consisted of the life-history of the 
inte~ewee up to and until the graduate schooI experience. The second 
interview discussed experiences within graduate school, past and present. The 
nnal i n t e ~ e w  allowed the inte~ewee to make meaning and generate 
reflections h m  the life-histoxy detail provided. 

Though there was some variation in the Iength and theme of individual 
inte~ews,  ail covered the three base goals outlined above. By providing both 
structure and fkeedorn to the interview process, a set of unique stories emerged 
that contributed to an understanding of the phenornenon. 

Before agreeing to participate fomiaiiy in the i n t e ~ e w  process, al1 
potentiai CO-research participants were invited to a pre- interview, 
conducteci either imperson or by telephone. An important step in the process, 
this session served as an opportunity to share information, deiineate the 
parameters of the venture and to estabiish rapport. 



M e r  the initiai review of the pmject-its goals and pwpose-potential 
research participants were asked to give a brief o v e ~ e w  of their k as 
students with leaming disaf,ilities and a summary of their specinc learning 
disability and cikgnosis. 

Ifboth 1, as researcher, and the individual, as potential participant, were 
satisfied with the potential of the research partnership, w e  continued our 
discussion. 1 outlined the format and content of the interview schedule, inc1uding 
dumtion and number of sessions. Issues such as the location of in te~ews,  
recordhg and handling of rnaterials, dong with the question of confidentiality, 
were discussed 1 notified each potential research participant that i n t e ~ e w s  
would be audio-taped and transcribed by an outside party. 1 explained that the 
transcripts would be used for the creation of an individual m a t i v e  portrait, a 
compreheflsive digest of the nanscripts to be included in the nnal dissertation. 
Additional&, 1 outiined how the material would be utiiized in the derivation of 
themes and discussion, as part of the group data 1 assured each in te~ewee  
that only my dissertation supervisor and 1 muid have access to the transcnpt in 
its entirety and that most likeiy, it wuid  be seen by me done. 

Further, 1 explained that transcripts, dong with the individuai narrative 
portraits, M d  be made available to Co-researchers for review and approval 
if they contained material that was inaccurate or objectionable to the Co- 
researcher at the point of review, we d d  discuss the possibility of removing 
or altering it. 1 stated categoricaiiy, though, that once this review process was 
cmmplete and agreement reached on the final content of the transcript and 
portrait, it, its interpretation and use, became my sole property. Though 1 
agreed to share the results of my thematic analysis and conclusions with d 
participants (welcoming their comments and suggestions), 1 could not be 
obligated to accept these as conditions for inclusion of h t e ~ e w  material. 

Anonymity was of great importance to me, to the institution in which 1 
study and to the Co-researcher graduate student, who remains within an 
educational system (though they may be criticai of it). Evew possible step was 
taken to conceal the identity of Co-researchers and the institutions that s/he was 
or had been enroiled in As several researchers have noted @leasor U Süres, 
1992; Shulrnan, 1990), complete anonymity is often impossible, despite ngorous 



steps taken to ensure i t  Nonetheless, ali possible steps were taken to pmtect the 
identity of those who participated in the study. This was cornrnunicated to 
potential participants before they consented to becorne Co-researchers. 

Foiiowing the initial meeting and agreement on both sides to partiapate, 
a letter of explmation, as weii as a consent form, were forwarded and returned 
A He containing these f o m ,  dong with transcript and narrative portrait 
copies, was collated and placed in a secure location, as per the dictates of out 
agreement Electronic copies of transcripts, dong with audio-tapes of the 
interviews, were also placed in secure storage. 

First Inte~ew Session 

The focus of the first fornial session, centered on the past history of 
graduate students wifh learning disabilities. Co-researchers were asked to recall 
their educationai hes and their emotionai, social and leaming experiences 
within this context. They described the ways in a c h  they understood their 
ciifferences, how these played out in their lives and how they coped with this 
reality. The role of teachers, pers and famüy members in the context of the 
phenornenon was explored. Specifïc exampIes of copiag strategies were 
requested, as well as the associated feelings that may have been experienced 
d e  attempting to organize and execute them. 

Second I n t e ~ e w  Session 

This session, focused on the graduate school experience. Co-researchers 
were asked to discuss their reasons for choosing to continue in the educationai 
Stream and the issues they expected to face. They discussed the ways in which 
their studies and the graduate educationai system irnpacted on their lives as 
learning disabled persons and in the broader context of their existence. k e n t  
fiuictioning, coping and feelings were of importance, so that an accurate picture 
of contemporary issues emerges. As two of the Co-researchers had aheady 
completed their prograrns of study, this portion of the discussion concentrated 
on their present fies as teachers within acadernic institutions. 



Third Interview Session 

The ftnal session was less historieal in orientation and more evaiuative. 
Co-researchers were asked to make sense and meaniog out of their Iives as 
students with leaming disabilities, both in the past and in the present What 
andlor d o  were the Muences that helped them to cope and to succeed? An 
d u a t i o n  of the educational systems of the past and present was called for, as 
weïi as suggestions that rnight be made to future students at various levels. 
Specinc attention was focused on the graduate school experience and its impact 
on the life and education of the student with leaming disabîlitîes. 

Mandala nrawina 

In addition to the usual method of generating insight and information 
through the use of discussion-type interview techniques, I requested that 
participants to partake in an alternate form of research. L e m g  disabilities 
often strike a person in the area of language and can impair their abiüty to 
express themsehres M y .  As such, 1 felt it was important to provide Co- 
researchers an opportunity to express themeives in a non-verbal forum. 1 also 
hoped, that it would trigger further mernories and feelings that would inform the 
research and offer greater depth into the qxrience of lMng with leamllig 
disabilities. 

For this purpose, 1 chose to use the Mandala drawing. A Mandala 
drawing exercise, asks the creator to begin with a white sheet of paper ont0 
which a large, plain &le has been drawn. This circle seems to be evocative in 
nature (Comell, 1994), spurring the creator to levek of creativity and expression 
that would not be seen if presented with a blank space. Creators are fkee to do 
with the Mandala space whatever they wish, be it within or without the d e  
shape, or a combination thereof. Use of colour, fom, texture, letters or words, 
were subject to the discretion of the aeator. 

Mandala-type drawings penneate the artistic world and can be seen in 
the symboiism of almost evev civilization and culture (Dahkle, 1992). Often 
iinked with religious art, there exists a belief that their power is mystical and 



revealbg (Garfield, 1979). Car1 Jung (1964 1973)~ one of the early pioneers of 
psychotherapy, saw great value in the Mandaia and remaias its most well- 
known modem advocate and researcher. Believing that humans cany with 
them both personal and mIIective Ievels of unconscious thought and experience, 
he saw the Mannala as a means of tapping into that experience. Jung himself 
kept an on-going record of his own Mandaia drawings and asked his patients to 
produce them as part of their therapy (Argueiles & Argueiles, 1972). 

For me, the Mandala is the artistic manifestation of the type of research I 
befieve in It is Who& personal and conveys an individuai message, yet at the 
same t h e  contains elements of the c011ectïve. It is the purest form of expression 
witbin this duality and has, 1 beiieve, given added dimension to my research. 

Co-researchers were asked to produce their Mandala drawings at the 
end of our nnal i n t e~ew.  They were given the option of wxiting an 
accompanying note of explmation, or to have their drawing discussed and 
tape-recorded for transcription. 

Of the six participants, there were m g  reactions to the request for a 
Mandala drawing. TWO produced their drawings independentiy describing them 
verbaiiy or in Urllting. One requested to work alongside me, so that we couid 
produced the piece together. One descnbed his concept for the drawing and 
asked that 1 produce the actuai image. One Co-researcher deciined to 
partiapate in this aspect of the process. 1 took it upon myself to create a piece 
inspired by my reactions to his narrative. 

Originally, my own intention was to produce a single Mandata to add to 
the corpus of data; however, as the process of organizing, interviewing, 
anaiyzing and Mting this dissertation project unfoIded, 1 found myself in need of 
&tic expression for cIadZcation and insight. As such, 1 produced a visuai d i q  
of the research journey and it too has been induded in this project. 

In my discussions with Co-researchers, as well as h m  my own 
experiences, 1 can see that there is much puwer in the use of aiternate, artistic 
forms of representation in research. There appears to be an emerging interest in 
this area of study, as more researchexs are taking steps to discuss work that 



they have engaged in previously, or wish to undertake in the fiiture. One of the 
many exating outgrowllis of this project for me, has been my immersion hto 
this unusuai and fantastic realm of work 1 hope to continue in this vein in the 
friture- 

ther Relevant Material 

Me history research, as a holistic endeavor, seeks to formulate a 
complete composite of the CO-research participant. As such, it is open to 
material that is ancillary to the spoken interview- Photos, sch001 documents, 
diaries and other material are welcome as additional pieces of evidence 
(Merriam, 1988; Moustakas, 1990 ). 

The inclusion of such material serves three main fûnctions; Fïtly, it 
allows for the deepening of rapport between researcher and researched, as it 
ad& depth and TeaIity to the words of the CO-researcher. Second@, it provides 
evidence of accuracy to the interview. Known by qiiatitatnre researchers as 
"triangulation", ancrllary information confimis interview material and afErms 

the memory and expenences recalled by the CO-researcher (Derizin, 1970; 
Merriam, 1988). Finally, mch material can act as a source of additional 
information, supplementing that which has already been offered and triggering 
new insight or memory on the part of the CO-researcher. 

When asked, several pieces of such information were offered by Co- 
reseachers as part of the data collection. Photos, report cards, writing samples 
and school projects served to heighten my understanding of Co-researchers and 
th& experiences. It deepened our relationships and the sharing of cornmon 
experience and emotion. Though it was certainiy not the prevalent means of 
data collection, it was an important and sensitive codicil to it. 

The Pilot Proiect 

Before attempting to interview an entire group of CO-researchers, 1 
conducted a single pilot i n t e~ew.  For this purpose, 1 choose a Co-researcher 
with d o m  1 had a long history of firiendship and trust and who was WU-versed 
in qualitative methods. This session prepared me as an interviewer and my 



questions as interview took It sharpened my skills and brought into focus the 
questions and issues likely to emerge h m  the interview dialogue- It highEghted 
areas of strength and weakness and allowed me to make mistakes, be nervous 
and overcome possible blocks to thorough and sensitive research. 

The Co-researcher who participated in this pilot interview, offered 
comments and suggestions to supplement my internal review- This allowed me 
to understand how the questions, the format and my pexsonal style, impacted 
on others. Since there was an w e d  sense of success h m  this session, I felt 
codortable retaining the data which emerged and including it in my finaI 
product. The experience also taught me the value of asking all Co-researchers 
for their views on the research process. It became clear to m e  that each session 
was wholly unique and that my education and growth as a researcher was a 
life-long process. 

Self As Researched 

Certainly in order to be able to go out to the other you must have a starting 
place, you must have been, you must be, with yourself. 

- Martin Bu buer 

The choice to place my personal story squarely within my research was 
one that came about only after great inner-debate and difficulty- Though I was, 
h m  the start, in league with the ideology of qualitative research and many of its 
allied methods, I could not make peace with the idea that it was acceptable for 
one to place the selfwithin one's own research. Examination of these strong 
feelings revealed to me that my hesitations were based on two related concerns- 
Fitly, though I could relinquish most of my quantitative background, I was still 
bound somehow to the notion of objectivity. I was &d that I would lose my 
ability to act as an effective seeker of truth, if I was to be permanently bound up 
in my own issues. I worried that my research would not evolve into a thorough 
and informative search for the universal, but would instead become an 
engrandized exercise in self-therapy 

Related to this, I was concerned that having set a trend for myself as a 
researcher who included the self in an intensive manner, I would be cutting 



myseïf off h m  the possibility of doing research in the future on themes that did 
not touch my He personaiiy. Was good research only possible in areas where 
one has had intense personal expriene? Do such expe~ences preclude the 
possibiüty that one couid conduct effective research and be receptive to 
perspectives and information that dÏEered or even disagreed with the personal? 

Over the course of thne, aided by much reading and debate, 1 came to 
see that these issues could be dealt with and reaüzed the value in seIf-histo~y as 
a fom of legitimate research. 1 have learned h m  the subjectfvlsts 

. . that the self 
cannot be erased in research and that to rnake attempts to do so, rtimini.ches 
the possibilities of research. Almost every topic in human behavior in& win 
contain eiements in it that relate somehow to the personal Some wiil obviousiy 
be more direct than others, yet nonetheless as a member of the human race, 
there will ahivays be cornmon ground. 

This meant that as a researcher, 1 was compeîied to enter into an 
e x d e  of coming face to face with my subjectivity, before and during the 
coIIecîion of data and when evaiuating and drawing conclusions h m  it. 
Rather than seeing this as an impediment to good research, 1 came to see it as a 
possible means of enhancing it. For, if 1 really understand my own perspective 
and experience such that it no longer bhds  me to the messages received h m  
others, then 1 wdl have gone a long way to reachllig out to others and leaming 
h m  them. 

The goal was not so much to £iee myselfhm my perspective (J can nwer 
reaily do that), but to undemand it and place it within the broad context of the 
stories 1 encountered. Choosing to do this, 1 believe, not only fkeed me h m  self- 
indulgent research, but allowed me to reach out to others in a uniqueiy 
receptive and understanding manner. This, 1 believe only enhanced, rather than 
deaacted, fiom my research endeavor. Furtherrnore, it will allow me, over time, 
to search for many new, relevant and interesthg research topics. 1 will, at wery 
point, see myseif as a partner in the research process, as one who has empathy 
for others but who can be open to information that is not my own or like m y  
story. 



In keeping with this insight, 1 have purposely chosen a topic of research 
that is fU4T persordy relevant 1 presented my own He-historywithin this 
con ta ,  as weiï as examined my produced Mandala drawing and antzikuy 
materials, as part of the overall andysis of the data coiIected. This added my 
voice to the collective as well as presented a unique personal story, both of 
which were important to my research and its mot epistemology. 

Presentation and Evaluation of the Data 

Once collected, the data were organized, evaluated and are presented in 
the foiiowing manner: 

In keeping with my s ~ n g  belief in the d u e  of stmy as research, the life 
history of each participant is presented in abbreviated "portrait" format (utiüzing 
seIected quotations from the transcripts wherever possible). Conchding with my 
own auto-biographie sketch, each story is presented with the Mandala drawing 
and its accompanying description. Pseudonyms (Co-researcher chosen), were 
used for each participant and ail institutional names were removeci. 

Foilowing this, I have presented an evaiuation of the themes that 
emerged fiom the hte~ewS-the collective narrative or "murai". 1 endeavored 
to present, as M y  as possible, the thematic material derived fkom transcripts, 
Mandala drawings and ancihy material offered by CO-researchers. This 
process was a labour intensive effort, consisting of a continued review of 
materiai, the construction and reconstruction of tentative themes and 
commoIlitlities and their repeated verdication h m  within the data. 

This exercise in intellectuai '"winnowing", endeavored to yield a 
concentrated set of uifonnation, representatke of the collective. It has, 1 believe, 
d t e d  in an o v e ~ e w  of cornmon stories, experiences and emotions, both past 
and present. Taken together, this material provides a @orm and coherent 
"snapshot" of the p u p .  It is hoped, that this offers insight into the feelings, 
functioning and experiences of graduate students with leaming disabilities. 

A more detaiied outhe of this process can be found in Chapter 5. 



Qualitative methodologiîts are extremeiy concemed with issues of ethics 
in research (Glesne U Peshkin, 1992; Yow, 1994). This is natural, given the 
intense relationship that one enters into with a participant and the personal 
nature of the information gathered Questions of infonned consent, 
confïdentiality and use of materials, play an important role in the deveiopment 
of any qualitative pmject -ch, 1986; Renzetti O Lee, 1993). 

As outlined above, 1 have taken steps to ensure the infoxmed consent of 
my research participants. I offered them a concise outline of the project, its goals 
and uses. 1 detaüed for them, their d e  in the research and the use of materials 
gathered h m  them. 1 did all that 1 d d  to disguise their identities and to the 
best of my ability, shielded them and the institutions in wiiich they leam (or have 
learned) h m  exposure. A formal consent form was be signed by both 
researcher and researched, as a rneans of contractuaking the anangement 
between us. This form, dowed Co-researchers to withdraw at any time from 
the project (up untii its completion), without any fear of reprisal or unauthorized 
use of coliected personal material. 

In cornpliance with the standards set by The Ontario ïnstitute For Studies 
In Education and the University of Toronto, 1 was required to present my 
research proposal and associated forms to an ethical review commïttee. This 
cornmittee, examined the procedures of my research and detemiined that there 
was littie likelihood of negative impact on prospective participants. It was ody 
after 1 received approval from this cofntnittee, that 1 fomialy approached 
possible research participants and began the process of negotiation and 
consent. 

Ali research requires some fom of d u a t i o n ,  some measure of its 
goodness and usefulness. In the traditional paradigrn, this is accomplished 
through mostiy mathematicai means, pmving rhat the numerid claims of ûuth 



are signifiant and that ngor is maintaineci. The pmess of ensuring ngor and 
signincance has commody been temed by positMstic research as "rekbility" 
and "validity". By ensuring that reIiability and validity are present, the objectnnst 

. . 
reassures the research consumer, that the facts derived from the s tudy  are an 
accurate rdection of the objective and singular truth. 

In the world of subjective research, such an assurance is antithetid to 
the purposes of human behavior inquiry and therefore a non-sequinu. A 
paradigm shat of such monumental proportions in the thinking and pmcess of 
research (such as the one brought about by the qualitative methods), requires 
no less of a re-orientation in corresponding means of estabhhïng the quaüty 
and usefirIness of researchfindùigs. 

To be sure, qualitative researchers are concemed with the goodness of 
their work and the results that it yields. It is imperative that researchefs 
maintain a high level of ethicai behavior during their search for information and 
that they present their hdings in a manner that is honest and rdecthe of the 
data coiiected. In fact, it codd be argued that sùice the fair and equitable 
treatment of research participants is fiuidamental to qualitative inquhy, the 
researcher is more likeIy to feel an innate sense of responsibility to accurate@ 
and honestly present research hdings than would be the case if participants 
were more objectified 

Several authors (Memam, 1988; Lather, 1986; No-, 1991) have 
grappled with the ways in which qualitative inquiry can best assure reiiable and 
valid research hdings. Most have concluded that the use of ternis such as 
'Wdity" and "reliabiliw' do not have a place within the qualitative paradigm, as 
they belong both conceptuaiiy and ïinguisticaiiy Ïn the quantitative domain. 
Mead, they suggest an entireiy new set of words and concepts that are in 
keeping with the goals and products of subjectivist research and which are in 
line with the epistemologicai and ontologicai assumptions behind this research. 

Lincoln and Guba (1986,1990) drawing on their own work and that of 
others ( Cornbach, 1975; Jacob, 1988; Guba, 1981; Smith, 1987; Zeller, 
1987), suggest that qualitative research needs to be judged in IWO phases, 
nameiy the process of research and the product of the inqujr. Replacing 



"reliabili~' and 'Wdity" are the more appropriate terms and concepts of 
"tmslworthiness" and "authenticiw'. Has the research rnallitained a high level of 
ngor in posing the research question, cokcting data and maintaining 
adherence to the stated epistemologid assumptions? If so, then do the fin- 
h m  this research corne together to form an informative, even tmnsforrnative 
set of information, that is of use to the research consumer? 

In assessing my research, 1 utiIized this dual tracked plan of process and 
product evaluation Judging the process of my work invohed the successful 
answering of the fonowing questions: 

* Were the epistemological assumptions underlying the purpose of the 
s tudy  clearïy artidated? 

* Were the research design and planned questions consistent with these 
assumptions? 

* Was the manner in which CO-research participants were approached 
and h t e ~ e w e d  congruent with the philosophy of fhimess, sensiality and 
coliaboration? 

Was the researcher criticaUy subjective in exploring existing bias and 
judgment in relation to the subject before attempting to obtain information nom 
others? - Was the researcher able to be open to surprise and information that 
may not have necessaniy supported the pre-wüstïng, personally subjective 
material? - Was the research process collaborative and did it adhere to the 
philosophy of interview as dialogue and shared experience? 

In terms of judguig the product of this research effort, the following 
questions were asked: 

Did this research present the personal, individuai and coUective 
accounts such that ail three were cleariy articuiated? 

Did the tone of the presented material contain in it elements of humilty 
on the part of the researcher who seemed to enter into the research prepared to 
h d  the unexpected? - Was it evident h m  this material that the researcher maintained a high 
level of respect and care for CO-researchers? 



Did personal, pre-emstmg subjectivity seem to unduiy iduence the tone 
of the interviews presented or the reporteci coUective, thematic knodedge? 

Does the research UIform the reader and give uisight into the condition 
of graduate students with leaming disabilities in patzicular and the ways in 
which humans overcome adversity in general? - Does the research possess a transformative quality to it, appearing to 
have contributed to the researcher, the researched and reader? 

Does this research appear to have contributed to the chain of 
knowdedge in areas such as education, psychology and sociology? 

Does the research appear to be reflective of the researcher and the 
stated goals of the research? 

As axticulated in my conclusion (Chapter 8), it is my belief h t  1 was able 
to answer these questions in a generaïly positive manner. I hope, that as the 
reader engages in my work, that they wiil use the above questions to determine 
its fimess and wiiI judge it favorabiy. For 1 believe that the work of this project 
remained faittifiiI to the guiding principals of the qualitative paradigm and to my 
goals as a researcher. Most importantly, 1 feel that every effort was made to 
remaïn f a i m  to the ideas and feelings of my Co-researchers who placed their 
Me-storîes and their trust in my hands. in the end, 1 regard this work as a 
positive rdection of me and my best efforts inteiiecniany, emotionaiiy, 
artisticaUy and spirituaiIy. 

Conclusion 

This, then, returns me to my original statement, that the choice of 
method, is the end-link in the chah of research design. 1 resohred to look at the 
experiences of graduate students with leaming disabilities, because of my belief 
in the power of their insight and information 1 chose to b e n  to Co-researchefs 
in the manner described above, as 1 saw it as the bat, most effective and least 
intrusive manner in whïch to approach this population. 

1 posnilated that there was a stoxy to be told and a lesson to be learned 
h m  myselfand others like me. It is my beliefthat the resuiting dort  
demonstrates the power of the individuai and the stniggles of this coUective to 
succeed and achieve, despite significant, sometimes severe obstacles. It is my 



hope that it can add to the knowiedge ofindividuals with leaming disabilities 
and offer guidance to those live in this d t y  as well as those who support or 
work with them. 



"EmergjIig Patterns" 
COLOUR PLATE #? 

1 do my best thinking in the shower. 1 think it is the combination of the 
warmth, the h w  of the water and the time in isolation, but 1 am not certain. 

1 am drying myseifoff with an omate towel when 1 see its pattem. This 
resonates with me and 1 nish back to my desk to complete the process of 
reading and re-listening to the in te~ews.  What is it 1 sense here, what am I 
feehg? 1 think it is the nrst stirrings of cohesion, emerging patterns, that, though 
they feel tenuous, are nonetheles real and looseiy formed 

I take the design fkom the towel, this omate and interesting detail, and 1 
repeat it inside the M e  untit it is fuU 1 reaüze that this is not even close to a 
nnal product, just the beginning of ideas and connections which are more than 
they have ben ,  yet less than they will be. 

As such, 1 create a set of patterns, interplays of colour combinations- 
some with greater contrat and clarity than others. There is not yet that unity, 
but there is something, a definite pattern 

This gives me great strength and imngorates me. It pushes me to continue 
this laborious, often overwhelming task of immersion in the transcripts, looking 
for themes, for commonaky, for connection. 

It  is there, 1 can see it. 1 simply need to let it form before me. So why does 
it not feel simple? 





CHAPTER 3 

Convereine Lines: A Review of the Relevant Literature 

Learning disabilities in adulthood, affect each individual uniquely. For 
some, difficulties lie only in one specific functional area; for others, problems are 
more global in nature, including social and emotional problems. For rnany, 
certain functional areas of adult life are lirnited compared to other areas. Adults 
with learning disabilities are of average o r  above average intelligence, but 
intelligence ofien-times has no relation to  the degree of the disability. Learning 
disa bilities penist throughout the He-spa n, with some areas improving and 
others wonening. Although specific deficits associated with learning disabilities 
are real and persistent, such deficits do not necessarily preclude achievernent 
and, in some cases, may have a positive relationship with achievernent. In almost 
al1 cases, learning disabilities necessitate alternative approaches to achieve 
vocational and personal success . 

-Reiff, Gerber and Ginsberg 

Introduction 

The experience of lMng with a learning disabiiity can be said to faii 
somewhere between a polarity of two powemil forces. On the one end, there is 
a whoily negative existence, characterized in Kurt Vonnogaut's nightmarish 

short-story Harrison Beureeron (1975). In this fitturistic tale, society imposes 
upon ail individuais a handicapping condition in the area of greatest strength, so 
that none can exceL This is an unbelievabiy painful experience, where the 
individual is keedy aware of innate but consaicted ability. Yeaming, yet unable 
to express one's eue gats fully, the indÏviduaI is denied achievernent and 
fdfïiiment due to severe, sometimes ovewhelming impaimients. 

On the other end, there exists the possibility of a more positive state of 
king, exemplifïed in the qualitative WTitings of Oliver Sacks in books such as &I 
Anthro~oloeist on Mars (1995). in this work, Sacks outlines the stories of 
individu& who suffer fkom neurologïcai impairments, yet find fulfillment and 
satisfaction, even if for the briefest penods. Despite enormous road-blocks, 
pathways to self-actuaibtion are found and bridges to success buüt. In a 
moving tale of an artist who suddenly looses his ability to sense colour, Sacks 
chronicles the devdopment of new artistic inspirations within the 



monochromatic realm of the possible. This personal and artistic renaissance is 
an example of Wnat Sacks states is the Teciprocal relationship between 
individuais and the neuropsychological syndromes that affect them. It is not, as 
Sacks states, simply a matter of how the impairment impacts upon the 
individual, but also how the individual reacts and impacts upon the impairment. 

The purpose, then of this review, is to highlight exïsting research 
pertaining to the effect that learning disabilities can have on an adult population 
and how, in retum, Uzdfviduai adults conceive of and deal with the expenence of 
living with leaming disabilities. The relationship between leaming disabilities 
and fiuictioning in a number of areas wiil be expIored. It is hoped that h m  this 
d e w ,  a dear understanding of the poiarity between triumph and despair wiil 
emerge. In order to properly approach the specific popuiation of the present 
study, it is important to understand clearly how leamhg disabilities affect the 
general adult population, as weU as the ways and means which are used to 
overcome these diffidties. 

The review is divided into s d  sections. Fmtiy, research outiining the 
scope and definition of various leamhg disabilïties is examined 1 believe that it 
is important to operationalize as concise and thorough definition of learning 
disabilities as is possible, so that a clear understanding of the phenomenon can 
emerge fiom both the literature and fkom the present smdy. 

FoUowing this, the effects of the various impediments outlïned in the 
definition of leamhg disabilïties on the lives of adult mernbers is reviaived. 
Specinc functioning in the cognitive/educationai sphere, as well as the 
social/emotional reaim, are separately covered to the extent possible, given the 
limited research in this area (Gerber and Reiff, 1991,1994). A segment 
incorporating the experiences and needs of post-secondary and pst-graduate 
students is included as a means of completing the backdrop to the present 

a*- 

A special section on resilience and leaming disabilities has been included, 
as well as research highlighting successful adults in this categoxy. This is done for 
two reasons. Firstiy, since most of the research is fairly negative in scope, it was 



felt that a more positive set of research was caiied for, so as to balance out the 
pi- presented. 1 believe that it is important to place the spuggle that leaming 
disabled adults face in the context of the above noted polariw, so that it can be 
clearly understood that most individuais fall somewhere between the positive 
and the negative. Secondïy, it seemed appropriate to incorporate a model of 
success and Piumph into a piece that wiiï essen* be sramining the most 
successful of leaming disabled ad& withîn the educationai con ta ,  as alI 
participants in this study have reached the pinnade of formaüzed education. 

This review ends with a section devoteci to the suggested direction for 
future reseaTch as posited by the authors of exkthg works. This is done in order 
to highlight the important place of qualitative research in the overail pattern of 
inquiry into this population and its aperiences, needs and reactions. It is &O 

presented as a meam of shedding light on possible avenues of expIoration into 
which the current study might weii f i t  and serve to add to the generai knowiedge 
base on the population. 

Adults and Leaming Disabilities: An Oneoine RelationshiD 

The phenornenon of chiidren with Ieaming disabilities has been weii 
researched and documented over the past thirty years (Serebreni, 1991); 
however, the relationship that learning disabilities have with adults, has or@ 

recently become an area of interest to researcheis and the general public 
(Gerber, Reitf & Ginsberg, 1988). 

Gerber and Re= (1991), state that attention to this population was 
drawn, for the most part, by non-researchers such as parents, students and 
governmental agencies, who began, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, to 
demand services and accommodation for leamuig disabled adults. This was 
essentialty necessitated by the fact that schwl-age students with leaming 
disabilities, who had been the focus of intense and continued intervention in 
previous decades, were now entering adulthood (Wii, 1984). This population 
required accommodation in the higher realms of education, as well as the 
work-place, where they were now headed in increasing numbers (Gerber, 
1981, 1984). 



The urgency of this matter was m e r  heightened by the passage, in the 
United States, of Public Law 94-142 in 1975 (U.S.P.L. 94-I42), which 
guaranteed fair and appropriate access to educational services for all disabled 
children. This meant that there wouid be an increase of s e ~ c e s  reqirired for a 
population that would emerge h m  the public school system and demand 
further accommodation in adulthood (Gerber and Re%, 1994). Public s e ~ c e  
and self-advocacy organizations devoted to the weil-being of learning disabled 
children, began, atmost immediateïy, to c d  for action and research into the 
needs of the adult population mational Joint Cornmittee on Learnîng 
Disabilities, 1987). Conferences and papers were presented (Cruickshank B 
Lemer, 1982; Gerber, 1983), and new educational models for adults began to 
be developed (e.g., Wiederholt, 1982). WhiIe ail invohred, agreed that action 
was to be taken, the scarcity of adequate research into the needs and definition 
of the adult population, presented a major obstacle (Gerber and Reitf, 1994). 

In their 199 i review of the literature, Gerber and R e 8  categorize the 
existing research pertainllig to the long-tenn efEects of learning disabüities into 
those conducted before and after the passage of U.S.P.L. 94-142. This is due to 
the hct that levels of service changed drastidy with the passage of the law, 
therefore changing the leveis of attention given to students with leamùig 
disabilities and their preparedness to enter adult life. Neither set of research, 
howwer, is seen by the authors as adequate to form a through understanding of 
the phenornenon. They do, though, begin to chri& the issues and make the 
point that leaming disabled children do not "grow out1' of their leaming and 
perceptuai difkulties or the implications derived h m  this in spheres of 
educational, vocational, personal or social fimctioning. 

Sïiver and Haigin (1964) found that students referred for assistance at a 
reading chic, continued to show evidence of difiÏdties in neuropsychologicai 
fiinctioning (such as spatial and temporal organization) in adulthood. 
Adjustment into adult life was correlated wiui the sewrity of leaming dancuities 
assessed in chiïdhood. Bdow and Blwmquist (1965) found that thirty-two 
adults who were assisted as children in reading clinics, did not seem to be 
helped by this experience and continued to exhibit signs of reading Wculty. This 
is a fïnding corroborated by the work of Hardy (1968) whose study foilowed 
forty Ieaming disabled adults, comparing them to a control group of non- 



S i e d  subjects. Gerber and Re= (1991), add that H e  these studies focus on 
the persistence of cognitive and educatioaal diffidties, their fin- &O luik 
the severity of reading dÏîlïculty with social and emotionai problems. 

Similar resuits in the cognitive/educational domains were found in 
longitudinai works conducted by Buchanan and Wolf (1986), Frauenheim 
(1978) and a foilow-up study by Frauenheim and HeckerI (1983). Students 
tested as children and adults, continued to maintain leaming and reading 
diffidties, despite the passage of time and in some cases, specialized 
educational tmining. Rowe and Menkes (1967), foliowed children labeled as 
"Hyperactive" ueading to leaming difEcuIties) h m  1937 to 1946, noting that not 
ody did syrnptoms pexsïst, but that severity was correlated with the later 
achievement of socioeconomic status. 

Post U.S.P.L. 94-142 studies included in the Gerber and Re% Teview, 
though still Iimitd, appear to confmn the on-going nature of learning 
disabilities. Studies by Fafard and Haubrich (1981), White (et al. 1982) and 
Goyette and Nardini (1985), reach similar conclusions. W note that young 
ad& with learning disabilities continue to exhibit fimctional weakness. This 
continued symptomatology cornes despite încreased services and 
accommodations provided to the population as a result of changes to legd 
precedent and educationai practice. 

Studies that postdate the Gerber and Re8  literature review (or those not 
covered in it), add to the volume of evidence suggesting a continued relationship 
between adults and learning disabilities. Research and reviews conducted by 
Lemke (1 994, Telander (1 994, K r d  (1984), Price (1 988) and others (e-g., 
Shessel, 1999, consistentiy report that in ahost  a.U individuals examined, 
learning disabilities persist. As such, the daim made by authors like Gerber and 
Reiff-that though stili rare, exploration of the phenomenon of aduit leaming 
disabled persons is a .  important and tune& area of research- be seen as 

vaüd. It would appear h m  the ever-increasïng number of studies devoted to 
this area (though the theoretical and practical groundwork is far h m  
complete), that pressure from students, advocates, educators and researchers 
for greater understanding and service is warranted, as d.cuIties endure. 



As interest in this area grows, so does the scope of its h d i n g ~  and the 
understanding of the implications of addt leaming disabilities. New research 
indicates, that more than sustaining itself in addthood, leaming disab'rlities may 
acnially become more severe and pronounced. Gerber and his cokges (1990, 
199 1,1994) in their qualitatively based exploration of successful leamhg 
disabled ad*, note reports by the population of increased or amplified 
symptomatoIogy after hi& school . Minskoff (et al 1988), compared high school 
and addt-aged individuah with leaming disabilities and found that the addt 
group reported more severe dïfficulties in major areas of hctioning, such as 
academic and learning skills, daily living aptitude and social ability. Minsk& 
(1994) theorizes that this may be due, in part, to the fact that high school 
students tended to under-report severiw of symptoms due to their relative@ 
supportive and protective environment, O* to later reatue the extent of their 
disabilities in the work or advanced educational worlds. As such, it can be 
concluded that leaming disabilities may not reach their fun impact until after 
adolescence. 

Thus, it wouid appear from the iiterature that adults who were 
diagnosed wîth learning disabiïities in chîldhood, continue to expenence many 
of the dïfücuities associated with these conditions. It is also dear h m  the 
research that this dect is more than uni-dimensional, touching adult Iives (as it 
did in chüdhood) in afmost ail areas of functioning. 

Fonnulating a widely acceptable d e t i o n  of learning disabilities is of 
great importance to those who study, diagnose and treat the phenornenon, as 
w d  as those who live with it ~ammill, 1990,1993). Building a consensus on 
such a d a t i o n  has, however, been somewhat difficuIt, as there are diverging 
views on the subject ikom alI ranks concemed (ReB, Gerber U Ginsberg, 1993). 

nie term 'lleaming disabilities" was fkst coined by Dr. SammueI Krk, in 
his book Educating! Exce~tionai Children (1962). In this work, Kirk described a 
syndrome, whereby children of normal intelligence (or above), were perforrning 
at sub-nomial lwels academicaily, gken their expected level of achievement. 
According to Hammill(1990), this definition was not found to be sdiciently 



suitable for those invokd in the work of treating and studying leaming 
disabilities, such that over the next three decades, more than ten ofûcial 
definitions appeared in the literature. Most, however, did not introduce newer 
or more operational features. They tended to emphasize the discrepancy 
between academic potentiai (as measured by IQ and aptitude tests) and 
performance (Mercer et ai., 1990) 

Hammiil(1993), reports that the 1977 United States Ofnce of Education 
(U.S.O.E.) d a t i o n  was by far the most important definition put forth, since it 
acted as the major source for fiuichg and refend of students within the U.S. 
educational system. The National Joint Committee on Leaniing Disabilities-- 
an umbreiïa organization representing many professionais and lay leaders 
within the leamhg disabled communiq-was, however, dissatisfied with the 
1977 U.S.O.E. definition, seeing it as ambiguous and of iittle service to the 
affecteci population. 

ReB, Gerber and Ginsberg (1999, concur, noting that definitions such as 
the 1977 U.S.O.E. have been deemed incomplete. Most ignored iiterature calling 
for inclusion of important elements, such as social-emotional involvement 
mteragency Cornmittee on Learning Disabilities, 1987). Many failed to conceive 
of leamhg disabilities fïrst and foremost as a perceptual deficit, as posited by 
authors such as Cruickshank (1975). Those affected by leaming disabilities, 
have also ken displeased with the o f f i d  dejinitions, as these have either 
equated them with the ment- retarded, or discounted their difïïculties, such 
that it was almoa impossible for them to obtain h d i n g  and assistance nom 
officia1 sources (Brown, 1994). 

Since learning disabilities accounted for a vast majority of those children 
meking services under the provisions of the speaal education laws in the 
United States (Patton B Polioway, 1992; Telander, 1994), there was great 
pressure to solid@ a uniform definition mehabilitative Services Administration, 
1989; Sihrer, 1988). Ham.miil (1990, 1993) dong with the National Joint 
Comrnittee on Leamuig Disabilities (1988) have m e d  a wide range of 
leaming disabilities dehitions and have derived a composite statement, based 
on majority inclusion of elements. 



The 1988 Nationai Joint Cornmittee on Leaming Disabilities definition, 
supported by Hammill(1990,1993) is as foUows: 

Leaming disabilities is a general term that refers to a heterogeneous 
group of disorders manifêsted by sipnincant diffidties in the acquisition 
and use of Iistening, speaking, reading, urriting, reasonuig, or 
mathematicai abilities. These disorders are intrinsic to the individual, 
presumed to be due to central newous system dysfunction, and may 
occur acmss the life span. Roblems with self-regulatory behaviors, social 
perception, and social interaction, may exist with leaming disabifities, but 
do not in themsehfes comtitute a leamùig disability. AIthough leamuig 
disabilities may occur concomitantiy with other handicapping conditions 
(for example, sensory impahnent, mental retardation, serious emotional 
disturbance) or with eimmsic infïuences such as cultural differences, 
insuffident or inappropriate instruction, they are not the r d t  of these 
conditions or innuences. (p.4) 

Hammill(1993) states that this definition is as complete as possible, since 
it is both inclusive of ail known leaming disabïiity symptoms and distinguishes 
them h m  aIï other syndromes. Though specInc mention is not made of 
traditionai temis such as "DyslexS or "Attention Defïcit Disorder" (as noted in 
the Arnerican Psychiatrie Associationts Diagnostic and Statistical Manuaï of 
Mental Disorders TV (1994)), it does include symptoms that might fd under 
these terms. Since the National Joint Committee on Leaming Disabilities 
includes member organizations ranging h m  professional groups-such as 
speech and hearing pathologists and school psychologists, to seWadvocacy 
groups-such as the Leaming Disabrlities Society of America and the Orton 
Dyslexia Society, it can be presumed that this debition is solidly supported 
HammiU notes the fact that this deetion, dong with that of the 1977 U.S.O.E. 
serve as the most accepted and respected definitions of leamhg disabilities. 

Despite the fact that Hammül(I990, 1993) claims wide-range consensus 
on the validity of his definition, there is disagreement on this point Reiff, Gerber 
and Ginsberg (1993). state that it is based ody on research dealing with 
chrldren and does not take into account the needs of adults with learning 
disabilities. In addition, d e  it pools the thinking and opinion of those working 
with the population, it ignores the views of those who IÏve with the condition. 
The authors state, that there is precedent for a mode1 based on seEdefinition, 



sighting, for example, the work of Schneider (1984) who examllied adolescents' 
views of th& leaming disabilities. It is felt that such self-derived statements add 
clariw, detail and a sense of ercperience to defïdtions, such that they are of 
pfactical use to those who deal with the Iearning disabled, as weIl as the 
population itself. 

Rein, Gerber and Gïberg (1993), qualitativeiy searched for a self- 
d a t i o n  of leaming disabifities, by interviewing a population of moderate to 
highly successful a8ected aduIts. Fmm this group, a consensus mode1 was 
dweloped, consistuig of four major themes &ch can be seen to sewe as a 
separate hctional definition, or as a cornpanion to the HamrnilVNationd Joint 
Cornmittee on Learning Disabrlities (1988) statement. These dekitive themes 
are: "(a) processing difiidties, (b) sspecic functiond iirnÎtations, (c) under- 
achievement determination, and (d) leamhg disabilities as difference @. 118)." 

Rocessuie dBicuIties were defïned by the population as an interruption of 
nomai information processing. Most felt there was a break or blockage in the 
normal channeis of information processing in the brain, such that information is 
received through normal sensory channeis, but is not relayed as such. A 
majority believed there to be some neurolopicaï impairment present, as 
opposed to a sensory maliùnction. In addition, there was generai agreement 
that this neuroIogica1 d i f f i d t y  was limited and separate ikom a global 
rnaIfunction characteristic of mental retardation. 

Functional limitations were defined by the population in a variety of 
ways, mostly deaüng with academic issues. Lirnited ability to penorm in 
reading, writing, spelling and mathematics were of greatest concem Some 
respondents spoke of conceptuai and Iuiguistic diflicuities. The authors note the 
fact that overwhelmingiy, the population centered on leaming related issues and 
not on social or emotional concerns (despite the fact that in their me-histories 
aimost alI noted social difltlcuities). Emerging definitions in the fiterature, 
unifomiiy include such concerns based on research into the population 
(Meliard, 1990; Rehabilitative SeMces Administration, 1989). The authors 
speculate that among this accomplished and successful population, social 
concems may not seem as pressing as academic ones. 



evement Dete Ttnination was defïned by the population as a 
discrepancy between potential and achievement Respondents 'Telt that they 
had been held back in some form by leaming disabilities (p. 121)!' This 
perception exists despite the fact that the group was comprised of successful 
individuals. Nonetheless, the belief was, that what had been accomplished was 
not equal to what could have been, if the disability were not a factor. The group 
&O stated, that achievement in their hes was uneven, with some areas at or 
near eqected leveis and others chronically below. 

nie authors wonder whether this pemding sense of under achievement 
was due to eariy academïc difiïcuIty, *ch was, in childhood, a large measure 
of overall success and may have contributed to feeiings of generalized 
incapacity. Whatwer the cause, this belief pemeates the definition posited by 
the group. 

Leamine disabilitv as ciifference was defïned by the population as a sense 
of having needs and abilities distinct h m  the general population. It is suggested 
by the authon that despite f&g under-accomplished due to the disabiiity, the 
condition may have contributed to great need for achievement and success, 
faciiitatïng the development of innovative coping strategies. The response of the 
group would seem to substantiate this to a certain extent, with adults stating 
that they were not so much "dis-abled' as "differentty-abled". Some saw the 
condition as a set of limitations that necessitated different strategies for success. 
Others, refused to view themselves as limited in any way, sstressing only the 
individual Vanance inherent in them. Many, saw the disability as a limitation 
emerghg not oniy within them, but with the educational system as weL 

Though it is clear that disagreement continues to permeate the process of 
de- leaming disabilities, the models posited by H a m m  (1990,1993) and 
Reiff, Gerber and Ginsberg (1993), do combine to foxm a workable operational 
definition In examin& the specinc dindties encountered by le=arning disabled 
adults, Gerber and Reiff (199 1, 1994) suggest a dual track model, wfiereby 
cognitivdacademic concerns, as weil as the sociaVemotiona1 impediments of 
learning disabilities, are examined separately. The following two sections of this 
review, examinhg the relevant literature on the nature of leaming disabilities, 
confom to such a model. Utilïzïng this duai-tracked appmach, will ho- 



provide a comprehensive o v e ~ e w  of learning disabilÏties in adulthood. It is 
intended to seive as important background information to the present study 
and to the chaiienges that this population may be f a c e  

Thou& the composite d a t i o n  of leaming disabilities presented above, 
dong with evidence suggesting a He-long persistence of symptoms confimm the 
presence of leaming difEculties in adults, a full understanding of the aEect of this 
reality remains somewhat elusive. This is Iikeiy due to the Eact that interest in the 
population is relative& new and that a wide range of research has yet to be 
completed (Gerber U ReB, 1994). Nonetheles, there is an emerging picture of 
the impediments facing ad& with learning disabilities. lhis understanding is 
derived h m  a wide variety of sources, including educators mingman, 1989), 
academics (Gottesman, 1994) and, most notabiy, the population itseif (Gerber 
and Re=, 199 1, ReB et ai., 1995). 

Hoy and Gregg (1984), Ross-Gordon (1989) and Telander (1994), revÏew 
the literature surmunding the cognitÏve/educationai difEcuIties experienced by 
learning disabled adults. All conclude that d e s s e s  persïst from Mdhood 
and that they range in severity h m  negligible to signiscant levek of impairment 
Several authors make mention of the fact that despite these sometimes onerous 
ddECUIties, many adults h d  strategies for s u M v a l  and become successfully 
assimilated into normative work and persona1 hes  (Barsch, 198 1; Ross, 1987; 
Smith, 1985). Others, compensate for specinc deficits by specialïzing in areas 
that mïnimke these skills (Johnson U Blalock, 1987). 

Definition of skïü deficits muy, though it would appear that there is 
general agreement that dif£icuIties are found in areas of expressive and written 
language, non-verbal processing (Johnson B Blalock, 1987) , mathematid skill 
@Iofünan, et al, 1987), attention (Smith, 1983) memory and perception (Reid U 
Hersko, 198 1). Ross-Gordon (1989) divides these into two general categories, 
acadernic deficits and w e  and information pro ces sin^ difficuïties. 



Academic deficits are seen by Ross-Gordon (1989) as achievernent 
weaknesses in areas of basic academic skills. Wolf (1986) reported that among 
a sample of leaming disabled adults, 52% of males and 66% of females showed 
irnpaired d e n  language ability as measured by the Woodcock-Johnson 
Psychoeducational Battery (Woodcock O Johnson, 1977). Perlo and Ra. 
(1971) noted a continuum of language defiats, ranging h m  persistent speiling 
di.fEicuities to vimial illiteracy among a group of Ieaming disabled adults studied. 
Johnson and BlaIock (1987) found similar results, noting the tendency of 
academic skills diffculties in mathematics as weil as language problems. 

Frauenheim (r978), found that achievernent among ad& diagnosed as 
leaming disabled in childhood, remained weii below average. Achievement 
testmg noted the fact that grade equnmlents for the population were ail under 
high school lweis, with an average grade equivaIent in aduithood of 2.9 in 
speliing, 3.6 in reading and 4 6  in arithmetic sML Deshler et al. (1982) noted a 
general plateauhg of academic skiIls in leaming disabled adolescents at a 5th 
grade equivalent in reading and 6th in rnathernatics. 

Lanmage and infoxmation i roc es sine ~roblems are seen by Ross- 
Gordon (1989) as more gened  impairments in areas of normative functioning. 
BIalock and Johonson (1987), in their study of ad& seeking remediation for 
their leamhg àisabilities, found general reports of sMls de- in reading 
comprehension, written expression and mathematical ability. Clients showed 
signs of spelling and composition weakness, as weil as disability in areas of 
verbal decoding and expression-"dfidty in word retrievai, syntax, 
pronunciation of multi-syllabic words, and morphosyntatic spelling emrs" 
(Ross-Gordon, 1989, p. 1 1). Others reported general hctioning difficulties in 
areas such as handwriting, directionaiity, coordination and organization. 

Hoy and Gregg (1984), in the h t  of their seven-part series on the 
assessrnent and remediation of Ieaming disabled adults, provide a detailed 
outline of symptoms in aii areas of cognitive fûnctioning. They generalize these 
into six categones of cognitive sMls &ch can be aEected by leaming 
disabilities: 



Attention: The ability to focus awareness. This indudes being aiert to a 
stimuli about to be presented, king mdy to respond, focusing on the 
appropriate stimuli, sustaining attention for adequate time periods, and 
then deciding on an answer or action (Smith, 1983). 

P e r c e ~ t i o ~  A continuous process of maiyzbg relations, sequences, 
classes, categories, objects, and -01 systems (Reid O Hersko, 1981). 

Memoy The storage of information. Information may be stored for brïef 
periods of thne before it is htegrated or forgotten. This is uswaliy refened 
to as short-texm memoxy. Long-term memory refers to storage of 
information for longer periods of tirne. 

Swnbolization: The process by which meaning is attached to words, 
gestures, and symbois, and bywhich something is represented by 
something eise. 

Conce~tuht ion:  The integration of new information with previous 
information to form new dationships and knowiedge structures. 

Metacognition: Knowing about knowing. This is awareness of how one 
Ieams. @. 12) 

According to Hoy and Gregg (1984), learning disabilities can affect adults 
in any of the above described areas. This would encompass almost ail cognitive 
and academic functioning, as well as the skiils necessary for da2y functioning. 
L e a m h g  disabled adults "may not maintain attention, receive stimuli accurate@ 
(perception), remember (memory), attach rneaning to symbois (symbolization), 
merenthte among and combine meanings (conceptuaiization), [or] 
understand thei. leaming behavior (metacognition). " (p. 12) 

Taken together, this research paints a wide and Mned portrait of the 
inchidual with leamhg disabilities. Though there is a tendency to conceive of 
ad& with leaming disabilities as p r i m e  male, young and defïüent in 
academic and language related areas ReIander, 1994)~ research appears to 
suggest that this is but one of the many possible permutations. Leaming 



disabilities are heterogeneous, affecting a wide variety of adults in a multitude of 
overt and covert ways Woy and Gregg, 1984). What seems to unite adults d o  
fall under the general rubric of 'learning disabled" is a mismatch between 
intenigence and ability (Mercer et al, 1990) (though it is important to note that 
individu& with Ieaming disabilities fall dong a continuum of intelligence levels) 
and the perception that success is irnpeded by basic perceptuai and 
performance skilis. Severity, as with rnaaifestation, appears to muy so widely, as 
to be practiCany individiiatized. 

Post-Seco ndarv Cons iderations 

Despite the fact that leaming disabilities present a potentially formidable 
mad-block to acadernic success, more adults affected by it are enrolling in post- 
secondary institutions. Shaw (et al., 199 1; 1994) report dramatic increases in 
the niunbers of University students who identay themsehres as learning disab1ed 
Statistics taken between the 1970s and 80s, suggest a tenfold increase in fht- 
year post-secondary students listed as learning disabled ceamhg Disability 
Update, 1986). Henderson (19921, found that since 1985, the leaming disabled 
population of American college fkeshmen has grown to aimost 25%. 

Shaw et al. (1991; 1994) provide a series of possible explanations for this 
dramatic increase. They suggest that legal pressure to provide special assistance 
to children with leamhg disabilities, has resulted in more students successfully 
graduating from high schook. Students now leave public school programs with 
mandated plans of future study. Mainstreaming, dong with changes in teaching 
approaches, have fostered in students a sense of belonging in nomiative 
education, dong with the beiief that they can succeed in the pst-secondary 
environment. More students are now trained in self-advocacy, snidy skills 
management, social skills and meta-cognitive strategies, such that they are 
better prepared for college and University. Availability of assistive technology- 
such as cornputers and tape-recorders-has increased the independence of 
students, ailowing them to overcome many of the technicai aspects of leaming 
disabitities. 

This deepening lwel of preparation, appeacs to have broadened the 
scope and changed the pattern of education sought by leaming disabled adiùts. 



Levels of enrollment among the population were, in the 1980s, weighted toward 
technical-vocational programs and non-degree two year coïïeges (Wagner, 
1989). According to McGuire, Hali and Litt (1991), this trend has reversed itself, 
with more =dents enrolüng in baccaiaureate programs. 

Thus, it can be said that legal and educational precedents have not only 
affecteci the lims of persons with leaniilig disabilities prior to theK graduation 
from high school, but after as weU Section 504 of the 1973 "U.S. Rehabilitation 
Act", states that coileges receMng fedeml fllnding must not discriminate against 
students with leaming disabilities and mut provide reasonable 
accommodations for them (Telander, 1994). As a resdt, Bursuck, Rose, Cowen, 
APni and Yahaya, (1989) found that more than 90% of schools polIed, provided 
special services to students with Ieaming disabilities in accordance with the law. 
Additionaiiy, an alrnost equal number reported provision of services that went 
beyond the minimum standards set by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. 

The impact of this new level of acceptance and accommodation is not yet 
fulSr understood, as few definitive studies chronicling the success and graduation 
rates of students with leaming disabiïities at the pst-secondary level have been 
undertaken Velander, 1994). One study, conducted by Vogel and Adleman 
(1992), examined the progress of leaming disabled undergraduate students 
between 1980 and 1988 with mixed results. Whiie the population did do better 
than non-leaming disabled counterparts with similar entrance exam grades, 
their overaii success rate was fairiy poor. Grade point averages were reported 
to be a relative@ low 243. Levels of f a i m  for the leaming disabled population 
stood at about i8%, whiie the graduation rate was a modest 33%. This comes 
despite the fact that students with leaming disabilities took a significantly lighter 
course load than either average students or those non-leamhg disabled 
students of lower academic achievement, used as the cornparison sample. 

In the absence of deetive idormation, further support for the contention 
drawn h m  the Vogel and Adleman study (1992) that despite assistance, 
leaming disabled adults are not succeeding at the coliege level, comes h m  
statistics detaibg numbexs of students proceeding to higher leveis of pst- 
secondary education in the fonn of graduate or professional school enrollment. 
Figures h m  the 1987 bfiles of Handica~~ed Students in Post-Secondary 



Education, report that the numhers of disabled students decrease at the higher 
ends of the leamhg spectnun. Whiie 10.5% of undergraduate college students in 
the U.S. reported that they were disabled, figures drop to 8.4% in graduate 
studies and 7.3% in professional schoois. 

If, as noted above, more students are amving at coiieges and universities, 
having been prepared to face the challenges presented by their disabilities, and 
schoois are, for the most part, pmviding s e ~ c e s  to them, why then is there 
evidence of ody minor success and a iack of movement to higher leveis of post- 
secondasr education? There are severai possibIe answem to this question 
F i ,  it is likely that dlicient data is not yet avaÏiabIe on the long-term 
of post-secondary assistive programs. Graduates of public school systems, who 
received intense services and benefited h m  legal and pedagogicai changes, 
have not yet, for the most part, completed their education. Similarly, it is not yet 
known what the actual needs of these students are, as current senrices are 
based on& on research and experience of the younger chrldren who comprise 
this fïrst generation of service recipients. 

Despite the pauaty of research in this area, there is some evidence to 
suggest that these h t  attempts at s e ~ c e  provision may not be accurateiy 
meeting the needs of leamuig disabled adults. McGuire, HaU and Litt (199I), 
examined the instructional needs of leaming disabled US. college students. 
Their study found that 60% of requested instructional the  was focused on the 
development of study sküls and written expression training. This can be 
compared with information derived fkom Bursuck Rose, Cowen and Yahaya 
(1989), stating that developing learning strategies was seen by only 34% of 
undergraduate institutions as the most important goal of their service provision, 
wfiile basic skül remediation was the primmy goal of ody 13% of respondents. 

Discrepancy between enrollment, graduation figures and the numbers of 
students moving on to graduate studies may already be seen as a result of a 
simüar disparity between leveis of mandated accommodation provided by post- 
secondary institutions and the actwl assistance necessary for success. There 
appears to be a signincant gap between what institutions offer students and 
what students feel is required. 



In their study (evidencing compîiance among most undergraduate 
institutions with Section 504 of the US. Rehabilitation Act) Bursuck, Rose, 
Cowen and Yahaya, (1989) note wide ciifferences in reported goals of progams, 
which they daim has lead to similar Merences in quaiity of service. A majority 
of the institutions reporthg cornpliance with the law stated that their main goal 
in doing so was not to provide students with specialized training or assistance, 
but rather a desire to fulfill the basic mandates prescribed by the Rehabiiïtation 
Act. The authors claim that programs seeing this as their primary goal were 
linked with relative@ poor provision of services, lessening the &iihood that 
students would be continuaily monitored, provided with plans of stuc@ and 
offered the senrices of trained professionais. 

Houck, Asselin, Troutman and Arriagton (1992) found that students 
rated services and accommodations available to them at coiieges and 
UI1IVersities as signiscantly lower in perceived usefulness than did the faculty 
who d d e d  and ofEered them. Furthemore, the authors note the fact that 
students continued to express concerns about their treatrnent at pst-secondary 
institutions and the opportunities available to them for success. Fad ty  on the 
other hand, concluded that they were providing acceptable and reasonable 
assistance to students with learning disabilities. Fadty, however, tended to 
rate the likelihood of success among the population as lower than the students 
themselves and unlike students, favored lirniting oppominties for choices of 
major subject. 

Thus, it would appear that educational opportunities are not yet 
rnatched with the assistance necessary for success, and that as students reach 
higher levek of education, accommodation for them decreases. This becornes 
most cIear M e n  analyzing data fkom the first study to examine the avaiiability 
of seMces to students at the post-graduate levei. 

Parks et ai. (1987) requested information on services and 
accommodations available to students with leamuig disabilities fkom over 700 

graduate and profasional program, with only 223 responding. Of those, less 
than one-quarter noted the existence of a wrïtten outline of services a W l e  to 
students with learning disabilities. This cornes despite the fact that in the U.S., 
schools are required to provide such written information, under section 504 of 



the 1973 Rehabilitation Act. Less than one half of the responding programs 
offered special accommodation for students with learning disab'ities. 

Park et al (1987) found that of the large percentage of graduate schools 
reporting no outline of assistance to students with leamhg disabilities, oniy 
14.3% suggested that theywould in the hture prepare such a plan. Severai 
programs (42.6%) claimed that theywould offer diagnostic assistance to 
students who discovered that they were leaming disabled while in the program. 
Others, noted the fact that they would aUow some fomis accommodation to 
students in their programs such as longer test times, alternate forms of test 
taking and extensions of assignments and program Iengta. 

It is important to note that 10.3% of graduate and professional schools 
stated that they d d  offer no assistance or accommodation to students with 

leaming disabilities. As TeInander (1994) States "It is possible that some of the 
schools beliwed that a leaming disability would negatively impact on the quality 
of profession& they train1' (p. 23). This cornes despite the fact that among those 
offering services to leaniing disabled, most felt that with assistance, the quaiîty of 
their graduates was not compromised and that success was possible. 

Parks concludes that the level of accommodation at the graduate level îs 
so poor and in such obvious violation of the Rehabilitation Act, that students 
may have to take legal action as their only remainllig recome. This appears to 
have already begun. Meiiard (1994) notes two landmark cases where graduate 
or professional institutions have been ordered to provide reasonable 
accommodation for students with leamhg disabilities who are othexwise 
qualified and who would not, if assisted "fundamentally compromise the 
essential aspects of the program" @. 149). 

This research, though relativeiy new and far h m  complete, points to the 
fact that a clear understanding of leaming disabled adult students, dong with 
adequate setvice provision at ail leveIs of post-secondary education, are in their 
infancy. It  remains for academics, advocates and the population itself, to 
harness the good intentions of society, the strength of the law and the power of 
education and research and use them to increase knowiedge and service. As 
greater numbers of students pursue eaining at these higher leveis, more WU 



becorne known about them and their needs. I t  seems dear from the research 
presented, that the h t  steps towards adequate s e ~ c e  provision and 
accommodation of persans with a leaming disability have begun in earnest 
These efforts though, appear to be mnimentary, coarse and uneven. They 
require rehement, clarity and time-luxuries &ch m e n t  students cannot 
necessady Sord, but which they mwt provide. 

SociaVEmotional Implications 

At nrst blush, it would seem somewhat misplaced to consider the social 
ramifications brought on by a set of dBiCUIties that Eall under the dennitive 
heading of 'le-. Yet, the research is quite dear in this regard stating, 
aimost conclusiveiy, that learning ability affects emotional and social skills 
development and that leaming disabiiity leads to a corresponding set of 
deficiencies in the social and emotional reaims @Xe% U Gerber, 1989). 

The nrSt and most obvious sociaVemotional casualty of learning 
disabilities is self-concept (Bner, 1994; Chapman, 1988). Seveml authors, 
suggest that a view of the self that is positive, capable and redient, may be 
correlated with academic achievement @aster, 1990; Marsh, 1990; Vandeiî B 
Hembree, 1994). Failure in this area, can bring about great self-doubt, leading 
to the presentation of a self that is incapable, udikable and unapproachable. As 
such, a negative vision of the self, projected inward by one set of experiences, 
transfonns the inner sense of the self and leads to an overail negative 
presentation to others (Soares U Soares, 1983). This, then, becomes a self- 
fulalling prophecy, as an individual presents a self that necessarily receives a 
negatke response h m  pers  and family (Reiff, 1987). 

Though this vision of the self may not refiect actual performance or 
abiiity? its effect is, nonetheIess, both powerful and long-lasting (Marsh B Parker, 
1984). Given the fact that school and academic mccess play such a central role 
in the life experience of a chüd, it is no wonder then, that failure in this one area, 
leads to a conception of the self that is mostiy negative (Gerber B ReifF, 1991). 
This cycle may become men more dangerous, as there is evidence that poor 
social s t a t u  (-ch may be brought on by poor achievement) can then effect 
academic perfomiance (Coyner, 1993; Strein, 1993). 



Many authoxs fhd that low self-concept and seIf-esteem plague both 
children and adults diagnosed as Ieaming disabled and that this has serious 
social ramifications. Schumacker and Hazel(1984), note that this deficiency 
leads to di.ffi.CUIties in sociaüzing during childhood. Studies by Bxyan (1976), 
Swanson and Trahan (1986), Bniuiuikis . * , (1978) and Rosenberg and Gaier 
(19771, serve to replicate and strengthen the statement that learning disabled 
children are less accepted and popular with peers. Gerber, Ginsberg and Reîfî 
(1992) point to the fact that feelings of incompetence and stupidity fiqgently 
affect leaming disabled children and adults beyond the redm of the academic, 
leaving them vulnerable and isolated in a social conta.  There is often no refuge 
h m  these feelings, even in the home environment, as parents and sibhgs tend 
to see the individual with learning disabilities as socially unskiiied and awkward 

me=, 1987). 

Much as the studies which indicate the fact that children do not sirnpiy 
"grow out" of their Iearning related diflïculties (Balow and Blwmquist, 1965; 
Gerber and Reifî, 1991; Silver t3 Haigin, 1964), it &O appears that social 
impediments and poor ~e~concept ,  continue to plague individuais into 
adulthood. Rice (1988), notes the persistence of low self concept in her review 
of the literanire on the subject of adulthood and learning disabrlity. Jarvis 
(1992) found that Ieaming disabled addt students scored consistentIy lower on 
meaSUTes of seIf-esteem than theïr non-leaming disabled cornterparts . This is a 
view supported by Mellard and Hazel(1992), Sarcoglu, Minden and Wdchesky 
(1989) and Greg et al. (1992a, 1992b). 

The effect of this self-doubt, poor self-esteem and poor social ski& 
development, can have important and lasting effects on the üves of adults. Greg 
et al. (1992a, 1992b), note the fact that Ieamùig disabled adult students tended 
to diEer significantly fkom the nom in personality patterns, as measured by the 
widely used Minnesota Multi~hasic Personality InventoIy (1991). In addition to 
self-concept difEculties, the population exhibited higher than average levek of 
depression, self-doubt and criticism, obsessive or feamil thoughts and a lack of 
self-confïdence. 



Sltnilariy, Macenzie (1994, found higher leveïs of depression among 
conege-age learning disabled adults, as compared with non-leaming disabIed 
peers. Hwang (1992) notes the persistence of leamed helplessness arnong 
leaniing disabled addt students. Many of these di£Ficulties affect the way in 
whïch leaming disabled adults cope with saessful situations and succeed in 
advanced schooling Wwang, 1992; Vanzant, 1991; Sarcoglu, Minden U 
WdchesQ 1989, vocational situations (Balock, 1982; Brown, Gerber, & 
Dowby, 1990; Patton U Poloway, 1982; Telander, 1994) and personaï 
interactions (Spekrnan, Goldberg U Herman, 1992; Meyers B Messer, 1981; 
White, 1985). 

It is not oniy poor self-esteem which brings about these social and 
emotional dÏfEcuities. A body of evidence suggests that a whole host of other 
maladaptive social behaviors contribute to the dïfficuities encountered by 
leamïng disabled adults. While some of these difnculties are related to issues of 
seIf-concept, others appear to be symptoms of the disabilÏty itself (Reiff B 
Gerber, 1989). Gerber and Reiff (1994) note six areas of common social 
perception ciifficulties which can be seen as part of the leaming disabïiity. These 
are: 

(1) The inability to make central ùiferences in social settings (Gerber, 
1978); (2) l e s  sensitivity to others' thoughts and feelings (Pickstein U 
Warren, 1980; Wong U Wong, 1980); (3) poor judgment of others' 
moods and attitudes (Lemer, 1993); (4) doing or saying inappropriate 
things aemer, 1993); (5) problems comprehending hurnor (Pickering et 
al., 1987); and (6) problems discriminating the response requirements in 
social situations (Larson B Gerber, 1987) (pp. 73-74). 

Thus, it wodd appear that learning disabled adults are not accurately 
comprehending or enacting appropriate social mes or behaviors. As a result, 
individuah rnay present themselves as aggressive, hostile, insecure and 
hstrated (Wiig U Semel, 1976). Jarvis (1992) attempted to substantiate this 
claim, testing the social sensitMty of adults and adolescents with leamïng 
disabilities by presenting them with tape-recorded scenarios displayhg a wide 
range of emotions. Leamllig disabled participants were signincantly less able to 
accurately hterpret the social situations and emotions conveyed in the 
scenarios as compared with non-affected control subjects. 



The end result of this skinS defiet is an overd sense of social isolation and 
dissatisfhction with sociai interactions. Gerber and Reiff (1994) report research 
indicating that leaming disabled adults often feel dissatïsfïed with their social 
and familai lives (White, 1985). They may appear to others as overulhelmed 
and d o u s  (Johnson, 1981), over-committed, withdrawn, moody and ill- 
mannered (pogan B Hartman, 1976,1990). They tend to report feeiing bored 
and h t r a t e d  wîth their social, recreational or leisure time (Gerber and Reiff, 
1991). 

As a reaction to the ever-increasing evidence that leaming disabilities 
&ect ad*' social skills (sometimes severely), researchers have recommended 
that action be taken in this area. Brier (1994), Mellard and Hazel(1992) and 
Saracoglu, Minden and Wrlchesb (1989) in their investigations into this 
phenornena, recommend programs of social skills training for the population 
Rosenthal(1992) and Rosenberger (199 I) present counseling models for social 
skiils adaptation, as part of an overall therapeutic approach to deaihg with the 
leaming disabled This would include bolstering self-concept and teaching adults 
to regain a sense of playfulness, said to be important in the development of 
social ski11 and vocational fulfillment Despite these suggestions, however, the= 
appears to be a severe lack of training in the area of social skilis development 
(Telander, 1994) and few qualined inâividuals to cany out such training (Rice, 
1988; Shaw B Norlander, 1985). 

Resilience and Success: Positive Profiles of Ad* with Learning Disabilities 

Despite the fact that leamhg disabled adults may face tremendous difFiCUIties in 
areas of cognitive, educational, social and vocational bctioning, they are not, 
by any means, a whoiiy defeated population. Research evidence suggests, that 
individuais with leaming disabiiities can and often do succeed in a wide array of 
fields and vocations eelander, 1994) and that they can live fulnlling and 
productive lives @oss-Gordon, 1989). Popular autobiographies attest to this 
(e-g., Schmitt, 1992; Simpson, 1979), as do reports that fatnous individuais such 
as Albert Einstein, Thomas Edison and Augustine Renoir, achieved greatness in 
spite of their learning impediments (Adleman &i Adleman, 1987; Ross-Gordon, 
1989). In fact, authors such as Gerber and Reifï (1991,1994), have suggested 



that leaming disabilities can h a .  the &ect of adding to an individuah' 
aeativity, dxive for succes and ability to achieve. 

Examp1es of leaming disabIed adults d o  succeed, have begun to appear 
in scholarfy literature as weil as the popular press. As with all research into the 
kes and needs of leaming disabIed adults, this is a relativeiy new and emerging 
field Werner (1993), traced the development of 22 children diagnosed with 
leaming disabilities over a 38 year period as part of a iarger 10ngitudî~i study 
on the island of Kauai. Evidence h m  this research, suggests that most of those 
with learning disabilities, successfuny integrated into the community, completing 
their education, hding rewardhg vocationai situations and He-partners. 

Similarly, a longitudinai study conducted by Bmck (1987), found that 
though leaming disabïiities persisteci into aduithood, this did not signincantly 
impair participants' abilities to h d  fulfillment in ail areas of adult Me. ExampIes 
of successfiil ad& in many spheres can be found in the work of Lewandowski 
and ArcangeIo (1994), Kloomak and Cosden (1994), Scott, Scherman and 
P m p s  (1992) and Re= (1995). A special edition of the journal Leaming 
Disabilities: Research and Practke (1993), was dwoted to the subject of 
resilience and Ieaming disabilities, presenting a wide array of research 
pertaining to issue of success among the population 

From these and other exampIes, theories of success and the components 
that bring it about are emerging. Much of the groundwork for examuiing the 
success of leaming dwbled ad&, cornes h m  the general iiterature on 
resiiience in children. The ground-breaking work of Garmezy (197 1, l976), 
examined the lives of children who proved immune to severe, sometimes long- 
term stressors. He posited a theory that such children maintaùied a high 1eveI of 
"inVUltlerabi&tl, due to the internai characteristics of the individual and/or as a 
result of positive extemal environments. Looking for what he caiied "protectnre 
factors", Garmezy (1983), stated that though not always effective, some factor 
or factors such as "amibutes of pe~ons ,  envhnments and situations . . . 
appear to temper the predictions of psychopathology based upon a pelsonls at- 
risk status" (p.73). 



Based-to a certain extent-on the theoreticai u n d e r p m  of this 
work, attention is now behg placed by research, on the hes of successful 
leamhg dwbled adults. Some authors focus on a single protedive or causal 
factor. Severai studies, for instance, have noted the connection between success 
and socioeconomic status. Leaming disabled snidents h m  familes with greater 
incorne and commmity standing were better able to cope with the diEcuIties 
presented to them, as they had access to tutors, specialized schooiing, 
counseling and extra-curricular actMties (Ramon, 1968; Silver B Hagin, 1985). 
These authors also suggest that parental involvement is iscreased in farnilies of 
higher socioeconomic status. Macemie (1994, in her study of depression and 
leaming disability, states that socioeconomic status appears to have a 
protective effect, lessening the iikelihood of depressive symptomatology (see also 
McKUuiey, Osborne & Schdte, 1993). 

Other authors have noted alternate single factors in their research on 
success and 1e-g disability. There is, naturally, a body of evidence suggesting 
that specialized training is key in the later success of students @abbit B Van 
Vactor, 1993; Minskoff, 1994) Some authors, in contrast, feel that achievement 
in normative educational systems is more important. Vogel and Adleman 
(1992) state that the greatest predictor of academic success among leaming 
disabled coilege students is prior experience in a coilege setting as mil as 
regular course-work in English studies. Similarly, Rogan and Hartman (1990) 
conducted a ten year foilow-up study of adults wfio had been diagnosed as 
leaming disabled, dBriding the group into those who had completed normative 
and specialized educational prograrns. Those d o  graduated from regular 
programs at the high school or coIIege level, reported greater satisfaction in 
areas of independence, employment and maritai status. 

Another (though much more cornplex) emerging single-factor theory 
expIaining the success of some Iearning disabled aduh, posits a developmentaï 
causality. This theory, put forth by authors such as Spekman, Goldberg and 
Herrnan (1992,1993) and Gerber (1994), states that leaming disabled adults 
are, in effect, 'late bloomers". Because of their perceptual, social and cognitive 
impaimients, normal development is in essence, delayed. Success, in this model, 
is detennined not only by action, environment or endowment, but by time as 
well. Since most of the studies invohnng leaming disabled adults focus on those 



in their 20s, it is thought that this developmentd lag is missed and that a mostly 
negative picture emerges. Studies by Gerber and R e S  (199 I), Gerber, Ginsberg 
and Re% (1992), Werner (1993) and Wemer and Smith (1982, 1992), which 
focused on a wider age range of learning disabled ad*, have consistent& 
reported greater success and uitegration into aduit Me. 

Using the adult developmental theories of Levinson (1978) and Gould 
(1978), several authors have noted that resilience and success do seem to corne 
with development and maturation. Basset, Poiloway and Patton (1994), have 
suggested that it is important to consider addt dwelopmental models, in order 
to fdly understand the chanenges that the learning disabled population face. 
These models state that traumatic childhood events may leave deep scars 
which can delay development and the transition h m  childhood to adult 
fimctioning. Gerber, Ginsberg and Re= (I992), in their study of highly successful 
adults, note the recurring theme of pain and isolation due to earIy trauma, as a 
consistent part of the adult with learning disabilities' experience. Similady, 
Levinson (1978) States the importance of leaving the famiiy home as a means of 
estabiishing a new Iwel of adult development. Several authors (Gerber and 
Reitf, 1994; Spekman, Goldberg B Hemian, 1992) have noted a tendency 
arnong adults with leaming disabilities to remah in the famüy home for longer 
pe~ods  of time, estabiishing independence at a later age. 

WhiIe these single-cause theories would seem to hold great insight and 
validity, they are only a beginning. It would appear that as the literature 
concerning adults with leaming disabüities grovm in complexity and scope, 
authors are endeavoring to search for a more comprehensive and in-depth sets 
of factors, rather than isolating a single cause. The Iiterature seems to note a 
trend toward positing a wider variety of possible causai factors in detemiining 
the success of leaming disabled adults. 

Poiloway, Schwel and Patton (1992) surveyed 51 leaming disabled adults 
and found three consistent& stated factors. Respondents felt that the 
development of coping strategies, positive innuence of supportive adults and 
positive educational expenences had accounted for their success. Wemer 
(1993) sees a multi-factor mode1 emerging firom her longitudinal data. Dividing 
these into two general categories, Werner looks as so called "individual traits" 



-such as temperamental characteristics which elicit positive social respoflses, 
effïaency, plan-fidness and self-esteem, dong with "outside Eactors"-such as 
supportive and comptent adult care-givers and opportunities for repeated 
attempts at mastery. These, she sates, account for success in the üves of leaming 
disabled participants. 

A somewiiat more detailed model of success coma h m  the work of 
Minskoff (1994). She posits a six factored understanding of success, with several 
sub categories. In her opinion, success is based on: 1) severity of the IeamÏng 
disability-taking into account such faces as general intelligence, special 
taients, language and processing abilities, academic skiIl, psychologid fimess 
and vocational skilis; 2) fâmiiy Support; 3) socioeconomic statu; 4) completion 
of high school; 5) quality of educational s e ~ c e s  at both the elementary and high 
school leveis; and 6) quality of services avaüable at the pst-secondary level 
inciuding special education, vocational training and psycho-social sentices. 

Perhaps the most comprehershe model, outlining the multiple factors 
necessaxy for successful adult adjustment, cornes fimm the work of Gerber, 
Ginsberg and Re# (1992). In their qualitative study of 71 successful leaming 
disabled adults, the authors note a complex and intricate model for 
achievement, generated by accounts of the population itself. This model focuses 
on the inner-process of the individuaï, thus de-emphasizing uncontrollabIe 
factors such as the nature and severiw of the specinc disability, level of individual 
intelligence or seMces received 

The authors M e  the participants into two sub-groups, those whose 
lives funy embodied the model of success, and were, as such, "hihighly s~ccessful'~, 
and those who did so less, and were labeled "moderateiy suc~essful~~ Whiie 
themes and strategies were consistent throughout the entire population, it was 
the degree of adherence and applicability that distinguished those who were 
high achiwiag and those who were at the moderate end of the scale. 

At the core of this theory, is the understanding that Ieaming disabled 
ad& succeed as they gain greater leveis of control in their lives. Control would 
appear to be acquired through two distinct methods, texmed by the authors as 
"interna1 decisions" and "external manifestations", Intemal decisions include a 



desire to succeed, goal orientation and the abiJity to reframe the Iearning 
disabiiïty such that both possibilities and limitations are adequately considered 
Extemal manifestations of this interna1 process included wiiat the authors saw 
as "adaptability'l-which included such factors as individual persisteme, a set of 
effective, creative coping mechanisms, a "goodness of fit" with one's working 
environment and a good "soaal ecology " of supportive persons. 

Control is seen by the authors as the "fuel that M. . . success" (p. 479). 
After many years of failure, the population as a whole expressed an interest in 
maintainhg a high lwel of control, seen as the only way to overcome the deficits 
and f i C U I t i e s  associated with leamhg disabilities. This sense of control was 
most tangible in the physical realm of the work environment, but it is the deeper 
psychological control whïch seems to be at the heart of the drive for success. In 
the broadest sense, the authors define this psychological control as "making 
conscious decisions to take charge of one's life (intemal decisions), and adapting 
and shaping oneselfin order to move ahead (extemal maaifestations)." (p. 479) 

The differentiating factor between those participants labeled by the 
authors as 'liiw or "moderatev' successful was the lwel and substance of 
perceived contml wfiich they exerted. While aU participants equaïiy sought high 
degrees of control in their liws, it was the highly successful group wfio atrained 
it. Moderately successful participants, tended to seek control as a means of 
disguising their leaming disabïiity. The higly  successN group, in cornparison, 
were more interested in forwarding their kes and moving beyond their 
limitations, instead of hiding them or fearing that they would be exposed as 
inept or incompetent. This group was more Wly to have a clear vision of where 
they were headed and l e s  interested in seIfIfprotection. 

Gaining this level of control, was seen by the authors as a two phase 
process, consisting of multiple sub-steps. Fmtly, the adult with learning 
disabilities needed to make an inner-joumey to confront and overcome the 
many negathe feeiings and fears bmught on by the disability. This, the authors 
c d  "intemal decisions", a process in &ch the indMdual conceives of the 
position and place to which they wiU aspire, carefully pian the steps necessary 
for its attainment, and the clear and realistic detennination of what will and wïU 
not impede pmgress. 



The f b t  intemal decision, the authors note, is the desire to succeed. It is 
this drearn of moving beyond the limitations of the disabiiÏty to a place of 
success and achievement, mch seems to be the starting point for d those who 
overcome their leaming disabiiity. Those labded as highly successful had the 
clearest sense of their desire, the most detailed portrait of their ideals. They 
understood that many individuals possessed such a desire and that despite the 
talent, determination and opportunity, some would fail. They were, however, 
willing to take risks. While some reported that this desire had been with them 
since youth, others noted a more gradual build-up &ter a tumdtuous chiidhood 
of fàilure. In contrast, the moderately successful group seemed to have a poorly 
defineci conception of their desire. It was Iess vMd, more hesitant and lacked the 
direction common in hi- successfüi participants. 

Once the overall desire for success is conceived, the setting of realistic 
goals is, according to the authors, the next step. The authors specuiate that goal 
s e thg  is necessary because it sharpens the image of desire and maps out, in 
several attainabIe steps, the path to its achievement It also becomes an organic 
and growth provoking process, where attauiment on a minimal level breeds 
feelings of adequacy and cornpetence, such that more cornplex and diffcuit 
tasks can be attempted. 

Differences noted in the goal setthg behaviors of high and moderate 
achievers, appeared to be in the type of goals set and distractibility h m  them. 
Highly successfirl individu& appeared to set both long and short tenn goals. 
Moderateiy successful participants, on the other hand, were more iikely to have 
ody short term goals, operating on a "micro" as opposed to "macro" scale. 
Sunilariy, there was a distinct difference in Ieveis of distractibiüty h m  goals, 
with moderates reporting more diversion on their road to success. 

Ha* expressed the desire to achiwe and having set out a goal plan for 
its attainment, the next and most important interna1 step posited by the authom, 
is the rehming of the leaming disability. Accepting and understanding the 
disability as a part of the individual makeup, seemed crucial for iater success. 
Those individuah who were reaiistic in their appraisal of both their limitations 
and their naturaï talents, were more b I y  to be in the highiy successful group. 



The authors &de this crucial process into four stages. F i ,  there is the 
need to recognize the disability and al1 it entails. The authors state that the 
inâividual mut accept "that they did things differentiy and did not have to be 
like everyone eise." @. 4 1 )  This level of self-appraisal seemed to be a nimuig 
point for highly successful individu&, who came to see themseh as possessing 
instincts and uisights which were unique and valuable to them. 

Foliowing close& to this recognition, was the process of accepting oneseif 
as whole, complete and capable, despite the difference in leaming style and 
deviation h m  the n o m  For some, this meant sharing the nature of their 
learning disability as means of publiciy deflathg its overwhelming grandeur and 
fear. For others, the process was more personal and private a gradua1 de- 
viiîfication of themsekes and their disabizity. 

The final stage in the process of refkmhg, appeared to the authors to 
involve a deepening level of understanding with regard to the leaming disability. 
Taking charge of their Iives, meant for many, a joumey of research and 
clarification. Knowing what it was that they faced, its nature, scope and 
makeup, seemed to be an important last step in the rernaking of the disability 
into a isme of mere ciifterence. Along with this, came the tendency (especia4T 
among the hi- successful popuiation) to display fewer feelings of seEpity and 
anger associated with the disability. 

According to the authors, there seemed to be an aura of empowerment 
among those who had mccessfulSt completed the renaming process, dong with 
the recognition that it was painN and He-scarring. There was not, the authors 
note, a sense of denial arnong the highSr successfd population, for most 
undemood the ramifications of the* disabifity. Radier, it was the belief that 
despite the iingering Merences in style and abiiity and despite the pain and 
hardship Wch this entailed, the inner self was mrthy and capable and the 
disability now viewed as a roadblock and not an impasse. 

Unfortunately, the authors noted that among the less successfd 
population, important seps in the rehmhg process were missed or not yet 
achieved Thus, it can be said that a distinguishing factor lies in the ability of the 



individual to face the pain and &aimess bmught on by learning difference and 
complete the process of interna1 healing. 

Having conduded the inner work of envisionhg achiwement and 
accepting the learning disability, the authofs state that the next phase involves 
the exteTaal manifestation of skills and tactics which aliow the individual to 
adapt and overcome. This too, is parce1ed out into smaller steps, based on the 
insight and information provideci by the study population. The first of these steps 
is temeci by the authors as "persisten~e~~. Pemistence is seen as the external 
manifestation of interna1 d e s h t h e  almost unending drive to achieve and 
succeed, despite the obstacles which present themsehtes dong the way. 

Once again, the authors found that the distuiguishing feature between 
hi- and moderately successfùl individuais, was the level at which this trait 
was applied AU participants were seen to be persistent, as aîi had achieved 
despite their leaming disability. Highly successful individuais, hower,  were 
more persistent, took more risks and were seen as more resiïient. Conversely, 
the moderately successful group, seemed more guarded in their persistence, 
more conservative in their approach. They seemed less assertive and more 
fearfuL While many recognized this as a weakness, they seemed incapable of 
acting with what the authors term as "tenacity". 

Along with the drive and determination necessary for success, the 
authon noted the importance of carefuny choosing an environment that leads 
to success. This "goodness of fit", appears to be a conscious choice made by 
individuais with learning disabilities to find the nght blend of work demand and 
environment that wodd foster rather than hinder achievement. Fmding work 
for which there was great passion and dedication, seemed, to the authors, to 
foster success. Similarly, it was important for individuals to seek employment 
and training in areas which would minimize intemal deficits and optimïze 
assets, so as to M e r  negate the influence of the learning disability. Likewise, it 
seemed that situations where the individuai with leaming disabiiities was in 
conwl, as in a selfemployed or self-monitored position, was the option of 
choiœ. 



Often, it appeared that the most hi- successful participants, learned 
eariy on to create for themsebes an environment where they could thrive and 
where they could find fulfillment and chaiienge. Moderateiy successîùi 
indMduals on the 0th- hand, seemed l e s  in conml of their work environment 
and less capable of minimiPng the &kts of their Ieaming disability. As such, 
they were not ahways as passionate about their work, or as convinced that they 
were tmly capable, contributing members of society. 

Having spent a He time perceiving, leaming and expressing themsehres in 
different, sometimes unigue ways, individuais with learning dwbilities appear to 
do best d e n  they can approach their work in an alternative manner. llLearned 
creativity", as the authors term it, is the ability to maneuver amund the disability 
such that its effects are mitigated. More so, however, it is a means of creatively 
accomplishing, such that individuals not only work on par with non-leaming 
disabled individuah, but are often able to rise abow cokagues with unique 
perspectives and sküls. 

Firstly, this meant kding the k t  ways in which to lessen the learning 
disability. Highiy successful participants reported using high and low-technology 
as a means of copîng with leaming and performance problems. Cornputers, 
tape-recorders, Dictaphones, mnemonic devises and organizational formats, 
appeared to be the weapons of choice in this battle for survival Secondly, for 
may successful individu&, creativity meant going beyond the basics and on to 
new levek of efEciency and strategy. Anticipating potential problems, questions 
and scenarios--such that theywould not O@ be l e s  destructive, but more 
constructive-was but one example sighted by the authors. Ultimately, this lead 
many in the highly successful group, to not on& consider themeIves as good as 
those they worked with, but often better, as a result of their abiiity to plan and 
conceive of creative solutions. 

The final external manifestation of learned health among the population 
was tenned by the authors as "social ecolo&'. Learning disabled individilals, 
who were most successful, saw themeives as working and hctioning both 
independentiy and as part of a team. Those in the highly successful group, ofken 
found mentors and teachers who could provide them with skül and insight not 
otherwise available to them as a result of leaming impediments. Hi- 



successful incihiduais reported that they were keen observers, questioners and 
mimics, often taking as much as they could h m  those they misfed, respected 
and tunied to for aàrice. in addition to those who could train and teach, highly 
successful individuais kept near them supportive persons who iistened to and 
rdected back the* triumphs and tribulations and who were loving, carùig and 
considerate, 

The distinguishing -or in this social sphere between high and moderate 
success groups, appeared to be the level and quality of teachers, mentors and 
supporters. The lower achievers, tended to either fear advice-givers or depend 
on them too much. They vaciIlated àangerously between misguided 
individu=ilicm and leamed helplessness, such that they were either incapable of 
leamllig h m  others or unable to independently perform. Xighly successful 
indhidilaTs, in contrast, were able to trust themselves and others. They often set 
up apprenticeships, asked others to CO-author wrks and turned to spouses, 
famm members or niends for cornfort and support. It seems that this group was 
able to continue asking for assistance, wIiile maintaining feelings of capability, 
worthiness and trust. 

Certaïniy, the mode1 presented by Gerber, Gïberg and Re= (1992)- 
though monumentai--cannot be considered definitive. Though it would appear 
to be thomugh and complete, it obviousiy reqpires M e r  study. Xts applicability 
to a lesser overtiy successful population must be examined, dong with a 
boarder population of learning disabled adults. Nonetheless, it does represent 
the h t  major step in the process of comprehending the factors and processes 
which account for success arnong the leaming disabled population. Its sh-ength 
lies in its completeness, complexity and step-by step approach. 

The fact that its theoretical and practical grounding lies in the words and 
experiences of the population itseIf-extrapolated in a qualitative format-lends 
itself naturaUy to the work of this project While it was not the intention of the 
present study to validate or replicate its hdings, the Gerber, Ginsberg and Reiff 
(1992) study did serve as a road-map to the new ground and material derived 
h m  the unique population of graduate students with Ieaming disabilities. Of 
course, the hdings deriwd h m  the present snidy are examined in the context 
of this information and it has, in some ways, served as a means of 



authenticating the theories put forth by the authors. This was not, however, the 
intention of the project, simpiy an outgmwth of it. 

Toward the Future 

It has been repeatedly stated by many authors that the exploration of the 
Iives, needs and expaïences of aduits with learning dkabïilities is in its ïnfhcy 
(e.g., Gajar, 1992; Gerber and Reifï, 1991, 1994; Poiioway, Schwel B Patton, 
1992). Despite the fact that a body of research does exïst, it can and should be 
considered an emerging field, with much of the evidence tentative and 
inconclusNe. Ifresearch is an attempt to capture a snapshot of a population- 
so as to highlight its many beauties and birthmarks-the efforts made with this 
population, thus far, rnay be likened to a dweloping negative, with much detail 
and ciarity yet to emerge. 

The question of what to look at and how to do so is of great importance. 
Certain&, many authors would advocate a continuation of research exploring 
the symptomatoIogy of learning disabilities as they manifest themseïves in 
adulthood in the areas of cognitive, educationai, social, emotional and 
vocational functioning (Bingman, 1989; ~ t t e s m a n ,  1994; Schumacker U 
Hazd, 1984; Swanson B Trahan, 1986). These individu& may wish to 
consider the various ways in which the population is distinct h m  others and 
ways in which to diagnose the syndrome. Others maywish to look at ways of 
remediating these diflicuities and focus &tead on &ecbive techniques with 
which to assist the popuiation (Brier, 1994; MeUard U Hazel, 1992; Saracoglu, 
Minden B WilchesSr; 1989). Another group appears dedicated to examining 

educational and vocational institutions, in order to asses their ef5ectnTeness in 
integrating the leaming disabied population and their cornpliance with laws 
designed to assist those affected @ursuck, Rose, Cowen and Yahaya, 1989; 
Parks, et al., 1987). 

However, there seems to be an w o h g  trend among researchers to take 
a more holistic approach to the population, so that a more complete picture 
can emerge. This research bases itself not on the coUection of nmnbers, test- 
scores or questionnaire responses, but on the words and stories of leaming 
disabled aduits themsehres. It is research that believes that, in order for truth to 



emerge, it must fobw the lead of those being studied rather than attempt to 
lead them in order to substantiate hypotheses and theories. It postulates that 
ttuth is relative, contactual and in some senses limiteGyet, presents important 
building blocks in the consmiction of knowledge and understanding. It is 
research that is generaüy grouped under the heading of "qualitative inqujr", 

Severai authors have made use of, or have called for the use of 
qualitative techniques in the investigation of the population of ad& with 
leaming disabilities mdredge, 1988; Geib, G-di O Geova, 1981; Simpson 

Umback, 1989; Temple, 1988). Gajar, in her 1992 review of the literature 
concerning the popdation, stated that the acivantage of qualitative research lies 
in Ïts ability to generate hypotheses rather than prove or dispmve them. She 
aiso asserted that such research is capable of uncovering a wide Mnety of 
variables. 

Gerber and Reiff, perhaps the most prolinc authoxs in the field of addt 
leamuig disabilities, repeatedly erq,ress the view that qualitative data is the most 
important means of understanding the population (1991,1994). In fact, the 
majority of their contemporary work in the field consists of qualitative 
interviews with learning disabled adults (e.g., 199 1, 1992). They state that 
qualitative research "allows adults with leaming disabilities to tell researchers 
what issues are truly important and relevant." (1 99 1, p. 13). In this way, the 
authols state, researchers can begin to uncover the experiences of the 
population, such that they can later examine iarger groups in their search for 
more universal principles (1994). 

Gerber and Reiff (199 1) believe that qualitative research is an ideal 
means by wfuch to explore previousiy unknown temtory. Calling this research 
"inside-out" inqujr, the authors feel that it will UltimateIy lead beyond the mere 
description of symptomatology and wiii allow for a clear understanding of 
' M a t  it is to be an adult with leaming disabilities." @. 13). By this, the authors 
contend that a fidi experiential account is the only means of tndy 
comprehending the impact of a leaming disability on the He of an adult. Sighting 
the work of Miles and Huberman (1984), the authors note the fact that 
qualitative data "are a source of welI grounded, nch descriptions and 
cxplanations in local contexts." (p. 19. Along with providing explmations for 



previously understood material, this research can 'lead to serendipitous Eindings 
and to new theoretical integrations; they help researchers go beyond initial 
preconceptions and h e w o r k s "  (p. 19. 

Thus, it would appear that there is great support among the adult 
learning disability research community for projects examhhg the lives and 
experiences of the population using qualitative methodology- Thn,ugh such 
research, the insights and issues aiready desaïbed will corne to He, their 
meaning and implications understood and exempMïed in a rd-He context. 
Additionaily, such research has the potentid of mcovering new and previously 
unknown insight and information such that fiesh avenues of understanding can 
emerge. Taken together with what is already known about adults with learning 
disabilities, such new workwilï hopefuny strengthen the position of those who 
live with a learning disability and provide those who work with them, greater 
puidance and understanding of their needs, feeiings and experiences. 

Summarv and Conclusion 

The material presented in this review paints a portrait that is both 
interestingiy Mned and confusinpiy diverse- On the one hand, t is clear that 
learning disabilities are Me-long and have lasting negative effects on adults as 
well as children. The difEdties brought on by the broad phrase of "Iearning 
disabiiities" appear to have a wide sphere of influence, with impediments 
appearing in aimost ail areas of functioning. It might be naturai to assume that 
such a disabiiity is tantamount to a label of failure, a melancholic sentence of 
medioaity, intellecnial poverty and htration. 

However, it appears that though chdenging (sometimes in the exmeme) 
leaming disabilities are not Me-minous and can, in fact, spur the individuai on to 
success and even greatness. If the many studies on achievement are to be 
beliwed, leaming dwbilities are senous impediments but not n e c e  
completely destructive. They can leave the uidMdual with a great deal of pain, 
but can aiso foster in them the need to achieve and the desire to peacefdiy 
accept limitations and make the most of personaI strengths. 
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This, as such, returns the discussion to its onginai point. LeamUig 

disabilities, as demonstrated by the literature, do seem to leave the individual to 
h d  a place dong a continuum of success and mure, seE-acwptance and self- 
rejection. As with aii disabhg conditions, it is not a lot that would be voluntarïly 
cast or happüy &en. On the other hand, it does seem to have the abiiity to 
foster creativity and can be borne with much dignity, strength and inner-peace. 
in this way, it is much like other handicapping conditions and He eveats which 
affect a multipliaty of indkiduals. As such, the lessons of the kanimg disabled 
may have great bearing on the coping strategis and success of many diverse 
individuais. 

Howwer, it is important to remember that though the outcornes rnay be 
somewhat similar across the spectnrm of crippling and handicapping 
conditions, this syndrome and its after-dect is unique and desening of special 
focus. Whiie it can teach a broadly relevant lesson on the existenthi resilience of 
humanity, it is important to look at it as its own set of variables and as a unique 
experience. 

As such, t is the mission of this project to uncover the experiences of 
graduate students with leaming disabiüties as both mernbers of a larger soùety 
and of a unique, triumphant and sometimes painful sub-classification. This wiii 
ho- simuitaneousiy provide insight into the specific experiences of the 
population studied, add information to the growing body of knowiedge on the 
iÏves, needs and experiences of individuais with leaming disabilities and 
exemplify the me- by which persons with a challenging Me-condition 
overcome adversity and achiwe their goals. 



"Cut N Paste" 
COLOUR PLATE #4 

The nnal stage ofmaIysis for me hvoived the creation of individuai Co- 
researcher biographies. It was here that 1 engaged in the dual tracked task of 
representing each Co-researcher as an individual, wfiile beginning to present the 
stories in a unifonn format-a precursor to illustrating common themes and 
patterns. 1 found this task s o m h a t  delicate, as it involved considerable 
editoriai skfa Was 1 induding enough idormation about each Co-researcher's 
experience and history? Did their voice corne through adequateiy such that th& 
individualiitywas maintahed? Was it too much, too M e ,  or just enough? 
Wouid they h d  my ''take" on their lives to be respectful and accurate? WouId 
an outside reader find it interesting? 

1 found it hard to let go of my old aiiy, the transcripts. Taking the hours of 
conversation and scores of wrîtten words and winnowing them down to a 
readable, concise document, seemed to be a risky venture. 1 had been playing in 
these large fields for so long, it was now time to represent them in relative@ 
smaii and tight t e m .  

1 reflected on what it felt Iike to do this, both electronidy and 
personally. Since 1 worked large& on the cornputer, taking quotes and writing 
the biographies on the screen, 1 wanted to include this image as part of the 
MandaIa. The mouse and the terminal were like the scissors and the glue %ch 
1 was using to cut and paste the fkgments of stories, niniing them into a 
reasonable refiection of the whole. Inspired by an image from the artist Keith 
Haring, 1 placed the anthropomorphized scissors in the center. 1 did this to 
remind myself that 1 was not simply cutting and pashg anonymous text, but, 
was taking pieces of storied Iives and making of them my own creation. 

This was a very signincant moment for me, for it represented a deeper 
Ievel of cutting, beyond the physical or electronic act in which 1 was engaged 
SymbolicaIly, 1 was Ieaving the safety of the words &en to me by my Co- 
researchers and was moving-aione-into a world of my creation. Guided by 
these words and by the work that came before mine, it was tune for me to step 
out beyond the confines of the k n m  and into a structure built and secured 
strictIy by me. 





Sam's Mandala 
COLOUR PLATE #s 

Sam and 1 worked together on the production of her Mandala drawing, 
though it was far h m  a collaborative effort. 1 offered her technid advice on 
the use of paints and was then witness to an extraorduiaiy process of artistic 
discovery. Tme to her personal philosophy of tnisting her b e r  voice, Sam had, 
in a matter of a few hours, intuitively gained a feel for the watercolour process. 
Her drarnatic image is, 1 feel, rdective of this ofthisndrous process. 

Retuming to an old famiiiar image (and the theme of her trnunphant high 
school valedictory), Sam chose to repxesent her experience with leamhg 
disabilities as an ascent upon a treacherous mountain. This time, however, she 
modined the image. Rather than portraying a human figure stmggling to climb 
the mountain, she chose an image of a flying bird. Here was a symboI of her 
own emancipation, a testament to aii that she had experienced and achieved in 
her He, despite the fact that her leaming joumey is far fiom concluded. 

After completing the painting, Sam was inspired to write the following 
words: 

Learning To FIy 
Learning to fly means seeking the ultimate freedom of expression and creativity, 
des pite being heovily restricted by one's ina bil ity to control one's cognitive 
processes in a responsive way. The struggle to go beyond the intrinsic barriers 
imposed by a learning disability is long and seemingly endless. It requires 
persistence, penistence, penistence. It also requires a belief in oneself (or the 
bridging of another's belief in you), emotional support, and learning to listen to 
your intemal voices that direct you toward your life's poth. The beginning of the 
journey is dark and rnurky, providing a perfed breeding ground for hopelessness 
and helplessness. This is where penistence and belief in your person become 
imperative, enabling you to rise above the swirling tides of thick, seemingly 
impenetrable clouds. Along the way, you need to seek out pakhes of light to 
hang on to; secton of life where you achieve and receive emotional nuduring. 
Learning to fly bnngs with it the realization that the mountain is surmountable 
and the main barrien to success lie within you. Sam I am 

Sam was so pleased with the process of creating art, that she has decided 
to use it again in her work Somehow, she felt that the creation of an image 
ahwed her to organize her verbal ideas in a manner that is othenivise blocked 
by her learning disability- 





CHAPTER 4 

Portraits: Co-Researcher Biographies 

If 1 face a human being as my Thou . . . he is nota thing among things . . . . He is . 
. . whole in himself. . . . and fills the heavens. This does not meon that nothing 
exists except himself. But al1 else lives in his light. 

M a r t i n  Buber 

"Sam" 
a b o u n d  Information 

Sam is a woman in her midd301s. She is m d e d  and, at this point has no 
children. She is currentiy workhg towards a Doctorate in Cllinid Psychology at 
a Canadian University, having already earned a Masters degree. She has a 
speciai interest in working with adults and children affected by learning 
disabilities, a naturai outgrowth of her own joumey as a learning disabled 
student 

Her journey took many years to unravel itself, as Sam was ody 
diagnosed with a Ieaming disability in her post-graduate years: 

I'd gone bock to do my Masters degree, and at the time 1 didn't know 1 had a 
learning disability. I knew that school wos difficult for me and at times extremely 
difficult . . . phis,] combined with o week's seminor that 1 took on learning 
disabilities..[helped me] realize that . . . perhaps a learning disobility was 
sornething . . . descriptive of me and my difficulties . . . [Following this 
experience, ] I went to get tested. 

Sam is the eldest of two children; her younger brother, she beiîwes, is 
&O afFected by leamhg disabilities. Sam described her parents as "very 

supportive" of her in all areas of her Me. "1 olways felt like 1 was special in their eyes . . 
. and 1 olways felt that 1 was capable in their eyes." Yet, her parents seemed unable to 
be of much practicai assistance to her: "1 think that my mother perhaps may have 

tned to help me, but 1 don? think she knew how". htead, Sam's parents were banled 
by the apparent contradiction of a bright, interested and motivated student who 
seerned incapable of producing and working at a high Ievek "1 dont think that they 



ever undentood me as a leamer, any more thon I understood me as a leamer. . . [my 

mother] olways felt like I was procmstinating in a sense. And I just couldn't do it." 

Definition of Sam's Leaming Disabïiitiq 

At fht, Sam desuibed her leaming disabiüties as prïmady affecting her 
in three main areas: 

One is the orea of memory and memory retrieval; two is in the are0 of.  . . 
writing te*, composition of text; and three is the area of attention, which 
complicates those other two areas. So far those seem to be the three that I've 
discovered, but I haven't quite discovered how one impacts on the other[s] to any 
great extent-thon the ongoing process. 

Later, she was able to articulate two other areas of difndty that seemed 
to recut in the recounting of her leaming experiences- that of verbd expression 
and comprehension: 

I tend to lose my words a lot. . . . I don't remember names, I don? remember 
labels . . . If you ask me to describe a certain concept to you I couldn't descnbe it, 
yet what I could do is go out and apply thot concept in proctice. . . . 50 there's an 
expressive difficulty there which I've just recently beg un to understand. 

This aspect of Sam's learning disability seems less consistent and more 
dependent on her state of mind It appears to fluctuate with mood and Ievel of 
energy and rnay, in her opinion, be an offkhoot of her memory difECUIties. 
Though she often described the expressive diflicuities she encountered in social 
and leamhg situations, at other times she felt herseIf to be "ve ry ver ba ln ,  a ski11 
she has used in coping with her leaming disability, as she codd "ta l k m y way in 

and out of something.' 

Much more consistent, is Sam's description of the slowness of her 
comprehension of concepts and sequences: 

I have a really hard time with abstrad material. . . . It is very hard to get it unless I 
really s i t  and think about it. . . . I used to be a voracious reader . . . but those 
were novels . . . I didnft have to get al1 the details. . . . I tend to have to reod and 
re-read something to really understand, to digest it and to remember it. 



This too, she attributes to her poor memory, though she acknowledges 
that it may be a dÏiEcuity in a category of its own. Clearly, the various fâcets of 
her leaming disability affect each other and contribute to a sense of overall 
siowness in the integration and expression of material 

Functionally, these learning diftldties play themseh out in complex 
and ofien hstrating ways. Sam describes a feeling of "extreme difficulty" with the 
entire pmcess of schooling: 

I'rn a very very slow worker. It takes me a long time. I think that any kind of writing 
is a very very tedious task for me and a very anxieiy provoking task for me, and it 
is something that I worry about many week in advance. . . . I'm a slow processor 
. . . everything I do  is in slow motion in many ways, so iR not that I can't do it, it 
iust takes me a lot longer. 

Sometimes . . . l'II read an arh'cle for class and then will go bock to class and we'll 
discuss if. And 1 remember thinking "They've read a different article than I have". . . 
. And its really very strange, I thought I'd read it, I thought I had understood it, and 
yet people are talking about things that I don't remember were in the article, that I 
never got out of it. 

Despite ali of these diflïculties, Sam sees herself as an essentially brïght 
and capable person: "1 feel like I belong in the world [of leamers] . . . I love learning 

and certainly I know I'm intelligent." She believes that she possess the inteilectual 
capacity to comprehend the material presented to her as a student and to make 
sense of it, integrating it into her writing and field work Learning, for her, has 
wolved into a complex system of evaluating acadernic requkements and 
carefuUy dculating the steps necessary to fulfill them. 

Sam is not, however, immune to feelings of inadequacy, despite her inner 
sense of confidence and strength. She reported feeling l e s  capable, l e s  
accomplished and, at tirnes, more iïke an impostor in the presence of feiiow 
students and teachers: 

I think in the overall picture, I feel like I belong . . . but on a day to day kind of 
mode, I dont feel that I fit in. . . . I constantly feel like everybody is better than 1 
am, and I feel completely inadequate. 



For many years, Sam could not understand why it was that she was 
unable to keep Pace with her peers, something that fhstrated and saddened her 
greatiy. As she became more aware of her leaming disabilities-their impact 
and the ways in &ch she could combat them-these fee- diminished to a 
certain ment. For Sam, though, there are d l  lingering doubts and feeiinps of 
envy that, for others, the act of learning and achiwing seems so natural and 
easy, while for her it is often painful, tedious and hard-won. This is an old inner- 
battie for Sam, going back to her high school years, M c h  she described as 
f0ll0ws: 

There were two sides of me. . . . There was the side that knew . . . intuitivel~ . . . I 
was as intelligent as they were, but there wos another side of me that felt so 
stupid. How could I bother to compare myself to these people, 'cause there they 
were able to do al1 this stuff that I iuçt couldn't do. And yet I'm a very stubborn, 
detemined peson and I never let thot defeat me, I always kind of pushed on. 

Understanding and dealing with her learning disability is an ongoing 
process for Sam. From the generd description of the main deficits that she 
noted above, Sam has been able to see that there are functional ways in which 
her learning disabilities affect her. In terms of her memoxy, she feels that there 
are times d e n  information, partîcufarly m the short term, is lost. This means 
that important facts and concepts must be leamed and re-learned several times 
over, before it is retrievable. Once this leaming occurs, however, Sam States that 
the Iliformation is accessible to her. This often necessitates great effort on her 
part: 

I don? come across perhaps as really on the ball, unless I have over-leamed the 
material and ifs a part of me. . . . Maybe sornebody will go and read 10 articles 
and l'II do 20 because I will approach a subiect form that many different angles 
so  that I reolly have a thorough but in many ways a broad understanding . . . just 
to be able to go on. 

Similarly, Sam's writing projects require a tremendous arnount of effort 
and patience. She described immense@ htrating writing sessions, wfiere she 
seemed incapable of beginning the process of writing materid which she has 
researched and prepared. Other times, she noted a sudden halt to her writing 
fluency, d e n  an important word or concept seerned suddeniy on the edge of 



accessibility to her- in the corner of her mind, as it were, yet exasperatUigiy out 

It hurts. Sometimes writing a paper, I will sit there and I will type two words an 
hour. And I will sit there for four houn to get one paragraph down . . . 'cause I'rn 
constantly crossing out and writing and re-wnting . . . I'rn al1 over the place. . . . I 
used to go and sign up for every workshop you could imagine on writing papen . 
. . and none of them helped. And I thought I was a hopeless case . . . Ifs like the 
key was missing. 

During our inteMew sessions, Sam qerienced an extreme episode of 
this aspect of her Ieaming disability. After having researched and integrated the 
materiaï for a particuIar paper, she began the process of writing. This process 
was halted, when she "hit c brick wal l", where knowiedge and expression seemed 
inexorab@ separated. Sure that she had Ïntemaüzed the knodedge required for 
the production of the paper, it seemed that transferring this knowledge to an 
extema& manifested format (verbal or written) was impossible. It took many 
weeks and much anxiety for Sam to complete this project. Though she 
UltimateIy succeeded in producing a work of high quality, the experience Ieft her 
drained and frustrateci, 

Above aU, it is a general feeling of slowness that appears to be the most 
difEicuIt aspect of leamhg for Sam. Repeatediy, she stated that her ability to 
read, write and speak was as proficient Ci not better than) fellow students, but 
mer* coming at a different pace: "1 don? do well with exireme time pressures. I think 

that time pressures, combined with the magnitude of work, really, are iust what . . . tackle 

me . . . I'm a very slow worker. It takes me a long time." 

am's Earlv School meriences 

School was always tough for me because there were so many things I couldn't do 
and I never knew why I couldn? do them . . . I don't remember that much of 
elementaty school but, I remember iust not being able to do certain tasks and 
having to kkind of learn and then over-leam something . . . yet, everybody else 
seemed to be able to do it, and I couldn't. It never occurred to me that there was 
a good reason for it. I iust thought I wasn't as smart as everyone else. 



In rrcalling her eariy school experiences, Sam felt that she was somewhat 
at a lm.  Very farr of the detaiis were accessible to her, but as we spoke, certain 
thematic memories did begin to emerge. For the most part, Î t  was the issue of 
memory itseIf that seemed important, for it was this aspect of her learning that 
Sam remembered as being most troubling: 

Everybody else seemed to rernember narnes of acton and adresses . . . or 
nomes of songs. They remembered dates, they soid, "Oh when I was four yean 
old I did this and when I was six" - I didn't remember any of that. T h d s  all this 
mush in my mind, its kind of like a blob. 

When 1 asked Sam if she had encountered any difficuity leaming to read, 
she recalled that the t e c h n i d  aspects of readiag came quite qui* to her. in 
fact, reading was a source of great pleasure for her and her f d y  "My parents 

always read to me. I was always being read stories and I was always telling stories . . . 1 
loved reading". It was, rather, the issue of comprehension that she seerned to 
recaii as being dinerent. Sam stated that early on, her teachers had told her that 
she was easily distracted by pictures and that she often used them as cues for 
comprehension, rather than the text itseIf. She noted that this continues to be a 
copïng strategy for her. She prefers magazines such as Life and National 
Geographic which d o w  for learning to occur as much from the photos as fkom 
the words. 

DiflGiculties in the areas of information recd and leamuig speed were also 
evident in the memories which Sam presented of her early school years. As 
described above, Sam stated that concepts and information often aihded her. 
While she felt inteilectuaIly capable and interested in the material, she seemed 
to be Iost, as compared with her peers. Though little direct memory of this tirne 
period was available to Sam, the recollection of these feelings seemed to emerge 
stmngly and remained constant as she told the story of her H e  as a leamer. 

SocWy, Sam remembered that her leaming differences lead to difficuities 
in areas of seKesteern and self-conildence: 

My good friends were the kids who Iived in the neighborhood, and it was really 
great. When I got to school though, I really had a hard tirne making friends. 1 iust 
could never fit in, I was never. . . like the beautiful people . . . I was overweight 



as a kid. . . . I was never included. And when I tried to include myself, people just 
left me alone. . . . 1 neverfelt I had confidence enough . . . to impose myself on 
other people. . . . 1 became very insular . . . that was my way of dealing with if. My 
escape was to read . . . because I could lose the pain of loneliness . . . or not 
being accepted. 

Ail the friends I did develop were . . . very bnght and they were always in the very 
bright class. . . . I was in the mediocre class and it was very frustrating 'cause I 
knew that I was as bnght as they were. . . . I couldnt express my obilities. 

Whiie the pain of this experience was quite clear for Sam, it was the sense 
of survival tha seemed to be her strongest memory of the period She 
remembered wanting to succeed and leamllig, early on, to work towards the 
goal of being in an environment that d d  meet her need for inteIIectua1 
challenge: 

1 was always a survivor . . . and even though it wasn't an easy survival, it still was 
in many ways for me a survival. . . . I'm o very stubborn, determined peson ond 1 
never let that defeat me, I alwap kind of pushed on. I remember a teacher . . . put 
me into a low reading group, and 1 didn't want to be in that. . . . I worked hard to 
get into a higher reading group and succeed. 

Sam recalled that one of the f h t  means she discovered for success was to 
work at her own Pace, utilking her points of strength. In her reading groups she 
was able to seIect stories that chdenged her and improved her reading skül: 

I really liked the fad  thot I could choose my own book+] and I could do it on my 
own. . . . (The teacher asked) "Are you sure . . . its gonna be really [difficult]?". . . . 
And I said "yes, I am sure" and I really pushed to do that. 

w s  Hi& School Exoenence 

Many more mernories were a d a b l e  to Sam regarding the high school 
period of her He, as were the various emotions associated with these memories. 
As our discussions progressed, it became clear that these experiences were of 
great importance to Sam as a leamer. It was during this time that she began to 
develop many of the coping skiils which allowed for her academic suvivai and 
which fostered inteiIectual progress. 



During this the, her leaming dÏfiïdties continueci to plague her and 
leave her with a sense of failure: 

l'II neverforget this. . . . I was in Science class . . . I was being taught about the 
concept of density of material and I didn't undentand the concept. My teacher 
explained it to me five, six iimes, and 1 felt really stupid because he kept on 
explaining it to me and I didn't get it. . . . And he kept on explaining to me, and 
finally, after about, [what] must have been . . . seven, eight times I finaly got it. 
But I felt so stupid that it took me so long. 

Sam's mernories of her learning &fEdties during this pexiod are now 
encapsuiated in a generai undexstanding of her learning disability. She r e d e d  
having tremendous difEcuity grasping abstract concepts, composing essays and 
preparing for exams. Her study habits were poor, she stated, as she saw no 
bendt fkom advance preparation of material that d d  be inaccessible to her 
durhg testing situations. She remarked that the entire process of stuctying, exam 
taking and essaywriting was "tortuous . . . it really hurt . . . and it still does." 

At the same time, Sam recalled the beginning of an interna1 awareness 
on her part, that there were specinc roadblocks to her advancement: 

1 once went to a guidance counselor and I was absolutely in tears. I said, "1 just 
can't do the exams and I don't know why." I said, 7here1s something wrong and 1 
don t  know why". I said, "1 know I'm smart, but I can't do these exams". And she 
looked through my files . . . and she'd Say, "Oh, above average intelligence". And 
she'd say, "Well, I don't know", . . . pat me on the head . . . and send me on my 
way. And then when I got to CEGEP which is kind of like our grade 12 and 13,l 
again went to a guidance counselor in absolute tean, because I was . . . in 
sciences for a long time, and I couldn't do it. . . . The abstract nature of calculus 
and physics and chemistry and al1 that stuff iust floored me, I couldn't get the 
concepts down, I didn't undentand it. And I used to go to this fellow and we used 
to have these Iittle talks and he did . . . career testing on me . . . and nobody 
figured it out. And eventually I iust switched over to social sciences . . . and that 
was easier for me because it wasn't as abstract. 

in addition to these painful mernories, Sam &O recalled her burgeoning 
coping skills which helped her navigate her way through high school and 
university. At k t ,  she described them as rather crude: 



1 wos already beginning to be resourceful. . . . l would cheat. . . . I would look at 
other people's papes, I would write crib notes sometimes. 

1 was very good in music. And because 1 was so good in music, my music teacher 
helped me get out of Geogrophy. So even though Geography wos a 
requirement, we said that I was needed to be in . . . the stage band, so 1 was 
exempted from Geography. 

These eariy attempts at circuniventing difnculties were later replaced 
with more sophisticated and effective strategies. These included a clearer sense 
of M o n  and goal setting, leaming important study skills, leaming to skim 
through dense theoretical materid, and what Sam c d e d  "over-Iearningl'. The 
theme of passion seemed to be a .  important one for Sam, a part of her leanillig 
life that she felt was the most important coping mechanism available to her: "ltve 

always been very possionate, definitely. Anything that 1 do, I'm intense, 1 have to do it to 

on extreme, and I love tasting things and leaming things." 

In fact, it was this passion wIiich gave Sam her h t  tastes of success and 
s e ~ e d  to balance out her most.& negative school experiences. Eariy on, it was 
her love of reading which allowed her to achieve a degree of progress. Later, it 
was extra-curricular activities such as music and sports, which gave her a sense 
of mastery and accompiishment. Academically, however, it was creative writing 
that proved to be the road to success and expression for Sam. Here, freed fkom 
the constrailits of her memory and organizational difiidties, Sam was able to 
construct narratives which refiected her creative and ïntellectual sefves. 

At the end of high school, Sam composed a short story, which she later 
tumed into a speech. The piece told the stow of: 

A group of people . . . who were blind or disabled or crippled or something like 
that, who had tried to climb up a mountain. And a lot of people gave vp but . . . 
these people who really didn't have what most normal people had, they kept on . 
. . trying 'cause they wanted to reach the top of the mountain where there was this 
man [who] lived at the top of the mountain, and it was iust beautiful up fhere. 



To me, climbing up that mountain . . . was . . . how I saw life, it was . . . always a 
struggle . . . you wanted to get up there to this . . . guy (who) was iust sitting up 
there in this magnificent palace. 

The speech was so poweriùi that Sam's teacher nominated her as class 
valedictonan for her high school graduation. Chosen as a nnaiist by her 
classmates, Sam was tied with a feiiow student whom she described as quite 
exceptional, "a concert pianist." Lots were cira- and Sam was chosen "1 still have 

the lof" Sam rernarked quite proudly; it sa ys "yes va 1" on it." Flashing a large grin, 
denoting her sustained delight after many years, Sam continue& "1 went home 

and told rny mother that "l'm the valediciorian!". . . . and she was very pleased. To this 

day, I am very proud of thar occomplishment." 

am's Undemaduate merience 

Aber CEGEP I took a year off before going to university and I went traveling . . . 
because I iust needed to get away. . . . There was always the understanding in my 
famiiy that I would go and get a univenity degree. . . . Education was very 
important in my family. 

Undergraduate was just a total nightmare for me. Every task was iust . . . huge. . . 
- Getting through my BA was meaningless to me . . . in the sense that it was a 
means to an end. I had to do it. It was something like you have to get up and get 
dressed and shower and have breakfast in the morning. To me thah how I sow a 
B A 4  had to iust do it and get it over with. 

Sam's mood and posture changed completely when we began to discuss 
her undergraduate years, her anger and frustration were palpable. Majoring in 
psychology, Sam had great hopes for her studies. What she found, however, 
was an environment that was not conducive to her learning needs and styïe. 

The overwhelmingly large size of her classes (she termed them "assembly line", 
with over 300 students per section) meant that there was no possibrlity of direct 
contact with professors for clarification or assistance. The importance of 
comprehending and mernorizhg basic concepts rneant that Sam was 
continuai& at a loss when attempting to demonsûate mastexy of the materiai. 
This, coupled with the tendency in such courses to require multiple choice or 
short answer exams, meant that few if any of her strengths could emerge, 
leaving her vulnerable to failure. 



Such poor performance occurred regular1yt despite Sam's attempts to 
improve her snidy skiIis and habits and fact that she put forth great amounts of 
energy: 

1 used to actually sometimes have study groups . . . where we'd study for an 
exam together, and 1 would be the one teaching everybody the concepts. I knew 
the concepts, 1 understood them all. It came to the exom and 1 got the lowest 
mark of al]. I couldn't produce on the exams . . . I iust never seemed to be able to 
produce in the way that 1 felt that I could produce. 1 looked at people, I compared 
myself to people, and 1 knew I was as bnght or many times brighter thon them. 
And yet they always seemed to get the high mark, and 1 didn't know why. I mean I 
just couldn'f understand it. It was so frustrating, it really really wos. 

Yet, dong with the frustration, there was a sense of accompiishment at 
ha- suMved a system that to Sam seemed quite hostile. As with her earlier 
experiences, Sam began to recall the strategies that she employed to achiwe 
success. She began to look for dases where there were fewer students and a 
professor d o  was open to discussion and mentoring. She found one such 
professor, who would later become her Maste?s thesis advisor. Once again, she 
recalled "cutîing corners", stating that "1 did what I had to do, even if it was, at times, 

unethical. It still bothers me that 1 had to do that." 

Writing, though still a chore of orninous proportions, was made easier for 
Sam during this period in two ways. Fit&, she began to see the power of words 
as a means of bolstering a weak understanding of the material and concepts, as 

a means of creating density, or an a means of impressing professon. "1 was a very 

good bullshitter, so I could bullshit my way through when it came to a written exam." 

Secondiy, Sam found that passion for a subject allowed her greater 
access to fluency of expression on exams and papes: 

[When] I was 18 . . . I went to Florence and 1 saw Michaelangelo's David. . . . 
[Later] 1 remember . . . 1 had to write this composition on Michaelangelo's David, 
and I was so passionate about it, . . . that 1 oduolly got a perfect mark on it. Thah 
when 1 could . . . produce, when I could make some sort of a real life connedion 
to it. 



Sam graduated ikom unhersitywith a " B  lwel grade average. 
Nonetheless, she found the overail experience of her undergraduate years to be 
Who& negative. Sam le& feeling dejected and drained, to join the wurk force. 
"When I graduated, I vowed I'd never go back to school again. Screw this, [I thought] you 

know, I iust got through it, I got out and that's the end of it." 

Sam's Graduate merience 

Having completed a degree in psychology, showing an interest in work 
with Children and adolescents, Sam began working in the field of child welf''. 
For several years, she worked with distrrrbed and challenged children, hding 
the work interestingI but lacking in fulnlùnent. Sam felt that many of the 
professionals with whom she wrked possessed a mrrowness of vision, yet, she 
was forced to acquiesce to their views due to their seniority or Ievel of trainbg. 
Sam often b e k e d  that changes were necessary in the care and treatment 
programs where she worked, but was acuteiy aware that she lacked the 
credibility to argue successfuily for these changes. 

Sam recalled that several factors impened her back into the academic 
environment She was becoming increasingly hstrated by the limitations of the 
work aMilable at her lwel of training: "1 iust hated being where I was and . . . hit 

rock boitom. I iust couldnY go on doing whot I was doing anymore, I had . . . sunk very 

low. I knew I had to make a maior change in rny life." 

Sam was encouraged by her parents to return to school, they: "pla nted a 

bug in my head about going back for a Mastek, and I always used to say "Never". And 

then one day I said "Well, moybe." F i ,  Sam was persuaded to return to school 
e n  she was accepted by a professor who had taken an interest in her during 
her undergraduate years and for whom she had a great deai of respect: 

I always wanted to work with [this professor] who had always been somebod~ 
that I revered . . . He was just so dynamic. . . . .And he was so bright, I would say 
he was brilliant in mony ways. And I went back to speak to him, I kind of like gave 
it a iry. And he said he'd work with me. And so I a pplied. 

I think that he perhaps saw something in me that was a little bit different . . . there 
was passion there . . . I had some ideas. And he felt thai he could work with that. I 



rernember ~aua l l y  overhearing the secretary for the program that I applied to, 
tolking to somebody about this new applicant who had corne into her office and 
soid, "She's a Iithe bit different, this one." 'cause of the . . . very strong background 
. . . I'd brought with me . . . which I ihink had a real appeal to him. 

Several changes occwred for Sam as she returned to school for graduate 
studies. For one, she had a clear focus, a s-c goal that dowed her to plan 
her leaming and study objectives and tasks. Ha- already learned many of 
the basic concepts as an undergraduate, the pmgram of study would ailow her 
to deepen and streagthen her knowledge in the field. Furthemore, she had a 
solid basis of practical experience which served as a fkamework in which she 
could contextualize her theoretical learning. She had chosen to work with a 
professor who initiany gave her a great deai of input and attention and in d o m  
she placed a great deal of trust (though he would later prove to be most difficuit 
and adversarial). RealiPng that her studies muid  allow her the ability to create 
a life for herself that she saw as necessary and exciting, gave Sam a great deal of 
added impetus to saive for success. 

As such, Sam adopted a new attitude towards her work and the effort 
necessw to succeed. No longer viewing her education as a mere hurdle or a 
painful "triai by W, Sam began to treat herself and her studies in a very 
organized and serious manner. She sought to fïnd more sophisticated ways to 
circumvent her leaming shortcomings, giving up on simple "cheating" as a 
means of survival, "1 refused to follow that avenue any longe?'. uistead, Sam saw the 
need to balance herseif and her studies in order to derive maximum benefit h m  
them 

I ote a very healthy breakfast, I went to sleep really really early, I came home and 
I studied for houn. I did al1 the things that I never did earlier. And it started 
working, for the first time in my life it started working 'cause I wanted it badly 
enough. The motivation was there, which kept me at that table working, doing 
statistics for houn on end, and I probably put in four or five times as much work 
as most people, my peers. But it didnY motter 'cause I realized that that's what I 
had to do. And it was the best thing that ever happened to me. 

Sam stated that during this penod, she began to experience herself in new 
and more positive ways. She became more confident in her ideas and 
experiences, conbributing often to class discussions. Her WTiting took on a more 



mature fed, as she was able to begin to focus on materid that created in her the 
sense of "passion" that had brought her back to school She became more 
sociable with feïlow students during study and recreational activities. She &O 

began to Men more to what she termed her "intuitive self". Listening to and 
trusthg in the voice of her intemal wisdom, proved to be an important point of 
growth for Sam. 

Sam recalled an incident h m  this time, which she felt was representative 
of her new self as a studenc 

I remember a statistics exam, I remember looking over it at fint and . . . the 
anxiety was absolutely overwhelming . And in foct it was a difficult exam-people 
ran out crying and they dumped it in the garbage and stuff like that. But then I 
forced myself to calm down and I forced myself to go through it and iust do what 
I felt was right, and I never allowed myself to do that before because I never 
believed in myself before. And in f a d  I had one of the highest marks on the exom. 
And that was . . . such an interesting exercise for me because then I started to 
think, "Well, maybe I know more than I think I know." 

While the old feelings of inadequacy did not disappear, Sam reported 
that d e  listening to her innithe self, she began to confiront the inner voice 
which repeatedïy lead her to feel unequai to her feUow students and incapable 
of mamghg the material presented in her program. These feelings, Sam 
remarked, were difficult to overcome and plague her dl, wen though she has 
achieved a substantial measure of success and has progressed to the highest 
1-1 of training in her field: 

I never felt special in graduate school, ever. I felt more inadequate than perhaps 
speciol. There's a lot of very bright people out there, and I feel that they're al1 
brïghter thon I am. And some days it comes through niore thon other days, but it 
comes throug h fairiy consistently. 

While her new attitude and corresponding work intensity began to bear 
the fnrits of success for Sam, one area of anticipation fded to yidd positive 
results. Her supervisor, in d o m  she had placed so much hope and trust, did 
not pmve himselfto be a mentor and guide. "He wus quite an amazing and brilliant 

man . . . [yet] he was arrogant. . . and his arrogance came out with a vengeance 

towards the end. . . . There was a certain cruelty to him as well." Amiou to retire and 



leave the countxy, he pushed Sam-ften to the point of exhaustio- the 
d e  complaining that she was a slow worker. 

At the time, I was in the process of being assessed for learning disa bilities and I 
tried to explain that this, in part, accounted for my inability to work as quickly as 
he would have liked. He said very pointedly that he did not believe in leaming 
disabilities and could not accept that a penon who produced the work that I did 
could have a learning disability. He seemed to think that I was feeding him a line. 

In the end, Sam note& "1 was adually one of the fint people to finish my thesis. I did it 
in les  than two yeon." Though proud of how she handed herseIf in this situation 
and pIeased with the results of her work, Sam stated that she rem- angry 
with her advisor for the manner in which he neated her. She regrets that this 
aspect of her graduate werience left her feeling drained and demoralized. 

By the end of her Masteis degree program, Sam came to understand 
that many of the challenges she was facing as a student were a result of a 
learning disability- Sam noted that this connection evohred slowly and gained 
momentum or@ after an experience M c h  she described as "epip h ina 1". For 
several years, her brother, whom Sam described as "very similor in our learning 

patterns", suggested to her that she might be leaming disabled; " He planted the 

idea in my head that . . . [it wasla possibility." Lurking "Always in the background", Sam 
did not know what the concept entailed, to her it was sirnply "an a bstract idea, 

one with little defin ition." To help cl- this, Sam decided to attend a week-long 
workshop on leaming disabilities. The experience becarne a signifïcant one for 
Sam, "One which changed my life". 

I iumped at the chance [to attend the workshop] . . . I iust had this reolly sirong 
feeling that I had to do it . . . 1 remember sitting the first day in this coune and we 
were getting an overview what learning disabilities were, and 1 was iust bowled 
over 'cause they were talking about me. And it wos just . . . so emotional, I 
remember a good pari of the time I would sit there and I had this lump in my 
throat . . . I rhought "Holy shit, this is me!" . . . I remember one woman coming up 
to me afterwards and saying, "Boy did you ask good questions" . . . I wanted to 
Say to her, "Ifs because you were talking about me!" 

I remember sitting at the bock [of the seminar] and iust feeling like I had to bunt 
into tears and actually going into the washroom and iust bursting into tears 



because it was iust so emotional for me, it was iust so overwhelming for me, and 
I had no one to tell, I had no one who really undentood. 

Soon after this initial hsight, (coupled with increasing pressure h m  the 
demands of her program), Sam approached the university for a f o d  
assesment. Though it did not give Sam a complete pictue of what was 
involved, it did, for the fïrst time, provide her with a h e w o r k  for 
understanding heiself as a Iearnec 

I felt validated for the fint time. And then I began my journey i o  find out, because 
she didn't tell me exadly [what my leorning disability eniailed]. . . . She only told 
me [that] one aspect of it . . . [involved] memory. . . . She iust started me off. . . . 
There's so many other things that are unanswered, and since that time ifs been 
through my own learning process that I've begun to discover what I con and 
cannot do and why I can't do it. 

Since the point of this joumey, Sam's He has changed in many 
ways. She trsweIed extensiveIy, an experience which she felt gave her a sense of 
inner peace, confidence in her skiils and instincts and a greater ability to take 
ri&. She has married, moved to a new city and has continued her education at 
the Doctoral IeveL 

Sam specificaily chose her Doctoral program for its sensitive treatment of 
students with Iearning disabiïities. She became somewhat active in the specid 
needs community of her school, networking with other graduate students with 
leaming disabilities. Her own expenences have left her with an interest in 
leaming disabilities and she plans to make a carrer in the field. Sam continues 
to discover new facets of her leaming disability and the unique quaiïties that she 
possesses as a resuit. 

The more I learn about [learning disabilities], the more I learn about myself. And, 
as I go about and assess other people, I also leam about myself as a result. And, 
I hope that in the process of my finding out more about myself, I will be able to 
help my brother find out more about himself, because he has very similar 
d ifficu lties. 

Sam has learned to work with her leaming style and minimize the 
negative aspects of her disabrlity. She specficaiiy chose a doctoral Stream that 



would dow her to demonstrate her field profiaency in forms other than a time- 
pressured, written exam. She has devoted herseIf completely to her studies, 
m h h b b g  distractions. S ice  the tirne of our interviews, she àas moved h m  
the classroom to the field as a researcher and ciinicïan. These have brought 
many challenges to Sam, both in te- of conceptual integration and the 
pressures of time which plague al1 profession&. Thus far, she appears to be 
coping with the stress and demands of her liîe and is positive that she will 
sucœed 

Thus far, Sam's experience as a Doctoral student has been a positive one. 
She feels more profiaent at expressing and utilizing concepts with ever 
increasing sophistication. She is chalienged and stimuiated by her leaming 
environment and by the individuais (students and teachers) in her program. 
Sam's well deveIoped seEsufiiaency and motivittional sküls have proven to be 
very useful as she de& with the demands and rigors of Doctoral work Her new 
advisor is better aware of Sam's skills and limitations as a worker, leading to a 
healthier relationship. 

Yet, h m  our discussions, it is clear that the experience of leaniing 
disability has left permanent scars for Sam. She continues to feel doubts about 
herself and her abiiities. She fin& it difEcuIt to escape the temptation to unfairly 
compare herseif to feilow students, next to d o m  she sometunes fe& unskiiled 
and lacking in accomplishment. She often feels unfairly burdened by tasks that, 
for others, are cornmonplace and simple. 

Sam is not, however, disposed to unbalanced feehgs of self-pity or 
loathing. She is able to see the her leamhg styie has given her the opportunity to 
shine in ways that others m o t .  In cornparison with other students, Sam feels 
that "Pehaps I might . . . [bel . . . wiser than thern." She is proud of her intuitive self 
and the insightfihess that years of introspection and self-discovery have 
brought to her He. Sam has experienced and explored the world and herseif in 
many unique and intense ways. She and continues to view her existence as a 
joumey towards new discovery and achievement. 



Noah's Mandala 
COLOUR PLATE #6 

Noah chose to coilaborate with me on the creation of his Mandala. 
When 1 asked him to think of an image describing his 1e-g experience, he 
responded by saying that an episode h m  the television sedes 'The Twilight 
Zone1' best symboiized his feelings. 

in this episode (entitled "in the Eye of the Beholdei'), a woman sits 
bandaged in a hospital rmm while her doctors and nurse (seen only fiom the 
back at k t )  uncover her face. We are told that she has had many plastic 
surgeries in order to make her face "more normal" and that ifthis attempt is 
unsuccessful, she wül be sent to a colony for disfigwed individuals. Once 
removed, we see a beautifüi fxe,  though ail around her react to it with shock 
and hormr. Shown a -or, the woman screams in temr at the apparent 
failtue of the surgery. It is on& then that we see the faces of those amund the 
woman-thqr are what we would consider to be hideous and malformed The 
woman lives in a world where her face is ugiy and where confonnity to a 
grotesque aesthetic standard is ruthlessiy imposed. 

Noah found a book of photos fiom "The Twilight Zone" and 1 worked on 
using images which would symbolize the metaphor he had chosen. Mer an 
attempt on my part to include many images and words f?om the script in the 
piece, it was decided that w e  would use ody two haif images, a profile of the 
woman and her doctor. It was our feeling that such a contrast would make the 
point and illustrate the contrast between the beauty and the hideousness of the 
characters. The roundness of the faces was also seen to fit best into the shape 
Mandala circie. 

Noah said very little to me about the meaning of the piece and how he 
felt it refiected 'fi He and struggles as a leamer. Having chosen such a powerfid 
fable and having utilized the starkness of the images, 1 understand that he found 
no need to elaborate. 1 am still shocked wery time 1 see this Mandala. 





"Noah" 

acket.ound Information 

Noah is a man in his late fifties. He is mmied and is the father of five 
children. Noah has several professional designations. He is a fidi-time professor 
at a large Canadian ZUUVersity, where he has been teaching Judaic and 
Religious studies for thirty years. He is an ordained Rabbi and functions as a 
cornmunity and ritual leader on a part-time basis. In addition, Noah has aained 
as a pastoral counselor, operating a part-time practice in f w ,  marriage and 
individual therapy. He is also a therapist educator, instructbg and supeMsing in 
a local pastoral counseling program. 

Noah recded that from chüdhood, he and his family were aware that his 
Ieaming styie deviated h m  the n o n -  and that often his intellectual interests 
and capacity did not match his academic performance, which was generally 
poor. It was not untü he was in graduate school, however, that he came to 
understand the etiology of these di-ffidties: 

I took my son for an eye examination 'cause he was having difficulty learning, 
having problems in school, and we thought it might be his eyes.. And on the bock 
of the line was the sister of a close friend of ours who had iust gotten her 
Masters degree in resource work.. I began to explain to her why we were having 
my son's eyes examined, and she took out a piece of paper and a pencil and had 
him do . . . certain kinds of things. . . . And she said to me, "Have you ever heard 
of learning disability?", and I said "No, whah that?", and she said "Have you ever 
heard of Dyslexia?", 1 said 'no, whaf's that?" And she began to explain it to me. 
And she said "My guess is that the doctor will tell you there's nothing wrong with 
his eyes, he's learning disabled." 

As I began to talk to her more about learning disa bilities, I realized, for the fint 
time, that I wasn't lazy and that I wasn't a lot of things, that I was learning 
disabled. Thot was, sad to Say, a very significant day for me-maybe it was the 
most significant shift in the whole thing-cause for the fint time I had a frame of 
reference to undentand what was happening with me. . . . By that time I had 
finished seminary, and that made me realize why I had so many problerns in the 
seminary. 



Rior to this, Noah believed that most of his academic dÏf6dties were 
due to laziness on his part. As a child, a psychologist had told his parents that 
this was the case, suice intenigence tests rareaieci that he was weIl above 
average. 'The only way I knew of dealing with that was . . . [how] my mother had dealt 

with me, and that was to push harder." 

Noah's parents believed that he was a capable learner, despite the 
repeated attempts by teachers to have him classified as a slow or even retarded 
student Noah's mother felt that it was her responsibility to show confidence in 
h i .  and push him to achieve "She said the real issue was one of self esteem, that if 
we could build my self esteem, ultimately things would fol1 into place." ùi Noah's eyes, 
these assumptions took on both positive and negative connotations for him. He 
intemalized his parents' conndence in him as a learner, which inoculated him 
against years of cnticism and r idide h m  teachers and fenow students. At the 
same the, however, their attitude s o l i ~ e d  in him the conviction that success 
evaded him due to an intemal lack of motivation and effort, This remained a 
constant theme for Noah, despite the fact that he acquired fiuictionai literaq in 
several languages, earned advanced degrees and achieved a high level of 
professonal success. 

Definition of Noah's Leamine Disabilitv 

I guess the first thing about my leaming disability is that..it's never been fomally 
diagnosed. And I'm not sure that I have a total handle on the whole thing, exactly 
how it operates. 

As with most students of his generation, Noah did not benefit nom an 
educational system that understood or diagnosed leaniing disabrlities. Thugh  
his son's experience, as weii as a careful exafnination of his own SW relative to 
the expectations which educational and academic systems have placed on him, 
Noah has been able to isolate the symptoms of what he now understands is a 
leaming disability. Fmm this examination, Noah has corne to see himseIf 
pxhady as a Dyslaic, having di€EcuIties in rea- wxiting, mathematics and 
directionality. He is prone to letter and number inversions, substitutions or 
exclusions. Additiondy, he reported attentional ~CUIties ,  poor hand-eye and 
motor coordination and weak visual-spatial perception. 



1 dont read quickly. I'rn not even sure how 1 read, exadly. Sometimes I look at 
words, I don? know what they ore at first. . . . For a long time there were a lot of 
words that I knew orally that 1 didn't know in writing. 

At this point in his He, Noah is a voraaous reader. Though his reading 
speed is still hampered, his ability to handle even complex material is 
uncompmmised. He reported choosing readings very car- and 
economizing, such that on@ the most important parts are covered. He is prone 
to emrs in reading material out loud, an activity hquently required of a 
professor and rabbi and a skill which was important in demonstrating 
cornpetence as a rabbinical student. SimilarIy, Noah has a great deal of 
difiEiCUIty reading hand-written material He routinely informs his students that 
he can onIy accept assignments that have been typed and is open with them as 
to why this is the case. 

I sometimes find..l have the roadblocks in writing. There are iust times when 1 will 
wnte things and it will al1 corne out wrong. When I wnte by hand, very often..l will 
invert words..in the middle of the flow. 

Sometimes I invert the leiten. Took me a long time to learn to spell 
"believeU..with the "i" and the "el'.. I tried learning the rules but I oll got fouled up, it 
ail got confused in my brain. 

It appean that sometimes the harder 1 try..the more mistakes 1 make . . . 
Tiredness affects it. If I'rn nished, that affects it. If I'rn anxious, that affects it. 
Sometimes I wnte and I feel I want to say it and it doesn't come out, doesn't go 
anyplace. I donY know why. 

I have gotten to the point o f .  . . asking my students sometimes, "How do you 
write that?" . . . For the longest time I've been telling people I'rn learning disabled. 
Everybody always laughs, but I say "No, you can't always count on my spelling." 
Sometimes l'II lose a word, l'II iust turn around to the students and Say "How do 
you wnte that?" 

Throughout his career, Noah has attempted to circurnvent the d f i d t i e s  
caused by the wrïting aspect of his disability, with little success. Dictating 
material proved watisfactory for him, as he found that his verbal patterns did 
not translate weiï into written form. This was ataibuted by him to the "corn plex" 



and "convoluted" nature of his oral presentations. He has been unable to leam to 
type or utilize the cornputer, due to his atremely poor visual-motor 
coordination sküls. He has even found the process of hand-writuig matenal that 
is then typed and edited to be arduous. This is large@ due to the fact that he 
cannot easily correct mistakes and re-wnte text, as a d t  of the slow speed of 
his reading and his poor technicai skül as a writer. 

Since he is a teacher and an academic, this aspect of Noah's disability 
has proven most detrimental. Repeatedly in our interviews, Noah would make 
mention of how this skîli defiüt has persona& and professionaUy impoverished 
him and appears to be the one area where he holds the greatest amount of 
regret "1 find it very fnistrating, very inadequate". He noted the fact that much of his 
early work as an academic in the area of Judaic studies rested on certain 
assumptions which he was the fim to assert and which have subsequentiy been 
substantiated by others. He felt, that if he had been better able to conduct 
research and present his ideas in &en form, he might have made a more 
sizable contribution to the literature in his field 

As a rabbinid and doctoral student in the field of Judaic Studies, Noah 
was required to acquire facility in several different languages. Eariy on, he 
leamed to read English and Hebrew Characters (used in the study of the Yiddish 
language) with great dif£ïcuIty. The directional conflicts inherent in these two 
systems compounded difficuities with reading and writing. In adulthood, he 
fbrthered his skills in Engüsh and Yiddish and attempted to gain basic mastery 
of Hebrew, Greek, Aramaic and German, aiI of which were essential for studies 
in his field As with his weakness in written forms of language, thÏs became a 
signincant impediment for Noah in his desire to m e r  his career as a 
researcher in Judaic Studies: 

I realized, as time went on . . . that I would never accomplish in Jewish studies 

what I would want to accomplish because 1 would never be able to read that way. 

The language would always remain an obstacle that I could never overcome, that 

as much as I would try, I would never gain the kind of fluidity that would be 

necessary to [succeed]. It took a while for me to kind of corne to that conclusion. 

. . . It was not only that 1 started late-kause I knew people that had started late 



and done very well-but that the kind of process, learning disability, made it near 

impossible for me to get a mastery of language that would be necessary to do 

Jewish studies well, like some of the other people had done well in. Therefore, I 

would have to either (which I did for a long tirne), feel inferior, or ultimately move 

in another direction. So I ultimotely went in another direction- 

Throughout our interview sessions in which he discussed his skills and 
w;eaknesses, Noah noted the fact that his learning disabiiities have exduded 
certain possibilities in his me, particulariy as an academîc researcher; however, 
they have also helped him to focus on his unique talents as a creative thinker 
and presenter. This process, he feIt, though painful at times, had shaped hïm 
into the person that he is, with the talents, skills and curiosityvaiued by him and 
others. Whereas he might have once dreamt of achieving schohhip at a high 
level, he realized that the price to pay was beyond him, both in terms of skiils 
and attraction: 

I defined the situation as real and therefore it was real in its consequences. I think 
it may have been very realistic on my part to say that I would never be able to 
have the kind of language facility that was necessary to do textural work on a 
professional level, on a level that would be significantly academic. There was a 
rapidity which was missing which I couldn't do, which I still can't do. So I think it 
pointed me in another direction, and that was the direction of my own creativity. 

Noah's creativity seemed to him to be linked with his learning styIe. He 
viewed it as an extension of his limited attentional capacity and felt that it has 
given a high level of curiosity and an abüity to view the world in an alternative 
fashion. 

in addition to his skills as a creative and lateral thinker, Noah noted the 
fact that he has aiways been able to present well as a speakec 

I learned to speak well long before I could write. People were always impressed 

by how I could speak. As a kid, I would do presentations for the Scouts or 

whatever it was, and I was always the one who would get up and speak. And 

people were always saying, "Gee how'd you leam that?", I was so very good. So 
obviously there was an oral faciliiy which you might see as compensatory. 



These skilis have eamed Noah a reputation as a distinctly effective 
teacher and preacher. In a recent discussion with a coiieague, I was told that 
Noah's styie of presentation and classrmm assignment were coasidered by both 
students and faCUIty to be unparaneled in their creativity and thomughness. This 
colleague noted with regret the fact that Noah would soon retire, as she felt that 
no one else woul d e n g e  students in such a m e r .  

Whereas the stniggle to come to terms with his leaming disabilities might 
have left him feelùig inept and incapable, Noah has used the process to closeiy 
examine himself and h d  widiin him passions and skius which are more suited 
to his needs. Though it is dear that Noah's joumey as a leaming disabIed 
student has brought h i .  moments of intense pain and disappointment, the 
overarching presentation is of a man who is at peace with himseif. 

CapitaIizing on bis strengths rather than bis weaknesses, Noah has 
developed a diverse set of interrelateci uiterests. His abilities as a teacher, 
lecturer, therapist and clergyman have given him a sense of accompfishment 
and proficiency in a variety of settings. Seeing his leaming disabilities as a series 
of watemys has convinced Noah that he must aüow his talents to flow in their 
intended direction, accepting their course rather than fighting to divert or 
obsmict them in favor of a more conventionai path. 

Noah EarIv School Emenences 

School . . . I would Say ages four to thirteen . . . was the most horrible experience 
of my life. . . . To the best of my knowledge there was no positive feedback in 
school, no one ever raised the question as to how come I could do that well in 
current events but I couldn't read the paper. 

Noah recded this period as being particuiarIy tmumatic. There was 
much illness and death in his f m ,  cacahg stress and sadness for Noah and 
his parents. Caring for aüing reIatives meant that Noah's parents moved the 
f&miJy numerous times. In one year, Noah was enroiied in five different schools. 
This stressful backdrop s e ~ e d  to exacerbate difEcuIties emerging in the 
classroom. 



At fb, Noah remembered Iüang schooL "lt was kindergarten, I loved 

playing, I loved toys, I loved crayons, I loved point, all that kind of stuff"; however, 
once in an elementaxy classmom setting, Noah began to stntg%e with basic 
reading and writing skiiis. He recalled having extreme difficuIty in leaming to 
write certain Ietters and nurnbers. "Penmanship became a n  issue. And I couldn't 

really learn CU nive writing ." HiS reading level was poor and remained so 
throughout his elementary school years. "We were olways in reoding groups and I 
was in the bottom of the whole thing." 

These weaknesses were further compiicated by the introduction of the 
Yiddish language in an after-school program, since it was d e n  in Hebrew 
charechters and read in an opposite direction. Yet, Noah loved this aspect of his 
leaming and wanted to remain in the program. To help him in this area, Noah's 
mother began to learn Yiddish. 

in those early years, Noah remembered the emergence of his attentionai 
~ d t i e s .  His teacher reported that he was ofien unable to maintain focus in 
the classroom."She once told my mother that even though I'm there, I'm not there." He 
recalled having littïe motivation to remain focused, as he felt completeïy 
unsuccessfui and had littie investment in the leaming: 

I couldn't write, 1 couldn't read, I couldn't do anthmetic. So there was nothing 
there. . . . 1 couldn't do sports. I was the last guy anybody wanted. And I was poor 
at spelling bees which were very comrnon in those da~s-every  Friday we had a 
spelling bee. . . . I couldnY sing so I couldn't be in the choir. 

Socially, Noah remembered being an outcast. in an era when ethnic 
segregation was the nom, most of his Jewish peers were more successfid than 
he was and were not interested in socialiPng with him. Feiiow students in his 
reading group tended to be fiom other cultures and lücewise isolated hia He 
recalled being a very timid person. ."My technique for so long was to cal1 little or no 

attention to myself." This resulted in the devdopment of a vexy poor self-concept, 
which in tum aggravated his social difnculties. 

In order to cope with such a negative scenarïo, Noah began to 
experience psychosomatic symptoms which dowed him to avoid schook 



I remember . . . I hod more sprained ankles and wrists and headaches and 
stomach aches. . . I'd go home for lunch . . . I would trip on the way home from 
school and sprain my ankle, I wouldn't have to go back. 

As a result of his general Iack of achievement and apparent lack of 
interest, Noah's teachers labeled him as a slow leamer: 

Things got so bad someplace around grade four or five that . . . my mother, in 
consulting with the teochen, actually almost came to [the conclusion] that I was 
mentally retarded. And they were gonna put me in a special class [for] kids who 
were "dull-normal", you know, they were the 98 IQ-en or something like that . . . 
My mother wanted to do it 'cause it would have gotten me out of a lot of stress. . 
. . My father wouldn't allow it. My dad was not particularly involved in the day to 
day operation of my life or the life of the house but when my mother discussed it 
he iust refused to allow it to happen. 

Noah was saved h m  this labeling and the pennanently negative effect it 
rnight have had on his life by three important deveIopments outside of schooL 
Fmtiy, his parents @is mother in partidix), gave him as much attention, 
assistance and encouragement as was possible. Second&, he discovered the Boy 
Scouts, joinuig a troupe at age ten. In the Scouts, Noah was able to gain 
important social skills, achiwe a sense of mastery and improve his reading and 
motor coordinatiofi. He r e d e d  that the Scouts "turned my life around" in several 
important ways: 

Fint of al1 it was a very well defined environment, and the rules, the social rules 
were very clear. And there were very s~ecific tasks that you could do. And also 
there were books that you had to read to go from rank to rank. And 1 was really 
very highly motivated to read the books; therefore, if 1 had to read it, read it 
slowly or whatever, I reod it. And read it again. 

His interest in the Scouts grew to the point where he asked his parents to 
send hïm to their special summer camp, despite the fact that it was beyond their 
hancial means. Seeing the positive impact that it was having on him, they 
agreed. Noah loved the environment, it gave him a fie& start. "1 had no 

reputation. . . . NO baggage." I t  also helped his acquüe further skills and 
development which improved his overd sense of self: 



Physically, I shed a lot of weight in camp and I got taler. . . I remember I came 
home and of course when I came bock, having been at Boy Scout camp, I had al1 
sorts of skills that none of the other kids had. So that made me a leader. . . I 
always had a persona in Scout camp, which I had no place else. 

I becarne very interested in things Jewish at camp. . . . there were services every 
morning and there were of course services on Shabbat, and there was a Scout 
Jewish studies program that you could enroll in. And I went to al1 the stuff. I read 
al1 the rnaterials. I remember spending houn learning. . . . One of the things you 
had to do to get to the fint step in this program-it was called the "Aleph 
Awardl-[was] to mernorize the Ten Commandments. I had never successfully 
memorized anything in my whole life. I remember once trying to mernorize a 
Whalt Whitman poem and I iust couldn't do it. But I wanted this Aleph thing so 
much,-so I spent a lot of the time memorizing the Ten Commandments. 

At about the same tune, Noah began to show unique talents in his after 
school Yiddish program. His teachers noted that, despite his pwr reading and 
writing ski&, Noah was able to demonstrate a high level ofinte11eCtlliil cwiosity, 
piIIZicularh, with regard to Jewish history and current events. A k e n  audiophile 
and a growing interest in Judaica had suddenly given Noah new information 
and insight This, in tum, helped secure a special statw for him in the classroorn. 
His teacher enroiied him in a city-wide Jewish history exam, for which he spent 
many hours reading and preparing. After several attempts at the exam, Noah 
placed second 

This expenence, dong with his continued involvement with the Scouts, 
helped Noah to achiwe new levels of academic progress. The reading required 
for his e x t r a - d d a r  interests ameliorated Noah's ski& dramatically: 

When I was in elementary school up until I was in grade eight, I read at a 
significantly lower level. . . . When I entered grade eight, I went from probably a 
grade two reading level to a grade eight [level]. . . . I took diagnostic exoms [and], 
i remember the teacher announcing certain people had done amazingly well-l 
was one of them. 

At the sarne tirne, Noah's confidence and verbosity increased and he 
began to demonstrate greater overall proficiensr. His dedicated reading of 
history and radio listening skiIls ailowed him to contribute to class discussions. 



His develophg love of Judaic studies and his growing leadership in the Scoutiag 
movernent gave hirn purpose and focus both in and out of schooL 

Noah's technid skills, however, had not irnpnnred at the same rate as 
his inteiiechial curiosity. He remained a slow reader, poor writer, spelier and 
math studcnt at a time d e n  these ski& were considered pararnount= 

I wanted to go to hig h school. The problern with going to hig h school was that I 
was such a piss poor mident. They wanted to put me in a vocational school and I 
wanted to become a rabbi, which was a real problem for oll of my teachen as 
well as rny parents. . . . A rabbi has to be a person who is educated, how could 
you educate a guy who canY read? 

Despite his parents' fem that he w d d  again f d  and over the objections 
of his teachers, Noah began high school and continued to pwsue his goal of 
becorning a rabbi. His parents could not understand his interest in Judaic 
studies "ln those days, you know, a nice boy from a lower middle class Jewish fomily to 

become a rabbi was ridiculous; a doctor and a lawyer, not a rabbi." They nonetheless 
assisted him in pumiing this by enrolhg him in Jewkh studies classes. Despite 
the strains of leaming in both environments, Noah managed to progress. "The 
fi& year, I did relatively well, for me. I didn't do super but I did better thon pass." 

Noah attempted to combine his interest in Judaic studies with his secular 
education, by attending a private Jewish day school. This, however, proved to 
be too ciBicuit for Noah and he soon retumed to the public school system 
supplemented by an &er-school Hebrew program. 

In school, Noah continued to exhibit symptoms of his learning disability, 
which remained gene-y understood to be either a sign of uiteiiecnial 
weakness or lack or effort. Often, his abiiity to present verbally in class allowed 
him to progress despite his extremeiy poor d e n  presentation 

When I asked Noah if any teachers had been able to assist him in seeing 
patterns of weakness and strength, he recded sweral positive incidents: 



There were a number of teachen who seemed to respond, who kind of 
encouraged me . . . intelledually. The Hebrew teachers were always very 
encouraging because they knew I was interested in the rabbinate. There was an 
English teacher who was an aspiring ador but had to teach as a day iob. . . . At 
the end of the t e n  he came over to me and said, "Well you know, I gave you 85 
although your marks only came to 79, because you made such good 
contributions in the class, and you should really stick with it, you really have 
good things to say." -2% ..- 

. . . [One] teacher was interesting because she gave me two grades. She marked 
me on content and she marked me on language. She said that the content was 
obviously very good and . . . was the fint penon who kind of pointed to that. 

Despite these encounters, however, Noah remembered that teachers 
were generdy hostile and adversarial, mostly because they could not 
understand why it was that his spelling and penrnanship were so poor-sküls 
which at the thne, were considered vitally important. Noah recalled that at the 
end of hi@ school, he took a preparatory course in English writing. After 
stmggIing to succeed, his ability to enter University and rabbinical school rested 
on passing the "Regents" exam in the course. The teacher, who did not think 
that Noah was qualined to be in the course because of his poor sWIs, disiiked 
and discouraged him whenever possible: 

A couple of days before the end of the term she came over to me and she soid to 
me, "You're not gonna pass; there's no way you con pass those Regents Exams in 
English." So I was petrified 'cause I felt that if I flunked the Regents Exom [I would 
not graduate]. I had already gone for one of those high school interviews for 
rabbinical school. And they were very inviting. . . . I got a letter saying that I 
would be considered to be a pre-rabbinic student . . . I was almost there. 

I wrote the exam, I picked out a subjed that seemed to be something I knew 
something about. And I made my outline . . . I wrote the essay, and I had no way 
of knowing how I'd done. . . The marks were due back in 72 houn. . . . On the 
day . . . I walked up to the door, and I got 69 (with a possing point of 65). . . . And 
I ran to the phone to cal1 my mother to say that I had passed and that I would be 
graduating, 'cause I was petrified that I wouldn't gmduate and that my whole life 
would be down the tube. 

[Later] I passed [the teacher] in the hall, she said "you know you passed, but I 
don? know how you did if'. . . . If that were one of my students, I would probably 



have gone over and put my amis around them. She somehow.. seemed.. mad at 
me that I had passed. 

I groduated, and then I went off to univenity. I was accepted at univenity as a 
probationary student. 

Noah's Undereraduate Experience 

University was the [most] incredible experience of my Iife. 

Though he had successfuny passed high school, Noah's grades did not 
allow him to be accepted as a subsidized &y-student into the Üty university 
system, the path required by most lower middle class students who could not 
afford private coflege tuition. Rather than allow him to attend night school, 
Noah's parents agreed to send him to a private University. This, they felt, would 
abw Noah to be in an environment that wodd encourage his development 
and m;ilgmize his chances for success. 

At fht, Noah faced challenges similar to those he had in high schooI. His 
requhed courses in English and mathematics were "my nemesis" and were 
passed with great effort, in some cases requiring repeated efforts (he noted that 
he took a geometry course four times). As soon as he was able to choose 
courses where his verbal skiiis could dominate and where his facilty with ideas 
could be demonstrated, however, he began to progress at an unprecedented 
rate. 

Noah soon deveioped a reputation as a bright and capable student, by- 
passing his technical difficulties wtierever possible. "My mother was a professional 

typist and she'd pick up some of the simple spelling errors." He amibuted his rapid 
success to a variety of internai and extemai factors which developed in his 
undergraduate experience: 

I was in an acadernic environment that appreciated creative and more theoretical 
kinds of thought. . . . Once I got past the required courses and composition 
writing, what happened was that I took courses that were on a more theoretical 
basis, where interpretation and theory were very much more valued I was . . . 
rewarded for it. 



Also, 1 ihink the truth of the matter was that I leamed something about organizing 
my thoughts. And one of the things I started . . . was to make outlines. 1 started 
taking rny notes that way. And then . . . I would outline everything. I'd outline [my 
papers]..even when I wrote exams. In fact, some of my friends used to tease me 
about it, that even when I called on the telephone I olways had an outline. Even 
today, when I speak.. in my teaching I do that without notes, I think I do a fairly 
good job . . . [because] I try to organize, to keep it like a picture in front of my 
m ind. 

Noah recalled an incident where he had studied with great ferocity for an 
exam in philosophy. k i n g  that he had scored weii below what he had hoped, 
he sought out the professor and chaiienged his narrow intenpretation of what 
was correct, pointing out muitipIe means of approaching the question. The 
professor was so impressed with Noah's thinking that he rwised the grade and 
encouraged him to continue in the field. 

"1 had this romance with philosophy . . . I was a whiz kid . . . considered one of 

the leading intellectual lights in the univenity . . . the leoding philosophy student." Noah 
found, sudde*, that he was valued for his ideas and that through this, he was 
nnaIly able to overcome the limitations placed on him by his learning disabüity. 
His near-penect grades and rapport with professors convinced hirn that he was 
a solid thinker and a capable snident, for the fmt time in his life. As his 
undergraduate years ended, Noah began to reconsider his plan to enter 
rabbinical school, since he had apparent& found his academic niche as a 
philosopher. 

After receivuig offers h m  several graduate studies institutions (imcluding 
an "Ivy League" schooI), Noah decided to accept a full scholarship at a 
University in northem New York He put rabbinical school in the background, 
in order to experiment with philosophy at the graduate level. 

Noah's Graduate Studies meriences 

Graduate studies in philosophy proved to be an inappropriate 
environment for Noah on sweral counts. Though he was considered a very 
bright student, Noah remernbered that his style did not match that of the 
program: 



They were looking at me os a good candidate for a professional: Could I read 

well, could I wnte well, could I get my papes done on time?. . . . There was a 

rigor there that was not me. . . . Although I pnded myself on being an intellectual 

and being rigorous in thought, I really wasnt rigorous in thought-that wasn't my 

major thing. My major thing was much more creative and much more suggestive 

then definitive; I was much more right brain than I was left brain. 

Noah's leaming disabilities also hampered his progress. Reading vast 
qyantities of philosophical text proved to be laborious and time consuming. 
Written work remained poorly presented, with no editor or typkt to mitigate 
weakness in this area. After only one semester, Noah and the graduate school 
mutuaüy agreed to terminate their relationship. The schooi offered Noah the 
opporzunity to complete the year and earn a Master's degree, an offer which he 
declined, hstead, Noah opted for a shift in his focus and moved direct& into the 
predatory year for rabbinical training at a seminary in New York city. 

Noah remained in rabbinical school for six years, during which time he 
married and fathered his tvvo eldest sons. Noah's mernories of this period are 
bittersweet. Though he loved the subject matter and the environment of 
religious observance, the technid sküls necessary for Judaic studies proved to 
be as elusive as ever. Noah recalled that Rabbinical School "was almost like being 

bock in elementary school, because it was all the language things. It was recitation, 

reading out loud . . . spelling." 

"1 knew almost from the beginning that the seminary wasn't my place, it was 

something I'd have [to do] . . . I wasn't the star that I was as an undergraduate." Rather 
than accentuating theology and philosophical discussions, the Rabbinical 
School program focused on textual leaming, particularly that of the Talmud. 
Leaming to read and write with proficiency in severaï different ïanguages 

(necessary for Talmudic text study), proved to be a challenge of monumental 
proportions, requiring most of Noah's efforts: 

I would iust sit and work ten, eleven hours a day, read mostly Talmud -it was my 
major, that was the big thing to make the breakthrough . . . I would go word for 
word in the text, rnake sure I knew every word. Then I would try to put the words 
together so they made some . . . sense. 



In order to prepare well, I would need hours worth of work in laquage, which I 
really didn't have 'cause I was busy working and trying to raise a family, be a 
husband. It was very difficult for me. It was like constantly living under a pal1 of 
anxiety because I knew that Monday would corne, I'd have to go back to school. 

Noah received littie help and encouragement h m  his instnictors, some 
of whom were overtly hostile. "1 had one professor who constantly made fun of me 

and . . . felt I shouldn't be in rabbinical school . . . There were a lot of stot-Ïes like that . . . 
He was . . . particularly nasty. Others were less so." 

Despite the hardships caused by his leaming weaknesses, Noah 
persevered Often, he noted, he was able to exhibit taient in ciass for his aeative 
thinking and verbal ski&. This, he believed, helped to keep him e d e d  in the 
program, despite his obvious difltldties with reading, writing and Tecitation and 
the negative attitude with which his teachers often greeted him. 

I never lost interest in the content of the material, and I still did a certain amount 

of [extra cunicular] reading and shidying on my own. . . . But it wos a very difficult 

time, it really really was . . . lt put a lot of strains on the relationship [with my 

wife]. . . . I was trying to make a living and trying to keep up with school. It was 

very difficult. The last couple of years in the seminary were probably a waste. I 
guess I learned something, but I think it plateaud at a certain point, and that law 

of diminishing return set in. 

By the end of his rabbinid training* Noah had managed to gain the 
basic skills necessry to complete his requirements. in fact, his diïigence, dong 
with his skilis as a philosopher and speaker earned him a prize for the study of 
Talmud. This award was partidary signincant for Noah, as it represented his 
victory over diiïicult, unpunctuated and non-voweled text written in two 
languages using two different letter systems. Other awards in hodetics were 
less important, as they represented skills which Noah felt were intrinsic to his 
makeup and did not requVe intense effort on his part. 

After complethg his training as a rabbi, Noah carefully considered his 
future. Rather than working primarjiy as a pulpit rabbi and engaging in furcher 
TaImudic interpretation, Noah decided to pursue his love of theoretical and 



pldosophical learnuig by enroIling in a doctoral program and beginning a 
career as an academic. He moved his famüy to western Canada, where he took 
up teaching at the unÏversÏty level, securing a tenured position in the Judaic 
Studies Department. At the same the ,  he began the requirements for a 
doctoral degree. 

Noah spent close to 15 years in his attempt to complete a doctorate. 
Most of this tirne was devoted to the painfWy slow effort of research and 
writing. During this period, Noah was heaviiy engaged in the development of his 
career and with parenting. Stniggüng to fhd a project that captured his 
imagination, Noah experimented with several options for study and writing. 
Each time, he found himseIf hampered by his weak reading and writing skills. 
Stniggling to complete his dissertation and sati* a temperamental, critical 
thesis advisor made for slow progress. 

As his ciifficuit thesis jowney unfolded, Noah looked within hirnself in 
order to h d  areas where interest and ski11 intersected. He discovered that 
rather than being a traditional Judaic Studies scholar, he was more of an "an 

a nt h ro polog ist" enjoying the study of human beings-their stories, myths and 
behavior. Living in Jerusalem during his sabbatical years convinced Noah that 
his passion lay in this area and he longed to write about the Hassidic world in 
which he was a participant-observer. "But I didn't know I cou Id do that." 

Instead, he focused his attention on his students, dweloping innovative 
courses and assignments. These courses consisted of lectures exhibiting his 
passion for religion, anthropology, history, art and fokiore, dong with 

assignments which were aeative and demanded both academic skill and 
personal insight. Though he was criticized by some colleagues for his un& 
approach to subject matters and for his lack of publications, Noah once again 
persevered. Later, he diversified his teaching subjects, moving to a wider pan- 
religious focus and leaving his onginal department. In this new environment, his 
creative lecture and work styïe was rewarded, eaming hi. respect with his 
colleagues and popuiarity among students. 

in addition to his academic career, Noah dweloped himself as a rabbi. 
UtiliPng his sküls as a teacher, theologian, pastor and counselor, Noah 



successfully launched several secondary careem. He became an active reIigious 
educator, occasional pulpit rabbi and community leader. He engaged in inter- 
f i th  dialogue and acted as a spokesperson for the Jewish community. At the 
same tune, he developed an interest in famîly, couple and individuai therapy, as 
part of an inter-faith pastoral counseling program. Here, Noah found a means 
of satisfjing his passion for the study of human behavior. This tune, however, he 
was able to not ody passiveiy obsem, but to have impact upon human lives in 
a signincant manner as weli. 

Graduate studies ended for Noah as mere formality. Whereas it was 
once an important stepping stone for the development of his career as weIl as a 
personal statement of his ability to conquer adversity and prove himself a 
worthy and capable intellectuai, his studies soon faded ïnto the backdrop of a 
career that was established and a sense of selfthat had long since been fueled by 
other endeavors. 

L e t h g  go of the notion that inteUectisality depended on acadernic 
success, was not an easy process for Noah, causing him great pain and self 
doubt It became clear to hïm over the yem, however, that his weakness as a 
reader and writer (now understood to be the r d t  of a leaming disability and 
not, as it had once been assumed, due to laziness or stupidïty) did not invalidate 
him as a thinker or a teacher, nor did it impede his ability to impact upon the 
world with his ideas and skiils. 

As his prïmary professional career draws to a close, Noah reflected that 
somehow he has always rnanaged to not ody survive, but to prosper and grow. 
When 1 asked him to comment on his success, he stated that his development 
had been "p hot0 tropic." This terni, a botanical reference, notes the fact that 
plants tend to grow in the direction of sunlight. Noah feels that his Me has k e n  a 
series of photo nopic episodes in which his development has occurred in 
response to events and circumstances which proved to be either promotional or 
prohibitive. 

As such, Noah has leamed to accept those things &ch he cannot do, 
even if they wodd seem to be important to his work or sense of self. Rather than 
dwen on his weaknesses, he has either rnanaged to conquer them, or l ave  



them behhd, moving on to areas of greater interest and smoother acquisition. 
Either way, Noah has learned to create out of his often frilstrating situation, a 
life of accomplishment, success and most irnportantly, contentment with his 
unique lot m We. 



Manva's Mandala 
COLOUR PLATE #7 

Manya's piece ciiffers h m  ail the others in that it is essenti- an image of 
words. This seems congruent with Manya's world as she is a writer and a lover 
of words. When 1 received this Mandala, Manya sent me the foliowing E-mail to 
describe it: 

What I have done: 

I starf in the center with ME! 

Radiating out from there are some of the nouns that describe me most strongly: 
mathematician, masseuse, dancer, dut, writer, mother goddess, Jew, macher 
[yes, that's Yiddis hl, questioner. 

In a secondary ring, are words that describe what I do: 
learner, student, teacher, dyslexic, strong woman, queer, story teller, poet, 
mentor, crosser of boundaries, changer. 

Beyond this, not radially, are adiectives: 
shy, oblivious, nerdy, aware, powerful, creative. 

Finally, ringing the outer edge of the mandala are words about 
my connection to the world: 
touch, texture, temperature, plosticity, regulariiy, rhythm, breath, contact, stroke, 
perceive, resonate, pieasure, resilience. 

How does this reflect my LD stote? In subtle ways. There is the most obvious, 
the "dyslexic." There is the obliviousness, played out most strongl~ in my 
unawareness of the visual. There is the unusual variety in my interests and 
abiliiies, the facf that I am not constrained by "left brain" or "nght brain" 
boundaries. There are the ways, socially and intellectually, that I cross over, in 
gender, sexuality, age-l have been a professional mentor since I was 19 or 20, 
for instance-and perhaps class, though that isn't so immediate to me. (1 show 
my privileges of race and closs by the f a d  that they seem unimportant to me.) 

I was tempted to go bock and sort things more, but I like the chaos of my first 
draft, the adiedives oriented differentl~ than the nouns, the almost even circle of 
aspects of touch. (1 left out faste, though.) 

So this is a snapshot of me, on a good day, at the beginning of what promises to 
be a good semester. 





Bachound Information 

Manya is a woman in her mid 30s. She is partnered and has no &&en 
She works as a professor of computer science and rnathematics at a University 
in the Southem United States. Befim that, she attended an Ivy League 
undergraduate program and completed a doctomte in her field of computer 
science rnathematics. 

Manya is the or@ & I d  in her fami&. She grew up in Manhattan's 
Greenwich Vige .  There, she reported, she was exposed to rnany different 
types of individuals and experiences. She was a very independent, resourcefiil 
chiid and was men much m m  to explore both herself and her environment 
Manya places great value in this period of her life, as she feels that it helped 
instill in her a sense of hedom and a taste for adventure. 

Manya believes, that because she was bright, verbal and perspicacious, 
her leaming disabiiities were not easiiy detected 

It didn't occur to me that it was a leaming disability until I was in college, and 
back at my shul (synagogue) I'm talking to a high school student over the oneg 
(refreshments), who was talking about getting a free subway pass because he was 
dyslexic and I said "Oh what's that?" And [Il stood there thinking 'Yeah, me too. 
Yeah. Yeah, I do that." And gradually [Il looked for the patterns in this [my 
leaming], recognizing the patterns as a phenornenon. 

Qarification of her leaming disability did not occur for Manya until she 
was in her pst-doctoral years. By helping a student diagnose learning 
difiiculties that seemed similar to her own, Manya came to see herseif as 
leaming disabled. Since then, Manya has been searching for a more precise 
definition of her disabiIity. Recently, she asked to be tested as a means of 
providing herself and her employer with an understanding of her sküls and 
ddcits. Scoring well above average in ail tests of intelligence Cui the Vexy 
Superior" range), made it difliicult for a psychometrican to measure, define and 
contextuaüze Manya's Iearning disabilities. 



While no evidence was found for organic brain dysfunction in her 
neuropsychological duation,  Manya's psychoeducational test results did 
suggest the presence of leaming disabilities. A signiscant discrepancy between 
her verbal and motor-spatial skills, dong with the presence of weaknesses in 
several others skills areas (*ch would seem incongruent with her overd level 
of functionh@, are indicative of this. 

Overd, Manya describes herseif as "Dyslexie!' Specinc symptoms of this 
broad definition include: poor directionaiity, poor technical writing skiIls, 
number, letter and symbol sequencing difficulties and poor visual leaming. 

FunctionaiIy, these problems affect M m ' s  daily iïving in various ways: 

I can't keep a map in my head at all. Pieces of it rearrange . . . if I've memorized 
the order of streets I will flip east and west. . . . I'rn not sure I con draw the 
upstain and downstairs of my house correctly so they match up with each other, 
and I've Iived here for three yean. When I walk out of the building I don't know 
which way to go. 

I can't remember phone numben, I rearrange them. . . . I canY remember nomes, . 
. . I have trouble leaming them and the ones that I know, even the ones that I 
know intimately, are sometimes iust not there, I can't find them in my head. 

I'm very bad with language, I'rn very bod with hearing and repeating things. . . . 
When I'rn . . . tired . . . random words get replaced by other words. Usually the 
same part of speech . . . l'II Say . . . "look at that bird there". And I'rn pointing at a 
hose. Something completely unrelated, as for os I can tell. 

I am not very visually observant. . . . When I go to meet somebody at the airport 
I'rn ofien ofraid that I won't recognize them. 

As M a n y  is a mathematician, some of these symptoms have proven to 
be serious impediments. She reports that she has "a great deal of trouble with 

a rithmetic." This means, that when Manya attempts to do basic arithmetic 
calcuiations, she often makes s m d  but significant mistakes. Her 
psychoeducational report states that "She cannot use a CalCufator. . . because 
she cannot transcribe the numbers accurately. When working math problems, 



she may change signs, get numbers out of order and have direction problems 
when sorting nuInbers." Manya summed up her fhstration in this area by 
statïng "l'm a mathematician and I can't even add up the bill at a restaurant." 

S i i y ,  Maqm reported that her writing skiUs are affected by Dyslexia. 
h r s  in the technical production of WTitiog mean that she tends to reverse, 
drop, substitute or repeat letters and words. She has a great ded of difiidty 
composing mathematid "proofs', ,e formai means of presenting ideas and 
formulae in her academic discipluie. "Writing technical papers . . . presenting the 

material in a way that most people can read and follow", is a great challenge and a 
source of frustration for Manya. 

Manya feeis that she does not iack the ability to generate new ideas and 
formulae, rather, she states that "ifs a ~ r o  blem in organizotion." Though she is able 
to produce and pubikh material in her other 1iFe as a fiction writer, 'Wch is 
more or less stream of consciousness", the issue of writing technical works 
continues to be a challenge for Manya. "1 really haven't figured that one out at dl, 
thai's a more specialized problem." The pressure brought on by these difiiculties is 
compounded by the fact that as an academic, Manyak worth is measured in the 
number and caiiber of such professional publications. 

EquaUy troubling for Manya is the fact that her leaming disabilities affect 
her work as an educator. From her fïrst days as an instructor, she found that 
she was prone to err in the presentation of materiai. This was particuiariy 
noticeable in work that was written on the board. Manya recalled preparing 
and displaying a particular lesson completeiy reversed, only to have it corrected 
by her students. At present, Manya is able to expiain to her students that she is 
DysIexic and can ask them to assist her in the process of ''proofingl' her work as 
she Mites it on the board. Eariy on, however, this was much more daastahg 
for Manya: 

When you're up there in front of the students and you're only a few yean older 
than them, and you're desperately trying to feel a sense of authority, and you do 
something reolly stupid, half of them are lost and the other half are pissed off. 
And you feel like you're never gonna have authority. And then you get angry and 
get nasty at the students because you're feeling challenged, and it gets really ugly. 



I taught calculus for four years . . . which 1 hated [because] I had problerns with 
the algebra and the anthmetic. [Il finally leamed how to be careful, learned how 
to involve the midents in checking my work at the board. But it was often very 
em ba rrassing . 

Be it in the area of writing, teaching or presenting, Manya has stniggled 
to free herself h m  the notion that her constant technid errors are caused by 
hws in her basic character. Rather, she has corne to accept that factors 
extemal to her innate inteilecnial capacity, or her personal work ethic, are at 
kdt, This distinction is helpful, but does not always alleviate the stress bmught 
on by her learning disability: 

There are things that I can't do, that 1 cannot be consistent about. And it took a 
long time for me to understand that a rithmetic was a dyslexia thing, as opposed 
to sloppiness-that was the big word, not lazy, but sloppy that was always 
applied to me. 

Having this notion of being d~slexic explains why I can't do things and why some 
things are very hard for me. I don't like the idea that 1 canY write a good technical 
paper or write a good proof because I'm stupid or laq. It makes me feel very 
insecure, very inadequate and very angry. But if I'm dyslexic, at least then I 
understand why this is a painful process. . . . Ifs not impossible, if I work long 
enough and get enough feedback I con do it. 

Interestingiy, Manya's main hobby is that of folk dancing. The type of 
dancing that she prefers requires her to be skilled at mernorizhg and enacting 
sequenced pattern in particular directions. At first blush, this would seem to be 
an area affected by the syrnptoms that Manya described as part of her Dyslexia 
and, therefore, not a pastime at which she would excel or feel comfortable in; 
however, Manya is a very good dancer and it is a hobby which seems to have 
great signincance for her. 

Severai times durhg our conversations, Manya discussed the apparent 
contradiction between her leaming and performance skills in the classrnom and 
on the dance floor. For MmwT it seemed that learning styie was of great 
importance in explainhg her performance ability as a dancer. Manya stated 



that she is a "tactile Ieamer". This means that she is able to comprehend and 
enact Ieamiag that has its input ongin in touch and rnovemenc 

Vision stuff is much less interesting to me than tactile. . . . If I've got my arms 
around someone I know whether I have [held them] before [that is what I use to 
recognize people]. And that cornes up in dancing. I know how they [my dance 
partnen] move, I know the[ir] texture, solidity, stuff like that. Ifs more interesting 
to me . . . the information [memory of them] is more accessible, I con use it 
better. And I use visual input to interpret and to guess what the tadile stuff will be 
like. 

Manya explained that for her, there are differing types of knowledge and 
leaming. Dancing, she noted, requires knowiedge that is, as it were, stored in the 
body and not in the mind, where it might be more afEected by Dyslexk 

I con dance, although a lot o f .  . . folk dancing is very directional, because I can 
remember ït in muscle patterns, in movement patterns. If I consciously think about 
what I do, I stick out this hand or that hand, (or I try and remember) which one's 
my ieft , I get lost. 

In fact, when I'm doing country dances, I often end up dancing as a man because I 
stop paying attention. Thot's more familiar, and I'm quite strong in my lead, so I 
con have this whole ripple effect in a dance that several people will end up with 
switched gender and switched partners because I've forgotten, and started 
leading somebody else. 

Maqds Elementanr and Hieh School Exaenence 

Manyak mernories of her early school years are, for the most part, wholly 
positive. During this perÏod, there was linle indication that leaming disabilities 
were aftecting her in any substantial manner. This would appear to be due to 
the fact that M a q d s  overd intelligence was so hi& and her progress so rapid, 
that any difficuities were easiiy hidden, compensated for and did not interfere 
with her basic l e m .  She recalled that in: 

Fint grade I was sitting in the back corner with a couple of kids playing with the 
fourth grade or the second grade flash cards 'cause . . . we'd already figured out 
everything they were gonna teach us in math. By second grade I was reading the 
fourth grade reader. This was not a problem. 



Manya remembered leaming to read easily and weil before her formal 
schooling began. This, she believed, was a tesult of" . . . hanging around with girls a 

year older then me . . . hanging around with parents . . . living in an apartment where 

every room had books, even the hallways and the bathroom." Literature and literacy, 
which were of great value in Manyak childhood, continue to be of enornous 
importance to Manya, both as a consumer and producer of d e n  works. 
Reading even took on adaptive dimensions for Manya, as it helped her with 
directionai orientation. "1 figured out left and right by the way I moved my head to 

reod"; however? when Manya learned to read Hebrew (which reads right to Mt), 
this method Iost its useiùhess. 

Manya's iïrst memory of any learning dBïculty came d e n  she was in 
junior high school: 

I do remember some point when we were doing long division in school, which is 
seventh or eighth grade . . . I remember that I had the whole concept down and I 
could write it out fine, but I couldnY get the right answer. This came up on a test. 
And the teacher couldn't . . . figure out why I didnt get the nght answer so she 
gave me credit. And I finally found an addition [error]. And it seemed very odd 
that I hod this whole concept of long division which was the hardest thing they'd 
thrown at us, but I couldn't add . . . two single digit numben. 

The issue was neither clanned for Manya in those years, nor did it emerge 
as a real challenge for her at that point. Soon after this incident, Manya was 
moved to a school for gifted girIs. Here, her overail intelligence and 
independence, coupled with the relative -dom of the environment, continued 
to &w her to ovemde any leamuig disabilities which may have otherwise 
dected her: 

From eighth grade on, I did not attend a math class for a full semester. I would 
go to a next level math class because I got bored. I would not hand in homework, 
I would sometimes fail tests because I hadn't gone to class. I just went often 
enough, the minimum amount, to learn the ideas. And I remember more than 
once being told, "Oh there's an exarn tomorrow". I went into the exam, looked at 
a question, figured out the ideas that were behind the question, and answered it 
without any benefit of book or teacher. I was . . . gifted, and I was allowed to get 



away with this, so I didntt have the drilling that would have shown up the basic 
problems. 

Manya's difficulties with directionality remained sirnilariy unnoticed in the 
urban environment of her childhood: 

The rectilinear part of Manhattan is easy. The streets are numbered and the 
avenues are numbered, and I took familiar routes. I grew up in Greenwich 
Village and I didn't know where places were. I would know that there was a shop 
kind of thataway, and I would wander around fairly aimlessly, and sometimes not 
find what I was looking for, because in the Village the streets are not necessarily 
numbered. . . . If they're numbered they're not in order, and they're not ot right 
angles, they're not redilinear, nght angled. So I considered it a virtue to get lost 
in the Village because there was so much interesting stuff that it never occurred 
to me that it could be a problem. I considered it a good thing, and never tned to 
fix it. 

One area where M a n y  did r e d  experiencing some difficulty, was in the 

sphere of social interaction Some of this seEdescribed awkwardness seems to 
Manya, to have been afkcted by her 4rs1exia. In hindsight, she recalls missing 
many social cues and experïencing confusion in this realm similar to other 
Dyslexia related perplexities. Manya additiondy feels that her bisexual nature 
is an extension of the overaii disorientation caused by Dysl& 

Manyak Undergraduate Emeriences 

Manya's generd giftedness in academia lead her to acceptance as an 
undergraduate student at one of North America's most famous colleges. This, so 
cded "ivy Ieague" school, demanded much fkom Manya and it is there that she 
decided to pursue work in mathematics, a discipline that had h t  interested her 
in high schooi. It was &O the point at which she discovered that her love for this 
type of leaming was hampered by technical ~ c u l t i e s  which seemed 
incongruent with her overd intellectml capabilities. 

Undergraduate education was "a shock" for Manya, in many ways. 
Whereas in high school, Manya was "perfectly happy to let some ideas go by. . . . As 
long as I kept leaming new cool stuff, I didntt care that I leamed every bit of if', coilege 
was much more rîgorous. Attendance, homework, and full comprehension 



supersedecl generai performance. Demonstration of competency in the field 
requKed that Many attend to d e W .  "1 couldn't formulate correct proofs. There's a 

very formol way of presenting ideas in mathematics that 1 could not figure out how to 

do." 

Through a combination of what she described as "leaming disa biliiy and 

arrogance", M a n y  began to experience great dficulty at school. Her old 
methods for successfulEy maneuvering in and amund course work no longer 
proved successful She attempted to take courses *ch required her to have 
knowIedge and -rience that she iacked. She began to make increasingty 
more fiequent emrs in her work and was not seen as comptent by peers and 
professors. The fact that she was forced to work for up to 15 hours per week in 
addition to her stuclies, meant that she did not have time at her disposal to 
prepare and perfect leaming and skills and compensate for difficuities. 

As a result, Manya began to receive very poor grades, even failing a 
semester of mathematics. This sudden change in her performance left Maya 
with much anxiety and feelings of inadequacy. Parti*, sshe became aware for 
the fht  time, that there was a gender bias in mathematics. Women were an 
extreme fnitlority and it was clear that men were more successfûi and 
supported in the field. Beyond this though, she began to experience doubts 
about her ability to succeed, a h t  in Manya's othennrise remarkable career of 
achievement "1 did think that I was not as bright and not as gifted as the boys and a 

couple of women oround me." 

From her second year of college onward, Manya recalled feelings of 
inadequacy munding her leaming: 

I think that there were things that were painfully difficult for me, that came easier 
to rny classrnates. . . . There was one closs that I took where I did not undentand 
any of the basic ideas until much later. . . . I felt that I was very slow at the time, 
and my professon told me so in so mony words, and they told me that 1 would 
fail. 

Learning difkulties were not limited to Manya's work in mathematics. 
Manya r e d e d  wanting to leam languages and entering them with the same 
naive expectation of immediate success : " I heard that Nietsche and Freud wrote 



puns, and it didn't occur to me that I was never gonna be good enough at Germon to 

understand puns. So I sfudied Gennan, painfully." While she was not parti&@ 
successful in this field either, here M a n y  was able to hide behind her verbosity 
and intelligence to a greater degree: 

[Il ended up spending one semester engaged in a dialogue with the teaching 
assistant about etymology . . . instead of pradicing the longvage. Completely 
subverted the class. It was typical of me. . . . I used to toke over the discussion 
sections in my English classes. I subverted the Gennan class, and I couldn't do a 
damn thing in the math class, and it annoyed me. 

At the same tùne, Manya was discovering new facets of her learning 
disability, though it was not und her pst-graduate years that she became funy 
cognizant of this label and all that it entailed. She realked that beyond missed 
concepts (which she could, with some, effort grasp), she was incapable of 
certain routine and seemingiy simple mathematicai caldations. She began to 
notice that she was swereiy directionally challenged, living in an environment, 
for the fb t  time, where there were few clear cues and little value in aimless 
wandering. She counted on dom-mates to assist her in finduig evexythïng h m  
campus buildings to her meal pas. She also experienced great social dÏfEculties 
at her very conservative and seIf-engrandized coiiege: 

I found it racist, classisi, sexist, homophobic . . . I iust didn't fit in, politically, 
socially. I thought math classes were for girls and evenings were for honging out 
with boys. I was in a girls' dorm and often the only girl in my math class. 

Overall, M a n .  recails her undergraduate years as the most di£ücuit ones 
in her leaming He. The combination of a confûsing physicai environment, 
arduous learning and social incongniity, changed MMany understanding of 
herself dramaticaUy. Where she once saw herseif as gifted, talented and able 
with ease to maneuver through life in an academic environment, she now found 
herseIf strenuously chaiienged. She began to experience heiself as limited and 
somewhat îneffectuaL Her learning disabilities, once masked or taken for 
eccentricities, were now beginning to irnpede her progress. From her description 
of those years, it seemed that Manya was headed for fdure, for the first time in 
her He, 



In the end, it was the threat of Mure that fueled Manyas drive to 
overcome her lïuütations and succeed in her chosen discipline. Several 
instructors in her rnathematics, arts and social sciences cowses discouraged 
Manya fkom pursuing a career as a mathematickm This, she took as both an 
insult and as impractical advice. When I asked her why it was that she 
remaineci so detennined to enter the field Manya replieci: 

It was having an English teacher ask me why 1 was wasting myself on 
mathematics, and having a social worker tell me that I'd really be very good at 
social work, in 1979 or '80, when there were no iobs in social work, when the 
local bartered women's shelter had a thousand applications for d irector. And she 
was telling me that 1 would really be very good at social work, why didnY 1 give up 
this nonsense of mathematics. Thot made me decide 1 was not going to give up. 

Though her love of mathernatics was diminished by a mostiy negative 
undergraduate expenence, Manya remained steadfast in her determination to 
remain in the field: "1 was dammed if they were going to stop me." in hindsight, 
Manya belïeves that this was the best decision for her, as she t d y  loves and 
feels at home in the world of mathematics. For her, it was a matter of placing 
herself in the best possible environment, minimizing the defiats of her leaming 
disabïlity and re mediating lost material or skills *ch proved to be the key to 
her success: 

When 1 got to graduate school and was not in a hostile environment, and started 
going bock and learning some of the things that I should have learned, to take the 
courses that 1 took . . . I thought I'd died and gone to heaven. 1 could do the 
mathematics in grod school, and I fit in socially. 

M a n e ' s  Graduate Emerïence 

Manya undertook her Doctoral snidies in the Mid-Western United States. 
It soon became clear to her that she was simply misshg too much of the 
matenal in pure mathematics for her to succeed in this discipline. Frustrated, 
she felt at a loss and unable to do the work in her chosen field: 

1 had given a seminar in the math department and felt terribly embarrassed about 
my ignorance; it had been a disaster. I went to my math department advisor and I 



said Tm terrible, I'm vseless", and he said "why don't you go talk to that computer 
scientist, she always cheen you up." 

So I wal ked into the corn puter scientist's oifice and she said "Oh Manya, here's a 
problem" . . . and she wrote it on the board and three houn later took me out to 
dinner. And we came bock and worked. And we did that al1 week. And we sent off 
an abstract, and . . . it looked like a really good breakthrough on a problem that 
had been oround for about ten yeors. I went to a conference, people were asking 
me about it. 

Thus, Manya moved into the area of computer science mathematics. She 
became vexy dose with her advisor, wlio vaiued her, though could not 
understand Manyak uneven performance: 

My advisor found it bizarre that I couldn't write a good proof, and yet could get 
some of these detailed things she couldn't get. She thought I was very smart and 
s he did a lot of rewriting for me, and would get furious at me. 

Soon, Manya began to see herself as a capable mathematician and 
computer scientist She recalls the graduate school yeam as generaiiy successful 
ones. This, she feeis, is due to ber mostly positive interactions with professors, 
with whom she identified or connected with on an inteiiectuai leveL One such 
professor, whom MW described as "one of the brilliant rninds in the field", 

seemed to share with her a similar approach to mathematics, validating and 
ilinuencing her greatly. Another "brilliant wornan. . . . and total space case", sewed 
as a role mode1 for a theoretically sound but technicaiiy weak mathematician: 

[She] once started a lecture out, "Let X be a space, cal1 it Y." . . . She would forget 
the definitions of the mathematical obiect she was working with. You'd ask her [a 
question] and if she hadn't iust been thin king about it you'd have to tell her again. 
. . . She taught a course that I took on how to solve problems. And she presented 
her solutions in the way that she had corne up with them. The best part of the 
course for me was getting holf a step ahead of her, and believing, yes I could 
solve problems. 

That helped tremendously, having this completely space cadet professor, and 
having a professor, the one who was my advisor for a while, who was not a 
space cadet-who writes beautifully, who presents everything a bsolutely slickly. 
The corn bination was what I needed. 



A new and "most difficult" area for Manya to tackle and prefect as a 
graduate student was that of teaching. Manya felt that "1  had to leam how to 

teach. And I had to leam how to generate authority. " This was hampered for M a n y  
by severai factors, one b e i i  her age. When she began teaching, she was very 
young sometimes younger or not much older than her students. More 
important&, Manya felt that her leaming disabilitks acted as serious 
impediments to her image of profkiency and authority. h x s  in presentation 
left Maya looking foolish and out of control in h n t  of students. She recalled one 
such incident where she made a sizable blunder in the demonsiration of 
material: 

It was a disaster . . . the bright students in the back started noticing and pointing it 
out because they were awore it didnY moke sense and they were confused. And I 
tried to unravel it . . . and ended up taking the rest of the lecture trying to fïx this 
one damn example, and not being able to do it. And getting to the point where 1 
was standing there with the marker and the transparency, no idea where onyihing 
went, which way was left, which way was right . . . I got to the point where I was 
standing in front of the class and the only thing I could focus on was [saying to 
myselfj " I'rn not going to cry." 

Since then, Manya has learned to generate authorïty and teach with 
greater clarity. She is honest with students about her Dyslexia and enlists their 
help in correcting her work: 

I go in the first day and I say I'rn dyslexie. This means that anything involving 
arrows is o problem. This means that I will sometimes know perfedly well in my 
head what I mean, and write something completely different down there. I tell 
them that pluses and minuses . . . are one thing I do wrong, that my arithmetic is 
bad . . . And I teach them how to politely point out that I've made a misiake. This 
is very important, especially in places where politeness is a necessity or a virtue 
to the students. I teoch them very explicitly to say, "Are you sure?" Or, "1 don't 
undentand". Or, "1 don? think that's right." . . . I tell them that if they simply copy, it 
won? work, they won't learn . . . they will go home with gibberish in their notes. 
And that I expect them to be involved in the process of a lecture. And that helps 
me, i fs  the only way I con do it. 

But it also, I think, really helps them. I fs bad for the students who canY think in 
real time, who can't think as fast as I present things. . . . I've had some students 
that I'm simply disostrous for.  . . I've also had students who take me seriously 



when I tell them they have to copy over their notes, and corne back the next week 
with corrections. And that's cool. 

Understanding and dealing with her learning disabilities is an ongoing 
process for Manya. She continues to experience not only the primary technid 
symptoms of Dyslexia, but also suffexs h m  the secondary emotional confiïcts 
Wfuch often accornpany i t  She retains an inconsistent sense of seif-worth and 
fair@ regular bouts of self-doubt. She often h d s  that success does iittie to bokter 
her confidence, but that fdure is seen as proof of her incornpetence. Writing, 
presenting and publishing material remah areas of smiggle for Manya, a source 
of both much accomplishment and great consternation 

This conflict notwithstanding, Manya has achieved much as a 
professional and has earned a reputation for operating in a unique fashion In 
large part, thïs is due to the fecundate efforts which she puts forth, in order to 
minunize the effects of her Dyslexia. She makes use of her students in avoiding 
classroom emrs, and in the process teaches them vigüance and organizational 
sküis which other professors might not. She writes her professionai publications 
with CO-authors, combining her skiiis as a lucid, creative thinker and theorist 
with their proficiency at asticdation and composition. 

Manya balances the stresses of her professional He and its constant need 
for added ngor with actMties offering a sense of relief and alternate 
accompiishment. This allows her to achieve success in a broad range of areas, 
while she continues to work toward her uitimate goal of tenure. Whiie tenure is 
not yet assured, it seems clear that Manya has made a competent start to her 
career as an academic, theorist, wnter and professor-despite the fact that her 
leaming disability is centered in skiils required for success in these areas. 



Kit's Mandala 
COLOUR PLATE #8 

Kit  deciined to participate in the Mandala portion of the i n t e ~ e w  
process. As such, 1 created an image that d e c t e d  my overail impression of his 
learning experience. 

1 chose to focus on what 1 termed "Kit's Dilemma", nameiy, the extreme 
incongruence between Kirs mathematid skill and his ability to express himseif 
in the written format From all reports, Kit is an extremely taiented and creative 
mathematickm His grades at ail lwels of s t u d y  reflect this. At the same tirne, 
however, Kit is severeiy hampered in written expression, haWig fded  at most 
attempts to p a s  courses in this area, despite trernendous effort of his part. This 
dilemma became most ruinous when, Kit was suspended fiom his fint 
undergraduate program for fdure to pass the basic Iiteracy requimnent (with 
an ouienvise near-perfect grade-point average). 

Kit's mandala is separated into the two major halves of his learning Me. 
On the left is his mathematical life, coloured in cool hues of blue and green. 
SymboliPng the n a d  course of water, the numbers, formulas and 
caldations flow easily for Kit in an orderly fashion. Facing this on the right side, 
is a representation of Kit's -en world Here, 1 chose to use dull browns and 
gold representing the mud-like consistency with which Kit's skills in this area 
have developed. The wrîtten characters are isolated fkom each other-in stark 
contrast to the iinear connection of the nunibers. In addition, they are jumbled 
in a chaotic mess, inaccessible and disorderly. 

For me, the pain of Kit's s t o v  lies in this cüiernma, it is uiis dichotomy 
which lead to a Iearning life of great confkion and stniggle. Knowing that Kit 
has worked diligently to lbe his Me such that his strengths became valued assets 
and his weaknesses mere inconveniences, was most inspiring to me. In the time 
since we spoke, Kit has taken many steps towards creating a career for himself 
as a mathematician and has learned to work around the adversities caused by 
his learning disability. 





ackound Information 

Kit is a man in his mid-twenties. He is currently completmg a Mastefs 
degree in mathematics and cornputer sciences at a unlvesity in the southem 
United States. Upon completion of this degree, Kit is due to enter a Doctoral 
program at the same UniVeIsity. 

Prior to his graduate education, Kit attended two undergraduate 
institutions in Canada. At the fïrst, Kit was able to achieve a measure of success, 
attaining a relatÏvely high grade point average in his field of stu* however, the 
University required that he p a s  a series of wrïting courses, something that he 
could not do, even after repeated attempts and requests for assistance. As a 
result of these failures, Kit was suspended h m  the first univeIsity. Subsequently, 
Kit was diagnoseci with a learning disability, which explained his uneven pattern 
of achievement. It was suggested to him that he attend an institution which 
made accommodations for students with learning disabifities. This move proved 
to be most beneficial to Kit, who then completed his undergraduate degree and 
was recognized as a talented mathematician. 

In retrospect, Kit realized that he had suffered from leamïng disabilities 
most of his He. The fact that he presented himself as a generally intelligent and 
capable individual, can be seen as one reason for the failure of his teachers to 
recognize his diffidties. Upon receiving diagnosis, Kit was surprised at the 
extent of his disabrlity and the work that he had aiready done intuitively to oBet 
it: 

[the] assessment was that I had compensated for a large portion of my learning 
disability. I mean people with Tourette's Syndrome are supposed to have 
problems with arithmetic, and I'm better than most people at arithmetic, but what 
s he (the assessor) thinks is that I've just sort of subconsciously develo~ed coping 
strategies for a lot of these skills in that, and verbally, reading wise, I developed 
the coping strategies, sort of naturally without anyone assisting me. [It is only] the 
writing coping strategies I've never developed. 



Overd, Kit recalied that he was always a bright and accomplished child 
and that leaming problerns did not appear until later in his He: 

I could read before I storted school, fairly well. . . . And tell time. . . . I don't 
remember having any difficulty learning to add or subtracf. So I didn't really start 
having ony difficulties at school til about grade three, when I started having a lot 
of difficulty learning how to spell. 

After the third grade, Kit's skiIls deficits began to affect his leaming with 
increasing severim however, his overall above average intelligence and aptitude 
for sciences and mathematics, Ieft hÏm and his teachers cotrvinced that he was 
simpiy not appiying himself to his work in the affected areas. Such accusations 
would follow Kit until his diagnosis and continue to affect his sense of seif and his 
leaniing. 

In 1991, Kit partkipated in his first (and so far o w )  assessrnent for 
learning disabilities as part of his move to a University that was specidy suîted 
to students with such difficulties. He was told that his learning problems 
stemmed h m  a mild form of Tourette's syndrome, a neurological disorder 
known most commonly for its rnotor and vocal spasms, or tics. Awareness of 
and research into Tourette's has increased dramaticaiiy over the past decade, 
and it is now known that it can produce leamhg impairrnents which are 
hnctionaily akin to Dyslexia and Attention Deficit Disorder (Burd, 1992; Harris 
6? silver, 1995; Lerer, 1987). 

Kitk understanding of his Tourette's Syndrome suggested that it interferes 
with his leamuig in a lunited farhion Most cieariy affected is his ability to 
present himselfinwriting "1 can't . . . spell . . . very well and I do not spell within my 

vocabulary. I tend . . . [to] try to use big words thot I can't spell. I have problerns with 

gram mar and organization." Kit is able to conceptuaiïze his ideas weil, but his 
organization and presentation of verbal concepts remain comprornised. Thus, 
his d e n  work appears sloppy, iU-conceived and hastüy constmcted, even if 
much time and dort  have been put forth on his part. Such di.fficuIties are 
complicated by the fact that Kit appears exceptionally bright and weii versed 



when he presents concepts in the mathematics and sciences. This furthes the 
impression that he is simply careIess and inattentive in his writing. 

These symptoms continue to be an area of much consternation for K i t  
Though he is now s o l e  focused on his field of expertise, written skiils continue 
to play an important d e .  m e  much of his tirne is spent in creating theory 
using numbers and mathematicai concepts, to succeed as a mathematical 
academic and researcher, Et must present his lïndings in a clearly organizd 
and articulated mariner. This means that in class he must be able to write on 
the board and take notes in a ciear, concise hhion. Out of class, he must be 
able to write with iucidïty and eliiciency. This is of parti& importance when 
he attempts to have his work pubkhed, a necessity in academia It is &O 

important that Kit develop verbal and organhtional skiUs which will d o w  hun 
to becorne an &ective lecturer and educator. 

In addition to his major defkit, Kit reported sweral ancil lv symptoms 
associated with bis Tourette's Syndrome, which act as learning disabilities. He 
stated that his ability to remain focused was somewhat limited and he has been 
told that this is a rnild fonn of Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). " I notice that as 

with ADD, I fiddle a lot." Additional@, Kits fi-equent arithmetic computational 
errors are seen as stemming fiom Tourette's Syndrome. This, however, did not 
seem to bother Kit as much as the other symptoms: 

Problem is a relative terni . . . 1 can do mathematics much faster than I can add 
effedively, so I occasionally make mistokes which propagate through things. If I'm 
just doing simple stuff, I con be as [or] more accurate thon rnost people, and 
faster too. . . . [Besides which] I'm in a mathematical field and mathematicians are 
notorious for being lousy at arithmetic. 

While Kit remained gener* philosophicai and apparent& accepting of 
his learning dekits and the dIf]Eiculties which they have caused h i . ,  it became 
clear as out inte~ews progressed that there has been a great emotional toU 
paid as a result of this experience. At dl levek of schooling, his poor writing skills 
were dismissed as symptoms of inattention and sloppiness rather than 
uncontroliable dülicuities: "[it was] Sort of a running theme-the maiority of people 

jvst told me to work harder, and try i o  overcome these things." 



As we began to discuss the story of his leamuig Me, Kit exhibited more 
emotion as he recalled the frustration of being an intellecniaIly gifted but 
technicaUy weak student His self-esteem, social standing and seKconcept ail 
appear to have suffered as there began to be an inc~easing discrepancy between 
his potentiai and a W  achievement One emotionaIly charged theme to 
emerge fkom our discussion was the negative impact that leamllig disability had 
on Kirs relationship with his parents. Kit stated that, as a result of his parents 
assumptions that his leaming diffidties were due to lack of effort, he is sfin not 
close with his father and that some anger remains surrounding his school years. 
He noted with some irony that when he was diagnoseci with a leaming 
disabinity, his father, too, was seen to have a form of Attention Defiât Disorder. 

Kit seemed to have d d t  with emotional strains of his leaming disability 
by focushg on his considerable talent as a scientist and mathematiüan. By 
specialkhg his knowledge and putting his energies into areas where he could 
achieve success with relative ease, Kit managed to maintain a sense of dignity 
and seff-worth. Thus, d e  he was often unable to keep Pace with f e b w  
students in areas requuiag him to wnte with efnciency in spelling, grammar and 
organization, he stood out as an excelient mathematics and sciences pupil. 
Work in the Iiberd arts took many fiustrating hours, TeSulting in little success. In 
mathematics and sciences however, things were quite different: 

One of the things that I . . . discovered . . . was that one or iwo productive houn 
for me can be a whole week for someone else. . . . And most of that time woutd 
be spent on semantic details like wording and editing. . . . ma king sure al1 the 
words were spelled correctly. 

Kit's k l v  School benences 

Though able to read at a much faster and more sophisticated level than 
his peers, Kit began to fall behind in his Wnting in the third grade. While he 
desded  school as somewhat "boring" and "slow" due to his advanced înterests 
and skills, he also recalled those years as being full of "frustration" and 'Year". 

Writing, already a difücuit task for Kit, became even more complicated in 
the fourth grade d e n  he broke his ami and was unable to write for some time. 



This, dong with his reported weakness in hand-eye coordination, left Kit with 
d t i n g  that was illegible and often criticized To compensate for this, Kit would 
wnte slowiy and deliberateiy, *ch was helpful for his penmanship, but 
detrimental to his compositional slüils. "1 think very quickly, and then what I have to 

do is struggle to remernber what I thought and put it down. And running slow belabon 

this and then I get distracted and do [other] things." 

As he progressed into the higher grades of elementary school and into 
junior hi&, the gulfbetween Kit's wnting skills and his overall 1- abiity 
began to widen. In those yean he read voraciously, particuIarly in the sciences, 
where he was already leaming at a University level in areas such as nuclear 
physics. Yet, his organization, composition, spelling and grammar remained 
wdl below average. In the sixth grade Kit was found to be fiuictioning at a 
second grade level for speIling. He recaed that his report car& contained ' G o  

halves..the half where I got the top grades and the half where I got the bottom grades." 

In junior high school Kit began to receive some help for his vmiting in 
newfy formed speciaï education classes and was placed into an ennched 
learning program to better meet his intenectual needs. It was here that he 
discovered the amputer, a newly evohring technology in schools and one that 
would alleviate some of the diffïculties caused by his poor penmanship. Kit 
recded with some frustration working in these classes to irnprove his writing 
"Spending two or three hours writing a copy that was only marginally more legible." He 
regarded the assistance received during this period as marginal and large& 
ineffective. 

Kit's years of elementaxy and junior high school were remernbered as 
both diilicult and sad The constant smiggle to maintain an interest in a level of 
leaming that was too slow for him, coupled with his inability to perfonn weIl on 
written tasks, left Kit with little investment in school work SociaEy, Kit was 
unsuccessful and there was much acrimony between him and his peers. "1 came 

from a totally different sort of culture, so I wos quite on outcast there, basically to the 

point of physica l violence." Out of class, Kit found no interest in extra-CUfTicular 
activities and had no real social circle. 



Unmotivated, bored with his studies and unable to reach out to pers for 
companionship and support, Kit nimed his attention to reading. He developed a 
passion for science fiction novels. He also turned to television for enterrainment 
and Ieaming: 

I . . . watched a lot of non-fiction television. The univenity . . . had lectures on 
Saturday momings so I'd wakh them occasionolly. Not that I think I understood 
very much, but I do remember watching them and actually being sort of intrigued 
by biology dissections. 

Kit's Hieh SchwI ExDerience 

In high school, Kit reported an improvement in his overaii situation His 
science classes began to engage and challenge hun and his motivation 
increased. He developed extra-CUfTicuiar uiterests in music and drama and did 
not seem to clash as violently with his peers. Concurrently, Kit began to deveiop 
compensatory strategies to ease his writing difEicuIties. Fit, he leamed to type 
and c m  now "type faster than I con write." He then learned to Pace hunseIf, giving 
less time to areas of strength and concentrating on his weaknesses: 

Starting in high school . . . ninety-eight percent of my effort would be in English. . 
. . I didnlt have to do homework in any other subiect. . . . In English I had plenty of 
time. . . . If this was a maior proiect, I would check every word and type in 
everything very carefully at maybe four or five words a minute and spend a huge 
amount [of time]. 

Near the end of his high school years, Kit benefited h m  two additions to 
the learning environment. A home computer was btmduced, substantidy 
irnproving the technid aspects of bis writing. At school, he began to attend a 
writers workshop as part of his English course and was taught to write with 
greater clariv and organization. Whüe this remained a daunting task for Kit, 
the repeated drafts &ch were subrnitted as part of the class, did heIp hïm 
develop rudimentary skih as a writer. 

Though he managed to successfully complete his high school studies such 
that he was eligible to attend University, Kit remained deeply scarred by his 
aperience as a student. Whüe he knew he was brighter than other students 



'Cvho went on to become construction worken" his grades did not refiect this, even 
wÏth increased &oit. 

Kit's teachers continued to assume that his leaming defiats were due to 
khess on his part, despite the tremendous energy that he exerted in passing his 
Engiish studies courses. His parents concurred with this opinion to such a 
degree that Kit removed them h m  his learning process as much as possib1e. "ln 

grade 10,l just stopped showing them my report card. I got fed up with being belittled 

and yelled at because I wasn't doing well in school, so I iust didn't bring my report cards 

home." As he Tecaneci these events, it became clear that the pain caused by his 
parents la& of support and understanding was severe, remaining unresohred 
and unhealed as a wound. 

Kit's Undergraduate ExDerience 

Kit entered University in his home town and immediately began to take 
courses which refiected his strengths. "1 sort of got interested in general science, so I 

took two . . . [levels] of math, physics, chemistry." In these courses he achievedveiy 
high grades, described as "straig ht A's". Though he recalled being challenged by 
these courses, none were strenuous " No, I wasn't working that hard. For chemistry I 
had to start two or three days before it was due, do some prep work. For physics and 

math I could start the day it was due." 

At the same tirne, however, Kit was battiing with hir univemiws Engiish 
writing requirement. This requirement stipulated that if a student entered 
university with a Iow grade on the provincial high school proficiency 
examinations, s/he would be required to either complete sweral courses in the 
English department, or attain a passing grade on a special effective writing 
examination. 

Kit was unsuccessful in his repeated attempts to pass either of these 
prerequisites. He faiied the eEectÏve writing examination and was forced to 
enrd  in English department courses. At h t ,  he chose a course with heavy 
reading requirements, thinking that his sM1 at reading wu id  mediate some of 
his writing diiliculties; however, he was unable to organize and present an 



andysis of the course tex& beyond the level of simple comprehension. "1 can read. 

I enjoyed the books, but the required interpretation I didn't like." 

ReaIizïng that his inability to succeed in the Engbh courses was a 
burgeoning into a serious impediment to his progres, Kit decided to tum to the 
universiws '%ffective W~ting'' consultant team for assistance and advice. This, 
however, had fixther negative consequences for Kit, who felt that the system 
betrayed and victlmize 

. - dhim: 

[Going to] the effective writing people . . . was not an effective way to get help. I 
later figured out that they . . . couldn't teach English. . . . They were really 
overworked. And I had to fight to keep going to see just one particulor person. . . 
- If I [ended up] going to different people, I got told "black is white" and the next 
penon told me that "green is white' . . . I iust got confused and tied in knots. 

These people who know nothing about your field and who have very limited 
vocabularies and very poor skills . . . iudge how other people write. The classic 
example I give of this was, [when] I went to someone and she accused me of 
using a word that I didn't understand. And the word was "vacuous" . . . She [asked] 
me the definition of that word. And I said, "ernptiness", which [she claimed], was 
wrong. So we looked in the dictionary and the dictionary said "of or pertaining to 
a vacuum". "See, [she exclaimed] you're wrong! You're completely wrong, you 
misused it . . . you donit know how to do onything." 

By the end of his nrSt year of University level snidies, Kit d e d  that his 
difEcuIties with the English writing requirement "frwstrated me, and I got depressed 

and I stopped working ." His grades in science-related courses suffered and he was 
no longer at the top of his class. The University dowed h i -  to register for only 
one course the foilowing m1 another EngÜsh class that would determine his 
ability to retain hîs student status. 

Despite the fact that Kit "put al1 my energy into this English course", he was 
not able to succeed Again, he tired tuming to his insmctor for help and advice, 
but was not given clear feedback or direction. "l'm told i fs  my spell ing ? No i fs not 

my spelling. It's how my writing looks. No it's not how my writing looks. It's the way I 

organize paragraphs. No. Ifs the way I try to organize everything on the page." 



When Kit complained that he was not receiving adequate assistance, it 
was suggested that he participate in a new pmgram using computers to word- 
process. Whüe he was able to overcome aimost ali of his technical errors 
immediately, the pmgram stiIl did not help him address the issue of his 
0%-tional and compositional nifEiculties. 'This was obviously not developing 

[the] skills 1 needed to leam. . . . I ended up getting a D on the course." 

As a EnaI gesture, the university aïlowed Kit to attend one more M 
semester of school, on the condition that he îïnaIly p a s  an Enpiish writing 
course. Once again, Kit received top grades in his Eeld, but could not p a s  the 
English requirement: 

1 try taking the half course. And what the guy wants is completely beyond me, I 
have no due what he wants, I canY track him down, I con? get any sort of 
feedback from him. . . . I'm basically barred from univenity unless 1 can pass the 
exam. So I end up trying to study for this exam and I don't even end up taking it, 1 
know I'rn not gonna pass. 

At the end of his second year, despite a nearly perfect grade point 
average, Kit was forced to withdraw bom University. Disconnection nom the 
studies he loved, along with the fear that his fbture career plans would never be 
realized, caused Kit to plummet into a spiral of depression and self-loathing, 
After a two year penod of "doing something like being a ianitor, and selling vacuum 

cleaners . . . my dad threated to kick me out. So then I ended up going to Ontario. And 

my aunt pressed to have me tested for leorning disabilities." 

The move to a new province, along with a new understanding of himself 
as a learner, created a positive shift in Kit's He. He was accepted into a 
University that specialîzed in assisting students with learning disabilities. Once 
again, he was at the top of his class, and achieving a reputation as a solid 
thinker and mathematician, 

It was in this environment that Kit developed several important skiUs 
which would allow him to achieve a high degree of success. F i ,  he began to 
take M advantage of cornputer technology, not only as a scientinc tool, but as a 
communicational assistive device as welL Kit found that ndding himseif of the 
need to present his work in handwritten fonn gave it greater clarity and 



acceptance. Additional&, he found the ease and rapidity with H c h  he could 
edit and re-edit his work added to the organizational and conceptual quality of 
his writing and mitigated intefierence h m  his poor attentional skills. 

Ka &O learned that he could reduce the negative impact of his leamïng 
disability by working in a pair or as part of a team. This dowed him to 
contribute his a h c e d  knowledge, skül and creathity to a project and in turn 
to receive feedback, guidance and technidy sound presentational quality. 

The most important development to occur during this period, however, 
was Kit's discovexy of his nrst real mentor. Meeting this professor and receMng 
fiom hirn much challenge and attention, proved to be a transfomative 
experience for Kit. Describing this relationship as both fkïendly and tutorial, Kit 
leamed to see himself as capable, worthy and unique. The two men shared 
much in common, both in and out of the classroom. In addition to work-related 
supeniision, the professor introduced Kit to the society of mathematicians and 
computer suentists who subsequentiy fomed the nucleus of his social &de. 
Such contacts continue to be of great importance to Kit, who described his 
social circle as a place of cornfort, a forum for recreation and leaniing. 

AdditionaUy, it was this professor who suggested that Kit consider 
attending graduate school, introducing him to the woman who would become 
his graduate advisor. This idea appeded to Kit, who felt that though his 
computer science sküls were more than adequate for the business world, his 
general disposition and lack of entrepreneurid interest meant that he was iikeIy 
better off in the world of academia Soon aiter completing his undergraduate 
degree, Kit moved to the Southem United States to begin his graduate aaining. 
There, his new advisor continued in the tradition of his old mentor, introducing 
him to the social as well as intellecnial life of the community and dcoming him 
into the circle of mathematicians and computer scientists. 

Kit's Graduate Merience 

When Kit and I conducted our inte~ews, he had just completed the nrSt 
year of his Masteis degree. We therefore focused much of our conversation on 
his earIy involvement as a graduate student and the feeiings he had entering a 



new leaming environment. Gien the genemily negative tone of his earfier 
academic experiences, it was clear that such a move had corne with a measure 
of anxiety and fear. 

When 1 asked Kit to discuss some of his concerns surroundhg entrance 
into graduate school, he sighted three primary areas. F i ,  he felt somewhat 
nemus about the high level of expectation and sophistication inherent in 
graduate school: 

The whole research thing was really scary. I mean, when you look at a problem 
in the textbook, for the most part these problems have been solved, you know 
their solutions. One of the things that comes apart [in graduate school] is that 
some problems don? have solutions. These are things people haven't done 
befo re. 

Kit's fears m u n d i n g  the complexity and importance of his work 
seemed quite justined, as the field of mathematics often tackles uncharteci 
terrïtory. Psychologist and creatïvity researcher Howard Gardner has stated 
that of ali the humankind's discoveries, those in the field of mathematics contain 
in them the greatest potential for immortality. This is because, once a 
mathematical principal. is discovered and verined, it is a tmth that lasts forever 
(199333). 

The second concem f i c h  Kit voiced, centered on the question of his 
relative ment as a graduate student. He had now moved into a world of 
specialists, a world where he was no longer the brightest, fastest and most 
capable in his field. In undergraduate "1 was the top of the heap . . . 'cause I [was] the 

only person [who] cared to climb." In graduate school however, he saw himself as 

"bottom of the pile . . . the youngest academically, and physically too . . . I'm behind 

everyone else." 

The third area *ch concemed Kit, had to do with his Iearning 
disabilities and the efEect that they might have on his ability to mcceed in a 
graduate environment. Weaknesses which had hampered him in the past, 
particuiariy his writing ski2ls, took on a more important role as he began to 
present and attempt to publish his research work The new role of teacher also 
offered potential challenges for Kit. "That's a tremendous amount of responsibility. . . 



. Here's a bunch of people, you are responsible for shaping their minds. And th& a 

very corn plex task." It was unclear to Kit wfiether his teaching ability would in any 
way be compmmised by his leaming disabiIities. It seemed logical to hlln that 
there d d  be some interference, since several of the primary skills invohed in 
teaching (such was wrïtten communication and organi;r;ition) were afkted 

Throughout his h t  year as a student, Kit faced these challenges and 
began to create for himself pathways around his difficuities. Having a greater 
understanding of himseIf as a Iearner and a language with *ch to describe his 
leaming disabiiïty, meant that he couid a r t i d t e  to professo~s, pers and 
potential students, why it was that his in-class spelling and non-cornputer 
generated writing were so poor. He coilaborated with feliow students and his 
advisor on sweral projects in order to ensure that written presentations were 
not solely his responsibility: "ifs somewhat easy to find symbiotic relationships or 

group projects that people ore willing to [collaborate on]. . . . [I will say to them] You 

don? trust me to do the writing, that's fine, I don? trust myself to the do the writing, you 

can do if." 

Having an advisor who is also leaming disabIed, has been tremendously 
important to Kit. She has supported Kit in his efforts to leam to work around his 
dÎfEculties d e  consistently chailenghg him to maintain a high level of 
exceilence in ail  areas of study. He, dong with all of her graduate students, is 
encouraged to perfëct and practice organizational and presentational skills 
before attempting to pubiish or teach: 

One of the things she really concentrates on among her students, is good talks. . 
. . She really stresses that this is an extremely important skill for anyone in the 
acodernic field, and, . . . if you're in business, . . . good presentotion is . . . 
probably one of the most important skills onyone con have. So she has worked 
with it and I've started developing those skills more. 

Not O* has Kit's advisor been undexstanding of his leaming difEcuities 
(and has encouraged him to work toward remediating them), she has even 
helped him to see that there are skills which his special leaming styie offers as an 
advantage: 



One of the things we discovered that I con do better than most people is adually 
go to a conference and sit  through and watch every single 20 or  30 minute talk 
for days on end . . . and remember a good portion of them and think about them 
while ifs going on. Thai's an unusual skill I'm getting better at. 

As his fim year of graduate studies unfoded, Kit began to fhd a place of 
cornfort for himseif in the world of mathematical peers. He concluded that, wen 
if he was not at the top of his ciass, he was nonetheles a gated and talented 
mathematicisn and student: 

Probably among the graduote mident population I'rn about 80th percentile, 
among people at my undergraduate school I was about 1 OOth percentile, among 
rnathematicians I'rn about 40th. . . . I was sort of upset about that from the 
beginning until I suddenly realized that al1 mathematicians are brilliant. Being a 
dumb one . . . you're still brilliant! 

As w e  reflected on the progress Kit had reaïized thus far in graduate 
sch001,I asked him to discuss his future challenges: 

There's a couple challenges that [are] sort of coming along. There's a series of 
exams to demonstrate that you have CI sufficiently broad horizon and they are 
somewhat challenging. . . . Learning to read technical reports, I'rn still not that 
good at ii yet, I'rn not sure how much I'rn going to improve. . . . There are time 
management skills. 

in the time that has elapsed since our interview, Kt has reported 
continued progress. He and his advisor have completed several projects and 
have made plans for further research. Funding has been secured for his 
continued work in the graduate department and it now seems likely that he wdl 
be able to move on to the Doctoral lweL Kit seems to have integrated himseif 
into his department and into the community of rnathematicians and computer 
scientists. When I Msited him, 1 observed his sMls as a card player and a 
budding folk dancer. 

Our conversation was a h t  for Kit, he told me that he had never realiy 
discussed his learning experïences and the &'ts that his Tourette's-based 
disabilities had on his Life as a leamer. It was clear that his joumey was one of 



both survnml and anguish, it had empowered him and yet had left him with 
feelings of s o m ,  self-doubt and anger. 

Though not apparentty disposed to emotionaiiy oriented discourse, Kit 
was able to q r s s  his feelings dong with his thoughts and mernories. It 
became evident that his b e r  sense of confidence and belief in hunseIf as a 
leamer had sustained hïm through many d E d t  moments, even d e n  no one 
else seemed to share his belid It was this conviction that appeared to have 
gnten him the strength to repeatem and tenaciously break the institutional 
barriers which stood between hun and his love of leanilng. Kits steady and 
continued progress as a graduate student stand as proof that he belongs in an 
academic environment, despite the fact that many times he was declared 
incompetent or unfit to be part of such a world. 



Sandv's Mandala 
COLOUR PLATE #9 

After completing her Mandala, Sandy informed me that it had been a 
difElCU1t task for her, as art "is not my naturai form of expression." Yet, Sandyfelt 
that the experience was a good one for her and much as she felt challenged by 
the inte~ew pmcess (and indeed by seehg herseif as a person with a leamhg 
disability), she felt that the creation of a Mandala was "cathattic" and "therapeutic". 

Sandy chose to wurk in watercolour, both because she felt that it would 
dlow her "ortistic expression to corne throug h" and because water was 
concepniaIly cenaal to her piece. She described the scene she had painted as 
foIlows: 

A landscape ... a river flowing into the seo .... Hs taken from above [as if] you were 
over the sea in a plane looking [down]. Yov con see mountains and different land 
forrns and there's [a] sunset o r  rise. 

The idea is that one must traverse bodies of water, such as this river, in their life. 
But there's no bridge, you see, in this picture. People who don't have a learning 
disability have bridges that are conneded. The people who do have a learning 
disability have to traverse from one side to the other, but they have to find 
different ways of crossing the water. 

rhere are] different adaptations that you would make to cross that river, [in 
order] to do the ordinary things that one would do in life .... If you don't, if you just 
stay in this one little part, your life is not going to be as full. 

San* went on to describe in detail the nchness of the landscape- 
teeming with He and potential. She metaphorically offered a myriad of ways in 
Wch an indMdual couid make the crossing into the realm of knowiedge and 
education, as weU as the potentiai challenges and roadblocks they might face. 

Sandy chose this image, because " I felt that it allowed you to put whatever 

kind of interp retation in ." Ultimately, Sane felt that the image represented her 
general understanding of Me: "All of the good, the bad and the ugly. [Ali] the wonder 

and love and al1 ... the good [that] comes from hard work, determination and 

perseverance." 





Sandy is a woman in her mid-thirties. She is singie and at present has no 
children. She is both a tacher and a graduate student. When we conducted her 
interviews, Sandy was preparing to teach a first grade classrnom, a new 
expenence for her, as she had mody worked with older children, espe- 
those with special needs. In addition to this work, Sandy is enroiied in a Master's 

. . .  
Degree program, speaaùlmg in Educational Phiiosophy Though slowed by the 
need to work and by the constraints of her learning disability, Sandy is hoping to 
complete her degree within a few years. She may then consider continuing on to 
a Doctoral program. 

Sandy's histo~y as a leamer is typified by consistent change. Her father, 
an engïneer, moved the hmiiy severai tirnes and Sanws childhood was spent in 
the Caribbean and in Northem Ontario. Sandy herself continued in this 
tradition, moving sweral more times in her adolescence and early adulthood, 
bdore settlllig in her present community, a large urban Canadian centre. 

From our discussions, it appears that Sandy's interna1 learning joumey 
was Iikewke one of much change and growth. Though she had "identified rn yself 

as a person with a learning disability for o long time" and had been assessed as such 
by a professional in her early years, Sane receÏved no formai remediative 
assistance. Instead, she smiggled to understand herself as a learner, 
methodicaüy working to minimue areas of weakness d e  aiiowing her 
strengths to be noticed. As a resuit, she has constructed for herseif a set of 
coping mechanisrns invohing her own strategies as weU as assistance fkom 
fiïends. 

1 k t  heard about Sandy fiom a Special Needs Counselor, wfio glowingiy 
described her as a 'rSUTViV~r'', a graduate shident who had circumvented the 
effects of Dyslexia by assembling a network of niends who read to her. The 
counselor had met Sandy when she first appeared at the Special Needs 08nce, a 
service that Sandy had discovered in graduate school fiam a professor who 
kaew of her diilidties. Though Sandy found it cornforting to know that there 



were other students in situations similar to her own and that help was available, 
she did not avail herself of its services. Given the bureaucracy that she 
encountered, dong with the lirnited, slow@ deliverd and rapidly diminhhing 
services offered, Sandy felt that her personal system was more efficient and 
beneflciai. 

When we began to speak, Sandy seemed somewhat uncomfortab1e 
labeiing herseif as 'leaming disabIedl, though she expressed no discornfort in 
acknowiedging her difEcuIties as a student. By the end of our interview sessions, 
she explained to me that she was becoming Iess bothered by the idea that she 
was a person with Iearning disabiIities and why it was the she had thus far 
resisted labeiing herself: 

I was uncornfortable with calling myself learning disabled, 'cause I didn't perceive 
myself that way. I've always been comforta ble with myself al1 my life . . . I have 
been adapting since an early age . . . this is not something new. And 1 dont go 
around thinking "Geez, if I didn't have this learning disability I'd be different". It 
just is. 

Definition of Sanws Learning Disabilitv 

My brain works a hell of a lot faster thon my motor skills or how 1 con translate 
things to paper or to computer. And even though I've got it correct in my brain 
somehow, and I don't know how, it iust doesn't corne out the way I want. 

Sandy can best be described as a "ciassic" J3yslexic, as she exhibits a set of 
symptorns most commonly woaated with this syndrome. As such, she has 
diilïcuity with reading, writing, mathematid sküls, hand-eye c o o r ~ t i o n  and 
sequencing. She tends to reverse or Substitute letters, words and numbers. 

I have tremendous trouble reading beyond the basics . . . sometimes it takes me 
two months to read a book, or more . . . I con listen to vast quantities of things 
and take in a tremendous amount. But if I have to read it myself, 1 usually end up 
falling asleep within 20 minutes, that's rny coping mechanism. 

Writing is more problematic than reading . . . I'm a good writer. 1 have good 
writing skills, 1 have good style . . . [but] my penmanship is poor . . . No matter 
how hard 1 try, there is olways a mistake in my writing somewhere. [It] Drives me 
nuts. . . . sometimes I use the complete wrong word and 1 haven't reolized it 



because in my head I used the right one, but in the text I've used the wrong one 
but I don't see that. lnstead of "going", ifs "doing". Inçtead of "the", i fs "OP . . . al1 
that kind of tuming things upside-down, which, if I do that in a sentence, makes 
no sense, 

I found that in math, [sornething] I was once good at as a young peson in 
school, al1 of a sudden I was getting answers wrong because I'd copied them 
down wrong, I'd tum numbers around. Even in my date book today, l'II have 
somebody's phone number and l'II have the numben written down wrong. 

Left from right is still a difficult concept . . . For years, the only way 1 knew my left 
from my right is 'cause I have a writing bump on my left hond . . . I'm also lefi- 
handed, which, upon my reading a bout leaming disa bilities, there happens to be 
a corre~ation. 

This learning disability dysfunction plays a part in my motor control . . . to this 
day, I have never connected a baseball bat with a baseball! 

From this description, it became clear that Sandy's everyday He was 
affêcted by her leaming disabilities, especialSr since so much of her time was 
spent in acadernic environments. In order to navigate mund this, Sandy 
amassed for herseif a complex set of skilis and support networks which allowed 
her to hc t ion  and progress. She leamed to make use of non-traditional 
leaming methods-reading reviews, short articles and outlines, or listening to 
the radio-as sources of information. She technology as much as 
possible, stating that "my life has improved a thousand percent since the invention of 

the personal computer. It has allowed me so much more freedom than I ever had 

before." 

Sandy stated that much of her success has corne nom "knowing how to 

work a system", something which she claimed to have learned "very ea rl y on". In 
each course she took, she carefuuy caicuiated the steps necessary to complete 
reading and ~ t i n g  assignments and to prepare for tests and ewms. She 
learned to be "aggressive" and to overcome feelings of intimidation when it came 
to deaüng with instructors. She kequently asked them to shorten or rnom 
readhg lists, such that she was on@ responsible for the most essential pieces. If 
all else failed, she noted, "I am the greatest bullshitter you have ever met in your life. I 



can sit in tutonals and you can think that I've read al1 kinds of stuff and I haven't read 

squat." 

Perhaps the most important coping ski.li that Sandy developed was the 
use of fnends and colleagues. Sandys nenvork of readers, editors and snidy 
partners was extensive. When in school, she carefully orchestrated her 
assistants so that no one person felt overburdened or imposed upon. Such a 
system has pnrven quite usefid, though Sandy conceded that it was not pertect= 

I'rn not independent in that respect, and sometimes it con be scary because when 
the people you depend on aren't available . . . you end up sort of hanging from 
the meat hook again and going, "Okay, now what do I do?" You're iust sorta 
swinging there and you think "Oh God, somebody get me down, please." Al the 
content is there, but the finished product con? be revealed until you con get some 
help. So that is reality. And i f s  not necessarily a terrible thing, because most of 
the time I'm very lucky, I have a network of people who are super. 

When 1 asked Sandy how her leamhg dïfkulties had affected her over 
the years, she reflected that it was, at times, fnistrating and annoying; howwer, 
she did not seem to feel that her He was overiy difficuit, despite the obvious 
swerity of her leaming problems and the constant effort required by her to 
complete basic tasks. Instead, she preferred to h m e  her leaming disability as a 
marmgeab1e set of problems which simply needed understanding and strate-. 
She appeared to have been protected fkom feelings of self-doubt and resignation 
by the manner in which her parents approached her diflïculties "They knew that I 

was bnght and could achieve. . . . And they very quickly, got into a "solve" mode." Sandy 
ïntemalized this attitude, seeing her leaming disability as a set of stumbiing 
rather than road blocks-always chdenghg, but always navigable. 

Sandy's Earlv School Exnerience 

I first went to school in Jamaica and 1 did kindergarten and fom [grade] one. At 
the end of form one, my parents knew that there was something not nght. And so 
when they moved to Guyana where they hod a different school system . . . I 
repeated grade one. 

I had tremendous trouble reading beyond the basics. 1 could read the basics . . . 
as early as anybody else could. But the reason 1 found out I could read that was 
that I'm bright and I memorized it. But as soon as the vocabulary increased, oll of 



o sudden it was too much for the memory to handle and 1 had memory overload . 
. . 1 don't decode in the same way as other people. I sort of take Polaroids of if, 
pictu res, 

Much of the information that Sandy conveyed about this perïod was a 
reconstruction based largely on f d y  story rather than personal memory. She 
was able to r d  her teachers and the fact that the eariy ones were kinder and 
gentler than the ones who foiiowed: 

[My fi& grade teacher] was this princess teacher. I have no other memory, no 
memory of leaming any-thing, but 1 remember she was iust nice. Then, when I got 
to grade three, this is when i started having mernories of adual learning and 
disappointment and not being able to keep up. 1 remember Miss W., she had to 
be the biggest bitch that ever walked the face of this earth. She was from England 
and she was a horse, l'II tell you. Oh! She tied my hand behind my back, my left 
hand, 'cause 1 was going to learn to write with rny right hand. No way in hell. No 
way in hell. She was so horrible, she used to walk up and down the rows with a 
d e r  and whack it on the desk. She was iust a wretched human being. And I 
remember feeling that I wasn't accomplishing. 

By the time she had completed the thkd grade, Sandy's parents asked to 
have her assessed, as they were convinced that she was not perfomiing at a 
level that matched her interest and intelligence. Sandy recalled king  tested in 
Fiorida where her famiy had moved for a short intewal. "1 put al l the little bloc ks 

in the round holes and al1 those things." Her mother did not expiain to her that she 
had a learning disability and Sandy was not certain that such a label was ever 
formdy given to her. She simply was told 'You have trouble reading Sandy. You 

have to go to the special school to see if they can heip you." 

This, however, was not to be. Sancifs f m  moved to a srnail town in 
Northem Ontario and she was placed in a reguiar public school. She recalled 
the shock of this move, dong with the burgeoning effects of her leamhg 
diBEidties: 

Everything was brand new, including Miss C. with her different colour panties for 
each day of the week 'cause she wore such short skirts that . . . (laughter) you 
knew it was Monday when they were pink. Anyway, that was when the nightmare 
started. And 1 say nightmare because a lot of emotional trauma happened from 
that point on. 1 remember the fir-st day of school, we went in, we had to write a 



story about our summer experiences. I wrote about fishing, 1 think it was. I had 
caught a ba by alligator in the Esquiaux River the last time I went fishing and of 
course I wrote this in my very badly spelled writing and she soid I was a liar and 
made me stand in front of the class. And that's how it started. And then I was in 
the brown group. 

The %mwn group" was for children who were slow readers. Over the 
years, the brown group came to symbolize, for Sandy, the repeated attempts 

she felt were made to deny her fair access to Ieaming that was appropriate, 

challenging and rewarding. Despite the fact that her reading and spelling sküls 
were slow, the system that Sandy had corne h m  did give her a higher level of 
overall academic knowiedge. This, dong with the fact that she was generally 

more intelligent that her peers, lefk Sandy feeling out of place in the brown 

group. "They were dumb. I mean, really dumb. Oh 1 felt terrible. I was so bored. 1 had 

nothing to say to these people. And I thought I'm going to go crazy." 

That h t  year in Northern Ontano was remembered by Sandy as one of 

her worst. She attended lfremedial'l reading skills classes "in some sort of closet", 

where phonics were reviewed repeatedly wifh littie effect. In her regular class, 
Sandy did alI that she couid to escape the "brown group"; howwer, she was not 

able to succeed and soon began to lose interest in her studies. The school 
decided that she was not progressuig and recommended to her mother that 
Sandy be sent to a speciai school l'for retarded kids". Enraged by this suggestion, 

Sanws mother began to work with her after school on an intensive basis. 
When this proved to be stressful on their relationship, a retired teacher was 
hired to tutor Sandy. 

It was at this point that Sandy recailed consciously deciduig, for the first 
time, to take control over her educational experience. She realized that, like her 

sister, she was merent £kom her peers and teachers, " having the insig ht, the 

vocobulaiy and maturity that a lot of kids didn't have, because of traveling, because of my 

parents." This sense of worth and value proved an important tuming point for 

Sandy. She decided to prove herself to others and developed a detemination 

that would help get her through all levels of education. " 1  got a chip on my 

shoulder. And I think that a phantom chip reappean every once in a while." 



This detennination proved to be vexy important for Sandy. At w t ,  Sandy 
recaIled pushîng herself to succeed in order to "prove" to her teaches and 
prinapai that they were wrong in wanting to place her in a specid school Som, 
however, she dweloped a love for her studies and a momentum that propelIed 
her: 

Finally achieving for myself and not having to prove anything, but to achieve for 
normal reasons because I'm striving for excellence, beca use I'm striving to lea m, 
because 1 want to be an active and a good participant. . . Those are good 
reasons for achieving. 

Though her attitude and detennination had impmved, Sandy was not 
f i e  of her leamhg disability, nor was she able, yet, to circumvent Ïts &' on 
her achievement. She recaiied faiüng a history cowse in the fifth grade. "1 

remem ber Ehe teocher] saying that he knew 1 understood the content, but the reality of 

what I hod produced was so poor that he could not pass me." Nevertheless, Sandy 
managed to complete her elementary school program and graduated h m  
junior high school with honors. 

Sandv's Hi& School Emerience 

The major thematic thread nuining through Sandys recollection of her 
high school years, centered around the notion that to succeed, she began to 
leam to manipulate ''the system ". She r e d e d  developing strategies which wouid 
allow for her leamhg disability to be masked or minimized. Some of these skills 
were more scnipulous than others. Most, however, were dective: 

1 leorned ail kinds of adaptive techniques, I learned to lie [for example] 
saying youlve read a book when you haven't, lying about things that you do, don't 
do, whotever, to achieve. I also learned the game of buying a friend . . . it's a type 
of defense mechanism. 

1 never cheated, 1 never copied somebody's [work], but I learned to listen to the 
bng ht kids in class. 1 watched how they did something, 1 watched how they set up 
their notebook. And 1 Iearnt that neotness was holf the trick. 1 leornt tncks of the 
system . 

I leamt to be on auditory leorner, even then, listen to what the teacher says . . . 
[and] you don't have to read the instructions, then you've got more time to do the 



content. I started paying attention to the phonics that I was being taught, to the 
decoding and encoding and al1 this kind of miff which helped. 

I also discovered that I was a good orator and that if I answered the questions in 
class and I participated fully in the class, chances are my marks were gonna go up 
and if my written work was lousy it was going to moderate it. . . . It proved that I 
was smart enough, I wos not in the lower ranks. 

One of the other important diScoveries that Sandy made was public 
radio. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), provided her with 
programming on a wide Mnety of subjects ranging fiom current events to 
literature and the pe&orming arts. Liste- to the CBC satisfied Sandys thirst 
for knowledge and served as a necessary substitute for books which she could 
not easiiy read. It &O provided useful information for her to present in class and 
added to her much desired reputation as a bright and capable thinker. 

Of ali the weapons in Sandy's arsenal of coping strategies, the one that 
seemed to emerge as the strongest and most consistent was the support and 
encouragement she received h m  her parents. In high school, Sandy's mother 
would assist her by correcting her spenuig and her father would listen to the 
radio with her and discuss the ideas and information. She leamed, h m  her 
father, that he too had failed several subjects at school, but had nonetheles 
completed his education and training and had achieved success professionally: 

They never gave up and never stopped reading to me at night. And I must say, 
between the radio and my mother reading to me, I think that's what bored into my 
sou1 the love of words, of Iiterature, of learning, of information. So I had 
something to strive for . . . [the idea] that there's this magnificent world out there, 
that if you get these skills, you con be part of [it]. 

My parents never said to me, "Sandy you're going to univenity". It was implied in 
their lifestyle. I iust knew I was going to take academics . . . It was the punuit of 
knowledge. I iust knew that was me. 

Sandy noted that this was the time in her He d e n  she began to love 
leaming and found in herself a determination to succeed, men if it entailed a 
tremendous amount of effort and emotional control on her part. She recalled a 
partïcuiar class, where for the first time, she was m e n  the opportunity to dehre 
into subject rnattexs with intensity. This excitecl and adtxïgued her and gave her 



the impetus to take m e r  steps towards academic success. This was &O the 
h t  time that a teacher had pMnly and clearly offered instruction on the 
mechdcs and construction of an essay. Like many students with leamhg 
disabilities (and indeed rnany students in general), Sandy had not been able to 
leam these skilis incidentally and required expIicit instruction. 

Saady redled her k t  -rience in this new modalïty, when she 
attempted to follow the teachers instmctions and complete an essay: 

1 worked hard . . . I wrote the essay. I got the essay bock, and I failed it! Omigod! 
And instead of wnning and hiding, 1 plunked the essoy on  her desk and I said, "1 
shouldn't have failed this essay, what was wrong?" And she soid that I'd made too 
many rnistakes in it . . . Spelling and grammar and run-on sentences and my litile 
words were turned upside down and 1 iust didn't proof it. . . . 1 hadn't correlated 
the material right and that 1 could do it over again. 

And 1 said "Okoy, l'II rewrite it." 1 did. And 1 got an A. I've never forgotten how she 
taught me. 

Near the end of high school, Sandy realued that she wanted to attend 
University and that she was not getting the assistance necessary to achieve a 
&cient grade point average. She and her parents decided that a boarding 
school, away fkom her home community, might offer Sa- a better chance to 
succeed It was hem that Sandy discovered the idea that she could trade 
information and expertise with others. A fellow student h m  Hong Kong tutored 
Sandy, allowing her to pass her mathematics requirement, Ï n  exchange for 
English language assistance. 

Sandy's detexmination was as strong as ever. She recded being asked to 
l ave  a class that was necessary for University entrance: 

1 remember Miss B. who told me to leave the grade 13 math class because 1 was 
going to fail. "Sahndy dohling, I think you should go to the guidance officer and 
go and find another clahss that would be bettah for you." So 1 went down there, 
sot there for a minute, thought "Fuck you", walked back in and she said, "So 
Sahndy, you're back. Why is that?" "Because I'm taking this math class, Miss B., 
and I'm going to pass." "Oooh, well good for you, deah." 

DID YOU PASS? Mm hm, of course 1 did. 



Socially, the environment of the boarding school was only slightiy more 
beneiicial to Sandy. At home, she was "a recluse", feeling different and out of 
touch with her peers. Here, she was final@ with friends d o  had traveled and 
were interested in the things that Sanciy found exating; however, her boarding 
school peers had been together for many years and were suspicious of her as an 
outsider. Sandy began to organize a social circle for herseif, comprised of other 
gUIs who were feilow "O utsiden". 

Despite the many hardships and Menges  which Eaced her as a student, 
Sandy completed her high school diplorna and entered University. She had 
amassed a signincant number of s k i .  and techniques and had never lost her 
determination to succeed. 

Sandy's recollection of her undergraduate years were generally more 
positive than her high school experience. Again, she realized that her 
weaknesses codd be mitigated by leamhg to manewer and even manipulate 
"the system", &ch she saw as largely adversarial. This time however, she 
developed a set of powerfid allies who would help her in her stnrggle. These 
were her peers, who for the h t  time were a central part of Sandy's He: 

[In] univenity, my world changed. I wos the belle of the ball. I wos the social 
convener, social leader, I had a n  entire group of friends. In that sense 1 
commanded them if I wanted io. Oh, there was the pub and there was Toby's [a 
local chain restaurant]. You know why Toby's has cheese on  its fries? 'Couse we 
invented it. No, no kidding. 

At ht,  the work-load at the university lwe1 was overwhelming for 
Sandy. "1 was the kid who wos up Yil three o'clock in the morning.. because I couldn't get 

the stuff done otherwise. " She soon became cognizant of the fact that she 
required assistance in two primary areas-the technical aspects of her writing 
and her reading assignments. To help with her Wnting, she hired an 
editor/typist= 



Who's still a friend of mine, who was desperate for money. She had to be 
desperate to type my essays . . . I didn't have a computer at that time, cornputers 
were still [rare] . . . [sol I wrote my essays out by hand, al1 the quotes, al1 the 
footnotes, everything. 

Hiring an editor/typist proved to be a very useful strategy for Sandy, d o ,  for the 
fht t h e ,  was able to have her ideas presented in a polished and perfected 
marner. 

Reading remained a source of constant stress for Sanày. Try as she 
might, she simply could not increase the speed of her reading. In order to 
compensate for this, she asked a niend to help her out: 

I had this one person in our group, a friend, who was in a couple of my courses. . 
. . And I said "Hey D., have you read such and svch?" "No." "Good, you're gonna 
read it to me". He was the fint one, and he came to my room and I sot him in a 
chair and I had my book and my highlighter and my pen in my hand, and he had a 
book and 1 said "Okay, commence". I just said "Oh, I'm a really slow reader, I iust 
can't get this al1 read. Read, out loud." And he would. 

At the sarne tirne, Sandy deveIoped several other strategies which 
dowed her to keep pace. She Iearned to scrutinize her course reading iists, 
choosing or@ the most essentiai features. When researching material for essays, 
she was organized and leamed to make use of reviews and condensations. In 
addition, she made the most of her speakùig and Iistening abitities, attendhg 
lectures fai- and establishing a reputation as a bnght and artidate 
classroom participant. "1 could be dying, 1 would never miss a lecture -because that's 

where I got my information. . . . And then I'd regurgitate it in an exam." 

Despite the fact that Sandy was W y  able to achieve that which she had 
h y s  aimed for and was living a He of relative success (both socially and 
academicdy), she began to see that her Ieaming prob1ems presented senous 
impediments to real accomplishment: 

I had decent marks. But, I would have had much beiter mark if I did not have this 
condition. I would have been a much better student and I would have 
accomplished much more . . . I'm sure that I would have been a straight A student, 
which I wasn't. 



When 1 asked her to clarify for me what it was that she would have done 
with her He, had she been able to, she repli& 

At one point [Il very much wanted to be a lawyer. And I took courses in my 
undergrad that would facilitate that too. [But] I didn't do it.. 1 ..now realize that if 
I'd got some help, I probably could have wriiten my LSATs differently and got a 
much higher mark thon 1 did. 1 meon I didn't do terribly but 1 didn't do brilliantly 
either . . . I wrote it three times. 

But then I goi scared, and I rnust admit I'm a little ashamed of myself for this 
because ifs one of the areas in my life thut I backed down and I sort of gave up, I 
let the dream.. go. I got scored because I thought to myself, "Sandy, you cannot 
possibly read and accomplish the things that you have to do to be a lawyer. You 
cannot possibly article and be that whipping slave that they make read volumes 
and volumes and volumes." I realized that it wasn't that 1 couldn't understand it, I 
certainly could understand it, no problem. It was the volume. 

Also ..I had nightmores about being somebody's lawyer and not reading that one 
brief or that one whatever and they're in jail and their whole lives are changed or 
somebodyls child gets taken away {rom them or whatever it is, and it's becouse of 
me, because I didn't do a thorough enough iob, because I could not get through 
the volume. And it really scared me and 1 backed away. 

I would say that if I did not have a learning disability I would be a lawyer today. 

Instead, Sandy completed her University tmining and went on to 
teacher's college. Here, she felt that she could accomplish and contribute to 
society. "l'm a good teacher, I'm good at imparting concepts, ccmneding them in words 

[and] gra p hical pictures." When 1 asked Sandy if she had any regrets about 
choosing the teaching profession, she stated that she did not, as she felt that her 
work, partidarly the work she had done with immigrant and learning disabled 
children, was important and rewarding. When I asked whether she regretted 
the decision to drop her pursuit of a legal career, she noted that "regret is too 

strong, I had twinges." 

Teachefs college was a rewarding experience for Sandy. She found 
herself adept and skilied in the field, able to produce work that was recognized 
for its quality. Since she had already discovered the cornputer as a tool for 



editing her work, she was able to demonstrate pmficiency in this area too, 
adding to her success. She noted that some of the UrZiting *ch she had 
produced as a pre-service teacher was published by one of her professors. This 
made her realize that she was a good writer and thinker and that "1 d o  have a 

leaming disability but 1 know how to cope with it." 

As we reflected on this period, 1 mentioned to Sane that in my opinion, 
she had stniggled successfully to overcome the efEects of her disability. She 
looked at me, quite puzzted, and replied: 

Ifs funny that you Say "stnrggling". I never thought of rnyself as struggling, in that 

respect. I did what 1 had to do. I knew it was hard but 1 didn? think of myself as 

this struggling person. 

Sandv's Graduate School m e n c e  

Graduate studies added new levek of pressure and challenge for Sandy. 
The theme that most cleariy emerged kom her recoliection of this time in her Me 
was that of seEdefinition and acceptance. Sandy sb'uggied to keep her leaming 
dificufties hidden, fearing that exposure wodd label her as a less competent, 
accomplished, or les  capable student. This fear was mitigated by a growing 
need to identify hemelf as a leaming chdenged indMdual, in order to obtain the 
assistance necessary for her to balance her life as a student and a professional. 
This was largely due to fact that she could no longer invest all of her time and 
energy in school work and did not have as much access to readers and editors. 

Though she enjoyed teachers college, Sandy felt that it was not an 
"intel lect ua l experience" and almost immediately missed the academic world. 
Once in the field, she found teaching to be rewarding, but similarly lacking in 
inteliectud stimulation. It became clear to her that such stimulation was a 
crucial part of her existence and that she needed to re-enter the world of 
academia as a graduate student. 

Sandy began her graduate career in a Master's level program of 
Mediaeval Studies, but did not cornplete the degree. "1 ra n out of money . . . I lost 



the momentum, which is strange for me because usually I'm the peson who when 1 &art 

something, even if I have to corne bock to it ten yean later, I finish it." Several pars 
later, she began a second Masteris degree program, this tirne in the field of 
Educational Philosophy. It was this program of studies &ch she was pumiing 
at the time of our interviews. 

When 1 asked Sandy what ciifferences she felt existed between her 
graduate and undergraduate courses, she focused not on the intellectmi 
chaïlenge, but on the amount of time and energy required of her. For Sandy, 
working full time as a tacher and taking courses as a graduate student was a 
ddEcuIt mix, since both required much of her attention and dort: 

When you're a teacher you're also a performer. You have to be prepared and 
[work] rnust corne fi&. I do not recomrnend taking anything part time. It is not 
something I Iike, I don't switch modes very easily. I find it very hard, very draining 
on me CO do thot . . . I have felt more keenly my chronic disability now than I ever 
did.. 

Despite the fact she was having difiïcuIty managing her time, energy and 
the amount of materid required for her courses, Sandy was hesitant to speak 
with professors to explain to them that she was Iearning disabled. She was 
much more accustomed to "working the system", obtaining her own assistance, 
and minimizing her di£üculties without acknowiedging her weaknesses. She saw 
no value in iabeiing herself or asking for assistance based on her Ieaming 
disabilities. Though she was a special education teacher who often 
accommodated students in her schools, she was not aware of the fact that such 
accommodations rnight be avaiiable to her in a graduate setting. 

It was not until she was asked to recount her life as a learner as part of 
an assignmeat for a course, that Sandy discovered the world of special needs for 
post-secondas. students. The professor who read her stoxy, suggested that she 
speakwith the speciai needs office of the school Iibrary in order to access the 
technologid assistance availabIe to students with reading dÏfiïculties. This was 
not a good experience for Sandy. She was asked to jus- her need for senrices, 
to undergo testing and to accept a label that she was not yet cornfortable with. 
Nonetheless, she persisted and began to explore the options availabIe to her. 



Unfortunateiy, Sane found that this assistance could not meet her needs. 
While she had hoped that talking computers and text scanners would increase 
her productivity and decrease her dependence on iiiends, she found them to be 
inmflicientiy deveIoped and time consuming. Scanning documents took many 
painstaking hours and talkïng computea required perfect copies in order to 
read emr-free. Taped material was similarly diECUIt for Smdy to adapt to, 
since she was accustomed to the social interaction that came with reading? 
using it to remain focused 

Itd put the tapes on and promptly fall asleep, just Iike I would if I was reading it 
myself. . . . I left it, I said "Forgei this, I'rn iust gonna go back to the way I did it, I'rn 
gonna go back to getting my readen." 

in c h ,  despite the many ûiflïcuities she was facing, Sandywas happy. 
Her need to learn and to be in an academic enWonment were strong 
inducements for her to remain in the program and to discover new means of 
Qrcumventuig her weaknesses. She did not aiiow her self to feel Iess capable or 
accomplished than her peers, even i h a s  c1ear that others were better read. She 
contuiued to ask teachers to pnoritize readings, using time pressures and 
professional obligations as justifications. She made use of her talents as a 
thinker and speaker and enjoyed the freedom that graduate courses gave her to 
explore areas of personal interest. 

Our discussions highlighted the evolutionary process that graduate 
school had forced on Sandy with regard to her self-definition. WMe she 
remained somewhat reticent to fully label herself as Ieaming disabled, the 
CiifiicuIties of her situation 
increasingIy made such an acknowledgment necessary. 

I dont want to walk into a professoh office the first day and say "Well I'm an LD 
penon and I need special dispensation." [Yet], part of me says, 'Why not?" I mean 
thafs a fact. "Stop hiding, stop doing everything for younelf, you don? have to be 
superwoman. G o  in there, Say "Look, I'rn a good student but I got a learning 
disability. Thot means that considering my work obligations I'rn gonna need more 
time to do this." But I haven't done that. 



I'm very much feeling that I1ve come to a point where i fs  a make or break time. 
And I'm going to have to re-evaluate and make thrusts in different directions that I 
haven't done. So ifs a new experience for me and I'm just getting my feet wet, 
paddling through the water, hoping that there isnY a cliff for me to fall down. 

By the end of our interview sessions, Sandy expressed a growing comfort 
with the idea that she could ident* herself as learning disabled and ask for help 
both at work and at school and stiii be considered a capable, independent 
worker. In the months that foUowed, she used this awareness to ask for the 
things that she needed to succeed and was k e l y  able to obtain them. She 
received fiuiding for a cornputer to use in her ciassroom and for her studies and 
was granted professional leave in order to complete her courses and begin 
UrTiting her thesis. 

When we last spoke (some ten months after the completion of our 
inte~ews),  Sandy remained optimûtic that she would complete her degree. 
Ficiai, professional and time constraints, dong with her desire to start a 
f m ,  may prevent her h m  pursuing a Doctorate, though she has not ruied 
this out as a possibüity. 

Though her graduate studies have thus far been stressful, Sane 
appeared to have accepted this as part of her He, with finie regret or self-pity. 

I believe very strongly in the power of one's personality and what they choose to 
do with adversity or disadvantage. . . . I think very much that the same would 
apply to a person with a learning disability. You have to choose to slug it out; 
you have to choose to succeed. 

Throughout her years as a student, Sandy maintained an attitude that 
was positive, realistic and optimistic. These are traits that have served her weU 
and wül likely continue to assist her in school, work and He in geneml They 
have allowed her to overcome the obstacles placed in her way by learning 
dwbiiities and by teachers or institutions which rnight have otherwîse 
prevented her h m  obtalliing the level of education and professionalism that is 
so important to her. 



Avi's Mandala 
COLOUR PLATE #IO 

For my Mandala, 1 chose my earliest and most persistent metaphor for 
leaming disability-my eyes. I can vividly remember my father taking me to the 
eye doctor at age fÏve, theorizing that my reading dÏfEdties were a result of 
poor eyesight. As fortune d d  have it, it was in the ophthalrnolo~s waiting 
room where w e  met an old family niend who had just completed advanced 
training in the then vexy new area of leaming disabilities. This eventuaUy lead to 
my fïrst diagnosis and the many adventures in remediation and 
accommodation which followed 

My parents, not wanting me to feel limited by the label of "disabiiity", did 
not infonn me of this diagnosis und 1 was an adolescent. As such, 1 had only the 
vaguest idea that something was different about me. Again, 1 focused on my 
eyes as an explanation for my diiEcuIties. 1 can remember severaï instances 
where 1 pleaded to have my eyes re-checked, as 1 was certain that something 
was making me see thuigs differently. 

1 now realize that on some level, this is tme, I do see th.ings Merentiy. 1 
choose to conceptuaiize this for myseif by saying that 1 have "faceted" eyes, that 
is, 1 feel that 1 both take in and express my view of the world in a manner that is 
somehow dinerent, mulultivarant and mdtifaceted. It is a way of We that has 
brought me extreme pleasure on the one hand and great pain on the other. 

In my Mandala 1 chose to represent this in two centrai ways. The iris of 
my eye is crystal-like, it is faceted. Emerging fiom this (or perhaps entering in) 
are a rainbow of colours, reffecting my many interests dong with my self- 
perceived divergent thinkuig style and creatMty. Leavïng my eye are the tears of 
frustration, sadness and anger at being unable to make use of the written word 
in a manner that feels complete and unconstrained. 1 have placed both Hebrew 
and English lette= (the m e s  in *ch I function) reversed in the manner 
most typical of Dyslexia. The letters make up the word "other" in both 
languages. 

Also inciuded in this piece are images h m  the aikgoncal "children's" tale 

The Little Rince". The prince, with his nobility, dedication, purity, vulnerabIliw 



and strength, has been an intenial image for m e  throughout my He, ever since 
my mother îjrst read it to me as I entered the first grade. Knowing what my 
parents did for m e  in order to make He with Dyslexia tolerabIe, safe and 
exciting, I often feel that I was like the little rose, covered and protected, allowed 
to grow to full potential. The stars and pianets represent my family, the bedrock 
around which I grew and learned to accept myseIf for all that I was and was 
not. 





a c h u n d  Information 

1 am in my mid-thirties. 1 am currentiy completing my Doctoral degree in 
Clinical Psychology at a large Canadian UniversiSr. Prior to this, 1 received my 
Master's degree at a unbersity in Western Canada, and completed my 
undergraduate degree at  Universities in Canada and Israel. In addition to my 
graduate studies, 1 work with a synagogue organization providing informai 
educational programrning for adolescent members of congregatiom. In 
addition, 1 am a religious educator teaching in a classroom setting to child and 
adult populations. Active in m y  fait. cornmunity, 1 am invohred in several 
altemative Jewish worship communities. 

1 was f o d y  diagnosed with a Iearning disability at the age of fie, 
though this information was made known to me on& in adolescence. My 
parents felt it best that 1 attempt to resohre my diflicuities without a label that 
mîght otherwise leaw m e  feeling limited Despite the fact that 1 did not possess 
this information, 1 can r e c d  always being aware of the fact that my learning 
styie was Merent fiom those students Who seemed inteIlectually curious and 
with d o m  1 felt an aflinïty. Likewke, 1 felt out of place with those students who 
seemed to lack basic skiIls and Ieaming capacity, with whom 1 shared reading 
group tirne and grade-point levels. 1 remernber thinking that there was 
something wrong with my eyes, as it seemed to me that 1 never able to see 
things correctiy. 

It is this feeluig of non-belonging that would become the major theme of 
my years as a student. While 1 always felt like a bright student-I Ioved leaming 
and discovering new ideas and information-1 could rarely achiwe at a level 
that was satisfactory. This lead to intense confusion and to a self image that was 
skewed-sometimes 1 believed that 1 was capable and accomplished; often, 
howewr, my lack of success Ieft me with the impression that 1 was lazy or inept. 

Later, as 1 was able to understand why it was that I was weak in certain 
areas and came to better understand the ways in *ch to compensate for 



these limitations, 1 was able to succeed at a much higher level; however, those 
old feeiings of ineptitude crept up on me no matter what 1 accomplished. 
Somehow, 1 suspect that they always Win. 

1 can best be described as a "classic" Dyslexie in that 1 exhibit the traits 
most often associated with this syndrome. 1 am prone to reversal of letters, 
numbers and directions. Since 1 have aiways read and m e n  in languages 
which nui in opposite directions, 1 am ikequently confuseci. 1 can r d  sittiag in 
class desperateiy txying to remember in whkh direction a particukr Ianguage 
was wnttea 1 continue to experience th& confusion in my adult Me in everything 
h m  wrïting to driving directions. To help deviate this, 1 often wear a piece of 
jeweixy on my right arm to remind me of directions. 

My greatest dZEcuIties lie in the areas of reading, writing and arithmetic. 
Acquiring and utüipng these has been and continues to be a shniggle for me. My 
reading speed is extremely slow, necessitating the use of spoken word 
recordings for written material of any length. My hand-wrïting nwer developed 
beyond a basic level and as such 1 print for legibility, with or@ slightiy better 
results. Spellulg, an eariy nemesis, continues to be a mystexy to me. Urhüe 1 now 
use a computer for most of mydting, it amuses me to see that 1 still reverse 
letters or whole words and utilize multiple spelïings for a single word. The 
computer (at this point an extension of myself as a communicator), dows me 
to view these errors with a sense of detachment and not with shame or anger, 
as was once the case. 

Mathematicaliy, 1 was never able to progress. Though 1 can recall 
enjoying the challenge of mathematical leaming and am still intrigued by its 
beauty and design, it rernains a nightrnarish mystery to me. Number reversal, 
the inabiiity to line columns properly and generd confusion with wntren 
material, l e m  me incapable of aU but the rnost basic of skills. Even with the 
assistance of a calculator, 1 am always checking and re-checking any 
computational work for the multiple errors that 1 am prone to. ThaddMy, v e v  
little of my d d y  He necessitates mathematical ski& however, in my work as a 



psychometrist, haste and exuberance have caused me to make very apparent 
and veiy public calculation errors, causing me great embarrassrnent and stress. 

In addition to the main features of my DysIexia, the= are a set of 
secondary symptoms which have aiways created obstacles for me. My hand-eye 
coordination is extremely  POO^, affecting many tasks and endeavors. Growing 
up in a world where sporting activities predominated among my peers, such a 
d e s s  proved to be a social as weii as technical disadvantage. My poor 
gros motor skius have sometimes taken on Iaughable proportions. In high 
school, there was a set of stairs that 1 nwer quite m e d  to climb without at 
least one tripping episode. When that building îs tom down, 1 plan to stand 
outside and applaud. As an adult, 1 have settled for a codortabe existence as a 
"klutz". My chiid psychotherapy clients (with d o m  1 work in play therapy) 
have, over the years, taught me many sporcuig sMls and have enjoyed their 
natural advantage over me. 

Added to this, 1 often experience a rnild attention deficit. 1 am prone to 
find so many things interesting that I cannot concentrate on any one for very 
long. I have worked out study schedules based both on my ïimited reading 
capacity and my need for fiequent breaks. Since so many of my learning tasks 
require added and intenske effort to compensate for other areas of weakness, 
this aspect of my personal style can be frustrating. Motivation, timing and 
personai forgiveness are aU requkd, as is an accepting and accomrnodating 
sense of self. This can be a rather tough order to a, as like most people, 1 am 
rny harshest and least forgMng critic- 

Thou& my leaming disabïlity has caused me great strife, pain and 
anxiety, 1 cannot Say that it is without its remediation qualities. It is m y  belief 
that much of what 1 value in myself has come to me, directly or othenvise, as a 
result of m y  DysIexia. 1 can see that my creativity, passion, ability to manage my 
time and efforts and my drive to succeed, ail have mots in my experience as a 
learner with a unique styie. if a "cure" were ever found for Dysleiaa, 1 am not 
sure that 1 would take it. For, despite all that it has taken h m  me, this 
syndrome has shaped me and my view of the world in a manner that 1 have 
come to accept and to value. 



The one area of leaming disability that continues to cause me the 
greatest sadness and sense of Ioss is reading skiU. For as long as 1 can recd, I 
have ahrvays been in love with words and the images that fhey mke. For 
alrnost as long, however, 1 have felt helpIessiy barred h m  this world, as it is 
simpiy too painful and too slow for me to read text. The act of reading, so filied 
with promise and excitement at its beginning, ends for me in an dausting 
sludge of mùued letters, misread words and painful abdicatioa The ovedi  
sensation is one of resignation, the slow draining of energy and enthusiasm 
which greeted the never-Whed te-xt 

Gmwing up in a household where aùnost wery w d  was covered with 
shehres of books and where aimost all of the people who lived and visited there 
were avid readers, wnters and lovers of ideas hidden in books, made for both 
an exciting and exc~ciating -rience. Often, those s h e h  felt like prison 
walls to me, as they kept their secrets hidden behind bars of printed hes. 
Sometimes, d e n  no one was looking, 1 would take these books off the shehres 
and fEp through them, vaidy hoping that 1 codd absorb some of their magïcai 
th&-quenching knowledge. 

As an addt, 1 discovered that reading did not necessarily have to involve 
the pMted texts that were so limiting for me. 1 found a wodd of literature that 
was recorded for people like me. In a very short period of tirne, 1 have become 
the reader (or rather Mener) that 1 aiways dreamed of and I have begun to 
rnake up for years of slowness. Yet, this technology is as limiting as ît is 
Iiberating. Since it is expensive and tirne consuming to produce, many book 
titles are not available and may never be. The thought of this Wtation 
continues to plague me, even as 1 make my way through material that 1 have 
h y s  wanted and need to read. It is my hope that the future will aIlow me to 
find the works 1 seek and that the ever crumbiing h d s  availabIe for services 
such as those that record books, wiU not erode the progress that 1 have finally 
managed to achiwe. 

I began my fomal education in Israel, where my f h d y  lived during my 
first two years of schooling. At thst b e ,  m y  parents began noticing that 1 was 



not growing out of my tendency to reverse letters and numbers and that my 
reading was developing at an relativeiy slow rate. Once it was established that 
such d e s s e s  were not due to the process of language acquisition (i had just 
leataed to speak Hebrew), it was suspecteci that there might be some d i f f i d ty  
with my eyesight. 

A chance encounter with a fixdy fiend, a special education m e r ,  in 
the optometrist's waiting m m ,  helped my parents h d  insight, direction and 
support. It was at that time that they discovered the idea of learning disabilities 
and the syndrome known as "DysIexia1'. Foliowing the eye exam (uwhïch of 
course revealed no abnonnalties), 1 was tested by an educationai assessment 
team, headed by our farnily fkiend. 

1 was, most likeiy, one of the nrst students to be diagnosed as Dyslexic at 
an emerging teacher training program in Jerusalem. Not oniy did 1 receive 
state-of-the art diagnosis and rernediation, but 1 was also cailed upon to act as 
an example for pre-service teachers. 1 remember standing in front of a lecture, 
drawing and writing on a board, obviously in the wrong direction. I was six or 
seven years old at the the .  

Once diagnosed, I was provided with intensive assistance both in Israel 
and in Canada, where my f d y  settled. 1 recall my early school experiences in 
h e l  as rather placid, without great trauma or difficuity. 1 have no memory of 
feeling l e s  than capable and, though I was tutored in both Engiish and Hebrew 
reading, this seemed quite normal to me. 

The transition back in Canada, however, proved to be much more 
s t r e s s N  and left me with rnany diffidties, some of which 1 still do battle with. 
Since 1 snidied in a Jewish school where the day was dMded between Hebrew 
and Engiish language instruction and since, in the third grade, 1 was both fluent 
in Hebrew and iiliterate in Engüsh, it was felt that the best course of action was 
to place me in grade leveIs that matched my sküls. Thus, 1 was placed in a grade 
below my pers for half the day and a grade above for the other half. 

This move proved to be a disastrous for me, partidariy in the social 
sphere. Being an outsider to begin with, 1 was never reaIly considered a peer by 



any of my classrnates, who saw me only for half of each day. Given that 1 was 
either farther ahead of the class, or far behind, meant that few couid relate to 
me. Added to this were the ciifferences between the local co~munity and my 
fiurdy, my lack of physical coordination and my growing interest in art and 
theatre. From elementary schooI until 1 left for a second round of leaming in 
Israel, 1 was considered to be the consummate outsider, the nmgbked but 
mly forgotten "other'". This was, to say the least, a distressing experience. 

As a student, the situation was eqUany bleak In both classes, 1 was 
increasingly feeiing the efKects of my leaming disability. m e  1 couid speak both 
languages fluently, my r e a m  and writing skills were eraremeiy weak My 
school was populated with many older teachers, none of d o m  were familiar 
wÏth the concept of learning disabilities. They simply saw me as a iïkable, 
talkative, slow student, who nwer somehow managed to work up to his 
potential. Looking back at old report car&, it is clear that this theme was 
consistent. Potential, as exhibited by myverbd capacity, seemed never to be 
actuated in d e n  work 

Though 1 loved leaming and the classroom environment, 1 can recall that 
school was a most anxious experience for me in those days. 1 dreaded speiiing 
and math quizzes, spent fnghtened moments attempting to prepare for oral 
reading exercises, and many hours m g  to read and write homework 
assignments. Teachers in those years ranged fkom nasty to piteous, either 
Cnticizing me harshly and incessantiy, or allowing me to slip through the system 
with little or no assistance. 

My response to the stress of this environment was predictable. In class, 1 
would daydream and engage in artwork Fearing exposure and the ridia.de that 
was cornmon, 1 would pretend to be confident and rarely asked for assistance. 
Occasionally, 1 complained of phantom aches and ilinesses in order to avoid 
attending school. My motivation SUffered tremendously h m  a lack of tangible 
reward and my willingness to work slowly dunuiished. It wouid be many years 
before 1 was m g  to give schoohrk the effort it required. 

The responsibility for assuring that my leaming was properly managed 
feu to my parents, who arranged for tutors and reading specialists. My parents 



also took seriously my emotional welI being, organipng activities that would 
allow me to express myself and feel comptent outside the classroom. Each 
week, I attended art and dama classes. This not on& gave me a period of 
positive achiwement, but also heIpeci to develop hand-eye, motor and reading 
skills in a pleasant and rewarding environment 

At the end of my elementary school years, it was decided that 1 should be 
placed wÏth my pers in one grade leveL In order to accomplish this, I agreed to 
spend the summer making up a grade with a tutor, and to repeat a year of 
Hebrew studies in an advanced c h .  While I was happy to undertake these 
mwes, they did little to solve my educationd and social diifidties. 

The fîrst yem of high school are remembered by me as partïcularly 
painful. Unable to relate to peers who had long since forrned as a group and 
unable to keep Pace with the reading and writing of the classroom, 1 was 
thrown m e r  into depression and self-hatred. Had it not been for my extra- 
curricular actniities, 1 might not have suMved that perîod with any sense of self- 
worth. In the wmld of the arts, 1 was a different person, confident, successful 
and content. in school 1 was quiet, hated for my ciifferences and unable to 
achieve a sense of mastery. 

Looking back, it seems that what 1 redy lost in those years of study were 
the development of skills *ch most students acquired inadentally. EffecWe 
study habits, note-taking skills and essay construction were always implied but 
never explicated Lacking in these important skills meant that weaknesses in 
spelling, math and penmanship were exacerbated. It pleases me to see that in 
todays classroom, high school teachers spend time with both leaniing disabled 
and non-challenged students in developing these. Since incorporating them into 
my stuciy routine, 1 have become a more effective student and better able to 
control for my d3îkulties. 

It was duMg this period of time that my parents informed me that 1 had 
a learning disability. Apparentiy, an article in the local papa discussing the 
subject, dong with the story of a boy my age d o ,  so nustrated by his Dyskia, 



had cornniitted suicide, had convinced them that it was t h e  to have me 
understand myself in a more complete manner. Knowing that there was a 
rational explanation for my weaknesses and that 1 was not just stupid, opened 
new doors of acceptance an& understanding. Suddenly, all of the pieces of my 
leaming He feu into place and 1 felt strangely whole and at pace. At fim, 1 
resented my parents for hiding this information h m  me, since knowing it was 
such a relief. Later, 1 came to see that they had done what they thought was 
best, especiaily since there were no real de-models or road-maps of what to do 
and how to do it. 1 &O realize that developmentany, they had correctly targeted 
the appropriate age for me to understand my diftïculties and begin to take 
responsibility for them. 

At the end of my junior high school years, 1 was taken to Israel by my 
f m  for a year of study. The question of my education for the year, presented 
my parents with a challenge. My Hebrew reading and w&îng were so poor that 
1 could not keep up with the advanced Israeli high school d c u i u m .  A short 
and disastrous attempt to place me in a British-style boarding school ended 
when 1 approached the headmaster and carefidiy explained to him my learning 
diftïdties and the reasons why my needs couid not be met by his program. 

Subsequently, my parents placed me in a school based on the 
"SummerhilI" model. This so-called "fke-school" was a unique experiment in 
democracy and chiid-centered education. Students were responsible for th& 
attendance at school, for choice of courses and for the completion of 
assignments, with linle overt prestime. Exam and grades were optional features 
for those who wished to attend University. Ciasses were creative and covered a 
wide variety of subjects in literature, Ianguage and the arts. Administration, 
course design and student admissions were handled by a cornmittee, equaliy 
represented by students and fadty.  

I flourished in that environment. 1 loved the arts and drarna courses and 
the -dom to take my education in whatever direction 1 desired. 1 païnted, 
acted, sang and debated with a fkeedom and ferocity that remains unparalleled 
in my Me. 1 especiaIty remember my English writing c h ,  where for the first 
tirne, my skills as a writer superseded my pwr spebg  and handwriting. 
Success in this area lead me to look for a typewriter. My fïrst self-initiated 



adaptïve strategy was loviagly executed on a machine that was as old as my 
grandparents. Suddenly, 1 went h m  feeling like an illiterate to an aspiring 
writer. When 1 told a famüy fiend that 1 wanted to wnte profeSSionaUy but 
could not spd, she commented that an editor could deviate my dBiCUIties. It  is 
a comment that I have never forgotten and have since used d 

While in this program, 1 reaiized, perhaps for the fïmt tirne, that my 
education was m y  responsibiliv. Seeing that the program lacked in certain 
areas, 1 began to o r g e  extra-dcular  studies for myself. I registered with 
the Canadian govemment for a correspondence course in mathematics At the 
same, time 1 began a weekly program of Judaic studies with Arnerican 
rabbinical students. 

Back in Canada, my high school years ended with excitement. Though 1 
was nwer able to achiwe in that environment what 1 had in Israel, 1 had 
regained enough self-coniïdence to complete my courses and maintain a sense 
of worth. 1 was surprised to leam that none of my teaches knew that 1 was 
leaming disabled and began to disclose to some. This opened some doors for 
iimited accommodation though they and 1 stiil did not know what 1 needed to in 
order to succeed. For the most part, however, they remained unsympathetic 
and often adversarial, seeing my weaknesses as stemming h m  a lack of effort 
and organization. One teacher remarked that given my sküls at memorïzing 
and discussing Shakespearean material, it was pathetic to him that 1 should 
make excuses for my poor written work 

Socially, my situation improved considerably and 1 was accepted by my 
peers. At the same tirne, 1 began to take a leadership role in my synagogue's 
puth program, a role that 1 remain in today. 1 used my new found social status 
to obsewe and discuss with fiends the habits and skills &ch allowed them to 
succeed 1 imitated their behaviom carefuuy and made mental notes on their 
strategies and schedules for test and paper prepmtion. 

1 graduated high school in a class of students who were extremely bright 
and achievement oriented Though my success was comparatively modest, 1 left 
hi& school feeling as though 1 had conquered the world. 1 was particularIy 
overjoyed to have been piaced on the honor role for Judaic Studies, as it 



represented a further exoneration of my abilities. Today, the school system 1 
attended boasts of my success, along with that of my classrnates, as a testament 
to their pedagogid superiority, even going so far as to publish reports of our 
unhersity grades in the local nempaper* 1 resent the use of my achiwement for 
this purpose. It is my feeling that 1 was able to succeed not because of my 
educators' efforts, but despite them. 1 feel that it is my parents who are p- 
responsible for my suivival in that environment and 1 am gratefiil to them for 
their love and support. 

1 began my undergraduate studies, as I h y s  seem to, in the State of 
Israel. Travehg to Israel for a year of academic and leadership training proved 
to be instrumental in my joumey of self-discovery. For the fim tirne, 1 found that 
1 was as capable and bright as m y  classrnates, even the most accomplished. My 
background in Judaics, along with my never before understood talent for 
following and memorïzing lectures, meant that 1 was the one who was counted 
on to prepare the group for exams. 1 u h d  the skills and techniques that 1 had 
observed in my former classmates with much success. In one year, I had gone 
h m  moderate to high achiever, attaining grades at a university level that were 
nwer possible in high schoot 

Upon completing my year in Israel, 1 enrolled in an undergraduate-only 
University in my home town. This smaii institution was the perfëct seaing for me 
to hone my sküls and develop new ones. Professors IaWhed tirne and effort on 
undergraduates, especi- those who showed promise and sought their 
guidance. 1 was, almost immediately, spotted by several instructors as a 
promising and hard-working student. 1 was interested in studying psychology, 
but was enticed into the history department by the support and encouragement 
they offered. 1 found the stuciy of history to be fascinating and 1 enjoyed its story- 
lüçe qualities. 1 merged this with my passion for art and began to speaalize in 
the history of art. 

1 consider this to be the point at which 1 mùy dircovered myseif as a 
student and a thinker. 1 began to take seriously the idea that my leaming 
disabilities required added and concerted effort on my part, in order to 



circumvent their deleterious effect. 1 selected courses with great care and timing. 
1 scheduled my study and recreation time in order to allow for advance 
preparation of reading assignments, exams and papers. AU written work was 
gïven to typist-editors and no exam was written without an exp1anation to the 
professor as to why the penmanship and spelling d d  be poor. 1 became a 
devotee of lectures, faithfully attending and recordùig them with precision. 1 
organized study groups and discussed material with as many dedicated 
classrnates as possible. 

My undergraduate years ended with a level of success that was as 

exciting as it was unexpected. Despite the fact that 1 was achieving in course 
afier course and awarded prkes and scholarships for m y  efforts, 1 remained 
internai@ skeptical about the possibility of continued success. The vision of past 
failures and the voices of harsh, critical teachers echoed in my mind. Rather 
than looking at my success as a newiy turned corner, 1 insisted to myself that it 
was a momentary phase. Unable to s h a h  off the demons of the past, 1 paused 
for careful planning before taking fearful advance in my academic career. 

Mv Graduate ExperÏence 

After completing m y  first degree, 1 was faced with important and dïfEdt 
decisions. 1 had always wanted to study psychology, but had not done so, as 1 
felt more cornfortable and better supported in the History department of my 
unive~sity. It did not seem prudent for me to continue in this field, as 1 was told 
that it held limited professional potentiai. In considering a career, I narrowed 
my choices to psychoIogy and the rabbinate. I had aiways shown skiil as a 
Judaic studies student, had a great love of m y  religion and enjoyed public 
speaking, rituai leadership and teaching. 1 had &O aiways enjoyed work with 
children and was keeniy interested in thev development. By the time 1 finished 
University, 1 had considerable experience as a religious educator, child-care 
worker and recreational programmer, having worked steadiiy throughout m y  
student years. 

1 decided to take time to engage in Judaic studies in IsraeL OMr the 
course of a year, 1 attempted to s ~ d y  in several institutions in Jerusalem. While 
1 enjoyed the philosophy of these studies, the dogmatic nature of those with 



whom 1 studied lead me to dislike and fear that environment. AdditionaUy, the 
technicai skiIls necessaqr for the study of many Jewish texts, seemed illusive and 
unnecessady difficuIt. 1 had recalled that my fâther, who was &O Dyslexie, had 
a great deal of di£Ecuity in his rabbinical studies for the same reasons. 

After renuning fiom Israel, wirh offers of admission to two rabbinid 
coiieges, 1 felt lost 1 couid not decide whether my love of Judaic studies was 
powerfur enough to help me withstand the pressure of acquiring reading and 
writing skilis in several languages. This, 1 feared, d d  send me on a downward 
spiral of shame and doubt, similar to years past On the other hand, it seemed 
equ* difficult to enter a training program in psychoIogy that would demand 
reading and mathematicai sküls at a level that might prove problematic for me. 
Additionaiiy, It was w d  known that Psychology programs accepted a iimited 
number of highly accomplished candidates. 1 remained skepticai that 1 could be 
considerd such a student 

Two years would pass before 1 summoned the courage to decide. In the 
end, 1 entered psychology through the educational field, where 1 felt most 
cornfortable and experienced 1 knew that the psychology that I wouId practice 
would somehow involve educational components and so 1 set about to dwelop 
skills and obtain knowiedge in this area. 

Entering the environment of the Educational Psychology Department 
proved to be a wise move. Again, 1 was able to work within a relatively small 
and concentrated department, with highly attentive fad ty  and equally 
mothted classrnates. 1 shared my skiils and enthusiasm with my mainly older 
colieagues, who in tum, offered their efiïciency and the insight of theK 
considerable experience as teachers and therapists. As one of ody a handful of 
ïuii-the students, 1 was offered the support and encouragement necessary for 
success. My love of the unusual and the aeatbe was valued and 1 was given 
much m m  to explore and experiment. This, dong with the creatnrity of my 
professors and colieagues, solidified m y  love for the snidy of child dwelopment 
and psychology. 

1 entered my Master's program with many fears, most of them 
m u n d i n g  my Ieaming disabilities. Would 1 be able to keep Pace with 



professional cokagues? Could 1 hande the inteosined level of reading and 
writing? Would 1 be exposed as a poor student, thinker and d e r ?  I decided to 
be open with m y  f a d t y  as to the nâture of m y  difficulties, advocating for 
accommodation on my own behalf. Whïle there was not universal acceptance 
of m y  request for assistance and accommodation among f a d t y  members, 
most were understanding and supportive. 

I soon reaüzed that many of the circumvention skiils which I had 
developed in m y  undergraduate years, were powemiiiy applicable in a graduate 
studies context and continued to &w me to leam and grow. 1 &O came to see 
that 1 was not a victim of my limitations and that 1 codd dow my skills as a 
thinker and writer to emerge aùnost unencumbered by my leaming disability. 
Utüizliig my sküls and the newiy avaüable technologies meant that I couià ease 
my fears and fiinction on an acceptable level in even the most demanding of 
situations. 1 left m y  Mastefs program feeling comptent and accomplished. 

Mer  recehhg several offers h m  Doctoral prograrns in the United 
States, 1 decided to attend the Ontario lnstitute for Studies in Education at the 
University of Toronto. Here, I felt that 1 couid continue my work in an 
environment that was chailenmg, yet knowledgeable and sensitive to the needs 
of special students. 1 have been in the program for several years and, while there 
have been & d t  moments for me, it has, in an overail sense, been a positive 
aperience. 

The two major improvements to occur in my Me as a student during my 
graduate studies years are both technoIogicaL At the beginning of my Master's 
degree program, 1 began to use a computer. The computer iiberated me, in a 
final sense, h m  the limitations placed on my wrïting. 1 was, once and for d, 
able to nd my work of its technical erroa and d o w  it to be judged for its 
content alone. As 1 began my Doctoral program, 1 discovered the world of 
spoken word recordings. Since then, 1 have availed myseif of services for the 
blind and disabled in sweral locations, widening the scope of available material 
each tirne. In preparation for my comprehensive exams, 1 was forced to hire a 
reader, as the required material was not readily avaüable. 



As with many of the skills that 1 have acquired over tirne, these 
techn01ogies add to my arsenal of defense against the limitations placed on me 
by my learning disability. They not ody &w me to present myseif in public 
with a sense of cornpetence and confidence, but add to my intemal sense of 
accomplishment as weiL More than most strategies which 1 have discavered 
and deployed, these make me realize that my leamuig disabüity is reaüy nothhg 
more than a technical weakness and not an indication of a general Iack of 
intelligence or ability. They have gone a long way to silence those h e r  voices 
which are so critical, so limiting and so disempowering. 

Yet, 1 stin feel that 1 retain those old doubts and fears. Though it seems 
ludimus to indulge in such notions long after they have been dispmved, they do 
manage to surface with great ferocity. Evidence of success does not do damage 
to them in a manner that is equal to the damage caused by signs of fdure. In a 
graduate environment, wen the most accomplished student can feel mediocre. 
G i n  my old feelings of incompetence and stupidity, such nomial setbacks take 
on enormous proportions. 

Graduate school has been a place of great growth for me. 1 feel that the 
skills which I developed as an undergraduate in general and as a leaming 
disabled student in particular, have served me well in this environment. Self 
dfiaency, motivation and creatnrity have ail proven to be necessary and 
important skills for success. Having been forced to acquire these skills in order 
to manewer through my early schooling has, 1 feel, allowed me to make the 
most of my graduate years. 

Positive as they may be, these have not been years that are free of stress 
or strife. W l y  on, 1 leamed that no matter how many understanding souls there 
were in a program, a lwel of excellence was expected regardes of disabrlity or 
weakness. The effort necessary for success in the graduate environment has 
ben,  at &es, overwhelming. This is especMy true given the leveI of excellence 
and achieve~ent of peers and teachers. Competition and cornparison are 
inevitable in such an intense and highly accomplished environment. It is easy to 
feel inferior without leaming impediments. W~th them, it is aimost inevitable. 



In both of m y  graduate studies institutions, I have seen a variety of 
responses to my disdosure of DysIexia, as weiï as the generaï regard with umich 
students with disabilities are met. Some are wondemilly accepting and 
accommodating, allowing modifi:cations to be made wiiich are reasonable and 
assistive but do not sacdice the quaiïty of the leamine, leveL ûthers, tend to be 
patronizing, exbibiting unnecessq leveIs of pity at the expense of @or and 
apectation Still others are hostile to students who disclosmvertly or 
otherwise displaying their dwpproval or dismissal. 

1 can r e d  several incidents throughout my years as a graduate student, 
when 1 would disclose m y  Dyslexia to a professor, only to be met with anger, 
incredulity or disrespect More than once, 1 have been told by a professor that 
they d d  make no accommodations for students with disabilities, as it would 
lower the rigor of their classroom. Other times, 1 have been told that m y  work 
was simply too good to have been produced by a student with a legitimate 
leamhg disability. Somehow, these instnictors equated leaming disability with 
performance weakness and resented being asked to compensate for it or to 
reduce their standards. The most extreme example of this came in a course 1 
took in special education, where a professor who taught us about Iearning 
disabilities p h t e l y  admitted to m e  that she did not believe in theu existence. 
Such negative attitudes leave me and many of my fellow graduate students with 
leamuig disabilities confused, angered and reIuctant to discuss our needs with 
instrllctors. 

Over m y  years as a graduate student, 1 have seen the development of 
special services for students with disabilities and have taken advantage of the 
support offered. 1 mut  admit, however, to a certain reticence where these 
seMces are concemed. 1 think that after so many years of self-generated 
advocacy and compensation, 1 was suspicious of outside offers and nexvous that 
once 1 became dependent upon such s e ~ c e s ,  they would be removed 1 think 
that my experience is representative of many students in m y  situation. 

Nonetheles, 1 do feel that Speciai Needs Offices and the senrices and 
advocacy they provide, are important toois to success at the graduate level. 1 
can see that younger students who do not suffer h m  the suspicions that 1 do, 
have come to reiy on these services, mostly to their benefit It is sad to note that 



with increasing budget cuts, such offices are closing at a time when their work is 
gaining acceptance among audents and hdty and their efFicacy is improving. 
Since leaming disabilities are ''dent' in the sense that they are not h&h& 
recognizable or visible, it is important to have support and advocacy for 
students who might otheNViSe needlessiy suffer or f d  in their graduate studies 
enorts. 

As 1 write the story of my leaming history, 1 a m  coognizant of the fact that 
1 h e  in a time of unprecedented support for students with learning disabiiities. 1 
have, throughout my lifetime, benented h m  a growing awareness of and 
assistance for my leamhg dÏtEcuIties. Never before has so much been h m  
about learning disabilities and never before has so much aid and remediation 
been available to students of ail ages. I am equéüly aware, however, of the fact 
that the field of study into the makeup and needs of students with leaming 
disabilities is in its infancy. Despite all that has ben offered to me, the greatest 
advances that 1 made were self-generated. They have occurred in an 
environment that was sometimes supportive and understanding, but often in 
one that was either ignorant and oblivious or hostile and adversarial. 

As the chiid of a learning disabled student, it is dÏfiïcult not to be gratefid 
for even these preliminary advances. 1 can see that there have been great stndes 
made in the study and understanding of younger students with learning 
disabilities. Furthemore, 1 and others Eke me, have been granted the right to 
examine the phenornenon of students with learning disabiiities in order to 
m e r  our understanding of the population's needs. At the sarne t h e ,  however, 
it is disheartening to see how littie has changed benveen my fathers' generation 
and mine and how slow the progress has been in my lifetime. Despite 
unprecedented acfvances in medicine, psychology and learning theory, and 
despite the meteoric rise of publicity and awareness surrounding leaming 
disabilities, change comes at a Pace that defeats too many of us. 

My life as a learner has been one of much pain, but mostiy one of great 
triumph. Thwgh 1 am dogged by the many negative eqeriences of my learning 
üfe and remain hostage to feelings of inadequacy, 1 a m  liberated by my 
experiences of conquest and success. Though many of my learning institutions 
have not known how to handle me and meet my needs, 1 feel that overd11 have 



been granted fair and adequate access to leamuig. My goal as a professional is 
to add to that chah waich seeks to form order h m  chaos, understanding fkom 
ignorance and acceptame h m  prejudice and fear. 1 ffeel that my expenences as 
a person with a leaming disability have prepared m e  weil for this exercise. It has 
taught me to view the world much as the ancient Kabbalists wouid-as a 
shattered vessel, whose potential lies in a myriad of beautifid shards, but d o s e  
completion requires delicate and intricate works of kindness and repair. 



"Hitting the Waïl" 
COLOUR PLATE #II  

Aiter completing the task of UTïiting the individuai biographies, 1 waited to 
begïn the phase of final thematic analpis. Somehow, 1 thought that the ideas 
would flow natwally and instantaneoudy h m  the biographical sketches. Much 
to my chagrin and later horror, they did not. Mer  a while, I began to think it 
would never happen. 

1 wanted to represent this stage of the joumey in m a r b l e a  Iarge round 
sphere (a roadblock) perched atop an elegant, immovable column. 1 researched 
painting techniques, pmchased special equipment and began to work on the 
sphere. To my chagrin and Iater horror, the piece dîdn't work, the marbhg 
&ect was fl at, confused and HeIess. Art it seemed was imitating l i f m r  was it 
simply that my creative process mirrored my inteIiectud state of stagnation. 

Each tirne such a block happens, 1 think of long distance m e r s ,  who, 
d e n  they can push their bodies no further, Say that they have 'hit the d l .  

Uearly, 1 was pushing myself to produce d e n  the process was exhausted and 
needed time to regenerate. Once again, I needed to trust this part of myself and 
the work, something which I once again found difficuIt to do. 

In fiutration, 1 was going to throw out the artwork, as it seemed to me 
to have no He, no value. Then it hit me that despite its technical fauIts, it was 
highly representative of what was going on inside for me. Here was an 
opportunity for process and product to corne together in a unique marner. 

And just d e n  1 thought 1 had nothing in me that was creative or 
intellemat, 1 attempted to complete the art piece, using instinct rather than 
technique, having no expectatîons of perfection. The remit was that the 
co1umn-the final portion of the Mandala-merged much closer in texture to 
my original intent. It seemed that 1 was able to let go of my conscious over- 
controiiing elements and allow the naturai, instinctive parts of myseIf take free 
r e m  

And then, 1 began to allow this same thing to happen with my ulritten 
work.. 





"Be axim First Fruit$ 
COLOUR PLATE #Iz 

How exciting it was to see emerging on the screen More me the structure 
of my themes and patterns! During the intense heat of summer, 1 hid myselfin a 
fiend's basement and faced my cornputer, letting my muid make sense of the 
ideas that I was certain were there, fiteral& at my lhgertips. 1 had no idea how 
the order or structure of themes would emerge and 1 was not at ali certain that 1 
could verbalize concepts and connections which I had ody begun to sense. 1 
recapped for myself and for the reader the process of pying to u n e  my 
themes and then allowed them to flow, pulling back the curtain of mystery to 
examine the garden of ideas which 1 had planted 

Lo and behold, there it was, as if by magic! Themes wfiich seemed 
complete and confident, ideas that were well-formed and well-grounded 
Forgetting all the months of organization, rumination and fiutration, 1 began to 
ask myseif 'where did this come hm?' 

Outside my window 1 could see the pear mes, the grass and the flowers, 
bursting with He, warmth and energy. Vibmcy seemed to flow in them as it did 
in mywork-it was exciting, ùivigorating and immensely rewarding all at the 
same time. 

This was aU very new and I realized that it needed more time to mature 
and ripen. There were stmnge elements that 1 had yet to understand and 
cent- ideas that flowed nom ideas that did not yet make sense. 1 
needed to write it aii out in detail, making sure that it hung together in a 
cohesive and approachable rnanner. 

Ail that was yet to come. For the moment, 1 enjoyed the view-the feeling 
that things were starting to fali into place in a deep and sipnincant manner. Al1 
of a sudden it seemed siUy to have ever doubted the process or mysex From 
where 1 sat, overlooking this hanrest of ideas, it ail made sense. 





CHAPTER 5 

Mural: A Thematic Analysis 

The courage to be is the courage to accept oneself os accepted in spite of being 
unacceptable. 

- Paul Tillich 

Introduction 

The process of a n m g  data derived fiom a qualitative ïnquïry is 
complex and Iaborious. The ùitncate nature of its construction makes for work 
that is delicate and sensitive. Its need for rigor demands a product that is stmng, 
thorough and solidiy grounded. It is a colomil weave of that wh ih  the 
researcher brings to the task-persona1 biases, previous experiences, relemnt 
theories and Iiterature-in combination with the often large sums of data 
coiiected in the form of personal narratives, corroborating documentation, field 
notes, artwork and diaries. Such a process has as its a h ,  the creation of a 
product that is a corroboration between the known or presumed to be, with the 
previously unknown, or that *ch is discovered in the moment, uniquely 
arising out of data collected. 

Whiïe it would be incorrect to state that an author can completely ignore 
the background of exkting knowledge and bias, each qualitative researcher sees 
as his or her ultimate goal, the construction of themes and understandings of a 
phenomenon that arises primarily out of material they have collected. Indeed, 
the qualitative paradigm demands that themes and analyses be constantly 
compared and corroborated-not with pre-existïng theories or prermmptions, 
but with the words and experiences of Co-researchers (Glesne B Peshkin, 
1992). At some point in the quest for a qualitative understanding, a researcher 
must abandon (as much as possible) the background noise of previous leaming, 
in order to clearly listen for new insight and information. 

In order to accomphh this, the researchers m u t  be sensitive to 
themsefves, to the knowledge which they already possess and to the data which 
they have painstakingly collected and organized Such a process requires 



constant vigiiance on the part of the researcher, who engages in an ever- 
deepening cycle of data axdysk, thematic conjecture and final conEinnation, 
based on a repeated contact with the data What emerges is a construction, 
tentative at first, *ch gradUany builds upon itselfwith increasing certainty and 
sophistication, oniy to r e m  again and again to its roots in the words and ideas 
of the Co-researcher population. The ideai result of this work is a set of themes 
and insights which emerge as a composite spiral of interconnected units, built 
upon and moted in each other and in the data which have been so 
conscientiousiy c o d t e d  for vefication and conknation Uther, 1986; 

Lincoln €3 Guba, 1986, 1990; Merriam, 1988; Noffke, 199 1). 

In looking at the data for the present study, 1, as both author and 
participant, was made keenly aware of the need for such Iigor. It would not 
have been acceptable for me to discount my personal experience in favor of a 
noble but fwlish attempt at pure objectivity. I simply could not k e n  to the 
voices of my feiiow participants without, at some point, adding my own to the 
chorus. On the other hand, it wodd not have been sufiicient for me to have 
listened ody to the tone and timbre of my story at the expense of the others 
coiiected. What was required was a process known as "intemibjectivity'' @lis U 
Fiaherty, 1992) whereby coihborating parties ( d o  understand that each holds 
a unique view of reality) consûuct a broad view of a phenornenon *ch 
attempts to encompass individual and shared perspectives. 

After carewy reading and repeatedly re-engaging both the "raw" data 
(the taped and transcribed i n t e ~ e w  sessions, amivork and anciUary 
documentation), dong with the biographical sketches Wch 1 had UITitten 
based on this data, 1 began to look for themes. 1 smiggled to h d  these themes, 
thinking that they would emerge h m  some ethereai, complex and soul-rending 
exercise that was as yet unknown to me. The more 1 attempted to find such a 
process, the more it, and the desired thematic insight, seemed to evade me. 
Reading and reviewing books which introduced me to the process of qualitative 
research did not prove helpful, as they tended to be purposely vague on the 
partidan of the interpretation process. Rather than being prescriptive, the 
works suggested that novice researchers cautiously avoid hypothesizing and 
instead look for answers h m  within the data collected. Beyond this, however, 
they merely advised authors to tmt themselves, their instinct for thematic 



conseuction and the precious gats bestowed upon them by Co-researchers-the 
participants in this study (see Chapter 2). 

It was not until 1 could let go of my need for a complex formuiaic 
approach to data mis that I began to see, perhaps for the first tune, the 
existence of potent themes. Oddly enough, these themes seemed to have ahways 
b e n  there, h y s  have emerged h m  the storïes as 1 engaged with them, but 
were never honored as such. That which I had once taken to be perfunctoriiy 
obvïous, 1 now saw as profoundly important. Its simplicity, for me, masked its 
power and hid h m  me the realization of its stature. HaWig struggled to fïnd 
obscurity, I came to realize that what 1 was auly meant to fïnd was simplicity. 
AU dong, 1 had been seeing trends that were not mereiy distractions but were, 
in fact, the very d t h a t  1 was after aü dong. 

What 1 have come to realize is that the process of qualitative thematic 
construction is unlike any other leaniing exercise 1 have known and that it can, 
as a consequence, lead to discoveries which are simüarly unique. My 
understanding of the process suggests that it requires four basic elements-trust, 
flexibility, intuition and movement Trust, as 1 have experienced it, implies a 
willingness to see value in the material one has coiiected as weiI as in the self as 
coIîector. One must constantiy 5ght off the erroneous conclusion that compîied 
data is vacuous and uninteresting and that this merely reflects a similar state of 
k ing  inherent to the researcher. Reciprocd confidence in the gwdness and 
strength of data as research and in the self as researcher, is key. 

Flexibility, as encountered in this work, irnplies the ability to look at data 
from ever-ciifferhg angles and views. Searching for truth, understanding and 
insight often requins a k h  approach and a new lens through which to 
interpret that whîch is perceived. Abandoning, even temporady, the views of 
predecessors, coiïeaglles and even conventional wisdom, can often yield 
slvprising resuits. 

intuition, in the context of qualitative inqujr as 1 have corne to know it, 
implies the ability to listen, both the self and to the other as represented by the 
data. This process ~UOWS, with increasing certainty, the confirmation that one's 
insights are viable, tangible pieces of knowledge. In addition, it strengthens the 



conviction that the data do indeed have interestirtg stories to tell and valuable 
lessons to be learned. 

Movement, h m  this perspective, implies the constant contact between 
the internai and e x t d ,  the self and the other (as represented by the data), the 
researcher and the researched. Listening to the data as weiI as to the reactions 
which emerge h m  this with equal ferocity and delicacy can assist in the 
construction of themes that soar to new heights, yet are f k d y  grounded 

Taken together, these attitudes have helped me to find a pathway into 
the data and have allowed me to experience the power of discovery and 
creative insight. In looking at published materiah on the evaiuation of 
qualitative data, 1 have come to see their vagaries as valuable lessons. Rather 
than bemg directive, they are experientiaI in design. They presume the 
reciprocal uniqueness of both the data and the researcher. They offer more than 
a mere formula for the de-tion of cornmunality. Instead, they invite the 
author to engage and constmct, not oniy the meaning that emerges fiom this 
interaction, but the process of that construction as weli. Such an open agenda 
left me feeling, at times, both marvelously free and dangerously uncharted Yet, 1 
was never tnily alone in the process, nor did 1 feel completeiy un-tethered. As 
long as 1 had the data, as weii as trust in my own instincts and intuition, 1 felt 
that 1 was standing on finn ground. Using myself and the words of Co- 
researchers as guides, 1 felt less lü<e one who leaps across gaps in knowledge 
and more like a buüder adding new levek to a secure structure. 

As a result of my immersion in the above described process, I was able to 
derive a thematic structure to describe the educational He-histories of the six 
participants (referred to aitemately as Co-researchers or "members of The 
Croup1'). This structure, attempts to describe experiences common to The 
Group on both the level of went and emotion. It seeks to detail not ody the 
story of what happened to mernbers of The Group, but also how they reacted to 
these occurrences and uitimately overcame the adversities presented to them. 
This is significant, in that it adheres to the stated goal of the study, which was to 



both chronicle the progress of a specinc population while seeking insight which 
might prove benekial to others. 

As such, the resuIts of the data analysis have been divided into two 

sections. In this chapter, a thematic description of experiences common to The 
Group are presented in some detail. In and of itseIf, these results are signincant, 
as there is much insight into human behavior and institutional conduct to be 
gieaned b m  these recoUections. Fonowing this, in chapter 6, a suggested model 
of assistance for future students with learning disabilities is ouuined. This 
andysis utilized as its source, material explicitiy artiçulated by The Group in 
answer to a request for actvice, as wdi  as the pnnciples derbed h m  the H e  
history narratives as presented in this chapter. 

Themes Describine The G ~ U D  Experience 

Two major themes emerged as organizing principles for the description 
of The Group's experiences of lMng with a leamhg disabiüty and their reactions 
to this which have aiiowed them to progress to the highest levels of formai 
education. The h t ,  is that there was a common eweriential trajectoq, &ch 
emerged for The Group, a loosely defined route that applied, alrnost universally, 
to The Group's dwelopment and experience. The second major theme, (related 
to the k t ) ,  is that success came to The Group as a r e d t  of individuai's ability 
to ansform. tr in anaïyzïng those s e  skillsch were 
deficient to The Group, as well as those strategies used to overcome them, it 
became evident that there was a complementaxy relationship between the two. 
At some point in their joumey, Co-researchers were not on@ able to overcome 
the negative effects of their leaming disability, but, were able to rnake use of it in 

a positive marner. This not only assisted them in achieving normalcy, but left 
them with a distinctnre advantage as thinkers and leamers. 

Based on the Me-history narratives coiîected, members of The Group can 
be seen as having expenenced a common expenential trajectory. This three 
tiered model, is both universal and particular* Whiie ail members of The Group 
experienced and recailed it at some level, each did so in his or her own way. It is 
important to note that this is a non-linear model of development and one that is 
fkee of any chronological sequence. Members of The Group progressed through 



the stages at differing times in their shident careers, with intervals of Miying 
length and intensity. Some foliowed a trajectory that was linear, othexs one that 
was more circular and repetitive. Most, experienced a recurrence of steps, 
particulariy as they moved into wer-higher leveIs of education which presented 
them with new environments, more complex leaming and advanced 
incamations of their diflïdties. Yet, without exception, members of nie Group 
reported experiencing growth dong the lines described below. 

The experienential trajectory, in its three main steps and 16 sub-steps is 

PISCOVEFW OF DIFFERENCE 
Early Love of Learning 
Eariy Failures 
Sense of DiEerence 

EXPERIENCE OF DISABILITY 
Feelings of Inadequacy 
Social Isolation 
Working Hard, Getting Nowhere 
Negative Encounters With Significant Adults 
HopeIessness/Anger 

SUCCESS OVER nIsmILIn 
Discovery of Outside Skik 
Dûcovery of Early Coping Strategies 
Eariy Experience of Academic Success 
Encouragement h m  Significant Adults 
Accepting the SeIf as Different 
Development of Compensato~y Arsenal 
The Power of Identification 
Transfomiing Adversity ùito Advantage 

The impetus to fiame the thematic hdings in this form, came b m  four 
primary sources: the qualitative research guidelines as posited by Ely (l99 l), the 
research of Gerber and Re8 (1988, 1991, 1992, 1994), of Siegel and Lowe 



(1994) and, most importantly, h m  the narratives thernsehres. Ely's guide 
pmvided me with the idea that thematic understanding can best emerge h m  a 
well-reasoned set of broad categories or "thinking unit& This, dowed me to 
look at the both the broad steps as well as the sub-seps in an organized and 
cohesive rnanner. Gerber and ReBs work, widely considered to be both 
ground-breaking and the m e n t  intelle- standard in the area of addt 
learning disabilities, posits a set of inter-connected feelings and actions utilized 
by succesSnil populations of leaming disabIed adultr. While the model 
articulated in the present study did not necessarily intend to repIicate Gerber 
and ReBs work directty (there ce- are, however, overlappïng themes), it 
does take as its chief influence the idea that such models exkt and can be 
unearthed through qualitative means. 

The work of Siegel and Lowe (1994, though focused on a different 
population, was instrumental in dewloping the current structure. Their ''He 
passage1' rnodel-an exploration of the psychologid development of gay men- 
posits a theory that is non-linear and non-chronological. Yet, it does present a 
working model with dûtinct steps, that is most insightfbl and helpful in 
comprehending the trajectory and experiences of The Group. Simiiarly, their 
use of a population that experiences difference long before it has definition, was 
helpful in naming the iife-histories of the present population, most of d o m  
comprehended their learning Merences w e U  before they were diagnosed as 
disabilities. 

Most importantiy, though, the model outlined above and detailed below, 
emerged fkom the structure and substance of The Group's nmtives.  
Repeate-, as 1 was compiling the biographical outlines, 1 was presented with 
scenarios which seemed to foliow similar patterns. This struck me as most 
interesting, especi- considering the divergent nature of the population in 
terms of age, level of education and field of interest. As 1 spent more time with 
the data generated by The Group, 1 was better able to see that this h t  glimpse 
of their commonalty had substance and therefore importance to it. Having been 
given examples of structure h m  outside sources, along with narratives that 
were compelling and consistent, meant that the developmental stnicture, along 
with the description of The Group's abïiity to tum adversity into strength, was in 
efEect, discovered rather than constructeci. 



escrï~tion of The Emerientid Wectory 

The discovery of merence was an inevitabIe outcome for Co- 
researchers, the product of deviating fkom expected educational patterns. At 
some point in their school careers, Co-researchers began to display learning 
styles which seemed to them and others to be an anathema Parciany, they 
exhibiteci traits akin to bright students-they showed initiative, intelligence 
creathity and in some cases exceptional talent. At the same tirne, however, they 
seemed more like their less capable peers, sharïng extreme weaknesses in some, 
if not an, basic ski& acquisition. 

The sense of merence or deviation h m  the norm, is wide& regarded as 
the fht step in realiPng the presence of a disability. Severai authors (e.g., 
Bames, 1995, Hahn, 1993, Rose, 1997) have noted that the concept of disabïlity 
is a social construction, a label &ch is placed extemally upon an ind~duai  
who in some way does not conform to societal ideals. It is not until a person is 
faced with the consequences of deviation h m  the norm, that any naturally 
occurring difference can be seen as a disadvantage. It is ody d e n  these stybtic 
differences-be they in perception of sight or sound, in movement or in the 
process of learning4reate for an individual a lack of opportunity or access to 
knowledge and power that they can be called a "disability". 

As such, students with leamuig disabilities, a relative& late emerging trait 
(as compared with other physical or psychological developments), may not 
have been seen as different or dwbled, until they reached their schooI years. 
Rior to this, they may have exhibited ciifferences in personality and behavior 
that were seen primady as temperamental in nature and not as signs of 
weakness or lack of ability. Once in school, however, they began to be judged 
and to judge themsehres by standards that labeled and categorized them as 
lesser able. 

Since most educational systems tended to classi@ children dong very 
narrow lines C'bright versus "duii" "successfirll' vernis "challenged", etc.) Co- 



researchefl-fitting nowhere-were at a loss. They were either regarded as 
incapable, wïEdly ignorant of basic educational principals, or simpiy lazy, 
lacking in discipline or motivation. Their exhibited traits of intelligence were 
either ignored in favor of ngid definitions, or seen as evidence that their lack of 
progress was due to a deliberate attempt on their part to ignore learning. 

The point at which Werence was nrst discovered emerged for Co- 
researchers at various stages in the leamùig careers. For some, it was an early 
and sustained reaIization, permanently marring the Ieamllig experience. For 
others, it d d  emerge at a later junchue, challenging, perhaps for the fh t  
t h e ,  an educational trajectory that was previously positive and accomplished. 
At some point, however, ciifference became clear to d members of The G~OUP, 
as weil as to their teachers and parents. Potential could not be actuaIized at a 
level or rate that was acceptable. Failtue became the nom. 

Before they could accept their status as non-normative students and 
before they codd begin to struggle to allow innate intelligence to emerge fiom 
under the veil of fdure, Co-researchers would h t  have to see themse1ves as 
different and sense that somethïng was not nght in their hes as leamers. As 
such, this stage in their devdopment is an important one, for it signifies the encly 
point into a process that would lave its participants with strongly perceived 
competing feelings of strength and weakness, frustration and elation, triumph 
and tragedy. 

Early Love of Leaming 

Though a majority of The Group noted that learning difndties manifest 
themselves at an early age, most reported that by the time these appeared, they 
had deveIoped positive feelings toward Iearning and the classroom 
environment. Furthemore, Co-researche~s reported that a love and need of 
leaming sustained itself throughout many years of tribulation, enticing them to 
remain in academic environrnents, even when they became harsh and difEcult. 
h o s t  all recalled early classrooms with fonhess, some even saw them as 
idyIlic. Noah, for example, stated that he "loved" his preschool classroom and 
the exating discoveries made possible there. Sandy, remembered her early- 
years teacher as "a princess." 



These eariy experiences signaled the emergence of a He-long love affair 
between Co-researchers and Iearning. More than any other commonaIty, it was 
this affection and dedication to learning which unined members of The Group. 
In the preschool years, it was a combination of natural curiosity with an 
environment that allowed for a multiplicity of personal leaming @es, that 
sowed the seeds for positive feelings toward education. Later, it was a desire to 
leam about the world, to discover new insight and acquire more sophisticated 
skills, which pexpetuated the need to leam. Such feelùigs would prove to be 
remarkably resiüent, considering the level of adversity that would later be 
encountered 

For a majority of Co-researchers, this early onset, powemùiy felt love of 
learning, set the stage for success in the face of later challenge. It would appear 
that, as they waged their personal battles for ~e~understanding and success, 
Co-researchers would r e m  to early positive memories for comfort and 
inspiration. This wouid, in tum, fuel the drive to leam, so often battered in times 
of adversity. Some, having temporarîly conceded defeat to failures brought on 
by learning disabilities, would later find themsehres expenencing a need to 
retum to school in order to satisfy a deeply felt thirst for knowledge. 

CertahIy, there was great Vanation in the onset of experiencing leaming 
disability, with some Co-researchers having ody positive eady experiences. 
Regardless of how early these tumed to negative scenarios, however, ail Co- 
researchers recalled some moments of joy and a sense of intense attachrnent to 
the leaming process. Aii students who continue through the highest leveis of 
educational systems are passionate about their leaming. For Co-researchers, 
however, such passion served a dual purpose. It not only rnaintained their 
interest, but helped to i n d a t e  them against many years of struggle, doubt and 
difûculty caused by learniag disabilities. Without this passion, students might 
have relinguished and pursued other ventures. 

For most members of The Group, initial feelings of excitement and 
belonging in the classroom were soon chalienged by growing disappointment 



and la& of progress. Most Co-researchers remembered ha* had some lwel 
of difficuity in acquiring basic proficiency in literacy and mathematics. For no 
apparent reason, they began to fall behind their peers and exhibit either broad- 
based or skill-specific deficits. Sam, for example recalled "iust not being able to do 

certain tasks and having to kind of leam and then over-learn something . . . yet, 

everybody else seemed to be able to do it, and I couldn't. " Smdy, stated that by the 
end of her fint year in school, her parents reaüzed that she was experiencing 
diflCiCUIty and that by "grade three . . . I started having memories of octual leaming and 

disoppointment and not being able to keep up." 

Not ail members of The Group exhibited signs of leaming difference 
immediately. Et, for exampIe, was able to develop reading and basic writing 
skills at a very fast pace, well before his peers. It was not until rnidway through 

his elementaty school years that his deficits began to manifest themsebes in 
poor spelling, grammar and compositional skiIls, leading to many years of 
fdure and disappointment. Manya, the product of a home enwnment  that 
stressed reading and a student who not oniy showed talent but was given great 
latitude in her work, did not comprehend the fïrst signs of her Dyslexia as it 
pertained to her learning until she was enrolled in an Ivy League university. 
Before that, she regarded her lack of directional skili and technical emors in 
writing and computation with casud bemusement. 

RegardIess of d e n  these k t  incidents of fdure occurred, it appeared 
that for ail members of The Group, such expenences heralded a monumental 
shift in the leaming experîence. Aimost immediately, failure washed over them 
with currents of self-doubt and loathing-feelings that would doggedly pursue 
them throughout their student careers. With no understanding as to why it was 
that they failed and with no visible meam of overcoming it, members were 
thrown into a negative Me h m  which they seemed unable to emerge. Kit, 
described these early years as being Wed with "frustration" and "fear". Avi 
pronounced it to have been "disastrous". 

These k t  fdures stand as mirror images to early mernories of 
excitement and accomplisfiment in the leaming environment. As with the 
positive experiences, fh t  faiIures appear to have had an dect that was 
powerfùl and long-lasting. As members of The Group progressed through 



various educational systems, it was dÎiEcuit to erase these eariy memories and 
the pain they caused Despite many successes which eventually came to 
individual Co-researche~s, these memories persisted with a ferocity that could 
not be dispeiied. 

nse of Diffaence 

Faced with a dichotomy of poor perEormance and a great love of 
learning, members of The Group attempted to reconcile themsehres to a 
confusing situation. W1th few e x î d  cues to suggest that they were bnght and 
capable, most Co-researchers had to depend on their own sense of selves as 
possessing abilities or skills which were of sufiïcient value to counteract widence 
of their shortcomings. What emerged for many was a perceptible sense of 
difference between them and their pers, with whom they seemed to be 
mismatched. Since many classrooms were divided dong lines of achievement, 
members of The Group were often placed with peers d o  seemed as different 
h m  them as accomplished students. Several noted the fact that they began, 
h m  an eariy age, to see themselves as existing in a "no-man's land" of self and 
other aaluation. They seemed too bnght and articulate to be with those 
children d o  were les  accomplished, yet not successfûi enough to be with 
children who were advanced 

Sam recalled this feeling with great dari% 

All the friends I did develop were . . . very bright and they were always in the very 
bright class . . . I was in the mediocre class and it was very frustrating 'cause 1 
knew that I was as bright as they were . . . 1 couldn't express my obilities. 

For most members of The Group, this sense of ciifference mantfest itself 
most obviously in the classroom streams into which they were placed. Several 
recalled with great homr, their placement into reading groups Wch fit their 
technid abiiities, but not thw levd of intellect. Sandy stated with great anger, 
that she did aU that she could to escape the low status of the "Brown Group", 

despite her teachexs contentions that she was not capable of doing so. Noah, 
like Sandy, recaiied feeIing rnismatched both CUI- and inteliectuaiiy in his 
readïng group. Havuig been placed in two Merent grade groupings 



simultaneousiy4mth above and below his age level on a daily baskAvi felt 
out of place for most of his early leaming y-. 

These early feeIings of clifference are sipnincant in the development of 
later success for the population. They signal a 1-1 of health in the self concept 
of Co-researchers, such that they were able to remain connected with early 
memories of enjoyment in the classroom and intuitive feefings of worth and 
ability. By seeing thexmeives as different rather than merely incapabIe, an 
important doonvay was left open to members of The Group for recovery ikom 
the t r a m  of repeated faine. These feelings, which would remain with 

members until they were cdirmed by diagnosis or disclosure of leamhg 
disability, sewed to add impetus to their struggle. They gave Co-researchexs 
reason to suspect that they were somehow not acbieving at a level that was 
cornmensurate with their capabilities and thus empowered them to attempt to 
better their situation. This can be seen as the b t  step in the later process of 
Nnimg adversity into success. 

At the same tirne, however, these experiences signaled the beginning of a 
long standing stniggIe against frustration, apathy and afyciety. For, it was these 
memories which would form the bedrock of later feelings of failure and 
incompetenc+feehgs wfiich remained with almost ail Co-researchers long 
afker they had begun to realize acadernic and professional success. As such, they 
formed the nucIeus of the contradictory, often cornpetitive emotions which 
seemed to typify the life histories of Co-researchers. Seeing the self as both 
unique, capable and strong and, at the same time, hideously different, Unnt and 
feeble, appeared to be the inner projections which contïnuously fought for 
prominence in the seif-assessrnent of Co-researchers. 

Regardes of d e n  Co-researchers entered the trajectory and began to 
experience difEcuIties caused by le- disabilities and irrespective of d e n  it 
was that they received a formal diagnosis, al recalled a point at which they 
began to feel disabled Though they may have initiany considered themseh to 
have been "Merentiy-abled", each reached a point of self-auriirena which 

suggested to them that they were at a disadvantage. Having experienced 



souetal norms in the cl;rssmom, their own expectations and needs as 
comxnitted learnexs, as well as the demands of their fhmiiies and educational 
institutions, Co-researchers carne to view their leamhg diiiïculties as 
detrimental, 

For most members of The Group, no diagnosis was yet available on 
which to hinge their suspicions and seIf-evaluations. Left to their own intuitive 
perceptions of themselves and their situation, members began a period of self- 
understanding that wouid, in the long-terni, prove to be important in their 
achievement of goais. It was this awareness, which was seen by most Co- 
tesearchem as the starting point for their ascension from faüure to success. in 
the short-term, however, this sense of the self as flawed and somehow l e s  
capable, was immensely painfid. Some reacted with anger, most, however, with 
sadness and withdrawal. 

The damage inflicted by this period, appeared to range in swerity but 
was almost universai in its longevity. For many Co-researchen, educational 
memones were tinged with an intense and long-listing sense of los, shame, 
guilt and self-loathing. Such feelings, accompanied the realization that try as 
they might, they simply could not pexform academicaiiy at a level that satisfied 
them, or those of importance to their lives. Feeling both srnart and stupid not 
ody caused confusion, but anger and pain as well. Even after receMng a 
diagnosïs- which would confhn for them their wholeness as a bright person 
with specinc skills disabilities-the effect of these eariy traumatic experiences 
wodd return. This was especially felt in new leaming situations, or moments of 
dïfEcuIty and crisis. Several members of The Group doubted that they would 
ever be tot* fkee of the kind of self-doubt and deprecation that had emerged 
as part of their struggle with leaming disabilities. 

With an mer widenïng gap between potential and productivity evident in 

their school hes ,  Co-researchexs began to expenence senous feeluigs of 
inadequacy. Members of The Groupstill exhibithg intellectual cuxiosity and a 
love of learning, but faüing to keep up with achievement-oriented classrnates- 
requïred a definition of themselves that would explain the discrepancy between 



what they wanted to achieve and what they could. Wah a lack of fonnaiized 
demamation to guide them, Co-researchers relied on internai conjecture, dong 
with extemal comment and assessment, for the development of an interior seif- 
VieW. 

For the most part, these views were wholly negative. Noah recalled that 
his understanding of himself seemed to suggest that he was somehow unWinmg 
to undertake the dort  necessary to read and speil with proficiency. "Someone 

said to my father thot I was lazy . . . probably brig ht, but sloppy". Yeaxs later, when he 
finally discovered that he had a leaming disability, this thisteroal message came 
back to him. "1 realized, for the fi& time, that I wasn't l a q  and that I wasn't a lot of 

things, that I was learning disabled." In a similar vein, Kit, recalled that as a r d t  of 
his parents' and teachersf incessant insistence that he was not exerting hunseif, 
he too began to believe that he was lay.  In an effort to stave off the deleterious 
effects caused by these feeIings, Kit began to withdraw fiom his parents, 
disallowing their involvement with his education fkom high school onwards. 

M e r  mernbers of The Group came to the conclusion that they were 
simpiy stupid or incompetent Sam for example, noted recurrent feeiings of 
ineptitude. "1 constantly feel like everybody is better than I am, and I feel corn pletely 

inadequate." Sam's constant cornparison of herself with her peers, exacerbated 
these feelings, TeSulting in repeated episodes of intemal-dissonance. "There was 

the side me that knew . . . intuitively, [that Il was as intelligent as they were, but there was 

another side that [felt] I was so stupid, and how could I even bother to compare myself to 

these people." Despite all she has achieved, Sam reported that these feeiings 
retum on occasion with great ferocity, especiaily during stressful or cüiiicuit 
periods at school or work 

Even Manya, who was spared the discornforts of deaüng with her 
Dyslaia until she was an undergraduate, reported feelings of inadequacy. Both 
prior and subsequent to her diagnosis, M a n y  often thought of her 
mathematid weakness as stemmhg ikom an inherent penonaiity flaw. 

It took a long time for me to understand thar anthmetic was a dyslexia thing, as 
opposed to sloppiness . . . .l can accept that I have a leaming disability . . . .l 



dont Iike the idea that I con't write a good technical paper or write a good proof 
becouse I'm stupid or lazy. 

Social Isolation 

It was not uncornmon to hear Group membem r e d  periods of atreme 
social isolation during some perïod of their education. At times, it seemed 
diiEcult or impossible to find peers with d o m  they could relate to on both 
achievement and inteiIectuai-cuiosity lwek. Though some of their social 
cWdties were due to the dects of specinc leaming disabilities (see Chapter 31, 
o h  were a result of poor self-concept and the legithate feeling that they 
simply did not belong anywhere. Classrooms were remembered as tightiy 
organked social systems, composed of rigîdiy circumscribed strata 
MembershÏp in any one sub-group often depended on level of achievement and 
interests. Dehed as neither "smart" nor "dumb", Co-researchers often found 
themsehres without a place in the society of the classroom. 

Sam, for example, stated that "1 always felt like 1 was on the outskirk, 1 never 

fit in ." Kit recailed violent clashes between himself and his peers at schooL While 
he explaineci this as stemming from social ciifferences, it seemed that he couid 
not find a group to fit in with. Instead, he focused much of his efforts on an 
intense personal stmggle to succeed academidy, preferring the Company of 
books to people. 

Avi, finding himself in two separate classrooms each day for several 
years, described a sense of aiienation that persisted for many years. Even after 
he was ultimately placed in a classroom of his age-mates, Avi continued to 
experience isolation, as his peers had akeady formed bonds and looked upon 
hun as an outsider. Similarly, Sandy, having spent t h e  abroad and having 
developed a passion for world events, seemed out of place in her smaiï-town 
classroom, where she was neither seen as neither a "good" or "bac snident 
Even when she rnoved to a private boarding school, rife with inteilectual peers, 
she continued in her role as "the other" in an environment where she exhibited 
both great talent and great weakness. 



Whiie feelings of sociai isolation continued to plague many Co- 
researchers, such that they still lack confidence in this area, none reported 
feeluig permanent& secluded. An seemed satisfied with their s d  circles. Sam 
ewn comrnented that she was very selectfve about her fnends, as she phœd 
great d u e  in her reiationship with them and ody wanted the companionship 
of persons who supported and challenged her. A shift appears to have occurred 
at some point for all Co-researchers, where they began to experience social 
interaction as l e s  painfbl and more rewarding. It would appear that such a shift 
occurred as Co-researchers began to study and work in environments where 
th& disabilities were lessened in intensity and where they had achieved a 
measure of success. 

Several Co-resecirchers noted the fact that they had at some point begun 
to carefuny observe the personal styles and habits of peers and that through this 
they came to gain confidence in the social sphere. Often, students who were 
high achievers were chosen as subjects for observation. They were not only seen 
as the keepers of the secret to academic success, but aiso seemed to hold some 
answers to sociai questions. Modehg themselves after the traits that they 
admired, helped to reduce some of the aruciety caused by feelings of isolation 
and lack of social sophistication, which, after years of peripheral status, had not 
yet been mastered The determination of Co-researchers in the social sphere 
seemed to be matched with that of academic progress and was, in many 
respects as successful. Yet, as with IlligeMg doubts surrounding academic 
achievement, several Co-researchers felt that they would always be somewhat 
different and isolated fiom peers. 

Working Hard, Getting Nowhere 

For many Co-researchers, the most dEcult aspect of their descent into 
the ravages of leaming disabilities, was the sense that effort was not rewarded 
Often times, members of The Group wouid describe the fiutration of learning 
and over-leamhg material, on@ to fail in the demonstrative phases of 
classroom evaluation. 

Kit, in discussing his yean of struggle with learning disabilities, noted this 
phenornenon as it repeated itseif in his early y--"1 was just told to work horder. 



Sort of a running theme-the maiority of people just told me to work harder, and try to 

overcome these things.", In hi& s~hool-"[l remember] trying to write and spending 

Iwo or three houn writing a copy that is only marginally more legible. An hour per page 

. . . and still only sort of legible.", and in his numemus attempts to pas  a 
university lwelwriting cours+'[l] tried to put al1 my energy into this English course. 

Didnt pass it. I got a D." 

Similar£y, Sam r e d e d  the painN experïence of working to pass ewms, 
intuitiveiy knowing that she could handle the materid, but never able to 
demonstrate an acceptable level of cornpetence: 

I once went to a guidance counselor and I was absolutely in tean, I said "1 iust 
can't do the exams and I don? know why". I said Therets something wrong and I 
dont know why". I said "I know I'm smart, but I canY do these exams". And she 
looked through my files . . . and she'd say "oh, above average intelligence". And 
she'd Say "well, I dont know" . . . pat me on the head . . . and send me bock on my 
way. 

The demoralking effect of these experiences began to negativeiy impact 
on Co-researchers. Modem western educationai institutions abide largeiy by the 
theory of meritocracy, which states that if given equal opportunities for 
actvancement, those who are most capable wiU rise to the top, regardless of 
outside restrauits, such as race, cIass and gender (Johnstone, 1992; Labaree, 
1984). Whüe many have chaiienged these notions (especiaiIy its la& of 
sensitivity to the disadvantages of minorities) (eg., Agassi, 1990; Aronowitz, 
1997 ), a persistent cornerstone of classroom ide& holds that successful output 
is primady the result of input on the part of students, s h e  all other variab1es 
are seen as fair and equal to aIL Certainiy this was the preMiling attitude at the 
time d e n  Co-researchers participated in the dominant educationd culture. 

As with their outlaw status in the traditional social schema of 
classrooms, in the case of effort and outcorne, Co-researchers presented 
themselves as exceptions to this rigÎdIy held belief. Most often they were invested 
in this principal, as much as Q not more than) their parents and teache=. They 
expected to see tangible results h m  theïr often Herculean efforts to keep Pace 
with classrnates. They shared in the disappointment of signiscant ad& figures 



who were unable to see that efforts were not rewarded and instead, judged 
them as iazy, stupid or Ûresponsible. 

Wom of all, Co-researchers almost UniversaKy intemaiized the messages 
gïven to them by those most invested in the meritocracy theory, narneiy, that 
their failure as students was a result of their own lack of effort. Rarely, did it 
appear to them and to their parents that the fadt lay with professionals who 
could not see that theirs was a divergent pattern of fiinctïonality and purth. 
Iostead, d evidence of their struggies was erased and replaced with a mythical 
view of their work habits as shabby, inconsistent and lacking in investment. 

I t  is not surprishg then that, upon diagnosis, so many Co-researche~s 
reported an instant falling away of their long-held belief that they were in some 
way lazy. Suddenly, years of effort and hard work were once again visible, 
detached h m  the need to prop up an educational theory that, for them, held 
little use. However, since it would be many years before such revelations were 
made, it is important to note the detrimental effect that this double edged sword 
had on Co-researchers. Not only did they become convuiced that theû efforts 
could not pay off, but they were then duped into accepting a view of themsekes 
as having put forth inadequate self application and lacking a proper work ethic. 
This became a deeply etched message in the psyche of Co-researchers and one 
that was not easily erased, even by years of progress and accomplishment. 

Neaative Encounters with Simificant Aduits 

One of the most consistently reported scenarios were encounters 
between Co-researchers and significant adults who were not oniy unhe1pful, but 
who served as tomentors, agents of discouragement and objects of anger. 
Repeatecüy, stories emerged of Co-researchexs fdiing victim to those wfio 
mistook their disabilities for willful opposition, stupidity or lack of proper dort. 
As such. there seemed to be a liberty offered to these self-appointed judges @y a 
society which bought, wholesale, the theo~y of mentocracy and -ch was 
iargely unawafe of leaming disabilities) to condemn, ridide  and berate Co- 
researchers with criticism and scorn. Such encounters seem to have added to 
the stress of Co-researchers and served to ampiify messages of self-hatred and 



failure. More importantiy, though, they created anger among Co-researchers 
and it was this anger that was u l h t e l y  used to silence c n t i d  comments. 

Teachers were often legitïmately targeted as the focus of anger, as they 
were the harbingers of f d u r e  and the face of institutions which seemed to have 
no feeiing or understanding of the individual's needs. Avi recded several 
teaders who told him that he was lazy, stupid or wülful. Noah reported severaI 
such incidents, beginning in his elementary years, d e n  teachers told him that 
he was inattentive, uninerested and branded him a slow and even "retarded" 

leamer. In high school , he noted an interaction with a teacher who repeatedly 
wamed him that he would fail an exam that she was grading, an ewm that 
would determine his ability to graduate high school and attend college: 

A couple of days before the end of the term she came over to me and she said to 
me, "you're not gonna pass, there's no way you can pass those Regents Exams in 
English" . . . .[later] I passed [the teacher] in the hall, she said "you know you 
passed, but I don't know how you did it?" 

Sandy, with equal parts of wit and pain, descrîbed her worst encounter 
with a teachet: 

I remember Miss W., she had to be biggest bitch that ever walked the face of this 
earth. She was from England and she was a hone, l'II tell you. Oh! She tied my 
hand behind my bock, my left hand, 'couse I was going to learn to write with my 
right hand. No way in hell. No way in hell. She was so horrible, she used to walk 
up and down the rows with a ruler and whack it on the desk. She was iust a 
wretched human being. And I remem ber feeling that I wasn't accomplishing. 

Manya, encountering negative reactions only later in Be, recalled a 
s W a r  pattern. After succeeding in her early years and hding a place for herself 
in a prestigious institution, M a n y  began to feel the eEects of her leaming 
disabrlity. Forgetting the promise of her previous yeam and critical of her 
seeming uiability to progress at a rate similar to her peers, Manya quickiy 
internalized the negative messages of her teachers. "1 felt that I was very slow at the 

time, and my professon told me so in so mony words, and they told me that I would fail." 



Even more devastating, perhaps, than the constant barrage of negatke 
feedback h m  teachexs, was Kirs description of his parents' disapproML Most 
Co-researchers reported incidents of confiict with parents who, for a time, 
coiiuded with the prwaiIing notion that success evaded them because of lack of 
effort. This, however, was usdly balanced out by moments of tendemess, 
expressions of sympathy and hope and the stated beiief in the ability and 
intelligence of childrea 

Kir, however, faced consistent negativity fkom his fàmïiy and kom his 
father in particular: 

[1 remember my parents] giving me a hard tirne about the spelling thing. I was just 
told to work harder. [it became] sort of a running theme . . . [and] it got wone. 

Jumping down rny throat [however] had the exact opposite effect [on me] . . . it 
didn't work . . . .In grade 10,l just stopped showing them my report card. I got fed 
up with being beliitled and yelled ot because I wasn't doing well in school, so I 
just didn't brin9 my report cards home. 

In some ways, Co-researchers seemed to understand the reactions that 
they received h m  such criticai adult figures. On the surface, it seemed very easy 
for busy and ofien ovemrked professionals or parents to view students ( d o  

seemed to be defiant in their inability to absorb mate-, as inherently willfu, 
slow or stupid. Functioning within the strict confines of a classroom system, with 
its social order and philosophicai ideais, Co-researchers knew that they were 
anomalies wfio required quickiy assessed definitions to explain their behavior. 

Unfortunate@, such a need for fast and easy assessrnent made for much 
pain in the hes of Co-researchers. Many Ionged for teachers and parents to see 

them for who they werebright individuals with specific weaknesses. Instead, 
these misted aduit voices added to the mounting evidence against a view of 
competence. Sometimes this iked within Co-researchers a need to act and 
prove authority figures wrong. For many, however, it only made an interna 
negative evaiuation seem worse and more real. 



After many years of expressing interest in Iearning, d e  at the same time 
failing to achieve the success that was so desperately sought after, many Co- 
researchers described penods of intense hopelessness. At times, this sense of 
dejection manifesteci ÏtseKin anger &ch was directed outward. Recipients of 
this anger (wbether artïculated or not), were those who appeared to obfuscate 
the inner sense of value and thwart efforts at achïevement such as teachers and 
parents. Most often, however, these feelings were tumed inwards, escaiating a 
sense of desperation that emerged h m  negative extemal experiences and an 
internai self-concept that was i n d &  poor. 

The consistent recurrence of failure, created a situation of mounting 
aaxiety and intense disappointment. In reaction to this, several Co-researchers 
reported developing feeluigs of depression. Wah no clear insight as to why it was 
that they were failing and few adaptive skills at their disposal for circumventing 
learning weaknesses, such a reaction would seem justifïed and naturai. 

AU Co-researchers reported periods of great frustration. Several, noted 
that they had experienced a sense of resignation, ofien recapitulated at various 
intervals when leaming diffidties reached their peak During these times, little 
or no effort was put forth in the direction of schoolwork, as all academic 
endeavors appeared to be futile. Such moments were r e d e d  by Co- 
researchers as some of the lowest points of their hes. Though much effort was 
exerted to rise above these feelings and great effort was exerted to avoid their 
recurrence, there appeared to be a lingering fear that they may at some point 
r e m .  

For several Co-researchers, such as Noah, Sandy and Avi, these feelings 
manifested themselves most vociferously during hte  childhood and 
adolescence-long before adequate coping mechanisms were discovered These 
periods were not, however, limited to Co-researchers' younger years, as several 
reported intense feelings of hopelessness in aduIthood Kit's experiences present 
an extreme example of this. Faced with multiple failures in his compulsory 
Engüsh Writing course and a staff of compositional experts who were unwiIling 
and unable to assist him, Kit reported that the situation 'Yrustrated me, and I got 



depressed and I stopped working." Later, after faiüng a separate atternpt to p a s  
this reqgirement, Kit withdrew h m  his program, despite a near-perfect grade- 
point average. He spent two years "being a janitor, and selling vacuum cleanen", 
before movùig on to a school that would help him view his leaming style in a 
more pi- contact. 

Like Kit, Sam found that she had nui out of patience for cycles of 
disappointment and failure and left the educational Stream: 

When I graduated, I vowed I'd never go back to school again. "Screw this!" I just 
got through it, I got out and that's the end of if. I said I'd never [go back to school] 
again . . . God forbid! . . . .'Cause school-l hated school-[it] wos iust not the 
best place for me. 

For Sam though (as with all member of The Group), the break with academia 
was not to be a permanent one. She soon found that the same frustrations 
whïch plagued her at school, eiosted in the work place. Here, however, her la& 
of education and its d t i n g  statu, kept her a victun of systems in which she 
couid not fimction with integrity. Reluctantiy and with a great deal of anxiety, 
she returned to the academic environment, seeing it as her onIy hope for 
a b c e m e n t .  

From their statements, it was clear that these episodes of anger and 
helplessness served as watershed moments for many Co-researchers. Fearing 
their return, great effort was made to achieve and continue to improve the sense 
of self and h e r  value. Additionally, memories of these feelings appear to have 
acted as impetus for greater seIf-awareness and improvement of the learning 
environment. Thus, despite their extremely painful nature, most Co-researchers 
regard these episodes as valuable lessons. 

Success Over Dûability 

Along with the experience of failure and htrat ion r d t i n g  fiom their 
leaming disabilities, all members of The Group recounted a process of 
empowennent and conquest Each, at some point in their journey towards 
academic achievement, received fomis of extemally-originating 



encouragement waich changed for them their perception of themsehres as 
helpless and uieffectual in the academic sphere. More importantly, there was a 
universal reporting of a deliberate attempt to find coping mechanisms and the 
graduai development of an interna1 sense of competence and mastery. Through 
this powemù combination of inner and outer investment, Co-researchers were 
able to remain in contact with their love of learning, their desire to achieve, and 
were able to hone the skills which grew to become their areas of expertise- 

Though the steps described below applied almost without exception to ail 
members of The Group, it is important to note that this occurred at individuaily 
variant rates of progression. men ,  as the narratives were retold, a 
sUnultaneous account of empowerment and debilitation unfolded, such that 
there was much overlap. While king bombarded with failures and messages of 
ineptitude, Co-researchers took small steps toward rebellion agahst these 
erroneous assumptions. They engaged in a process of self-expression and 
d a t i o n ,  gradua& migrating away fkom a negative mode1 of the self and 
towards one of competence and stxength. 

Extemal influences seemed to have played an important role in the 
genesis or soiÏdification of the empowerment process. At times, the voice of an 
outside supporter, be it a parent, teacher or other vaiued adult, opened the 
way for newfy evoïving inner constructions to be Mlidated and ultimately 
triumphant over negativity. At others, it was a moment of encouragement 
which aiIowed positive feelings to emerge for the fint time, ultimately leading to 
the burgeoning of effective coping mechanism. Even if rare and fketing (as they 
were in so many Co-researchers' experiences), these encouragements acted as 
viral cataiysts in the process of overcoming learning disabilities. 

The process of mastery over weakness can be seen as the most 
consequential link in the Chain of reckoning with leaming disabiîities. For it is in 
this portion of the expenential trajectory, where answers to questions of 
success and recovery are elucidated. Though no less dramatic than the 
previous sections, these portions of the narratives contain in them some of the 
most valuable insights. They point the way toward the empowerment of those 
with learning disabilities and give dues to the treatment and encouragement of 
the population on the part of teachers, parents and clinicians. As such, they 



have received the greatest emphasis on the part of the researcher by design and 
instinctively by membefs of the Co-researcher contingent. 

Despite the fact that most of a child's He is spent in school and that the 
majority of his or her self-concept emerges h m  success in this environment 
(Harter, 1990; Marsh, 1990; Vandeil a Hernbree, 1994), there are outside 
experiences which can boister or supplant the &ect of the academic domain 
(eg., Newman, 1991; Werner, 1993). Members of The Group, as examples of 
smdents who were large& incapable of r d  achievement in the classroom 
setting, often tumed to altemate act-ivities as a means of estabiishing a sense of 
cornpetence and mastery. It was in these activities, where, perhaps for the b t  

and ody times in their hes, Co-researchers began to see thexmeives as capable 
and worthy beings. The effect of these pumiits wouid prove to be wide-ranging, 
as they would almost ce- spill over into academic Me. 

Noah, whose school progress was a constant source of pain and 
frustration, found achievement and belonging in the Boy Scouts. Here, Noah 
recded, he had "no baggage" and couid escape a reputation of ineptitude and 
inattentiveness, which had ahost  forced him to be labeIed as men- 
retarded. In a world that was often confushg and htrat ing for Noah, the 
Scouting environment was "very well defined." In such a milieu, Noah could learn 
many of the interactive skilis which his disability did not allow him to absorb 
incidentauy. Common dress, conduct, goals and Ianguage aU dowed Noah an 
expenence of fhctioning on par with his pers, for the very h t  the. 

Most importantiy, the Boy Scouts encouraged members to engage in a 
variety of activities, ody some of which required academic skills. In these areas, 

Noah could master and excel with equal or greater proficiency and speed. 
Success at this encouraged Noah to better himself academidy, so that he 
could further his Scouting repertoire. "1 was interested; therefore, if I had to read, 

read it slowly or whatever, I read it. And read it again." The benefits of this endeavor 
were qui* generalized to Noah's achiwement in the classroom. In one year, 
"1 went from probobly a grade two reading level to a grade eight." Fmm that point on, 
Noah's rnany academic setbacks were offset by his success at Scouting. No 



matter what his teachers told him, or what his performance indicated about 
him, his ability to progress and develop as a Boy Scout reminded him that he 
was a valuable person, capable of leaming. 

Other Co-researchers, r e d e d  a variety of activities nom which they 
profit& sociaiiy, academically and in the improvement of self-concept Avis 
work in the arts, for exampIe, gave him a sense of accomplishrnent and helped 
him dwelop better motor and social skills. Several Co-researchers engaged in 
drama groups, -ch not oniy &wed them to increase confidence, but &O 

improved reading, articuiation and vocabula~y. Music, dong with sporting 
activities, taught Co-researchers such as Kit and Sam, valuable Co-ordination 
skills and an understanding of nile systems. Research suggests that incidental 
development of such insight is often missed by students with learning disabilities 
in everyday classroom leaniing, and that such skilis need to be explicated (e.g.., 
Keel U Gast, 1992; School B Cooper, 1983). Sam stated that "music wos reall y 

something that camed me through." 

Uosely linked with the above noted skiils were the dwelopment of early 
coping mechanisms. Often, these came about as accidental discoveries and 
were in no way iinked with diagnosis, or even a clear understanding of the self 
as leamhg disabled. Nonetheless, such discoveries had great importance. They 
aiiowed mernbers of The Croup to successfully navigate, perhaps for the h t  
tirne, through difïïcult channels of leaTning, leading to a Ievel of accomplishment 
that was often rare. Furtherrnore, it gave hint of things to corne and insight into 
the power of searching for and utiüPng a set of strategies. Later, these strategies 
would become more developed and deliberate in their formulaton and 
execution. Eventually, Co-researchers would form an "arsenalt of 
circumventions and compensations faciltating not only basic accomplishment, 
but a high degree of achievement 

Co-researchers cited a variety of mch early moments d e  recounting 
their student years. Sandy, in an almost instinctive move to bypass her readllig 
dÏi3ïcuities, began to Co-opt fellow students into reading to her. This eariy 
strategy did not have as its source any reai understanding on Sandys part (or 



that of her peers), that such an accommodation was necessitated by the 
presence of a leaniing disability. 'Y iust sa id 'Oh, I'm a reall y slow reader, I iust con? 

get this al1 read. Read, out loud.' And he would." 

Avi, unable to speli or wnte his essay assignments with pmiïciency, askd 
two of his junior high school insanictors to allow hÏm to tape record them: 

I curefully planned and researched that material, more so than I had ever done. I 
used clossical music in the background and read slowly. When I got the papers 
back, 1 was amazed to see the grades 1 was given. All of a sudden, I seemed 
smart! 

The effect of this success gave Avi two important b e n e h  For the lht 
t h e ,  he was able to succeed at a schooI related task and feIt the pride that this 
entailed. Such feelings would give h i -  the impetus to improve his work habits 
and attempt to repeat his success. It &O gave him insight into his learning style 
and needs. Not yet knowing that his di.fECUIties were due to a leaming disability, 
Avi would soon corne to regard his weaknesses as purely technical and not due 
to some inherent intellectual flaw. 

For some Co-researchers, these early tactics were creatîve, but lacked in 
honesty. Manya recalled spending an entire semester diverthg her diflidty in 
acquiring German Ianguage skills, by conducting dialogues with her instructor 
on German philosophy. Describing some of her early moves as "cheating", Sam 
stated that she would, " look at other people's papes.. [or] write crib notes 

sometimes." Sam also remembered using her dweloping reputation in music 
class to avoid other more diEcuIt subjects. "My music teacher helped me get out of 

Geography. So even ihoug h Geography was a requirement, we said that I was needed 

to be in . . . the stage band, so I was exempted from Geography." Later, of course, 
Sam developed more effective and scrupulous strategies. In those early years, 
however, she was desperate to succeed and found her fint source of power and 
efiïcacy in whatever means were available. 

Many Co-researchers noted an af6inity for radio listening, Wch in tum 
proved to be form of audio-based learning. Sam, Sandy, Avi, Kit and Noah ail 
reported becoming avid listenem to radio programming. Some, unable to read 



with enough speed, used the radio as a means of obtaining information often 
lost in reading. Others, used concise and weU articuiated reports as a means of 
comprehending complex ideas and situations. This is signincant, in that t 
signaled for -y, the development of eariy circumvention skills. Later, these 
ski& would be used with greater deliberateness and &ect. 

For alrnost all of the Co-researchers, early schematic approaches to 
problem sohing gave not only relief to momentary impasses, but a greater sense 
of the self as capable and an agent of change. They also planted seeds of 
recognition-recognition that what troubled them was not a lack of intelligence, 
but a dBicuIty in etpressing their abilities. For many, it rekindled the love of 
leaming, which now not ody becarne a matter of acquiring specinc subject 
materiai, but also a series of strategies for the presentation of the self and skilL 

EarIv Fmeriences of Acadernic Success 

Closely related to accounts of early coping mechanisms came 
recoliections of eariy salient, critical success. Similar to those eariy strategies, 
these experiences served to break the pattern of consistent failure or a record of 
sluggish progress. They confîxmed for the Co-researcher an inner sense of self as 
capab lmr  at least hinted at this possibiIity-perhaps for the h t  thne. As 
such, they were moments weii remembered and ofien recounted. For sorne, 
they set the stage for a shift in perspective, heralding a new pattern of 
development and accomplishment. For others, it was a momentary 
occurrence, a giimpse of possibilities yet to be realized. For still others, these 
moments evohied into peak experiences within a repetitive cycle of success and 
setback, as skills were developed and codidence honed. 

For students like Manya and Kit, n a d  talents in specinc mbject areas 
offered a sense of achievement. For Manya, such aptitude granted her a 
tempomy reprieve h m  encomtering the effects of her learning disability. For 
Kit, it provided respite firom the dmdgery of work in subjects that seemed 
irnpossibly arduous. While it could not aileviate altogether the effect of constant 
failure, it did offer Co-researchers both an opportunity to realize achievement 
and to maintain a connection to positive self-assessment. 



For other -dents, many of whom did not excel in one particular 
academic subject until later in He, serendipitous moments of success acted as 
insights to generai cornpetence. Sam recalled that her creative wrïting skiUs, 
which developed in hi@ school, lead to her fht real moment of success. Ha- 
composed a moving piece which was a metaphor for the effort to overcome the 
adversity of an as yet unnamed (and unknown) disabîlity, she was voted class 
valedictonan. Noah, attempting to graduate from high school and prepare for 
the rabbinate, recalied his early success at passing a difticult exam. As with 
Sam, these moments took on special signifïcance, as they signaled the end of a 
pureiy negatnre scenario. In these cases, they lead to progress and a 
continuation of the educationd process, which might otherwise have been 
curtaiied due to lack of progress or drive. 

Even for Manya and Kit, who did not experience early, universal failure, 
the fbt moments of success after entering the experiential trajectoxy were 
substantiai. Mer experienchg failures brought on by leaming disabüities, they, 
Iike aU other Co-researchers, d e r e d  fkom feelings of self-doubt and la& of 
confidence. Though mernories of past successes may have buoyed them more 
than others, it was the experience of eiumph after the discovery of weakness 
that appeared to have stemmed the tide of regression in academia. 

Whether they heralded the beginning of unrestrauied progress, or merely 
gave an indication of possible skiiI, these eariy encounters with success were 
meaningful to The Group. Suddenly, they confirmed inner beliefs and sewed to 
countermand voices of doubt and fear. As uiey came for most Co-researchers 
in the early stages of education (though at various points), these moments gave 
ïmpetus to joumeys of Ieaming that would be long, see many fadures and 
setbacks and require tremendous, concerted effort. The fact that they were so 
foncily recalied and were credited with such long-lasting influence, stands as a 
testament to their power and importance. 

Outside Encouragement 

Despite the fact that there was great divergence in accounts of 
experiences with adult authority figures, most members of the Group reported 
relationships (at some point in their educational voyages), that were signincant 



in their positive tone. Parents, teachers or other adults of Muence and 
consequence, seemed to have helped in nuning the tide of wholesale negativity. 
These tmsted figures, whether in childhood or later, had the effect of bolstering 
an image of the self that was positive and achievement-capable. As such, their 
influence was considered to have been of great importance to members of The 
Gmup. They were regarded as having offered substantid, often unprecedented 
exterd  proof that Co-researchen held the potential to achieve and d d i t e d  
the achievements necessary for success. 

For Co-researchen such as Sand. Noah and AM parents played this 
vital role. Each told of the support and encouragement offered to them 
unconditionaliy by their parents, dong with a sense of belief and value. Sam 
stated that "1 always felt Iike I was special in their eyes . . . and I always felt that I was 

capo ble in their eyes." Acknowledgrnent of both success and frustration seemed 
to have been an appreciated and seminal trait. Sandy, noted that her parents' 
encouragement and investment in her education was ail-important. "If my 

parents hadn't done thot, I would not have ended up on the graduate studies list. I think 

that was a crucial point . . . they kept working [with me]." 

Often more important than the support and confinnation which came 
fÎom parents ( d o  were presumed to do so subjective@), were educaton, who 
acted as agents of encouragement and belief in the capabilities of Co- 
researchers. Noah told of severai such teachers, one of d o m  was the first to 
notice that his written work had content value, even if it was not acceptable 
kom a technid standpoint. Manya and Kit recdied the special effect that a 
supervisor had on their work and sense of self. Sam, noted that the attitude of a 
potential supervisor helped bring her back to school, even after she had swom 
never to retum. "1 think, that he perhaps saw something in me that was a little bit 

different . . . There was passion there . . . I had some ideas. And he felt that he could 

work with that." 

Unfortunately, not alI contacts with teachers, professors and supervisors 
were positive. Each of the Co-researchers sighted examples of several (ii not 
many) educators who were harsh, discouraging and detrimental to their 
development. For whtever reasons, these teachers chose to Mew learning 
disabled Co-researchers in prototypicall negathe terms, as willful, lazy, stupid 



or untouchable. W e  they did have a tremendously negative effect on the 
psyche of C o - r e s e a r c h m d  this effect was sustained over tim-they did 
not manage to destmy their morale or determination. In fact (as noted below), 
these negative attitudes were often tumed around by Co-researchers and used 
as impetus for success and conquest. 

This, however, did not detract h m  the deletenous efkct of such 
teachers for Co-researchers. It did, though, seem to make the positive 
cornments of supportive adults seem more signincant and reaL Enegative 
teacher attitudes served to conhm the worst facets of the self image, then 
positive ones appear to have had the reverse dect. This, added to the 
development of h t  coping mechanisms and f h t  tastes of success, seem to 
have solidified the foundations on whïch later progress could be buiIt. 

A c c e ~ t b  the Seif as Different 

At some point in their joumeys, ail members of The Group came to see 
and accept themselves as Werent from those around them. After many years 
of attempting to fit into the classroom society in conventionai ways and faüing, 
it seemed n a d  that a sense of deviation would emerge. While at h t ,  this 
rnight have been a painful realization and one that was denied or hidden (as 
much as possible), it soon became clear to Co-researchers that such actions 
held little real benefit. Evenniany, most came to see theïr uniqueness as not oniy 
tolerable, but as interesting, distinctive and even beneficiai. Such acceptance, 
however, came ody after a process that was sanguine and entailed a realistic 
acknowledgment of the fact that certain paths were blocked and that some 
goals were mattainable. 

Accepting the self as disabled or simpiy differently abled, took various 
forms and demanded divergent concessions from Co-researchers, both positive 
and negative. For, Sam, it meant a gradual relaiàng of the relentles 
cornparisons she had made between herself and her non-disabled peers. For 
Kit, it entaileci a move to a school where his needs codd better be met and 
later, the choice of graduate institution where this could continue. For Avi, it 
was acceptance of the fact that more effort was required of h i .  to succeed, 
with a greater sense of planfihess in choice of courses, study-habits and work 



schedule. For a& it meant seeing the self as hwed  yet valuable beings, worthy 
of seE-investment. 

Manya, after attempting to hide her limitations h m  students, came to 
the realîzation that such deceptions were a d i ~ ~ e ~ c e  to d parties concemed. 
She could admit her tendency to err in technical matters, while maintaining an 
air of integr@, authorïty and mastery of complex material Freeing herself h m  
the burden of deception, appeared to have made M a n y  a better teacher, 
wrîter and mathematidan. h t e a d  of devoting wasted energy to masking 
disabilities, Manya could, instead, focus on what she did best. 

For Sandy and Noah, acceptance meant the realization that they wouid 
not take paths that had originaily interested thern, but could k d  contentment 
and success in other spheres. Sandy, having always wanted to be a lawyer, 
conceded that the amount of readirig was simply too much for her. 

I had nightmares about being somebody's lawyer and not reading thot one brief 
or that one whatever and thevre in iail and their whole lives are changed or 
somebody's child gets taken away from them or whatever if is, and it's because of 
me, because I didn't do a thorough enough job, because I could not get through 
the volume. 

Though di somewhat unhappy that she was limited, San* did not 
allow her He to be ruined. uistead, she focused on those things that she could 
do weiI and enjoyed. She now has only "moments of regret" in a professional and 
academic life *ch she feels is challenging and for the most part, rewarding. 

Noah, having spent many years attempting to be a scholar in his field of 
Judaic studies, appeared to have exchanged disappointment in his lack of 
research skills, with pride in his creatMty and his abïlity to teach and to 
transfonn the fives of his students and ciients: 

I realized, as time went on, that I would never accomplish in Jewish studies what I 
would want to accomplish because I would never be able to read that way-the 
language would always remain an obstacle thai I could never overcome . . . 
.There was a rapidity which was missing which I couldn't do, which I still can't do . 
. . .therefore I would have to either . . . feel inferior (which I did for a long time), 



or ultimately rnove in onother direction. 50, 1 ultimately went in anofher direction 
. . . and that was the direction of my own creativity. 

Kit, after ailowing his disability to create feelings of anger, sadness and 
disappointment, came to the conclusion, that it was simply a n a d  part of his 
existence. Once he was able to do this, he began to see that his unique learning 
styie held benefit as well as 10s. Unlike most of his colleagues, he found that he 
was able to absorb, infegrate and retain large amounts of verbally presented 
material. This made him a natural asset at professional conferences, a prime 
leaming environment for members of his discipline. He noted the fact that he is 
often relied upon to attend such conferences and report back to others, for 
whom such fiinctions are ovemhelming. 

Ce-, it was the identitication of leaming disabilities which, for many 
Co-researchers, finaIized the process of acceptance. Here, at last, was a 
reasonable explmation for the many years of d e r i n g  and alienation that had 
been felt in academic settings-settings which were so important and much 
loved. Rather than seeing themselves as M t e d  by these labels (as is often the 
fear among professionals), they acted as an important beacon, lighting new 
undemandings of the self and experience. 

For most Co-researchers, though, dehition in the form of identification, 
while important, only accentuated the halized process of acceptance. What 
was begun in a vacuum of professional insight developed gradudiy, out of a 
wealth of experiential knowiedge and a determination to keep a h e  an 
attachment to the much needed Iearning environment. 

Whether greeted with a sense of sadness or resignation, or as a means of 
enjoying new found happiness or liberation, al1 Co-researchers found it 
necessary to accept themsebes and their differences. While many reported that 
they were stiU discovering aspects of their leamhg disabilities and felt that the 
process of growth was far fiom complete, they did so with a generaliy positive 
or at least benign attitude. Most felt that acceptance was a key element in 
overcoming the detrimental effects of their leaming disability. It shifted the focus 
away from what couid not be done and was lost, to a discovery of what was 



possible for them as leamers and aeators and what could be gained b m  their 
unique perspective of the world 

Having erected a soiid platform of self-acceptance, outside 
encouragement and experiences with success and early compensatory 
strategies, Co-researchers began to construct a comprehensive and systematic 
appmach to overcomhg leaming difFiCU1ties. The need to rem& active in 
learning circles and to complete degree work, forced many Co-researchers to 
engage in an ongohg creatiw process of recognizing weaknesses, evaluating 
the needs of the learning situation and formulating approaches to success. 

Co-researchers sited numemus examples of coping mechanisms, f i c h  
developed out of this process and whîch proved to be invaluable. Sandy 
organized for herself a virtual army of readers, editors and informants. Noah 
reduced the chaos of his percepnial diflïculties, by organipng and categorkiq 
as much physical and intellectual materiai as possible. Avi relied heavily on 
taped books and cornputer technology to circumvent his reaaduig and speliîng 
weakness. Sam carefidiy arranged her work tirne, her environment and the 
scope of her project., to suit her need for organizational clarity. Many 
rnapped her routes carefuny to avoid problems associated with her directional 
dysfunçtion. To reduce technid errors in the classroom setting, she enlisted 
the help of her students, ~ e ~ a r d i n g  them with a sharper leaming experience. 
Kit, reported collaborations with others, allowing hirn to contribute his skill as 
an integrator of material and theoretical producer in exchange for their 
technical skills and presentational polish. 

Since each Co-Researcher found individualized schernes for 
Cucumventing the effects of their parti& learning disability, it was difiïcult to 
make generalized statements on their content and direction; however, it was 
possible to see that across alI of these mechanisms, there are common factors. 
Fitiy, each could be seen as powexfûl, helpfid in the extreme and the product 
of much triai and error. Secondly, they rarely existed alone, but rather, as part 
of an interrelated set of actions which formed a network of compensatory skills 
and devices. Given the generaiiy hostile nature of Co-researchers' experiences, 



these compensations can best be described as an "arsenal'. mese weapon-like 
tactics were seen to have been used with technical precision and yielded 
consistent d t s .  They confhmed the power of Co-researchers resotsrcefulness, 
as well as their tenaaty in successfUly maneuvering through academic 
envimnments that were often unfkiendly, unwelcoming and unyielding in theK 
lackof insight. 

The fact that individuah such as these required strategies to shield 
themsehres against the hostility, ignorance and generaily unaccepting nature of 
the classroom, reflects poorly on the educational programs in which members 
of The Group were enrded Convexsely, such actions stand as a testament to 
the strength and ingenuity of the Co-researchers. Creatnnty and the will to 
succeed appeared, in this case, to have dominated over ignorance and even the 
most grievous errors of educators and educational systems. The drive to leam 
for these individuais was apparently strong. The need to quench the thim of 
Cunous and capable min& seems to have lead to the discovery of oases in the 
often arid climate of leaniing landscapes. 

The Power of Identification 

Sohring the conundrum of their intellectualiw and lack of easy success in 
reasonable scientific terms appeared to have had great signincance and even 
reparative quaiities for all Co-researchers. Finding an externa1 causation for 
their weaknesses, seemed to have given members of The Group a feeling of 
control and an intemal sense of peace. It nullined (to an extent) the negative 
impact brought on by struggles in the 1eaming environment; it justified years of 
behavioral/iearning patterns and validated the need for compensatoxy skills to 
lead the way out of the academic q u a m e .  

Noah recalled his reaction to leaming of Dyslexia and the Unmediate 
association he made benveen the syndrome and his own Me pattern: 

As I began to talk to her more about learning disabilities, I reolized, for the first 
time, that I wasn't lazy and that I wasn't a lot of things, that I was leaming disabled 
. . . .Moybe it was the most significant shift in the whole thing-'cause for the first 
time I had frame of reference to undentand what was happening with me . . . .By 



that time I had finished seminary and thai made me reolize why I had so many 
problems in the serninory. 

Similariy Sam, attending a workshop on learning disabilities, was deeply 
moved to see her weaknesses as real and meaningfük 

I remember . . . we were getiing an overview what learning disabilities were and I 
wos just . . . bowled over 'cause they were talking about me. And it was just . . . 
so emotional . . . .I thought "Holy shit, this is me!" . . . I REMEMBER . . . octually 
going into the washroom and iust bursting into tears because it was iust so . . . 
overwhelming for me. 

For others, such as Sandy, Kit and Manya, the moment of identification 
seemed less viscerd and more refiective. Listening to their accounts of 
comprehending thernsehres as learning disabled, left an impression of a les  
epiphllial and more confirmatory experience. Rather than hitting these 
individu& iïke a bolt of lightning, an understanding of themselves as leaming 
disabled seemed to fit &y, like a weU-worn glove. It clarifîed and 
contextualized experiential pain in a simple, aùnost natural manner. 

Regardless of their initial reaction to identification, all Co-researchers 
reported it as providuig positive transformationai benefit. Identification offered 
a plausible understanding of the self, of experiences and of the reactions of the 
seJfand othem, without excusing or denying diiEcuIties or painful episodes. It 
helped to direct individuais or eise illuminate paths that were already taken, 
gÎving them certainty and added purpose. Overall, it seemed that knowing the 
seIf and accepting weaknesses as naturai and integral, gave Co-researchers a 
greater sense of comfort and peace, aiIowing them to get on with the business 
of becoming themselves and finding their voices in the academic community. 

Transfonnin~ Adversity Into Advantaee 

The end resdt of the above described process, appeared to leave Co- 
researchets with a signifiant set of skius. Grouped together, these ski& can 
best be defîned as the ability to take the challenges of the leaming situation and 
transfomi them into a positive, working mode1 of success. Since each Co- 
researcher faced challenges associated with the specifics of his or her leamïng 



disability, each set of accompanying tratlsformations were likewise unique. 
There were similarities, however, &ch crossed individuai boundaries and 
appeared to represent the experiences of sub-sets (and in some cases the 
entireety) of the Co-researcher population. 

The ability to t r d o r m  adversity into advantage was cleariy Iuiked with 
the experientiai trajectory outlined previously. In order to create a positive, 
pmgress-oriented reaiity for themselves, indMduals appeared to have followed 
Cm some form and order) the stages of the experientiai trajectory. It did not 
appear that Co-researchers were born with this high-IeveL coping mechanism, 
rather it developed as a result of experience and laborious effort Furthemore, 
it was clear that a reciprocal relationship existed between inner development 
and outer response. Positive feedback, be it h m  teachers, parents or other 
signifïcant adult figues, dong with some form of success (either in or out of the 
classroom) seemed to have played a significant role in the ultimate 
development of this ability. Likewise, a model of the seif that was at least in part 
positive, capable and persistent, seemed to play a key role in garnering positive 
Tesponses. 

As with ail other aspects of the model presented, there were no universal 
h e s  of time or experiential landscape. Rather, it was ody the general 
principles which appeared to have applied across the spectrum of He-histories. 
As such, some stories told of a fairly uniform and lînear process for reaching 
this stage, reaüPng both its potential and benefit. For most, howwer, there was 
(as with many aspects of development in this phenomenon), a cyclical or 
episodic nature to the experience. Some Co-researchers lived and re-lived 
penods of strength and progress, altemathg with regressive and 
disempowering phases. 

Some examples of these trarisformations are listed below: 

Transfonnine! Discoura~ement into Detennination. 

Many Co-researchers expexienced negatke feedback fiam signifiant 
adults in their life, particularly fkom teachers. Often there were repeated and 



intensive attempts to discourage and even depress the efforts of Co-researcbers. 
Such experiences have been described above as a separate srperiential step. 

After years of such abuse, Co-researchers looked upon these mernories in 
a tsvo-fold manner. Cleariy, they did much damage to the psyche and to the 
interna1 sense of confidence and abilim however, they &O appear to have 
sewed a more positive dect, in that they acted as platfonns h m  which sprang 
great tenace and a will to succeed. Roving that teachers (and sometimes 
parents or administrators) were incorrect in their assessrnent of individuah and 
their abilities, seemed to have men them a purpose, focus and a tangible goal 

RepeatedS., in some fomi or another, Co-researchers recalled such 
episodes. For some, these were fair& benign experiences, whereby a teacher's 
passive discouragement was met with determination. Sam, for example, 
recalled an incident h m  her early school years: 

I remember a teacher of mine, she'd put me into a low reading group, and 1 
didn't want to be in that, I really worked hard to get up to that point, and she soid 
"Are you sure, ih gonna be really (difficult)?" . . . . And I soid "yes, 1 am sure", and 
I really pushed to do that. 

Many Co-researchers recailed simiiar moments in reading groups. Such 
episodes appeared to represent, for the ht time, the mismatch that most felt 
&ed for them between potential and achievement. 

For others, the discouragement and its accompanying reaction was more 
forceful and experienced as a deliberate attempt on the part of teachers to 
restrah progress. Noah's story of discouragement at the han& of a teacher 
whose exam would determine his educational fûture, is a powemil example of 
such a cycle at work Sllnilarly, Sandy, described an encounter with a math 
teacher in high schooL 

I remember Miss B. who told me to leave the grade 1 3 math class because I was 
going to fail. "Sohndy dahling, I think you should go to the guidance officer and 
go and find another clohss that would be bettah for y o d  So I went down there, 
sot there for a minute, thought "Fuck you", walked back in and she said, "50 



Sahndy, you're back. Why is that?" "Because I'm taking this math class, Miss B., 
and I'm going to pass." "Oooh, well good for you, deah." 

For Sandy, as with many of the Co-researchers, the idea that she could not 
succeed, was an invitation for her to prove her worth. She remained in this 
ciass and passed it, much to her teachers' surprise. 

Even at the higher levels of the educational system, Co-researchers 
experienced moments of extreme discouragernent and the accompanying 
adaptive reaction to it Kit redied the many times that he was told that he 
could not succeed at the University level and of the pleasure he took in pro- 
instnictors and writing counselors wrong. Manya, failùig her graduate level 
math classes, persevered and progressed in the field In many ways, she 
credited those who attempted to discourage her for having made the choice to 
obtain top-level training in the field: 

One of the maior reasons 1 continued was to show them . . . .It was a 'Yuck y o d  . 
. . 1 was darnned if they were gonna stop me . . . .An English teacher, asked me 
why I was wasting myself on mathematics . . . .And she was telling me that 1 
would really be very good at social work, why didn't 1 give up this nonsense of 
mathematics. Thot made me decide I was not going to give up. 

Transfomllng Vktimization into Victorv. 

Most Co-researchers saw thernselves as victims of educational systems 
that did not understand them, attempted to limit their progress and hated them 
for their non-normative status. Justifïably, most felt trapped in a world where 
their innate intelligence could not shine t h u g h  and hostage to their persona 
non grate status as neither stupid, nor easily capable of high level achievement. 

Rather than aliow themsehes to quietiy disappear or accept their victim 
status, most Co-researchers set about to comprehend and manipulate 
educational structures which would othenvise destroy them. Such a process 
appeared to have been necessitated by an understanding of systems as the 
singie path available for the acquisition of knowledge and professional 
advancement. Since aii Co-researchers saw these as very high personal 



priorities, it became clear to them that their education required careful 
management. 

Many Co-researchers noted the fact that they had learned to manage, 
manipulate or circumvent "The System''. Most saw it as both underhanded 
(somehow sinister) and necessary for personal survival, achievement and 
progres. Such an assessrnent is partly accurate, as, in fact, there were 
elements of misconduct in memories of early system management, particulariy 
at the beginning of such constructions. These induded vaxious forms of 
cheating, note-cribbing, copyïng fenow -dents' work, or purposely avoiding 
unwanted classes with feigned medical excuses or misappropriated assistance 
h m  authority figures. 

Many of the strategies, however, were neither iiiegal nor unethical by any 
standard. M e r ,  they consisted of careful constructions of tactics and actions, 
based on close examination of teacher expectations and successN student 
strategies. They were legiamate responses to specifïc learning challenges, 
meant to meet the needs of dassroom He. As such, many Co-researchexs, wfio 
regarded themsehres as fimctioning above the limits of educational institutions, 
codd, in fact, be regarded as operating weiI withui its parameters. What 
distinguished these actions fiom those of other, more average students who 
might have done likewise (and from those previousiy employed by individuais 
themsehes), was the fact that they were so carefully caidated and executed. 

Strategies, though varied among Co-researchers, had some comrnon 
elements. Many were designed to circumvent leaming diffidties in order to 
meet perceived teacher expectations. These inchided ways in &ch to 
memorize and retrieve facts, organize reading and writing assignments and 
present material for evaluation In addition, there were study and work habits 
which were copied or emulated Successful classrnates' note-taking skilis, 
work-load management and presentational efficiencies were most often cited. 

At times, such management strategies were described in negative te-, 
such as "bullshitting", "cutting-corners" or "giving them what they want-". At other Mes,  
they were regarded with a more benign, even positive disposition They were 
portrayed as an insightfki chest of tools for successfully meetllig the needs of 



educational environments, so welcome after many years of faiüng to acqube 
these skills incidentaily. 

Either way, there seemed to be two cornmon elements to the attinides 
displayed towards system management F i ,  su& strategies were seen as 
empowering and enabhg students to fïnaily overcome the deletenous eEects of 
leamhg disabilities. Secondly, they sa* confjrmed Co-researchersl fee- of 
aiienation h m  educational systems, soiidaying the outsider statu.  Such 
management was seen as victorious and liberating, M e r  verincation of 
hate inteIügence. Yet somehow, its sweetness was tinged with bitter 
memorïes and a realhtion that He on the h g e s  of valued institutions was 
inevitable. 

Sam, most Co-researchers who were cognizant of their deiiberate 
rnaneuverings, seemed to express a low regard for what was seen as the 
superncial trappings of academic life. They were a testament to the poor 
esteem with which education and educatoa came to be held on the part of 
-dents, who continued to perceive thernsehres as outsiders. After a lifetime in 
the classroom, Co-researchers believed that they were interlopers in a world 
they did not feel was the2 own 

Whether they were looked upon as poor refiections of the school system, 
or as a positive resonance of their own ingenuity, rnost Co-researchers were 
proud of the things that they had done to succeed Overail, there was a sense of 
victory, a defeat of both intemal and extemal negativity. Sam, in her 
valedictory address, noted that Ieaniing for her was akin to climbing a 
mountah, rife with hardship and perïious challenge, but sweet in its sense of 
achievement Despite the many scars that such a struggîe appeared to have left 
for members of the Group, aïmost aii felt that they had won an important 
victory as students and human beings. 

Transfonning Learning Weakness into Strength. 

Rior to receMng formai definition of leaming weakness as disability, Co- 
researchers comprehended themsehres as divergent fkom peers and normative 



society. There was an innate awareness that personal leaming styles differed 
substantially from the average and that this placed the indnridual at a 
disadvantage. Elements of anger, fiutration, sadness and resignation could be 
detected in He-histories, as such insight was redled dong with the incidents 
that made such an assessrnent necessary. 

Along with negative feelings bmught on by learning disabilities, however, 
there were more positive accounts of learning styles and even a sense that they 
added to, rather than detracted hm, an individual's He. DBerences in 
perception and leaming, which were seen to stem nom othervvise disabhg 
conditions, were concurrently Iabeled as positive assets. Along with positive 
traits such as strength of character and conviction, which appeared to be the 
ultimate reward for the stniggle against leaming disabilides, the innate benefit 
of a unique leaming style represented a feeling of strength for Co-researchers. 

Many Co-researchers spoke of thW innate creativity, not only in d e h g  
with the eîTects of leaniùig disabilities, but as a direct result of their existence. "1 
see things differently" said Noah, "1 con synthesize and organize ideas and concepts in 

ways which other fol ks ca nnot." Kit spoke of his heightened ability to Listen to many 
hours of lecture, recahg and encapsuIating them with great profiüency later, 
as a skill which he believed stemmed nom his leaming styie. M a n y  valued her 
general world view as unusual, lucid and fertile, seeing this as a naturai 
outgrowth of her Dyslexia. Others noted the fact that they are able to express 
themselves verbally, in wrïting or artiSticaUy, as a result of non-conventionai 
perceptions and leaming ski&. 

In addition to skiiis which stemmed directly h m  alternative percepnial 
styles, most Co-researchers felt that they had developed character strength as a 
resuit of their struggle to undemand and value themsehes and fit their unusual 
methods into normative cultures. Words such as "inventive", "persistent", "çtrong", 

"detemined" and "inde pendent" were used to describe the positive effects of 
deaihg with leaming disabilities. Themes of gradual empowerrnent, both in 
academia and beyond, ran consktently through the life histories of Co- 
researchers. Narratives were med with heroic efforts to see the self as valuable 
and strong, bending the world to meet personal needs, M e  defending the self 
against the vicissitudes of inner hatred and outer disregad. These experiences 



were regarded as important and necessary in the development of tenacity, 
durability, courage and vigor. 

Two themes, especially present and relating to the transformation of 
d i s a b ' i  hto asset, surrounded the lack of dennibon of leaming style and the 
negative self concept that emerged as a r d t  of this ambiguous state of 
academic d e n c e .  Often, in the face of little or no accurate information on the 
nature of their leaming weaknesses and how these could be alleviated, Co- 
researchers became their own experts. AU appeared to have carewy 
caicuIated theV needs, goals, weaknesses and strengths and matched these, 
with equal precision, to the demands of academic environments. As a resdt of 
this process (which for the most part, took place with iittie or no outside 
assistance), Co-researchers began to demonstrate high leveis of independence. 
Their schematic approach to problem sohring had, as a positive consequence, 
the development of seIf-sufEaency. 

Evidence of this independence could be seen in many examples emerging 
h m  the narratives. W~thout exception, Co-researchers noted their tendency 
for highly autonomous Iifestyies as students. Each had, at some point, 
embarked on a joumey of self discovexy and correction, leading to an improved 
alignment between their skiiis and the needs of their programs of study.  In 
many cases, such a process came about out of desperation and was an 
extreme response to an extreme situation. As such, the independence that 
developed seemed to have a tenacity to it that was fierce. This might account 
for the generaï reticence among Co-researchers to become dependent on 
seMces offered to them by special needs departments of their local universities, 
once they have been diagnoseci. It may also explain the unwilluigness of many 
to identay themsekes as leaming disabled to professors and feIlow students. 

Sandy, discussing this aspect of her life as a learner stated: 

I wos uncornfortable with calling myself learning disabled, 'cause I didnY perceive 
myself that way. Itve always been cornforta ble with myself al1 my life . . . .I have 
been adapting since an early age . . . this is not something new. And I don? go 
around thinking "Geez, if I didn't have this leaming disability I'd be different". It 
just is. 



Uoseiy related to this is the issue of ~ e ~ e s t e e m  As wery Co-reseracher 
noted, the vacuum of accurate information pe-g to individual learnïng 
needs along with periods of poor performance, negatbe feedback and Iack of 
progress, caused extensive damage to the seIfIfimage. Each Co-researcher 
battled with feelings of incornpetence and worthlessness, a battle that for most, 
was ongoing. At the same time however, each noted the presence of a healthy 
view of the seif, a voice emanating deep within reminding them that they were 
bnght and capable of achievement. This self-conndence was often obscured by 
more negative messages, but it was nwer funy eclipsed Instead, it remained 
with Co-researchers and gained strength with each triumphant moment of 
growth and progress. 

Sam, recaIling her battIe to retain a sense of self stated: 

There were two sides of me: there was the side that knew . . . intuitively . . . I was 
as intelligent as they [fellow students] were; but there was another side that 1 was 
so stupid and how could I bother to compare myself to these people, 'cause there 
they were able to do oll this stuff that 1 just couldn't do. And yet I'm a very 
stubbom, determined peson and I never let that defeat me, I always kind of 
pushed on. 

Avi expressed simiîar sentiments: 

My life as a learner has been one of much pain, but mostly one of great triumph. 
Though I am dogged by the many negative experiences of rny learning life and 
remoin hostage to feelings of inadequacy, I am liberated by my experiences of 
conquest and success. 

As the above examples cite, the process of k g  with a leaming disabilïty, 
for the Co-researcher population, had bot .  positive and negative facets. 
Uearly, the themes that emerged indicated an existence that was dïfiicuit, 
chdenging and unhealthy in many respects. Converseiy, the population 
inte~ewed appeared to have carefuiiy and deliberately taken their unique 
situations in hand and transfomed their leamhg experiences nom failtue to 
success. Through the experientiai trajectoxy outiined previousIy, Co-researchers 
overcarne men the moa diEcuIt of leaming disabilities. The fact that Co- 
researchers were chdenged by so many interna1 difEculties, along with 



repeated negative extemal messages, and yet managed to c m  to the highest 
lwek of academia, stands as proof of their determination and abiüty. They 
were truly able to tum stumbIing block into steppe-Stones. 

Asked whether they would wish that leaming disabilities had never been 
part of their iives, fav Co-researchers reacted with overt self-pity. Most reaked 
that their disabilities limited them, often signincantiy, and that this was 
regettable; however, aii seemed to view thW hes as leamers with a sense of 
acceptance, since all saw the benefits as weii as detnments of their condition. "If 
a "cure" were ever found for Dyslexia, I am not sure that I would take if', stated Avi, 
"For, despite al1 that it has taken from me, this syndrome has shaped me and my view of 

the world in a manner that I have corne to occept and to value." Sam, responding to 
this idea stated that "Today, i might take such a cure and get rid of al1 that slows me 

down. But I would never want to have taken from me the experiences that have made 

me the peson that I am, with al1 of  the strengths thot I now possess." 



ÇOLOUR PLATE #lx 
After the initial wave of thematic wrîting, after the overpowering feelingp 

of joy and satisfaction had subsided, it seemed tïme to begin the work of 
completion. 1 was now at the point where 1 needed to tie in d the elements of 
my work, my proposal, the literature review, the biographies, the themes and 
the material that sprang i?om them. They were all there, yet they needed to be 
connected, reconciled and coordinated 

It took some time for me to consider how 1 wanted my final product to 
look My initiai vision had changed somewIiat in substance, but little in 
structure. 1 needed to wed my initial vision with the reality of the work in h n t  of 
me. 

It seemed a rather pleasant task, this sewing together ali of the pieces into 
a large and c o l o d  quiit. 1 went with my initial ideas and with the texture and 
shape of what 1 had wxïtten, and it aii came together. Not sporadidly or 
1aboriousIy as it had alternately done in the past, but in a whole and organic 
manner that seemed to alrnost independently h d  itself and open up before me. 

1 envisioned a patchwork quiit that was more than an indiscriminate 
collage of disparate elements, but was a coordinated effort covering the 
phenomenon in ail of its possible directions. 1 used Merent textures and 
patterns to create a piece reminiscent of a compas. It seemed to represent the 
finai stage-whole, calm, confident, complete. 

In huidsight it was a vmy wishful image, for in mth,  1 was not yet there ... 





CHAPTER 6 

Chiaroscuro: Thematic Illuminations 

And you, io whom adversity has dealt a final blow 
With smiling bastards lying io you everywhere you go. 
Tum to, and put on al1 your strength of a m  and heort and broin 
And like the Mary Ellen Carter, rise again! 

- Stan Rogen 

Introduction 

The thematic anaiysis presented, dong with the elucidation of an 
experienal trajectoy common among members of The Group, chronicle a 
compeIiing and powerhl set of He wents. Both as individuals and as m e h m  
of a collective, these accounts are ciramatic examples of courage, determination 
and triurnph in the face of adversity. Their importance is multifaceted, as they 
represent the story of individuals, of educational systerns and institutions and of 
a disability itself. In this regard, they can be seen as histories of both the internai 
and extemai experience of k g  with a learning impairment. 

More than mereiy being descriptive, howwer, the He histories coilected in 
this study offer valuable additions to the corpus of knowledge in the fieId of 
leaming disabilities in severai ways. F'itiy, they serve as a reflection of wents 
past. AU of the narratives reported not only the symptoms of leaming 
disabifities, but also the consequences of these symptorns in the response they 
elicited at ail levels of learning. As such, they act as a criticai comment on the 
state of educational institutions and the attitudes of profession& within those 
settings. Such cornments are important to clariry, as they serve to evaiuate the 
educational methods and beliefk of the past, many of which continue to 
influence contemporary practice. 

Furthermore, the narratives point the way to future endeavors in the 
remediation of leaming disabilities and the attitudes taken in approaching those 
affected by them. Rather than sirnpiy critiquing or supporting p s t  actions, the 
stories and themes highlight areas of need among a specinc student population 



(a popdation whose mnks are increasing at ali levels of education). As such, 
these themes and narratives light a path to fiiture remediation modaiities and 
attitudjnai shÎfts towards the population, iIiustrating priorities f i c h  dinicians 

and educators can embrace. Support for these actions is solidJy based on the 
erq.eriences and recomrnendations of a high3y successful population, whose 
strategies and achievement should be seen as worthy of emuiation. 

Finay., the narratives stand as a statement on the nature of disability 
itseif and the societal constmcts which h e  its existence. Adding these voices 
to the chorus of those whose physical seives function in non-standard ways, 
gives insight into the state of being *ch has become known as "disability". 
How society views such individuais and how it responds to theîr needs and 
d t e n c e ,  is given added strength by the inclusion of these narratives. As such, 
their value lies beyond the confines of specinc syndromes, gMng new resonance 
to the state of disabiiiv in contemporary sociew. 

In this chapter, 1 refïect upon the thematic material drawn fkom 
individual and composite portraits, in an attempt to contextuaiize and highlight 
their irnport in these three areas. 

Lessons Leamed From the Past 

Members of the group experienced Me with learning disabilities in a 
Mnety of ways. For some, the intensity of impairment was more severe than for 
others, as were the responses to leaming weakness by teachers, parents, peers 
as well the individuals themsehes. Nonetheless, there were many similarities 
among the group's recollections and much overlap in the description and 
anaiysis of their hes. 

From this, a series of comments on life as it was can be drawn; a portrait 
of a world just beginning to understand Ieaming with enough sophistication to 
pinpoint and attempt to treat its associated disabilities. The role and reaction of 
various players in the drama of the storied lives (as recalled by members of The 
Group), serve to comment on how learning disabilities were viewed and dealt 
with by all parties concemed. For purposes of organization, the actions of major 
players have been separated into four groups: educational profession&, 



educational institutions, parents and the students themsehres. This Win hopefuyr 
provide a weU-rounded comment on the coliectNeiy recaiied scenarîo. 

The Role of Educational Professionals 

WhiIe t would be unfair to state categorically that the remediation 
received by members of The Group at the hands of various educational 
professionais was whoily negative, the majonty of accounts implicate this group 
most especiaiiy in creating and sust;lining d E d t  experiences. More than any 
other of the major players, educationd professionals were viewed as hostile, 
adversariai and demeaning. Their actions and attitudes personified societal and 
institutional shortcomings in comprehending and responding to the needs and 
sensitivities of students with leaming disabiïities. Theirs was the most obvious 
sign that students were misunderstood and often mistreated by a system that 
failed them and fostered in them much stress and a profound la& of self-esteem. 

The majority of professionals were seen to have failed Co-researchers 
because they chose to uphold conventional wisdom at the expense of individual 
needs. As the direct conveyexs of educational theov and the modem western 
work ethic, educators were viewed as blind to the potentiai of students whose 
uniqueness placed them outside easily defined categories. Co-researchexs were, 
for the most part, individuais who seemed not to be working at acceptable 
levek, not responding to prevaiüng methods of educational praxis and unable to 
fit into narrowly defined categories of success. Rather than closely examinhg 
students, educational professionals were seen to have defended traditional 
constructs. Thus, instead of regarding the system as having fded  its charges, 
students were seen as having fded the system. Co-researchen felt that 
educationai professionais erroneously viewed their Iack of progress as resulting 
fkom Iaziness, willful disregard of education or a lack of intellecnial capacity. 

Criticisms Ieveled at pmfessionals by the statements, rnemories and 
assessments of Co-researchers, were made with the full understanding that in 
most cases, there &ted little if any knowiedge of leamhg disabiIities (though, 
at least haif of The Group was schooled at a time when such knowiedge was 
avaiiable). There did not seem to be much anger over what should have been 
known about leaming disabüities, as it was assumed that this information was 



unavailable. Rather, anger seemed to stem from the fact that so much of who 
Co-mearchers were-their talents, skik and needs as students- were 
subseniiated by the need for standard practice and assessrnent of progress. 
Since most exhibited at least some areas of strength, it was hoped that these 
d d  have been noticed and encouraged. h tead ,  good writers were 
condemned as incompetent because of poor penmanship, good readers ignored 
because of lack of organizational presentation and good thinkers discouraged 
because of slowness and an inability to obviate success by traditional means. 

Co-existent with this hÎgMy negative set of mernories, mernbers of The 
Group noted educationd prof&onals who proved themsehres to be exceptions 
to this extremely destructive d e .  In fact, almost all Co-researchers reported at 
lem one professional who facilitated a vîew of the self as capable and worthy of 
investment These individu& were not only tolerant and unde~standing, but 
helped Co-researchers realize their potential, encouraging them to stxuggle 
agaïnst failure and feelings of incornpetence. If the majority of professionals 
embodied the worst of educational intolerance with its ingrained rigidity and 
shortsighted views of sadents, these educators personined al1 that was 
potentkly good in such institutions. Able to see beyond the scope of others, 
their attitudes and actions liberated Co-researchers, often saving them h m  
kes of professional and personal fiutration. More than one reported the fact 
that a tacher or ailied professionai kept them in school and in touch with their 
~ e ~ e s t e e r n  and drive to succeed 

The RoIe Of Educational Institutions 

While it would be simplistic to blame educationd institutions for their 
lack of knowiedge with regard to leaming disabilities, Co-researchers clearly felt 
that they were victimized by what many called "the system". As with educators, 
there was a feeling that educational systems were ngid, shortsighted and limited 
in th& ability to assess and assist non-standard leamers. This feeling was 
especially potent for those who were educated in systems where leaniuig 
disabilities were known to exkt, but where little was done to recognize or 
accommodate for them. 



Several members of The Group described "the system" in 
anthmpomorphic terms-it was seen as a faceless and bmtd opponent and a 
merciles task-master. Some of these descriptions were rife with scom and 
resenmient. For it was this body, which appeared to deny them so much of 
wfiat they saw others receiving, keeping them away h m  the highly valued 
prizes of achievement. With its Iack of indnriduaiity and its need to straw 
leamers into neatly defined categories, educational systems were viewed as 
perhaps the most villainous cogs in the wheel of learning disabilities. 

At the same tirne, most Co-researchers felt that the figidity and simplicity 
of "the system" allowed them to m e n e  shed their victim status by Ieaming to 
manipulate and circunnavigate its comdors. Ahost ail noted their growing 

abilities to ltcheatll or "play the game", such that they could succeed. By cclseïy 
obsening those who did weli within educational institutions, Co-researchers 
were able to evaiuate the needs of classrooms and educational programs, fine 
tuning their own performance to mimic successful individuak. 

Of course, dong the way, al l  Co-researchers became such individualo 
they embodied the success that they so drasticaUy sought. AiI have spent the 
majority of their lives in such institutions, achieving at vexy high levels and 
apparentiy becorning ingraïned in the system as graduates or fadty. 
Nonetheles, most never came to feel that they were a part of institutions 
or systems. They retained a sense of alienation and continued to define 
themselves as "the other" in almost every school they attended or worked in. 
Once placed on the outside, it seemed, there was no incentive to become 
imrested in mch systems, even if outwardly, members of The Croup evolved into 
shlliiog examples of success within these fhmeworks. 

The RoIe of Parents 

Of aII players noted in the narratives coilected, the role of parents yidded 
the Ieast consistency. Several, detailed the high degree of support, direction and 
advocacy which they received from parents. Others, reported a lack of interest 
and increduiity h m  parents, d e  still others noted a lengthy history of 
adversity and discouragement. The O* common element in this regard, 
seemed to be an assertion of the importance of parental input. Those who 



received positive regard and assistance h m  their parents, noted that they were 
often the only extemal voices of a positive nature. They r e a h e d  the belief in 
the self, offering an indMdualized assessrnent of skills and abilities, often missed 
by the outide world 

Kit, d o s e  parents played a negative role in his He, appeared to afErm 
the value of parental support in his narrative as much as others whose parents 
were seen as allies and advocates . Wïth no one in his life to refïect back to him 
those areas where he was capable, (men exemplary), Kit was left with the 
daunting task of cons~ructing such evaiuations for himself. His anger and 
sadness at the Who& negative treatment he received with regard to his school 
work and achievement, appeared to have driven a wedge between him and his 
parents. The pain of thk aperience seemed to have dnninished slightiy, d e n  
substitute figures were found in the form of professors, who saw in him much 
potential and encouraged him to pursue his studies. Yet, Kit retained a feeling of 
l o s  and betrayal in discussing the relationship with his parents 

Co-researchers' accounts underscore the importance of supportive 
parental figures. Parents were the last and often only resort for comfort and 
beiïef, especiaily d e n  it was not to be found at school and appeared to have 
been depleted on an intemal basis. Many parents acted as forceful advocates for 
their student children, challenging school systems and dernanding education 
that was suitable and sensitive to their child's needs. Most members of the group 
expressed gratitude to their parents for their assistance and support, stating that 
without them, they might not have achieved success. 

The Role of Individuals Themsefves 

While much emphasis was placed on extemal responses to leaming 
disability, it was by far, the interna1 process which appeared to have played the 
most centrai role for members of The Group. More than any treatment at the 
hands of educators, educational systems, famiiy and peers, it was the manner in 
which individmls dealt with their leaming disabilities and the efforts needed to 
overcome them, which seemed to determine success. 



Individiials considered t h e m s e k  to have d t e d  in a number of 
seerningiy contradictory states-to the world they were both smart and dumb, 
capable and incapable, victims and victors. Inside, they felt both tragedy and 
tnumph, viewing themsebes at once as highiy skilled and profoundiy defkient. 
They knew themselves to have been victimized by a lack of educational insight 
and progress and by their own negatMty and paucity of esteem. Concuf~ently, 
however, there was an understanding that they benefited from extemal support 
and intemal strength- they and others, exhibited faith in their abilities, offering 
the latitude and assistance necessary to succeed. 

Ce-, members of The Group focused their attention on the injustice 
of their individual situations. Their anger with the outside world was palpable, 
as was their determination to right such wrongs and prevent their recurrence. 
Yet, what seemed to have interested Co-researchers as much Q not more), was 
their seemingly innate ability to have intemally found the strength and 
resourcefÙhess to succeed. It was this message, more than any other, that they 
wished to convey. in their view, it was internai fortitude that liberated them 
most and dowed them to be regarded as worthy of interest and emulation. 
Such strength, once found, was seen to have become a permanent weapon in 
their arsenal, a strong protective shield that wodd remah with them for ail 
f i i m  battIes. 

At the same t h e ,  however, many Co-researchers noted remnant feelings 
of ineptitude and uiability, -ch seemed to stubbornly cling to them, despite 
their success. Such negative feelings were seen to be recurrent and to have 
continueci in their ability to restrain further progress. A H e  of these competing 
feelings seemed not to have dissipated, but rather to have been taken to newer 
Ievels of sophistication. Able to recognize such feelings and to dispel them with 
experiential wisdom and a proven record of mccess, were seen as important 
coping strategies. Yet, none of the members of the Group could state 
categoricaily that they were f?ee of such struggies. Many noted with some regret 
that negatMty would pursue them in the funue, no matter how much they were 
able to achieve in the present. 

As such, Co-researchers seemed to have accepted much in their lives. 
They understood that they had traveled a great deaI in terms of experience and 



b e r  growth, having gaùied and lost dong the way. They knew that there were 
aspects of their lives that could be changed, bettered and b 3 t  upon for Iater 
success. As most were at mid-points in their educational or career joumeys, 
such knowiedge was key. At the same the ,  however, there was a sense of 
insight into the limitations placed on them by their learning disabilities, 
personaiity traits and by the extemai pressures of the world. While there was 
regret for some of this perce~ed los, there was &O strength derived Mm 
having accepted that which could not be achieved, relegating it to secondary 
status behind those things which could As a group, there seemed little time for 
se&pity and resignation. What dÏd seem to exist, however, was a sense of having 
found a meaningful path to success, wfiile forgoing othen d o s e  traverse would 
not yield positive results. 

Advice to Future Learners 

As part of the interview process, Co-researchers were asked to provide 
advice to firme generations of students with leamllig disabilities, their parents 
and educators. Drawing fiom this and f?om the information contained in the 
biographid material, a four-step remediation model was dweloped and 
presented be1ow. This model seeks to address the perceived need for a holistic 
approach to leaming disabilities on both technid, institutional cognitive and 
affective leveis. It would alleviate specinc learning symptoms, correct extemai 
attitudes towards leaming disabilities, engage students in the intemal work of 
acceptuig and circumventing leaming weaknesses, as weIi as instilling in them a 
sense of cornpetence and efficacyi The phases of this remediation process have 
been termed Recoenition, Identification, Education and Erntiowerment Taken 
together, these strategies are both reflective of Co-researchers' own experîences, 
as weIl as their vision for the proper remediation of fbture generations. 

Since most members of the Group traversed educational systems without 
the benefit of understanding their dif6cuIties, it seemed to them essential that 
non-standard leaming be recognized as a genuine disabiing condition. 
uifomiing educators, parents and students, such that they are aware of learning 
disabilities and the ciifferences between symptoms of specinc syndromes and 



other negative behaviors (such as lack of initiatÏve, poor work habits, etc.) was 
regardeci as the fim step towards remediating and assisting afkcted students. 
With~ut such recognition and the removal of old stereotypes and rigid 
classifications, it was felt that lïttle progress could be reaüzed. 

To some, such sentiments would appear to be redundant in an era where 
leamhg disabilities are recognized, weli defined and effective@ treated by 
trained, legally mandated professionals. It could be argued that to make such a 
reqlfest is simply to comment on past ignorance, having no devance to the 
present or firture ranks of students with leaming disabilities. However, to daim 
that aiI of the battles for recognition and appropriate service have been 
pennanently won, is naive and dangerous. Evidence abounds that such 
universal acceptance and support is far fkom achieved. One need oniy look at 
the paucity of research into the needs and definition of leaming disabilities in 
aduithood, to see that the work of recognition is far fkom complete. Research 
pinpointing the lack of service avaiiabfe to students in post-secondary 
institutions seives to dispel the myth of universal service, even if it is legai& 
mandated (see Chapter 3). 

Certady, it can be argued that much work has been done in defining the 
needs and limits of younger students and s e ~ c e  is being provided in large 
numbers of pubk  schools. The quality and availability of s e ~ c e s ,  however, 
varies widely between jurisdictions and household income-levels. With shrinking 
budgets, special needs services, though legaily required, are often seen as non- 
essential "frillsl'md are the first to be eliminated. In private school settings, littie 
control is exercised on the quaiity and availability of senlces, as such institutions 
are seen as beyond the reach of public poky. 

In addition, there is evidence that recognition of learning disabilities as a 
vaüd construct is far firom universal. The organic origins of leaming disabilities, 
its short and long-term effects, as well as the most efficient means of combating 
their negative impact, have yet to be Nly  understood. Several authors (e.g.. 
Franklul, 1987) challenge the notion of leaming disabilities, claiming that it is a 
socioeconornic phenomenon, a gender-based phenomenon, or a refïection of 
overiy-liberai and lenient educators. Most professionals do not share these views 
and with much anecdotal evidence to counter such claims, there remains 



popular support for leaming disabilities. Yet, there are critics whose voices are 
cleariy heard and often disproportionately represented to the public. 

Challenges to the consmict of leaming disabilities exist ewn among 
institutions which accept h d i n g  to assist such students. A recent incident 
invohring the president of Boston University, presents a harrowing example of 
this. Ciaiming that leamhg disabilities are "scientifidly murky", ML Jon 
Westling, ordered the reversai of accommodational policies design4 to assist 
affected students Ce&, 1997). 

In a major public address, Mr. Westüng presented the case of a student 
whom he stated, was gken outrageous privüeges, which amounted to an unfair 
advantage and an invitation for laziness. Despite the fact that the example was 
later revealed to be a fabrkation, the president pursued his policy, even in the 
face of legal challenges by advocates and students. These chdienges, while still 
unresohred, have already garnered legal precedent. A prehnhmy niiuig by the 
courts has indicated that students are to receive remediative assistance, but that 
the University does not have to alter degree requirements, even if they are 
impossible for students with leaming disabüities to achieve (KaIb, 1997). 

Such evidence, added to the still incomplete knowiedge base pertauiing 
to the rnakeup and needs of students with leaming disabilities, points to the 
continued need for recognition. Parents, students and educators mut remain 
vigilant in their pursuit of knowledge and access to fair and effective remidiative 
assistance. Gien the localized nature of educational institutions in North 
America and the resultïng uneven levek of avaüable service, there are many 
battles ahead for aii parties concemed. Legal precedent and legislative efforts 
have allowed for much progress, but as severai studies presented in Chapter 3 
note, even these laws are not adhered to, especially in the higher realms of 
education, 

Identification 

Co-researchers felt strongly that a thorough and detailed identification of 
their leaming disabiiities, was an important step towards remediation and 
recovery. For most, such identification came later in life, long after they had 



begun to M e r  the dects of leaming disabiiities and been forced to constmct 
personal compensatory strategies. Nonetheless, members of The Group noted 
that identincation added much to theû leamuig hes as weil as to the intemal 
view of the self. 

Rather than feeling disabled by labeis, or artificially placed into categories 
d c h  did not fit, Co-researches saw identification as openhg new doors of 
understanding and a sense of inner peace. For it was with such a d a t i o n ,  that 
old feelings of ineptitude, iaziness or la& of intellectlzality were nnally dispelied. 
Here was an external explanation for all of the h t r a t i on  and doubt which had 
been the halùnark of their experiences throughout their pre-identification lnres. 
Suddenly, there were organized principles around &ch to continue the work 
of accommodation. Help was now available by professionals and self- 
examination was possible in new and more sophisticated ways. 

Naturdy, there are dangers associated with identification, especw for 
younger students who must cany the r d t i n g  labeis with them on a permanent 
basis. There is a tendency to accommodate to the definitions offered, to iimit the 
inner and outer work offered in order to suit the perception that one is capable 
of only so much and no more. With onïy crude deations currently available, 
some might artificiany place themsefves or others withïn c o h e s  that are not 
txuly reflecfive of weaknesses. Of course, no de£inition of leaming disabilities 
provides indications of what a student is capable of, ody what s/he cannot do. 

Thus, the challenge for d those concemed, is to demand and produce 
d a t i o n s  which are as complete and specific as possible. There must be a 
reaiïstic evaiuation of students, such that both deficits and strengths are 
recognized and dealt with. Leaving a student, hisBier parents and teachers 
without a thorough understanding of thejr leamllig disabilities rnay be seen as a 
defense against the conssaints of a label. Yet, it will almost certainly leave them 
minerable to the kind of pain and s u E e ~ g  noted by members of The Group, 
who lived with the shame and frustration of ignorance. It is in the han& of 
fitture researches, educators and cliniüans (as weil as advocate parents and 
students) to demand definitions which wilï liberate rather than conspain, inform 
rather than breed new prejudice and aUow for progress rather than a 
continuation of dif€ïculty and failure. 



For this group of successful individu& with leamhg disabilities, 
education, in its broadest sense, was paxamount. Ail have devoted their &es to 
the pursuit of their own educationd goals and ail wiU likely engage in education 
in some fom, as professionals. It is no wonder then, that education was seen as 
a priority for Co-researchers, who would naturdy view it as the single path to 
success in their 1R.es and in the lives of future geneliltions. Modem western 
philosophy and work-place needs, support this contention, as al1 children and 
ad- are required to compIete various courses of study. Education rernains, for 
most indMduak, the primary key to success. 

As such, access to the most effective and sophisticated generai and 
professionai educationd programs was seen as important. Leaming disabied 
students should, in the view of the group, be admitted to d programs offered to 
non-aected contemporaries. Modifications which aJiow for progress, but which 
do not dllninish the rigor or standard of prograns were seen as essential 
Perhaps, it was because Co-researchers felt that they were o£ten denied a basic 
education, struggled to succeed in professional or academic setthgs and made 
difficult choices based on a lack of acceptance and understanding in certain 
settings, which fostered this strong sentiment. AU seemed to agree that 
educationd options shouid be limited by intemal considerations alone and not 
those imposed by uncarhg and unyïeIding learning institutions. 

Beyond the issue of access to generai education, though, there was a 
feeling that students with leaming dirabilities require more education than 
standard leamers. In their opinion, a higher-order set of sMls should be 
acquired, so as to function on par with colieges (or beyond). These are the 
special coping strategies, wfiich for most Co-researchers, were dweloped, out of 
necessity, on an individuai and spontaneous basis, in the face of ignorance and 
adversity. Such sMIs, often looked upon both negativeiy as "cheating" and 
positive& as an indication of emotional and cognitive fimess, were seen as the 
very essence of success. It was their development and deployment which 
appeared to separate Co-Researchers fiom others simiIar1y anlicted, who were 



unable to traverse the obstacles placed before them and navigate suc ces^ 
through educationai systems. 

Thus, education takes on a new meaning. Not ody do members of The 
Group feel that specinc coping strategies need to be taught and practiced, but 
that metacognitive learning needs to take place in order to d o w  for the 
development of personai& relevant mechanisms to emerge. Sirnply presenting 
strategies to students may aüow them to deal with specinc situations in a 
momentary fashion, but it does iîttie to ensure that later obstacles can be met 
efféctiveiy. This is education at a very sophisticated level, it moves beyond mere 
instruction and into the realm of "reflective practice" as elucidated in the work of 
(Schon, 1987). Here, students become practitioners and are given insight into 
their ability to deal with wer-changing and emergent situations. In this sense, 
education retums to its meaning of origïn, as students are literdy given the 
opportunity to draw fiom within themsehres the insight needed to progress and 
succeed. 

At b t  blush, it would seem natural to assume that out of the nrst three 
stages of the proposed mode1 for dealing with indMduals with learning 
disabilities, a sense of empowennent would naturally and spontaneously 
emerge. Mer dl, if a student benefits fkom a high degree of recognition, 
accurate and specifÏc identacation and an education that teaches both the 
content and process of leaming, it wouid be expected that feelings of control and 
capabüity wodd develop. It is likeiy that for some students, such a result wodd 
be guaranteed; however, given the experiences of members of The Group, as 
welI as their reflections on the needs of others in theïr situation, this is by no 
means a certainty. 

Mernbers of The Group (as noted previously) continued to feel a sense of 
los, ineptitude and inequity. This occurred even after they were diagnoseci, 
offered remediation and recognized their innate ability to cope with the rigors of 
Ieaming with a disability. Almost a11 felt that feelings of disempowement 
pursued them with dogged determination, affecting their hes and in some ways, 
limiting their experiences and abiiïty to achieve. 



As such, it was felt that beyond the specincs of recognizïng, diagnosing 
and educating learners with disability, added psychologid support is required 
in order to mufne the voices of inner negativity M e  amplifying feelings of 
strength and aptitude. It was felt by many in The Group that students with 
leamuig disabilities Win always unfair& compare themeives to others d o s e  
leaming seems to occur more natudy and with l e s  effort. Failures will 
continue to reinforce negative seIf-images, while success will on& temporaniy 
duIl, but never irradiate them completely. Achievement, without assisted 
changes in attitude and self-image, cannot pemianently supplant a sense of 
incapacity and a view of the self as a lesser being. 

In order to counter these naturaIiy occuning feeiings, along with the 
cont-inued reinforcement such views received fkom a society which artijEiciany 

imposes Iabels of normalcy and disability, an 0rg;uiized and concerted effort is 
required, Ernergïng fkom the stories and refîections of The Group is a two 
pronged approach, which may aiiow for a dissipation of negativity and the 
gmwth of a more realistic and positive regard for the self. 

F'mtiy, an effort should be made on the part of teachers, therapists and 
parents, to carehily counterbalance defitions of disability with definitions of 
strength and proficiency. Carefid examination of idhidual strengths, creative 
capaüty and unique talents, will enable students to see t h e m s e h  as more than 
leaming disabled. The title "leaming disabîiity" itself misleads students to feel 
that they are somehow stratiiied below others. Instead, it should be pointed out 
that ail students have both weaknesses and strengths which can and do affect 
leaming and achiwement Further, it must be made clear that belief in the self 
along with resrlistic goals, strategies and a keen sense of the possible (and the 
impossible) will aiiow for success. 

Secondly, it seems important that students encounter previous 
generations of individuals wÏth learning disabilities, parti&@ those who have 
achieved measures of fulnllment in a wide array of domains. Books, nIms and 
iÏve contact with learning disabled persons of various ages, wouid d o w  
individuals to see that they are not alone, that there is a rich histow of progress 
and attainment of goals among a variety of predecessors. 



Support groups of peers and older students with leaming disabilities 
wodd create comrnunity among a popdation that has traditionally been 
disparate and silent. Sharuig experiences, frustrations dong with joyful 
moments of progress, add to the strength of the hurnan spirit, allowing it to 
move forward, less encumbered by the weight of doubt, fear and shame. 
Teachhg all students to value themsehres, to see their weakflesses as relative 
and their strength as unlimited, wiü add not only to the lives of learning disabled 
persons, but to society at large, wbich has traditionaliy denied nomalcy to so 
rnany individu&. 

efiections on the Nature of Disabiliw in Society 

The joumey of this dissertation, with its surprises and insights, has 
presented me with many important and acute experiences. 1 have been dowed 
to travel inward in order to End starting points for the exploration and 
understanding of others. At the same tirne, 1 have k e n  allowed to utiüze the 
insïght of others in order to clarify and contextualize my own experiences and 
thoughts. This combination has pmven to be quite powerful and transformative 
for me and, as 1 leamed fiom many Co-researchers, for others as weïl. It 
appears that The Group has been able to shed light onto the phenomenon of 
leaming disabilities and ha, as was the original goal of the study, offered advice 
to others d o s e  hes (or the h e s  of those with whom they work or h e )  are 
similarly Md out. 

Beyond the confines of the particular phenomenon, however, the work of 
this study has sparked in m e  an interest in ewmining the phenomenon of 
disability and its place within contemporary society. Going into the study, 1 
made certain assumptions and held partidar beliefs about disabiliw, soâety's 
relationship to it and the message that Me with a disabüity offers to a broader 
audience. Over the course of this joumey, 1 have had these assumptions and 
befi& chaüenged Listening to the narratives and their message in this regard, 
as well as reading about the phenomenon of disability in society, has given rise 
to a firndamental shift in m y  own views and to the message that 1 wish to covey 
in this regard. 



The question of disability and its place in society is one that has 
surrounded me for as long as 1 can remember. Having been raised in an era of 
much change in social philosophy and in a society that has consciously sought 
to liberalize its views on the treatment of various rninority populations, 1 was 
accustomed to attuning myseif to messages of oppression and Iiberation âom 
many camps. For most of my He, the physical and psychological structures 
which surround me, have attempted to sensitize and accommodate t h e m s e h  
to the needs of the disabled wth the ever increashg presence of ramps, 
elevators, Braïile script and sign m a g e ,  came constructions of 
accommodation on non-physical levels, as we were aii made aware of the 
existence and needs of disabIed folk. Language, dong with political views, began 
to change, as society came face to face with individuals d o  had previousiy 
been denied routine access to public me, because of soaetal shame, anger and 

guiit 

As an adult, my work with disabled populations, dong with a burgeoning 
sense of myself as leaming disabled, lead me to emnine the social conscience 
which had necessitated such intense change and accommodation The question 
of why society held such views and how these views affected individu&, began 
to interest me. As a reiîgious participant and educator, 1 focused my inqujr into 
the role of religïous institutions, seeing that there was much negativity in 
traditional attitudes of churches and synagogues. 

in an article which 1 wrote for the journal, Disabilitv and Sociew (pose, 
1997), 1 discussed the conclusions that 1 had reached in examining this question 
1 stated that nom what 1 found, it appeared that the Judeo-(=hristian theology 
had created the construct of disability for western society, laden with fear and 
negatMty. Disability, for various reasons, was abhorrent and p i W  in 
traditional religious doctrine. Its followers perpetuated the fear and anger which 
resulted h m  these negative attitudes, segregating and, in many ways, 
dehumanizing a population that, ironicaily, required a great deal of assistance, 
patience and humane understanding. 

Qearly, the past three decades have sought to eradicate older f e m  and 
vilification of disability. As susuch, there are protective laws, sensitizing 
educational campaigm and an ever increasing presence of disabled individuals 



in all segments of soc*. Such actions, .uiiile important and effective, have not 
completely aitered society and there remain a myriad of prejudicial attitudes 
and actions. Therefore, narratives such as those coiiected for this study, offer 
important lessons on the nature of disabiiity. They highlight the struggies and 
obstacles which disabled individu& face on a routine basis and challenge the 
ideas and beliefs of educational and social philosophywhich have aUowed for 
such der ing  to o c m .  They offer insight into the needs of the disabled 
population in educational contexts and heighten awareness among 
professionals. 

AU of this was the original goal of the study, and one that 1 feel was 
accomplished, chi* through the compelling and insighthi narratives of Co- 
Researchers. For me though, there was iuiother lesson to be learned, another 
set of assumptions and prejudices which 1 fond  in myself and in the attitudes of 
those around me. While the majority of society daims to have shed its older 
prejudicial notions of disabiüty, such that there have been improvements in 
attitudes towards this population, 1 believe that there is a new@ dweloped 
prejudice that is as swng and as limiting as those of the past. 

1 encountered this prejudice in my own He, as 1 began to constmct my 
dissertational study. When 1 formuiated the goals and the process of this 
dissertation, it was my intention to focus primarily on the positive outcornes 
experienced by the population. 1 sought out in myself and othea, those actions 
and attitudes which were constructive and growth promoting. I acknowIedged 
the fact that dong the way, there was pain and even suBering, but relegated this 
to a dramatic background, subse~ent  to the glory of achievement and 
accomplishment. Like many othen around me, 1 wanted to see disability in its 
noblest of forms-as a stmggie of mythicai proportions, personifïed by 
individu& who nuliified th& diflïcuities and heroidy Piumphed over 
adversity. 

Much of this is, of course, me. Each Co-researcher has triumphed in his 
or her own way. Each has succeeded and reached a level of education and 
professionalism that is not oniy rare among disabled persons, but among the 
general populace as weU However, it is also tnie that the members of The 
Gmup suffered in numerous ways and wïth varying degrees of severi~. AU are, 



in some ways, scarred by the experiences of theK lives and ail  feel that damage 
has been done to them that is h-eparabIe. Most irnportantly, members of The 
Group stated repeatee, that success, though tangible and r d ,  is permanently 
tinged by their continuhg inability to perform in the world at IeveIs that are 
wanted and often needed for progress. Why then, was I so focused only on the 
positive side of the narratives? What was it in me that was so m g  to dimiaish 
such pervasive and signincant information? 

1 came in contact with the severity of my drive to present only the most 
noble and pain-free aspects of disability, wnile presenting my initial research 
hdings to a dissertation support group. As 1 phrased the r d t s  in such a way 
as to focus on the triumphal aspects of The Group, active@ muiimipng the 
elernent of Mering, 1 was challenged by my coiieagues and supervisor. 1 began 
to reaüze that 1 was enacting a form of censorship on the material, which 
disturbed me greatly. 1 had spent so much time immeming myself in the data 
and attempting to sensitize myseif to its messages. How then, had 1 aïïowed 
myself to be so distant from such important information? 

Insight came with reading a personal essay in the popuIar press 
publication The Ume Reader. The essay, authored by Andre Dubus (an 
accident victirn and pmpIegic), (September/October, 1997) chdenged the 
ide& he held about dwbility pnor to bis injury and which he believes, stin limit 
the disabled in society. Society, in his opinion, purposefidly presents O@ "the 
good story" of disabïüty, because it lacks "the compassion and courage to 
imagine someone else's suffering" b.39 . In attempting to highlight the triumph 
of the human spint in the face of adversity, Dubus claims that we minimize the 
adversity. The result is that the disabled remah objectifïed, not as objects of pity 
or scom, but as examples of happiness and triumph, often belying the tonnent 
which is routinely faced. Such desensitization, keeps the disabled at arms' Iength 
from the general populace, afTecting the3 access both physically and 
psychologically to the wider offerings of the world 

1 was shocked to realize the intensity of my own prejudice on this matter, 
once it became clear to me that 1 was attempting to present the phenomenon in 
a highly unbalanced fashion. 1 now understand that 1 was acting in a manner 
commensurate with the contempomry mythology surrounding disability. 1 see it 



as a construction meant to nd society of old patronking and antagonistic 
attitudes accompanying the pity and loathiag typical of older attitudes. Yet, 1 
cannot help but r e a k  that such a constnict is, in many ways, just as 
dangerous a pitfd as its predecessors. Had 1 oniy focused my energies on 
examining the possibilities which arose for Co-Researchers, ignoring the real 
and oîten swere Iimitations -ch were artidated, 1 would have failed to 
present the data in a thorough and complete manner. Worse yet, 1 would have 
failed in my goal to accurately rdect the experïences of Co-Researchers who 
placed their trust in me and in my attempt to move forward an understanding 
of leaming disabilities. 

As such, 1 have come to see the need for examining disabiiity in a variety 
of ways and b m  different points of view. Understanding the social construction 
of disabïiity is important because it allows for an eradication of damaging 
attitudes and an increase of accommodational strategies. To look only at one 
aspect of life with a disability is to stifie this process and to rob those who live 
with this reality of their power. It seems important then to present disability in 
ail of its many facets, in order to bear witness to both d e r i n g  and triumph, 
conquest and vanquishrnent. It may also help shed light on the condition of 
hummity in general, as it attempts to understand suffering in its many forms. As 
Dubus States: 

To view human suffenng as an abstraction, as a statement about how plucky we 
al1 are, is to blow air through brass while the boys and girls march off to war. 
Seeing the flesh as only a challenge to the spirit is os false as seeing the spirit as 
only a challenge to the flesh. O n  the planet are people wiih whole and strong 
bodies, whose wounded spirits need the constant help that the quadnplegic 
needs for his body (p. 36). 

In the end, the lessons 1 have learned are of balance, of truth and of the 
potency of hearing stories with an open mind and a Willuigness to leam. 1 have 
come to see disability and its place in society as a complex construct, 
demanding much thought and insight. It is clear that the joumey toward fun 
integration on those with disabilities has yet to be achieved. Yet, it is equally 
clear that much work has already been done and that as a society, w e  are 
fortunate to have guides and voices of dissension to lead the way. 



"Stunted Growth" 
COLOUR PLATE #14 

In the deepest part of the winter, the f i t  of summer and the q3t of f d  
became covered in a snowy layer of hzen doubt and fear. Eidging so close to 
the end of the project, I became incapacitated, incapable of taking the final steps 
towards completion of a draft. 

Mouming on the fïrst annivexsary of the sudden death of my closest niend 
ShVa and watching helplessly as another fkiend hovered close to her end, 1 
became aware of the fact that 1 was looking at the completion of my 
dissertation as a form of death. For all of the strain and stress it bas caused and 
with aii of the joy that would come with its completion, it seemed that 1 was 
loosing a austed fiend in this project, it had, after aii, kept me focused and 
occupied during many trying and difFiCUIt months. What would üfe without this 
constant partner be iike? 

1 knew that m y  growth in this area was stunted, that 1 needed tirne to 
regroup and find the strength to see the project through. 1 was drawn to a piece 
of embroidery that Shira had le& me, a snowy white backdrop on &ch leaves 
had been sewn. The leaves, though green and luh,  were on& half complete, 
their other halves represented by a series of brown X's-symbols of 
incomp1etion 1 decideci. 

1 placed this pattern inside a smaü circle, representing the stunted growth 
that had been Shira's He and the incompleteness of my work Just beyond the 
circle is a crown-a le* wreath of victory in gold and süver, which would 
come with completion. For now, they were outside the field ofthe r d ,  
remaining only in the realm of the possible. 

As 1 look at this piece, 1 see the white sphere and I reaüze that during this 
time, m y  work was literaily and figurative& "mothba.iied"-kozen in sadness 
and fear. 1 d d  have to wait until the spring to feel alive again, invigorated 
with the drÏve to complete the project and aibw the work to reach its n a d  
concfusion 





"Rhizomatic Growth" 
COLOUR PLATE #Iq 

The inspiration for this piece, so stark in its conaast to the previous one, 
came h m  the enlivening and reassuring members of my dissertation support 
group. It was during one of our monthty meetings that the members refiected 
back to me my ideas and structure in a way that aiiowed me to push on and 
complete a draft of my work 

1 began to describe to the group the feeling 1 was getting fkom my worlq 
as I began to piece together ail of the connected elements. It seemed to me that 
out of aii of our infidual experiences there was wmendous growth, a coming 
together of elements &ch, more than a congiomerate, took on a sense of 
independent and continued growth. In other words, the whole seemed greater 
than the sum of the parts. 

Members of the group responded by suggesting that 1 was describing a 
"rhizomatic" growth pattern, one where the roots of a plant spread out under 
the earth, producing new generations in an interconnected manner. The iris is 
apparently a flower &ch grows in this manner. 

From this, 1 began to see the work as organic, rooted in the individual 
experiences of the Co-researchers (represented by the different coloured root 
patterns). Together, they fomi the basis of a living, growing organism--ch 
person's stoxy coming together to create a cohesive thematic pattern. Veins of 
individual experience can be seen in the tnuik of the tree and they have allowed 
for a variet. of leafpatterns and colours to grow. Yet, it has, in the case of my 
work, become one unit, a Kve and vibrant entity with much to teil and teach. 

At the fmt of this tree I placed a set of irises, rhizornatically growing and 
. . intertwuiing with the tree. These are representative of severai ideas-my 

personal growth as an artist, researcher, therapist and writer, my growth as a 
member of the support group and the growth 1 experïenced edom the mentoring 
reiationship with my dissertation advisor. Additiondy, 1 feel that it represents 
the growth that has hop- taken place as a result of this project, not just for 
me, but for '"us" -the tearn of Co-researchers and "theml-those who live or 
work with leaming disabilities. 





CHAPTER 7 

Foreshortening: A Second Review of the Relevant Literature 

Uliimately, man should not ask what the meaning of his life is, but rather he must 
recognize that it is he who is osked. In a word, eoch man is questioned by life; 
and he con only answer to life by answenng for his own life. 

-Viktor Frank1 

Introduction 

The purpose of the lîterature review as presented in Chapter 3, was to set 
that stage for the present study. Xn order to fully understand the issues at hand, 
their relative merit and significaflce withh the corpus of knowledge surounding 
the phenomenon, it was felt that a thorough reMew of signiscant works in the 
field was warranteci. Such a review estabbhed a context for the study, as weU 
as illustrating points of information already available on the subject of leaming 
disabilities and the adult population. It highüghted the need for snidy in the area 
of higher education and pointed the way to some important theoreticai 
b e w o r k s  available for the construction of a suitable and potentiaiiy 
idormative inquj.. 

Having utilized this knowiedge in organizing the present study, having 
found a point of entxy into the field of inquiry and having yielded a set of 
interesthg and significant d t s ,  it is time to revisit literature relevant to the 
phenomenon. In this way, there can exist a symbiotic connection between fore 
and back ground, between that which was known and that which was learned 
on the journey just completed This allows the insight of the present study to 
exist within context, making of it a new link in the chah of inquhy within the 
study of learning disabilities. This link wiu not oniy act as a bridge to work that 
has already been completed, but wiii lead the way to possible research and 
darification in the hture. In this way, scholaiship in the field is both heightened 
and lengthened and the present study given added depth and dimension. 

Beyond the scope of literature in the fieId of leamhg disabrlities into 
which the results of this study belong, lies a wider body of literature pertaining to 
various aspects of the human condition, into which it can &O fit. These too are 



important ünks ont0 which the hdings can be joined. They widen the 
implications of the work and sewe to saengthen consequentid theories and 
views on human behavior. As such, two important theoretical constructs wiIl be 
examineci and their mlationship with the outgrowth of this joumey establisheà 
F i ,  I shail examine the Existentid model of psychology and human growth, 
as posited by Frank1 (1967, 1978, 1984). This model has been an important 
theoreticai construct within the field of psychology and has impacted on the 
development of my own thinking as weiL It has influenceci me as an individual, 
researcher, educator and therapist. As such, it seems important to me to place 
that which I have learned h m  on this joumey in the context of learning -ch 
has inspïred and guided me. 

in addition to this, 1 wish to place the findings of this study in the context 
of an emerging and potentially significant theory-that of Emotional intelligence 
(Goleman, 1995). The Emotionai Intelligence theory is gaining great acceptance 
and influence and Win, I believe, alter the ways in &ch we as professionais and 
indMduals regard ourseives and those d o s e  lives w e  seek to affect through our 
work It is my feeling that the hdings of the present study can be understood in 
the context of this theory in a manner that will impact upon it positively. It will 
also highiight potentid paths for fûture inqujr and the need for a melding of 
research in the areas of learning disabilities and emotional intelligence. 

Fiidings in the Context of Literature Pertainina to Leaming Disabled Ad& As 
Reviewed In Cha~ter 3 

Breadth and D e ~ t h  of Learnin~ Disabilitv Svm~toms 

Chapter 3 organized the literature pertinent to the field of leamuig 
disabilities and adult populations into several streams. One area concemed the 
longevity of learnïng disabilities and its continued influence on the bes of adult 
leamers and workers. Authors such as Gerber and Reiff (1991), Buchanan and 
Wolf (1986), Frauenheim and HeckerI (1989, suggest that contrary to 
conventional thought, the effects of learning disabilities are not "~utgrown~~ 
foliowing adolescence. Minskoff (1988,1994) goes so far as to suggest that 
symptoms can Uicrease in severity? likeiy due to lessened levels of support and 



exposure to enWonments with iirnited knowiedge and tolerance for leamhg 
and performance weakness. 

The results of the present study confinn this, noting that in al1 narratives, 
there was a continuation of leaming difficulty. in severai cases, there was a 
noted degeneration of progres in higher levels of education. This was 
partidariy true for Manya, who managed to by-pass many of her symptoms 
util she reached post-secondary levels. The fact that the group was unifonnly 
confinnative of this hding is signiscant It highlights the need for continued 
work in the area of adult treatment. It should be seen as a cal1 to action for 
institutions of higher Ieaming who can expect to receive new generations of 
students with learning disabilities. These students are likeiy to be more vocal 
than those of the past, since they are accustomed to adequate levels of support 
and service. 

Similarly, there were several studies presented in the initial fiterature 
review which noted the scope of diificulty associated with learning disabilities. 
Academic, social, daily iÎving aptitude and seIf-esteem issues were of prirnary 
concern for authors such as Brier (1994), Gerber and Re8  (1994), Ross- 
Gordon (1989), Chapman (1988) and Hoy and Gregg (1984), ail of d o m  
noted denciencies associated wïth leaming dwbility diagnoses 

Narratives coilected from Members of the Group support these hdings 
in a number of ways. While there was tremendous individual tdat ion in type 

and level of symptomatology, as a group there were examples of all 
impairments. For the most part, there were combinations of symptoms noted 
and aùnost al1 recalled signifïcant loss of self-esteem. As such, the findings can be 
considered as added evidence to the breadth and depth of leaming disability 
symptoms. 

Paucitv of Services and Acce~tance at Higher Educational Levels 

Some authors (e.g., Telander, 1994; Minskoff, 1994) have noted the fact 
that as students progress through various leveis of education and attend post- 
secondaxy institutions, seMces for those with learning disabilities decreases. As 
Parks (1987) noted, graduate and professional schools in the United States 



exhibited such an overulhelming lack of accommodational seNices, that they 
appeared to be in violation of both federal funcihg regulations and the legai 
mandate to provide assistance to persons with disabilities. 

In schools where services were offered, there appeared to be a 
discrepancy between the perceived needs of students and those of the service 
providers, such that students often felt that their needs were not adequately met. 

(McGuire, Hall U Litt, 1991; Bursuck, Rose, Cowen B Yahaya, 1989). There 
was evidence of negative attitudes on the part of fadty towards persons with 
Ieaming disabiiities, dong with umxdistically positive assessments of seMces 
avaifable to affected students @?ouclq AsseIin, Troumian B Arrington 1992). It 
was theorized that this may account for the decrease in reported numbers of 
students with leaming disabilities who move on to graduate and professional 
programs (Vogel U Adleman, 1992; Profles of Handicamed Students in Post- 
Secondarv Education, 1987). 

Co-researchen expenences provide various forms of support for the 
above contentions. Several were students in educational systems p ~ o r  to the 
enacmient of laws and comrnmîty standards which cded  for assistance and as 
such, had no expectation of s e ~ c e  or support. For the vast majority, however, 
such legai and ethical sensitMty was in place. Despite this, there were scattered 
reports of appropriate or adequate services offered. Few reported receMng 
assistance at post-secondaxy leveis of any signiscance and almost none 
discussed provisions offered at post-graduate leveis. While there were some 

. . offers of assistance recounted, it appeared that they were minunal, difiicuit to 
obtain and seemed redundant after a lifetime of self-created compensatory 
schemes. 

For those students who required assistance, experiences with special 
needs offices were not always positive. While Sam and Avi, for example, felt 
supported by their special needs providers, Kit recalled that those whose task it 
was to assist him with his writing dÏfEculties, added to the stress and sense of 
failure that he experienced as an undergraduate. For several Co-researchers 
there was inconsistency between what was required for success and what was 
offered, leaving them once again alone in their search for success. The ciifference 
between those who were satjsfied with the services provided and those who 



were not appeared to lie with the ability to request limited and clearly defined 
fonns of assistance. Experience with bureaucraties and with special services 
providers was &O a key to receMng a desired level of assistance. 

ReSjliencv and Leaniirig Disabilities 

Though the fïndings of this study concur with man. of the negatÏve 
attributes and side-effects of leaming disabilities (and their treatment in 
educationai systems), there was also evidence of a more positive nature to 
emerge h m  the studies cokcted. 

Literature outlining the resïiience and success of leamuig disabled adults 
in the initial fiterature review was dram fimm several sources. Personal 
narratives attesting to various fonns of success (Schmitt, 1992; Simpson, 1979) 
offered compelling examples of achievement. Scholarly inquiries such as those 
by Reiff (1995), Lewandowski and ArcangeIo (1994), Kloomak and Cosden 
(i994), Scott and Scherman and Phillips (1992), corroborate these narratives 
with details of larger populations reaiizing goals in a variety of educational and 
vocationai spheres. Werner's (1993) longitudinal study, offered depth to the 
breadth of information pertaining to the possibilities which can be s e k d  by 
members of the population. 

It  is no surprise, then, that members of The Group added their voices to 
the chorus of those who herald the trïumphal success of adults with leaming 
disabïiities. Their narratives support the contention that the path to success is 
an arduous, contorted and often painful. Yet theirs was a message fUed with 
hope. It ilfustrated the best of the human spirit, of the power of persistence and 
creativity and the important role which teachers, parents and chicians can 

play in bettering the position of those in need. 

One area of note to emerge ftom this resiiience literanire and supported 
by the data, was that of the "late bloomer" theory. Success, though realized by 
aIi Co-researchers at al l  stages of Me, seemed to be met with greater 
acceptance, wisdom and serenity in olaer members. This is partially due to the 
fact that success was Iong achieved in a myriad of ways in these individtials and 
had become incorporated (wen if only partiayr) into the JÏves of Co-researchers. 



Yet, it seemed apparent that, with age, there was a deepening of strategic 
competency, dong with the ability to harness creativity and determination in a 
focused rnanner. 

These fin- are in keeping with theories posited by authors such as 
Gerber (1994) and Spekman, Coldberg and Herman (1992, 1993) and 
supported by works such as Basset, Poiioway and Patton (1994) and Werner 
and Smith (1982,1992). These theorists point to the fact that with age and 
expenence, the adult with leamhg disabilities tends to gain both insight and 
confidence, leading to a pexsonal renai,ccance of developrnent As so-cailed 'late 

bl~orners~~, it would seem that individuals with leamhg disabilities need to be 
given time to grow and form identities whJch are positive and achievement- 
oriented and which take into account thW special developmental pathway. 

Yet, for many individuals with leaming disabilities (such as the Co- 
Reserachers in this study), time was not necessanty an afforded luxury. Al1 
attended graduate studies programs wnile in their 20s and 30s and ail were 
forced to dwelop creative and effective copinglcircumvention strategies early in 
their student careers. So, M e  it may be correct to state that time is needed 
before maturity is realized, it must also be noted that such opportunities are the 
exception. It c m  only be noted that whatever vocational or educational path is 
taken by young adults with leaming disabilities, there will likely be an ease of 
coping with time. 

Gerber and ReBs Mode1 of Successfiil Adult Profles 

Gerber and ReBs 1992 mode1 of high-achieving adults with learning 
disabilities offered a compelling de-mode1 in the fratning of this project. Both 
the qualitative rnanner in whkh the subject was approached and the detailed 
presentation of micro and meta themes, paved a theoretical pathway for the 
present study. It assured m e  that there was important work to be done in the 
area associated with my chosen phenomenon and exemplifïed the power of 
ideas which could emerge fiom a qualitative inquiry. The information emerging 
from their study helped me to structure some of the questions &ch were asked 
of Co-researchers, M e  its detaiied presentation was helphl in fi.aming an 
outhe of the themes which emerged unique@ from the present stuc@. 



Though it was not my intention to replicate their work, 1 did find 
similarities between themes emerging fiom Co-researchers' narratives and 
patterns outlined by Gerber and Rem The dualistic mode1 of internai process 
and extemal action presented in the study aiïowed me to look at the He 
histories with an added lwel of comple~üty. CiearIy, the population of this 
project displayed hctioning on both these planes. Intemally, there were 
decisions and thought patterns, *ch were in evidence and which set the stage 

for progress. Exte-, there was found to exist a comprehensive set of actions, 
concretizing the inner process and acniaüpng success. Taken together, this 
d d k y  constituted a cornplex and highly deCtNe coping system. 

Gerber and ReifPs notion of control as the central motivator in the lives of 
all individuais with leaming disabilities was in evidence among Co-researchers. 
Although it was not always obviousiy present in the narratives, there was 
certainly a detectable pattern of concerted d o r t  made towards gaining contml 
over a broad spectnun of personal mïüeus. This highüghts the fact that for most 
@net ail) individuah with leaming disabilities, life d o l d s  with much confusion 
and little sense of control Gien the fact that learning disabilities affect 
indMduals in both inteiiectual and interpersonal domains, a sense of mastery 
over the environment would naturally dominate the dwelopmental agenda. 

As with the population found in the Gerber and Reiffstudy, members of 
The Group, presented themselves as highly detemillied individuals d o s e  hes 
were focused on success and progress. Though they were not & ~ y s  ove- 
aware of this, they used this detennination as the principal motnator for 
academic and personal joumeys, which were often arduous and iittered with 
challenge and obstacle. From this, came the compilation of strategies which 
improved over tirne with mer-better pIanfiilness and efnciency. In evidence, 
were goals and pians on both s m d  and large scales, with micro and macro 
agendas fiuictioning concurrentIy. 

Coming to terms with the self as learning disabled+haUenged and yet 
capable and growth-oriented-was a process noted in Gerber and ReBs work 
and strongly evident in the population of the present study. Each Co-researcher 
had, in her or his own way, managed to see him or herself as both disabled and 



empowered at the same tirne, with positive d t s .  Knowing oneself to be 
disabled, aiiowed for an easïng of feeiings of incompetence and for a reasonable 
explanation of weakness and bluckage. It clarined the barriers which were to be 
overcome and cleared a path through which the journey to success could 
continue. Cognizance of disabiiity was helpful only in combination with self- 
codidence aowever battemi and weakened it might have been after a fifetime 
of setback and failure), which held feelings of self-pity in check and prevented a 
sense of ineptitude h m  overwheLming and stagna* progress. 

The powerfid combination of accurate self-assessment, an understanding 
of needs and limitations and seerningly unyielding sense of determination, 
allowed both members of the present study and those of the Gerber and Reiff 
sample to reaiïze elevated degrees of success. Utilking some of the extemai skills 
ahded  to in the Gerber and ReSstudy, helped members of The Group take 
this intemal structure and make of it a tangible plan of action. Among strategies 
found cornmon to both groups were: The use of teachers and colieague students 
as d e  models and sources of advice; the creation of networks and support 
systems; the carefiil structuring of work and study envjronments and the 
goodness of fit between individual, the work environment, colleagues and 
supervisors. 

Most importantly, was the common element of creativity. If 
determination can be viewed as the pillar on which rats the intemal process of 
overcoming a leaming disabüity, then creativiw can be seen as the pillar of 
extemal manifestation. For, dong with a deep sense of determination, each Co- 
researcher rnanifests the trait of creativity in her or his own unique fashion. As 
with Gerber and ReBs population, such aeativity allowed individuals to both 
achieve at levels that were commiserate with coIleagues and to display talents 
or skills wIiich exceeded expected lwels of performance. 

Gerber and ReifFs work was a thorough and excihg mode1 h m  which 
to begin the work of the present study. Elements common to both works serve 
as powemil support for the theoretical underpinnings and practical information 
found in each. The fïndings of the present study are rendered more poignant and 
applicable because of this work, -ch has set the standard for inq- into the 
lives of adults with learning disabilities. The scope and information of the 



present study, howwer, does m e r  h m  Gerber and Reifï in sevefal ways. It 
examineci a student popuiation, hoping to assist other students by thus focusing. 
It concentrated on the graduate studies experience as a mode1 for the needs of 
students in the realm of higher education and the limitations of s d c e  avaiiable 
there. It centered on a rehtively srnaIl population, with the goal of presenting 
not only thematic-based insight, but leaniing which emanated h m  individual 
narratives and We histories. The detail essential for leaming to emerge in this 
way necessitated a Iimited Co-researcher base. 

The moût signincant ciifference between this work and that of Gerber and 
Rein is, 1 believe, the emphasis on the emotional aspect of life wÏth learning 
disability and its consequence in the h e m  process. For me, the feeiings which 
accompanied the experïence of leaming disability were of vital importance in 
understanding the individual and in struceuring possible intervention models. 
Learning disabilities were not simply a set of logicalïy comprehended or 
overcome irnpedunents. They chaiienged the fundamental sense of b e r  
cornpetence, worth and ability in such a marner as to involve not oniy the 
cognitive but emotional Me of the individual. 

In presenting the d t s  of this in- into the hes of those affécted by 
leamhg disabilities, it seemed important to add this element and to make note 
of its power and pervasive nature withh the experiences of the population. 
SimrlarIy, in looking for possible intervention strategies which appeared to 
emerge from the collected data, it was materiai to incorporate the emotional 
element as part of a comprehensive and effective means of remediation 

In keeping with the perceived need to examine the phenornenon h m  an 
affective perspective and with an eye to stmcturing interventions which are 
similariy disposed, 1 tum my attention to two theoretiCaVciinicaI models of 
human behavior. These will provide guidance and support to the fidings of this 
study and to the work that wiil likeiy emerge h m  it. 

Findings in the Context of Franki's W e n t i d  Mode1 of Psycholoq 

Viktor Frankl's Existentid Mode1 of psychology, can best be seen as an 
outgrowth of existentid phïlosophy, popularized in the fint halfof the twentieth 



centmy Gvey, Ivey O Simek-Downing, 1987). The mode1 rejects the notion that 
humanity is dominated by forces such as fate and biological drive. Rather, 
ExïstenWhts view humans as ultimately free to make decisions and choices 
and to shape their destiny accordin&. Though t acknowiedges the fact that 
humans, as biologicai beings, are subject to physical limitations as well as those 
of mortality and outside action, it does not advocate the position that such a 
reality shodd engender an outlook of resignation and immobility. Instead, it 
stresses the fact that humans contain within them the capacity to make of their 
Iives what they wish-they can wallow in the misery of their condition, or can 

create {out of even the harshest of lnruig conditions) an d e n c e  nIled with 
meaning and hope. 

Much as WtentiaI philosophy emerged out of opposition to earlier 
deterministic theories, such as those of Hegel Breisach, 1962), so too did 
Frankl's psychological mode1 evohfe out of opposition to the predominant 
theoretical poles of classic Psychodysis and Behaviorism. Freud and his 
disciples stressed a drive-based theory, positing a human existence motivated by 
the desire to fulnn basic in-wired compulsions and by the need for pleasure (Ha, 
1954). Behaviorism, in contrast, stressed the learned nature of behavior, 
believing humanity to be UltimateIy malieable in the face of education and 
experience (Neisworth, 1983). 

Franki argued against the wholesale acceptance of these philosophies, 
stating that they formed ody two-thirds of the personality hierarchy. True, 
humans are highiy innuenced by basic biological needs and are subject to the 
peniasive influence of experience and learning. These, however, do not complete 
the makeup the whole of the person, for Ï f  they did in Frankl's opinion, humans 
would be nothing more than a race of automatons. Franki stated that the 
spirit-the abiiity to choose and h d  meaning-separated human personality 
fkom such an existence. If humans are driven by one main desire, Frankl 
beiieved, it was the will to achieve meaning in He. It is this spirinial element that 
forms the apex of the personality hierarchy, with body and mind subject to its 
dtimate fÎeedorn (Frankl, 1978). 

Meaning (or "Logos" in Greek), is seen as the central force behind 
human personality and behavior. Though humans are not necessarily kee to 



choose the physical conditions of life and cannot avoid suffering, the attitude 
taken towards iife separates the heaIthy h m  the weak Frankl's uitimate proof 
of the vaiidity of this theory, came with hÏs own aperiences in the Nazi 
concentration camps of Europe during the Second World War. Frankl (19&1), 
saw that even in the most adverse of physical and psych010gicaI realities, some 
individuaIs maintained their hes and sanity, while others of quai health and 
strength, died or became despondent and helpless. This, he ateibuted to the fact 
that some individuais were capable of hding meaning and moving beyond 
pain, generating hope and deriving comfort (Frankl, 1967). 

Meaning for Frankl is not to be created but rather discovered. This, he feIt 
was accomplished in three main ways: By creating work or doing a deed; by 
experiencing someone, or encountering something (such as art, music or 
natureMy seeing truth, beauty or goodness, or by feeling love; and in the 
attitude taken toward Mering. (Corey, 1977). 

Frankl believed that pain and Mering, iike change, were largeiy 
inescapable. Yet, much meaning could be found in the seuggle lived within and 
beyond the confines of such adversity. Survival is a rneanuikful task; it brings 
with it the knowledge that the personality is capable and smng and that life, 
despite its painful smggies, can be rewarding (Farby, 1990). The dolesaie 
acceptance of Freud's pleasure principals, has lead, in F r d s  opinion, to a 
cuiture which avoids the necessary stniggles of existence, aiiowhg itseif to 
subsist in a drug-induced, anesthetized stupor (Jhnki, 1984). 

For Franki, the personaliv is unhealthy d e n  it is devoid of meaning and 
incapable of seeking it-living in what Fmnkl termed an "existentid vacuum". A 
healthy human beïng, is one who achieves the continued quest for meaning 
throughout Me and is capable of discovering mer-changing meaning, even if the 
process is uncornfortable and sometimes painful. This is partidarly important 
because Frankl believed that meaningfulness fades and new meaning must be 
found. Filling the void left in the wake of this so-called "existentid htration", 
must be handled with great care. All too often, there is the temptation to fiil the 
vacuums with the holiow prizes of material or power (FrankI, 1967). 



"Logotherapf-the therapy of meaningAs an educational process. 
Therapists assist clients in comuig to reaIize that they are granted the right and 
responsïbility of choice. Rather than dealing with subconscious material that is 
subjected to complex anal@, the Logotherapist seeks to help the client 
ascertain what is current in their min& and m a t  can be done to discover 
meaning. Neuroses, in Franki's opinion do not emerge nom conflicts that occur 
within the subconscious stniggle between drives and instincts. Rather, they are 
created in the mind or "Noos" (in Greek) and are the product of a meaningless 
existence. By helping the dient to begin the search for meaning, Frank1 bdieved 
that the symptoms of the neurotic would disappear and be replaced with 
contentment, the byproduct of a meaningful -ence (Frankl, 1978). 

In my opinion, the courage and creatMty displayed by members of The 
Group, exemplifies the principles of Frankl's Wtential Mode1 of Psycholow. 
Each Co-Researcher was able to face the harsh reaiities of biologically-based 
limitations and a human environment that was often hostile, misunderstanding 
or apathetic and make of it, an existence that was rife with meanuig and 
success. Each faced the repeated challenges of leaming dwbilities with great 
courage and determination and understood, often instinctively, the right and 
responsibility which was theirs to choose and dtivate. 

Frankl's mode1 appropnately encapsulates the population of this study, 
because it both realistically describes the painful stnrggle of their bes, d e  
underscoring the positive steps taken toward the derivation of meaning fmm 
such diffidtiies. AU Co-researchers displayed existentiaüst overtones, fhey 
pragmatidly saw themselves captive in situations which were inescapable and 
seemhgly nlled with chalienge. Yet, at the same tirne, they were able to extradite 
themsehres h m  the limitations and confines of theîr disabiing conditions, 
through sheer detennination of win and creatMcy of spirit. As the narratives so 
poignantly note, this was a process that demanded almost constant vigiiance 
and was called into action on nurnerous occasions throughout Co-researchers' 
acadernic and professional careers. 

Co-reserachers discovered He-meaning in individualïzed ways, 
concurrent with their personal and acadernic interests. Utilizing some or ail of 
Frankl's three pronged approach, there is ample evidence that iüe was and 



continues to be a source of both considerable hstration and deep meaning for 
them. Seeing the lives lead by these and other individuais with leamhg 
disabiiities in the light of Frankl's work d o m  Ï t  to be viewed in the fidhess of its 
nobility. The intensïty of both the negative and positive elements of the 
narratives is, 1 beliew, best perceived through the lem of men t i a l  Psychology. 

It is, perhaps, because of my own experiences as a person living the 
duality of this reafity, that 1 was drawn to Fr& and the school of 
Existentialism. While this may be the case, 1 suspect that the power of the theory 
is more universal and that I was drawn to it because of its abïiity to describe all 

of human d e n c e .  As such, it seems important to state that the mode1 is us& 
in helping to h e  the experiences of The Group. Equally (or perhaps more so) 
though, the lessons derived fimm thîs study stand as further support for the 
accuracy of Franki's work and its ability to describe human scistence. Frankl 
(who recently died), wili be remembered as havuig served humanity as a 
guidefor increasing its self-awareness and uitimateiy allowing for the 
bettement of its condition. 

Findings in the Context of the Theorv of Emotional Intelligence 

Another theov which looms large in my thinking and which is gaining 
wide-scale support and acceptance, is that of Ernotional Daniel 
Goleman's 1995 book, introduced a broad audience of professionals and laity 
to the concept of Emotional Intelligence. The theory, drawn from a collective of 
research, evolves the notion of intelligence out of its traditional confines and into 
a newer, broader understanding. Moving away from older, singie dimension 
theones of aptitude, Emotional Intelligence rejects the idea that intelligence is 
pure& a cognitive trait, separate fkom affective consideratiom. It also challenges 
the previously held conviction that inteiügence is an immutable, congenital 
factor, stating that change can occur and that Iearning can Sect  intellecnial 
penormance and general capacity. 

The theory presents a mode1 of intelligence that is both holistic and 
expandable. Drawing h m  the work of Gardner (1993a), it sees intelligence as 
multivariate--functioning on various laels and indnridualized in its makeup. I t  
posits an understanding of humanity as d e d  by both reason and emotion, in 



concert. Emotions play a key role in the hnakeup of intellect, in partnership with 
reason and cognition. Thus, the s o - d e d  "intelligence quotient" (or IQ), derived 
h m  a single dimension theory of acumen and based on cognitive skiil, does not 
stand done as a predictor of success, or a measure of potential. Rather, it must 
be seen as hctioning with and mitigated by another kind of intelligence, the so- 
called "emotional quotient'' (or Ee). 

Ernotion in this conta,  can be seen as the gatekeeper of intemence. 
Thoughts, ideas and rationales are all controUed by emotions, &ch regdate 
both their formulation and expression. SimiiarIy, the intake of idormation and 
its integration within the cognitive r e a h  is mitigated by emotions, which win 
always bend and shape it, much as a carnival mirror manipulates the visual 
rdeccion of the seK. A person is not, thedore, merely a sterile producer and 
expressor of thought and information, but is a conglomerate of feelings and 
ideas wfiich meld to form personality and inteliectual capaaty. 

In an attempt to defhe EQ and explain its infiuence on the reception and 
expression of cognition, Salovey and Mayer (1 WO), breaks down the factors of 
emotional interiigence into fÏve general categones. He defines them as seK 
awareness, emotionai management, self-motivation, empathy and 
interpersonal proficiency. Goleman (1999 , surnmarizing the research of 
emotional intelligence, outluies them as foiIows: "Self-awareness is defined as the 
ability to rec0gn.k and monitor emotions. Psychologkai insight and self- 
understanding are seen as key in the process of navigating through the 
emotional terrain of d e n c e "  @. 42). 

Emotionai management is defined as 'liandling feelings so they are 
appropriate". This cornpetence, &ch l'buiids on self-awareness", is "the 
capacity to soothe oneself, to shake off rampant anxiety, gloom, or irritabiiity", 
dong with "the ability to comprehend the consequences of failure at this basic 
emotional s W  (p. 43). Those who iack adeptness in this area, are seen as living 

at the mercy of their emotions, those who excel at it are considered able to 
%ounce back!! with speed and efficiency. Goleman calls this, "upbeat denial" (p. 

75). 



Self-motivation, is dehed as the ability to use certain emotions 
appropriately in the s e ~ c e  of progress, while que- others which might 
impede mch fonvard movernent "Emotional self-control-delaying gratification 
and stitling impulsivenessl' (p. 43,  can ahw an individuai to persevere in the 
face of challenge and rernain focused on the task at hand. Optimisrn and 
Ylow"a high level of concentration which muiimizes interruptionare, on the 
other hand, emotions which facifitate success @. 90). 

Empathy, is d&ed as both the ability to sense and comprehend the 
feelings of others. Being "attunedl' W. 99) to others and to their emotional needs, 
aiIows the individual to step out of the seif. Awareness of outside affect? not only 
creates altniism and prevents sociopathic behavior, but is also evidence of a 
high degree in intemal familianty. Knowing when and how to approach 
another, based on an understanding of their emotional state, is a means of 
facilitating positive interpersonal relations. 

Interpersonal proficiency, is defïned by Goleman as "the social art" 
(p. 11 1). Utilipng the ability to comprehend and control emotions within the self, 
dong with the capacity to recognke and be empathic to the feelings of others, is 
seen to be a key factor in emotional intelligence. As Goleman states, such skilis 
'kmder gird popuiarity, leadership and interpersonal effectiveness" (p. 1 18). 

OrganiPng groups, negotiating solutions, connecting interpersonally and social 
anatySis, form the rudiments of the social art and are descriptive of its most 
successful practitioners. In its most genuhe and non-manipuiative form, 
Goleman states that this skiIl epitomizes emotionai intelligence. It is 'Istuff of 
interpersonal polish" and makes for a person who "others like to be with, 
because they are emotionaïïy nourishing" @. 119). 

Emotionai intelligence may help explain the variability of overaii 
cornpetence, even among individuais who appear to be of similar inteiïecnial 
capacity and background It may also explain the faüure of pureiy cognitive 
assessments to accurately predict funue success in a variety of real-life settings. 
It augments the understanding of intelligence, gMng it greater ïntensity and 
texture. 



The theory is more positive and less dete- . . 'c in its approach to 
intelligence, as compared with older models. It states that there are a variety of 
inteIligences, that no one shouid be Eidged as Iess capable because of test scores 
which suggest weakness in one particuiar area It proposes that intelligence, in 
an overail sense, can be improved with education and training. Emotionai 
inteiiigence and its inherent factors can be tau& enhancing the overail 
hctional capacity of an individuai, even one d o s e  cognitive ab'ities are seen 
to be weak 

The theov of emotiod intelligence is re1evant to the present study in 
two fhdamental ways. Firstly, it stands as support to many of the fidings 
-ch emerged from the study, as there is much overlap between this study and 
the theories outiined by Goleman (1995). Secondly, it may point the way to 
sohring many of the difFicuIties noted in the lives of individuais with leaming 
disabilities in a variety of research (iicluding this one) and can be seen as 
forming part of the rationale for some of the recommendations emerging h m  
the present study. 

Members of The Group can be said to have exhibited a high levd of 
emotional intelligence. The narratives and thematic andysis chronicle the 

gradua1 and deliberate dweIopment of cornpetencies which bolstered naturai 
abiüties and m h h h e d  the eff' of learning weakness. These included both 
cognitive and affective components. Co-reserachers, in isolation, careiùUy 
crafted their hes so as to navigate through extremely turbulent emotional 
waters, caIming uuier and outer voices of criticism, doubt and anger. At the 
same t h e ,  healthier emotions were used to motivate and push towards 
progress. In an emotional world made up of competing stereophonic 
hquencies, the treble of the negative was decreased, wfiile the b a s  of the 
positive was elevated. 

Using Salovey and Mayer's (1990) mode1 of emotional intelligence, Co- 
researchers can be seen to have developed many positive traits on theV joumey 
to success. They exhibited an mer-increasing sensitivity to their emotions, 
carefuny monitoring feelings of confidence and despondency. Along with this, 
came the growing capacity for emotional management, activating positive 
feeIings and quehg the ever-present negativity. As a group, they displayed a 



wry high levei of motivation and told of the* incüviduaiïzed schemes for 
increasing self-control and f%flov. 

Leamhg h m  aii sources, mernbers of The Group manifest keen 
obsenmtionaby skills, monitoring both the cognitive and affective behavior of 
successful COU-~S, dong with the demands of teachefs and institutions in 
these spheres. interpersonal ski&, whiclr facilitated progres on the joumey to 
success, were in evidence for many. Statements indicating a high degree of 
empathywere, hkewïse, notable. In fact, it was often this feeling that motivated 
hdividuals to participate in the present research. Leaming disabilities appear to 
affect the ability to incidenta& acquire social competency (see Chapter 3). As 
such, Co-Researchers developed skills in this domain t h u g h  constant and 
deiibemte effort, allowing them to utilize the talents and resources of others and 
create a comfortabIe social network, necessary for professional and personal 
life 

Co-researchers experienced many failures in both cognitive and affective 
spheres, such that it wouid be inaccurate to state that they began their lnres with 
higw developed levels of emotional intelligence. In fact, there was evidence to 
suggest that among most, there were delïcits in social and emotional capacities. 
Yet, Co-researchersf vigilance and deliberate attempts at sunival  and self- 
irnprovement, transfomied them into keen practitioners of emotional 
intelligence. The stov of their acquisition of these skills is, in part, what makes 
the narratives so fascinating. Using the template of emotional intelligence, helps 
to structure and elucidate the factors Wch lead to their success. It adds validity 
to the fîndings of this snidy and serves to explain the pivotal role of affective 
mastery in accounting for the accomplishments of The Group. Conversely, the 
thematic anaiysis of the present study-higNighting an experiential trajectory 
-ch included many elements noted in the work of Goleman and others-adds 
to the corpus of evidence validating the theoxy of emotional intelligence and its 
assertion that positive changes in intellectual capacity can be realized. 

In addition to the symbiotic benefits which can be derived nom 
comparing these two pieces of research on a purely theoretical level, there is an 
additional, practid benefit to their confIuence. For, the theory of emotional 
intelligence points the way to trieating some of the ddcits highlighted arnong the 



learning disabled popdation. It  offers a comprehensive approach to analyzing 
and ameliorating weakness, leading, potentiayr, to increases in overail 
functioning. Using the coping and accomplishment skills noted among Co- 
researchers as a guide, dong with the model of aptitude posited by the 
emotionai intelligence theorists, practitioners are given a powerfbi set of tools 
wÏth which to approach the leaming disabled student Engagîng students eariy 
on in their careers in such a remediative effort, may help deviate some of the 
lingering emotional difficulties &ch might o t h e d e  hamper progress or 
dampen success. 

Whüe it is not within the scope of the present mdy to offer a funy 
developed remediative model based on the hdings of this research and the 
work of emotional intelligence, it seems important to note the connection 
Future research may focus on such practicai solutions, as welI as explore the 
relationship between learning disabilities and emotional intelligence. Aiready 
theorists are working on ways to determine levels of what Goleman calls 
"emotional literaqhnd the effect it have on leaming and performance in a 
variety of ways (e.g. Hawkins, 1992; Elias B Clabby, 1992). Work with so- 
d e d  "special neeh populations" (iicluding students with leaming disabilities) 
in light of this theory has already begun (e.g., Greenberg U Kusche, 1993). 

Like the theory of emotional intelligence, the message of the present study 
is one of optimism and potential progress. The purpose of the study was not 
ody to highlight a set of extremeiy successfbl individuals with learning 
disabilities as examples of tnumph over advexsity, for its own sake. Rather, the 
goal of the research was &O to suggest ways in which other students with 
leaming disabilities might be assïsted to reach levels of achievement similar to 
those reaüzed by members of The Group. As with the work of Gerber and Reiff 
(1992) and Franki (1967, 1978, 19&1), emotional intelligence as outlined by 
Goleman (1999, offers practicai advice in the search for effective and lasting 
means of cornteracting deficits associated with leaming disabilities. The 
existence of this theov, as well as the other models noted, holds much promise 
for the treatment of this population. It broadens the base of definition and 
solution to the diificuities of the leaming disabled and offers new insight which 
may lead to inmeasin& potent assistive techniques. 
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COLOIJR PLATE #I6 

In June of 1998,I handed in the iïrst complete draft of the dissertation to 
my advisor. After many years of work, months of completion and hours of finai 
preparation, 1 see before me a document-large, complex and intense- true 

refledion of me and my best efforts. 

1 seems to me that the whole project is now like a b u t t e r f S - e r  mu& 
time growing safely in a cocoon and suspended as a CiilySaIis, it is ready to take 

mt= 
I chose the image of a Monarch butte- for two reasons. Firstly, 1 felt 

that it refiected the *?lism of the project, it was a living beiing d o s e  body 
was composed of various colours and shades, just as my work was composed 
of both the individual and collective hues. In addition, 1 was reminded of my 
Master's thesis aperïence, d e n  1 spent time in a preschool classroom 
observing students learning about buttefies. No theoxy or story could match 
the intensity of excitement which the children seemed to feel as they watched 
and waited for their home-grown Monarchs to emerge kom their cocoons. in a 
touching moment at the end of the year, the children and their teachers released 
the buttedies into the wild, bidding them farewelI and thanking them for the 
lessons wfiich they had taught. 

Though my butte* is not quite ready to be let go, 1 can now look 
f o m d  to the day when 1 set it fkee and thank it for d that it has taught me. 





CHAPTER 8 

Perspective: Some Concluding Thouehts 

The & is the eternal chrysalis, the Thou the eternal butterfly. 

- Martin Buber 

introduction 

In ending a project such as this, 1 have many thoughts: Was the piece 
mfomative, thorough, exciting? Does it meet my expectations, those of my Co- 
researchen and those of outside readers? What has this pmject given me, my 
partners in the venture and those who read it? Did it k up to the ethicai, 
creative and inteiiectual ngor of the qualitative paradigm? 

Answering these questions, for me, takes on various f o m .  On the one 
hand, 1 can use the questions which 1 posed in the methodology section 
(Chapter 2) to evaluate the materiai, in order to see if it meets with the 
tnistworthiness and authentieity of a qualitative work, as posited by Lincoln 
and Guba (1986, 1990). Since these have been my guiding principles 
throughout the process of designing the project, collecting i n t e ~ e w  data and 
analyzing the material, it seems that 1 should be able to answer most, if not d of 
the questions, for mysetf, in the afnrmative. Beyond this, 1 Ieave the reader to 
judge whether the work meets their standards and merits their approvai as an 
interesting and informative piece of hurnan experience research. 

Looking at the impact of this work and the messages which 1 hope it has 
conveyed, is another means by which to conclude. For thh, 1 turn to the Uriiting 
of Reason and Marshall (1987) in their work entitled Research as Personal 
Rocess. In this piece, they attempt to answer the question of why it is that 
researchers engage in the research process and the potential rewards that can 
be gained fkom it. In their opinion, the reasons are threefold, namely, that 
research is entered into in order to offer something to three diâerent parties, 
tenned as "me", "us" and "them." 



The researcher is the "me". Sme engages in research because it holds 
"enonnous potential . . . for personal development, change and l e a m . '  (p. 

112). "Us", refers to the collective of individuals who form the cadre of Co- 
researchers. Research for this group "enabIes us to act dectively in the world @. 
I13)", expressing our experiences and gRring us new awareness of self and other. 
It ailows the personal narrative to become a lesson and vehicle for reaction and 
transformation. Our intended audience is "them", " the fund of knowledge . . . the 
community of schoiars" @. 113, and, 1 would argue, the wider world of 
professionals, practitioners and those d o s e  hes are touched by the studied 
phenornenon. It is also for "them" that w e  engage in this process, because we 
seek to inforni them, to ask for theg assistance in af5ecting change and to 
demand greater sensitivity in the way in which w e  and all of humankind, are 
treated. 

What foliows, is my understanding of the project in this context. It is my 
attempt-at the end of the process-to clearly articulate the message that 1 
hope is conveyed by this work for all  parties concemed, especidy for "them". It 
&O my intent, to discuss those aspects of penonal development which 
occurred for "me" and, 1 suspect, for "us". It is the final, loving brush strokes, 
gent@ applied to a portrait just completed, a last wave to child, now leavhg the 
safety of home, ready for independent challenge and adventure. 

Comment. on the Joumw 

The joumey of conceiving, constructing and cornpihg this dissertation, 
has affected much change and growth in me. As a researcher, participant, 
educator, artist and psychologist, 1 have seen myselfpushed to new limits and 
stretched in diBering and often exciting ways. As my rote in this process was 
manifold, it seerns to me that each should be addressed in some form. 

As a researcher, 1 was given the opportuniv actualue my concept of 
research. Qualitative methods werp-at the beginning of this process-a set of 
ideas and ideals, an untested playground for my imagination and inteilect. 1 was 
uncertain as to how the process would emerge on a pract id basis. 1 did not 



know whether 1 would be able to articulate my understanding of the 
phenornenon or constntct a means of conducting interviews and coiiecting 
data. It was not known to me whether 1 wuid be able to h d  suitable Co- 
researchers who d d  be willing to participate in such an intense and personal 
process. Neither, was it clear that the themes derived h m  these i n t e ~ e w s  
would be informative and interesting or whether it wouid generate an anaipis 
that was worthy of the stofies collected 

What 1 learned, was that the integnty and rigor of qualitative 
methodology could be counted upon, at every step, to produce r d t s  that were 
exciting, interesting and worthy of the enterprise. Working within rhis 
demanding and often times labonous paradigm, nwer depleted my energies; 
rather, it continuousiy added to my sense of excitement and determination. It 
offered me many opportunitîes to encounter Me h m  besh and exciting angles. 
No matter who it was 1 i n t e ~ e ~ e d ,  1 was able to see intetest and value in theb 
tale. Similarly, themes emerged h m  the coilected narratives in an organic and 
holistic fashion, in keeping with other aspects of the exercise. The sense of 
integrity, care and respect which was demanded of me as an inte~ewer,  paid 
off in a myriad of ways, as material and emotion emanated in a genuine and 
complete manner. 

What 1 can Say, as a now practicing researcher, is that the feeling of 
havhg found a "home" within the qualitative paradigm that 1 encountered the 
very fint tirne 1 learned of its existence, has remained with me, consistently, ever 
since. It is not an easy discipline by any stretch and its divergence from 
traditional methods of human experience research demands that it be guarded 
and defended with fhstrating regularity. Yet, for me, it was and is the on@ path 
to take as a researcher, for it has aiiowed me to integrate parts of myseif that 
once seemed so disparate and disjointed. It has allowed me to approach others 
with a similar feeling of integrïty and wholeness and it is a fom of intellectual 
inqujr that 1 intend to pursue with great care and ferocity in the hture. 

One of the greatest gifk bestowed upon me as a result of my work on this 
project, has been my reemergence as an et. Once, art was my o d y  refuge 
h m  a world of hostile words and numbers. As 1 gaùied ever-increasing levels of 
prdciency in these areas, its signincance in my Iife seemed to fade. 1 now realize 



that in my quest to conquer leaming disabilities and focus attention on my 
education, 1 let go of an important aspect of myself as a visual artist. Though 1 
nwer forgot the joy that being with art, artistic materials and artists gave me, 1 
remained locked out of the world of visual actuaiÏzation, in a self-Ïmposed d e .  
As 1 began to conceive of this project-first thinking that 1 would O@ ask others 
to contribute works of &tic expression to its corpus-1 began to feel the need 
to engage in visual i1IZWOrk myseIf. At some point dong the joumey, 1 came to 
need this creative outlet, such that it became an integral part of the research 
process. 1 am so pleased that the paradigm dowed me to re-open this essential 
facet of myself. 1 now see t as a vital aspect of mywork as wdL 

Over the coming years, 1 hope to continue to explore myself as an artist 
and the intersections between art and human experÏence research. Integrating 
these parts of my whoIe has opened new vistas of possibility to me. 1 look 
fonnard, with intense excitement, to the paths that it will take me d o m  as 1 
aiiow it to lead and guide me. 1 hope to be able to share not only the products of 
this joumey, but the pmess of it as well, as 1 begin to discuss and teach others 
to facilitate within themsekes, aspects of personai and interpersonal research 
-ch utilize various fomis of artistic representation. 

As a potential teacher and therapist, I feel that much has been added to 
my skül and knodedge base nom this joumey. 1 have leamed to look at people 
differently, to value their knowiedge and expenence in new ways. 1 know now, 
that 1 wiil nwer again approach others sirnply as recipient clients or students- 
in need of help, learning and guidance, void of skill or insight. Rather, 1 wiil 
forever view those with whom I work as coiieagues in a process of learning and 
discovery. 

Facrlitating, rather than engineering, iïberating rather than incuicating, 
integrating rather than replacing-these shail be my goals. I have always been 
poubled by the tacit imbaiance of power inherent to traditional andragogical 
and therapeutic modalities. Now, 1 believe, I have a key to unlocking a more 
equitable and perhaps even more efficacious means of accomp~hing 
educational and therapeutic goals, in a manner that more closely reflects my 
personal understanding of human relationships. 



As a participant in this project, 1 have also seen great Liiberation and 
development. When 1 began to consider a possible topic for dissertation 
research, 1 could not conceive of includmg myselfor my story in a project. Now, 
1 see that 1 not oniy should have, but must have done so, in order to retain my 
integrïty as a researcher and social scientist 1 no longer fhd value in impartial, 
dispassionate and disconnected research, but only in the need to becorne deeply 
aware of one's own feeiings, ideas and biases. As such, 1 was gIad to add my 
voice to the chorus of those d o s e  hes constmcted the phenornenon 1 
researched. 1 feel that 1 was pmdent and rigorous in appmaching others and 
@y carehil in presenting my own story. 

1 am very pleased that 1 allowed myself to become thusly involved. 1 
know much more about myself-my strengths, weaknesses, m y  joys and 
somws-than 1 previously did. 1 have corne to feel more connected with others 
d o s e  struggie to defkat the Iimitations of learning disabilities is a He-long 
venture. 1 feel l e s  alone, more empowered and in very good Company. Placing 
myseif in the context of a collective has not discontinued my own joumey, it has, 
in may ways considerab@ enhanced, vindicated and strengthened it. 

For me, then, the ben& of this journey have been numemus. 1 entered 
h to  this venture unsure and unaware of where it d d  lead me. 1 emerge, 
feeiing stronger, more connected, better informed and left with a sense of 
integrïty, creativity and invigoration. This was, by no means, a simple or easy 
sojourn, but neither was it overly arduous, painful or strenuous. It has allowed 
me to test my limits without pushing myself to unsafe and unreasonable places. 
Most importantly, 1 believe, it has prepared me for a lifetïme of work for which I 
have great respect, commïtment and admiration. 

For Us 

It is my feeling that the dekition of "Us" in the context of this dissertation 
is marSold. ln its simplest form, "Us" refers to the dydic relationship which 1 
had with each Co-researcher. This, was for ail intents and purposes, the extent 
of the direct collaborative experience f i c h  we undertook and it has 
significance worth mentioning. In addition to this, there is the "Us" generated by 
the exatnination of the coiïected narratives and themes of aU Co-researchers. 
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Though they never met as a group, there did emerge iiam this project, a sense of 
p u p  and its associated consciousness. 

E;"ïdly, there is the outer ring of "Us", the other students with leaniing 
disabiIïties-adult and M d ,  present and future-who might in some way, be 
assisted by the work of this coiiective. 1 place them in the category of "Us" rather 
than the outer-most ring of "Th*', for 1 feel that there is a bond which links us 
ail and makes of us, on some IweI, a community. Most of us will never meet face 
to face and most wiU nwer read or even hear of t .  project. Howwer, there are 
m b a g b b l e  ways hwhich we will becorne connected and wiil be Muenced 
by our common jounieys and experiences, inducihg those chronicled here. u1 
honor of this fact, 1 have chosen to include this group and the comrnents 1 wish 
to make to them, in the broadest catchment of the word "Us". 

The dydic  connection established between the research participants in 
this SN* and myself, was, for the most part, one of great sipnincance. Each, 
had its own specid flavor, tone and signincance, in keeping with the 
individuality of the participants and our interactionary experience. Yet, as a 
whole, 1 think there were factors which proved common to most sessions. For 
almost aU participants, this was the first and perhaps oniy in-depth discussion of 
th& learning disabilïties and the educational experiences which stemmed fkom 
it. For many, it was an important step in the acceptance and expression of 
feelings associated with this redity. There was a sense of importance that 
emerged, a feeling that fin- a valuable story could be shared, wents 
substantiated and vindicated and lessons for others gleaned. 

Most Co-researchers commented on the importance of this event, either 
as part of the formal i n t e ~ e w  process, or privately aftemards. This was not 
universally the case, but there were indications that the interaction was 
powerfully meaningful and that much was anticipated from its occurrence in a 
research and educational context. To me, this points, once again, to the power 
and signincance of qualitative research methods. Not only did participants leave 
feeiing that they were respected and that the& information would be used with 
great care, but there was a sense of good will, commoaradary and, 1 hope, deep 
understanding. 
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Since all of the Co-researchem had found their joumey to ultimateiy be a 

solitary one (despite the presence and involvement of signifiant othen), there 
was cognhnce of community and commonaltywhich seemed to &te and 
ediven participants. The idea that their information might be used to bendt 
others and seek to, prevent the injustÏce and misunderstanding typicai of almost 
all Co-researchers experiences, seemed worthy of the exercise and just reward 
for re-te- and r e - m g  events laden with tremendous emotional content. 

Beyond the scope of the dyadic and group context of this study, it is my 
sincerest hope that the work afkcts change within the Iearning disabilities 
community. Knowing that there is a group of students who have stniggled and 
triumphed at even the highest levek of education, wiii 1 hope, give a sense of 
possibüity and encouragement to others who face similar challenges. Leaming 
the ways in which these unique individuais cofistrvcted coping and success 
strategies can, 1 feel, give practical insight and guidance to other members of the 
comrnunity. What we now know about how to overcome learning disabilities is, 
sadly, stiu not what we need to know in order to irradiate their terrible influence 
and consequence completely. The stories and themes which emerged fkom this 
project have, 1 hope, added to the base of knowledge on this subject and have 
taken us aii, one smaii step toward the uitimate goal of n-g the destructive 
capacity of Iearnïng diference. 

My drearn for "Us", is that we develop a greater sense of community. 1 
wouid be most gratifïed to see this generation of leaming disabled adults take a 
leadership role in advocating for ourselves and assisting others. Those of us who 
live life in this reaiïty are, 1 feel, best suited to work for improvements in the 
ways in which society accommodates those with a learning disabiiity. We are 
also the best modeis, teachers and mentors for other students with learning 
disabiiities, for we can share our experiences and act as tnùy empathic 
professionalS. 

If there was less stigma attached to havhg a leaming disability, more 
information on what it means to be leaming disabled and a sense of pnda in the 
accomphhment of having succeeded as a person with a Ieaming disability, 
perhaps there would be more room for such a community to develop. In the 
meantime, t seems important to give voice to those of us who are brave enough 



to share our stories and use our own experiences as guides to future 
accommodation. Knowing ourseives to be powerfiil, capable and in need of 
organkd advocacy action would, 1 think be a good fht logical step in the 
procesS. 

in my own He, 1 see these feeling develop rapidly. Several years ago, 1 
cowered every time a teacher or professor denied the existence of my leaming 
disabïlitywhen 1 succeeded at a lwel which they assumed to be beyond that 
capable of a person so disposed. When looking for a thesis topic, 1 again 
cowered, thuiking that it was not relevant, interesting or potentially valuable in 
any reai sense. After readïng the literature, spealang with others whose hes are 
sirnilarly laid out and having examuieci the population of this study, I do feel 
stronger, more confident and more committed to the idea that there is ment in 
voicuig the needs and experiences of the learning disabled community. 

When 1 recently heard that a colleague had once again questioned the 
presence of a genuine learnuig dïsability in my Lifdue to my ability to perform 
academically-1 was angry rather than feamù, forcefid rather than retiring. It  
seemed to pmve the point ail the more so, that there is a great need for "Us" to 
become a collective and to educate the rest of "Us" as weil as the rest of "Them". 

For Them 

"Them", in context of this construction, refers to two sets of individuals. 
Firstly, there are those professionab-teachers, therapists, special educators 
and administrators-who deal with leaming disabled individuals and have the 
potentiai to shape and influence th& Iives. 

To them, 1 wish to Say that they must read the narratives and themes 
with great case. They must see that enurs in professional judgment, personal 
prejudices and collective ignorance, have painful and destructive consequences. 
No one person in this circle can or shouid take responsibiüty for past injustices, 
nor should they see themselves as sole& responsible for the salvation of the 
learning disabled individual. Yet, there can be irnprovements in sensitiviv, 
professional acumen and sociological n o m ,  which may benefit this population. 
As with negative consequences, it should be clear h m  the narratives and 



themes, that individuais can make a difference, that there can be much that is 
positive and reparative in the relatiomhip with a leaming disabled student 

As can be seen h m  the lives of students in this group, damage done 
through poor and negative treatment can have a lastmg dect on self esteern 
and the process of overcoming roadblocks. Yet, at the very same tirne, kindness, 
understanding and consideration, can open doors, change min& and lead the 
way to new possibility and a sense of mrth It seems to me that for those who 
seek to work with learning disabled snidents, there is tremendous responsibility, 
great risk, yet endless possibility for good 

To those who administer and organize graduate institutions, it is my 
feeling that this project speaks most cleariy to you. If there is any one strong 
message to ernerge from this work, it is that leaming disabled students with a 
vaciety of organicaily-based impediments, can make excellent graduate students 
and can contribute to the community of academics and professionals who 
complete these programs. in fact, it can be argued that such students make 
exceptional graduate students, for their educational histories and weii-honed 
work habits, prepare them welI for the rigors of most graduate programs. If the 
individu& of this study are any indication of the population's potential (and I 
w d d  argue that they are), then the group exhibits quatities wiiich seem to form 
the very essence of a graduate student. They are industrious, hardworking, 
motivated, seif-starting, independent, tenacious, resourceful and creative. 

In the broadest sense, 1 wish to make a comment to the largest group of 
"They", the general population. 1 strongiy feel, that this project, dong with a 
growing numbea of others in the field, suggests that we as a society must begin 
to re-examine some of the assumptions and prejudices which we hold with 
regard to indÏviduals with disabilities in genemi and students with leaming 
disabilities in partidar. As a society, w e  steadfastiy maintain artifidal 
categorïes for human behavior &ch Mt our ability to comprehend the true 
nature of an individuai's capacity and potential. We segregate and segment 
people dong vexy nanow iines of definition, thus slotting them into political and 
practid confines which restrict their growth and our ability to make the most 
of their talents. 



It seems to me, that the concept of leamîng disabWes shouid be looked 
at more as a social coastnict and less as an affliction. The concept evokes a 
medical mode1 of a syndrome that though organic in ongui, is mostly 
sociologid in nature. It is O* by carefully examinuig our assumptions about 
education, about disability and about leaming, that we can begin to unrave1 the 
ideas which hold us aii hostage. See'mg learning disabilities not only as a 
maiady, but as a by product of psychoIogy, phïiosophy, theology, sociology and 
politics, will &rate us all. Even the terni "learning disabilities" carries ~ 4 t h  it a 
narrowing medical connotation, an artificial social stratikation and a 
moralistic judgmen~ Our goal should be to see aiI snidents as unique in their 
ski& and abilities, endless in their potentid and capacïty to contribute to 
society. 

Looking Toward the Future 

And Moses went up from the plains of Moab unto mount Nebo . . . And the Lord 
showed him al1 the land . . . And the Lord said unto him . . . "1 have caused thee to 
see it with thine eyes, but thou shah not go over thithef'. 

-Deuteronomy XXXIV, 1 -4 

1 had aiways assumed that ending the dissertation joumey would Ieave 
m e  feeling like Moses did at the end of the Pentateuch. Behind me, d d  be 
what 1 had accomplished-the growth 1 had partïcipated in and facilitated. 
Ahead of me, would be that -ch was possiblethe places 1 rnight have 
traversed, had 1 been able. The end, 1 assumed, would be bittemeet-1 would 
reluctantly Ieave that which 1 felt was taken to a good place, but far fiom 
finished. 

However, as with so many aspects of this joumey, 1 am surprised to 
discover that my feelings are entirely Werent than 1 had expected. On the one 
hand, 1 am pleased with what 1 have done and, on the other, 1 am cornfortable 
leaving the future work alone-for the Eune b e i n v p e n  to many other 
possibdities. 1 am, in other words, feeling peaceful, 

1 know that the work of this project was handled with the greatest care 
and respect possible. Much effort was exerted on my part and much energy was 



expended on my behalf, by those who participated in the project, oversaw its 
completion, or supported me personai& in my endeavors. The qualitative 
paradigm demands rigor, but does not fiuiction on the premise that one's work 
win reach certain hypothetical points. As such, 1 have worked hard and, in 
retuni, been m e n  the opportunïty to see this project emerge with surprise and 
delight, much as one who plants a flower enjoys the miracle of its unf01ding. 1 
feel content to let the work of this project stand on its own. if there is interest on 
the part of others to read and make use of this work, so be it and 1 wiU be 
honored. if not, 1 feel satisfied that I have done justice to myself, to the 
qualitative paradigm and, most especiaiiy, to those Co-researchers who misted 
me with their life histories. 

1 realize that, unlike Moses who stood at the end of his career, 1 am only 
at the beginning of mine. 1 am impassioned by the phenomenon of this study- 
the convergence of personal emotiond investment, intenectual interest and 
political purpose, gkes rise to dreams of other projects and k h  directions for 
me to undertake. As the drawing of the trees in my final Mandala image 
suggests, 1 feel that there are new branches to explore and new f i t s  to pick, 
gather, ripen and sample. 

There are numerow ways in -ch 1, as a researcher, can pick up the 
trail of this project and venture into new territoxy. 1 would like to see more 
graduate students' liws discussed, in order to broaden thb work with other 
aspects to the phenomenon. It would seem important to make use of the 
findings h m  this and other studies in the ' ' r d  world, examùiing their eficacy 
and relwance. Similarly, it would appear necessay to examine the social, 
political and educational foundations of learning disabilities with those 
individuals who are most duectly invoived in work with the population. if 
change is to be affected, then there must be a clear understanding of the 
constructs which both hold the greatest potentiai for assistance and those which 
hinder progress most cleariy. 

1 hope that others will see the importance of examinug the lives of 
leaming disabled adults, especiaiïy those whose lives have taken them in 
directions not usuaUy considered within their expected domain There are those 
among the population who have ventured ali over various professional, 



educational and peisonal maps. Their stories deseive to be told, their lessons 
wait for others to discover, to leam and to share. If the stories and themes 
presented hem and in other similar projects of this nature have managed to 
present the phenornenon in a diiciently enticing manner, the= may be others 
who are excited and inrerested in furthering the process of asking questions, 
challenging assumptions and erq,10ring the incredibIe üfe histones of as yet 
unnamed indbiduals. The qualitative paradigm teaches us that there are as 
many good questions and worthy joumeys as there are individu& who are 
willing to ask and me1 down new roads. 

Three years after leaving my last class as a student in a formol educational 
program, I return to the classroom io  speok to a group completing that same 
final course. I have been asked to describe my research iourney and the process 
of organizing and wrïting my dissertation. I am grateful for the opportunity to 
share my thoughts, my work and my ideas. 

k 1 engage in this process, I recall to the group the events of that last class in 
1 995, when I "encountered" refledions of my self as a student at diffenng stages 
of learning. Moving rny hand in the air, I pinpoint the location within the room of 
each incarnation and the feelings revived by their presence. As if peering into a 
photo album, I con see with absolute clarity the vision of myself at eoch of these 
intervals. 

While discussing the process of interviewing other students and how I organized 
the personal histories, it struck me that what I actually did, was to invite the pnor 
incarnations of rny Co-researchen into view for us to meet and experience. 
Suddenly, it seemed apparent that each participant had brought with them their 
vision of themselves at momentous points in their life journeys. 

Now, as I look bock over my work and the dories which I have collected, 1 see 
not only words, but a myriad of faces. These are the faces of my Co-researchers, 
p s t  and present, who experienced life with learning disabilities in ways which 
were both similar and distinct. They are children and adults, ~outhful and mature, 
hopefully optimistic and hopelessly despondent. Each has a story to tell, a life to 
recall and lessons to teach. Each is powerful, cornpelling and in their own way, 
beautiful to behold. 



Beyond that though, I can see other faces, those as yet unnamed and 
undescribed. They are the faces of those who will read and engage in the 
narratives and analysis and take from it that which they need and c m  make use 
of. They will shape and change and understand this work in ways that suit them 
and those with whorn they work. Sorne will find the proied beneficial, othen, of 
liitle use. Some, I hope, will identify with the narratives and the analysis and make 
of it a link in their chain of knowledge and insight. 

I tell the group that I am reminded of a play-consisting of only two characters- 
who p~~choanalytically discuss their [ives and the lives of those around them. As 
they invoke these memories, they facetiously state that the room they ore in, is 
suddenly very big and very crowded. 

And so it feels to me in this moment. The classroom, which so enthralled and 
intimidated me, seems suddenly very large-infinite in some respects. It is filled 
with a world full of students and teachen, learning and experiencing life with and 
from each-other in a multitude of new and exciting ways. Those park of myself 
which once seemed so lonely and isolated, are now in the Company of othen, 
like minded and similarly disposed. I feel good about leaving fhern there in this 
crowd, for it is a safe, exciting and grow-th-oriented place to remain. 

At the end of this iourney, I see no doors to close, only those to open. 1 see 
many new ways in which to travel the landscapes of life and the inscapes of the 
mind. 1 see new partnen and collaborators and those in whorn trust is easily 
placed. I see a classroom, as big as my imagination. And I am pleased with whot I 
see. 



"The Forest and the Trees" 
ÇOLOUR PLATE #17 

In the end, 1 sit back and watch with a sense of wonder the work that has 
grown up amund me. 1 am pleased with the balance between the individuai 
narratives and the thematic mis; the voice of self and other; the emotional 
and the inteuectual; the creative and the ngorous. 

1 imagine that 1 am lying of the Boor of a forest, lookuig up at a group of 
trees. This perspective af50rds me a view of both the individual trees in their 
pefiect majesty as wen as the power and intensity of their conglomeratioa 
There are six trees representing the six members of The Group, but one large 
clump of green growth at the top, representing the collective voice of themes 
and ideas. 

Around me are the clouds of a peacefid but eventful sky-a perfect blue 
backdrop punctuated with cloud formations. 1 have placed these to symbolize 
the combination of triurnph and tragedy that these stories so poignantly 
illustrate and which 1 hope, is left in the min& of readers who share in them. 

1 am pleased that this is the nnal image that 1 am left with, it is peaceful, 
introspective and proud. Its organic nature is a symboI of alI that 1 had hoped 
for in the work of this dissertation. For it was my wish to create a work that 
grew out of important narratives and which always respected its roots in these 
unique stories. At the same time, it represents the enormous growth which 1 feel 
1 have experienced as a result of my involvement in wery aspect of this project. 
My mind, my spint and my sou1 have all been stretched and expanded in new 
and excihg directions. 1 have been challenged and rewarded in countless ways. 

1 leave the project with a d t h  of information, new sküls and a desire to 
continue if the field of human experience research. 1 b e k e  that 1 have gained 
much as a student, researcher and an artist and that 1 have ailowed othen and 
myseif to express our feelings, thoughts and mernories in a manner that wiIl 

hopefulSr prove to be productive and useful. In the end, 1 am pleased with uiis 
work and happy to have journeyed down this path. 
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